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ABSTRACT 
This thesis provides a theoretical base for understanding the 
relationship between medieval romance literature, matristic romance 
literature, and the emerging spiritual feminist tradition. The study consists of 
two sections. The first section situates it in relation to the contemporary 
western spiritual feminist tradition, while the second provides a detailed 
consideration of a selection of medieval and contemporary texts and of their 
role in the lives of individual spiritual feminists and in the spiritual feminist 
movement. 
Spiritual feminists are defined as women who: are committed to the all 
embracing, self sufficient Goddess, value women's empowerment, practise 
ritual and /o r magic, revere nature and work for justice for all life. The study 
explores briefly the role which literature, both medieval and modern, has 
played, and is playing, in spiritual feminism. It then undertakes a detailed 
study of five medieval romances and five contemporary matristic romances, 
clarifying those romance literature characteristics which are most significant 
for spiritual feminism. The term 'matristic romance' is an expansion of the 
classification system developed by Gloria Feman Orenstein for cycles of 
matristic storytelling. 
The medieval romances are Thomas of Erceldoune and the Queen of Elf-
Land, Sir Degare, Sir Launfal, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight and Sir Perceval of 
Galles. These are examined briefly, identifying recurring themes and motifs 
and hints of early pagan myths as well as focussing on the female protagonists 
in each story. Five common themes emerge: the adventure/quest theme, 
particularly the search for deeper know^ledge of self; different worlds; nature, 
the earth and sexuality; goddesses, gods, fairies and witches; and magic, ritual 
and the Grail. 
The matristic romances discussed are The Gate to Women's Country by 
Sheri S. Tepper, The Fifth Sacred Thing by Starhawk, Amazon by Barbara G. 
Walker, Vie Ancient Future: The Dark Age by Traci Harding and The Mists of 
Avalon by Marion Bradley. The themes identified in the medieval romances 
are also found to be dominant in these contemporary romances. 
One medieval text and one matristic romance are selected for detailed 
analysis: Sir Perceval of Galles and The Mists of Avalon, respectively. In each 
case the feminist psychoanalytic approach of Luce Irigaray, combined with 
Julia Kristeva's theory of countertransference, is used to elicit meaning from 
the textual unconscious and to explore the conscious and unconscious impact 
of the text on one spiritual feminist reader. The findings suggest that, for a 
woman, tapping her unconscious in this way can reveal a deep self 
knowledge, and the challenge to live in accordance with that knowledge. 
The psychoanalysis is then extended to focus on this same w^oman's 
experience as a participant in a spiritual feminist full moon ritual. The 
analysis centres on her conscious and unconscious responses to the ritual, w^ith 
similar findings to those of the earlier studies of her reactions to reading 
romance literature. 
The study reveals a very close relationship between medieval and 
matristic romance literature and spiritual feminist ritual. The themes and 
motifs which structure romance literature are the same themes and motifs 
which shape spiritual feminist rituals. The experiences of reading romance 
and of participating in spiritual feminist ritual are remarkably similar. The 
myths that are being re-membered and re-told in spiritual feminist ritual 
parallel those which are found in medieval and matristic romance. 
The thesis concludes that spiritual feminist ritual is, effectively, 
romance enacted. The emerging mythology of spiritual feminism, enacted in 
ritual, both draws upon and moves beyond the truths expressed in medieval 
and matristic romance literature. Spiritual feminists are re-membering a 
tradition which, like the empowering journeys of romance literature, is a 
journey of individual and communal discovery. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The European Middle Ages have fascinated readers, writers, poets, 
artists and scholars for generations. In the nineteenth century alone the works 
of Tennyson, Hopkins, Browning and the pre-Raphaelites provide some 
examples of the influence of medieval symbolism and typology in poetry and 
art. More recently, the late twentieth and early twenty first centuries have 
seen the emergence of wide ranging spiritual, artistic and commercial interest 
in the social and cultural life of the medieval era. In contemporary western 
society medieval myths and motifs are emerging in novels, in films, in music, 
in art, in fairs and in fashion trends. As Luce Irigaray observed pertinently: 
'in this age of sophisticated technical apparatus we still frequently turn to the 
Middle Ages in search of our images and secrets' ^ With this resurgence of 
interest in the Middle Ages has come renewed interest in medieval writings, 
particularly of the romance genre. The original medieval romances are finding 
a new academic audience, are being understood afresh with the insights of 
contemporary literary analysis and are being rewritten in modern language 
for the popular market.^ 
Another significant phenomenon of the late twentieth and early twenty 
first centuries, parallelling that of the nineteenth century, has been the 
tremendous upsurge of fictional writings by women. These texts explore 
women's search for meaning in their lives, their role in society, their 
relationship to the world around them and women's image of, and 
relationship to, the deity.^ Female readers are discovering in these wrritings 
insight, inspiration and challenge. In these writings they see hope for a future 
free from the constraints and dictates of patriarchy, a future based on respect 
for all beings, on recognition of the wisdom of women, on reverence for the 
earth and on reclamation of the female deity. 
I am one of these avid feminist readers and my life has been both 
changed and challenged by this reading. The texts which form the basis of 
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this thesis represent a selection of the literature which has assisted me in the 
development and expression of my own personal and spiritual identity and 
ideology. They have provided me with insights into the traditions which are 
influencing contemporary women in their spirituality. These texts have 
encouraged me to speak of personal and spiritual hopes and longings 
previously unspoken. They have given me a language, a mythology and a 
ritual framework for expressing and exploring my developing feminist 
spirituality. For me this research has been, and is, both an academic and a 
spiritual journey: a journey of analysis, of articulation and of celebration. 
As this work will demonstrate, some of the contemporary feminist 
writings which are having such a profound influence on women's spirituality 
today share a number of the characteristic themes and motifs of medieval 
romance, particularly as these themes are being uncovered by feminist 
analyses. The thematic and structural similarities of the two bodies of 
literature are so marked that it may be valid also to classify this contemporary 
group of women's writings as 'romance' and, more specifically, as 'matristic 
romance'.^ The parallels between these medieval and matristic writings shape, 
and are explicated by, the way in which these two types of romance are 
defined in this thesis. For the purposes of this work, medieval romances are 
defined as tales remote from ordinary life, often centred on imaginative or 
ideal scenes of love, heroism or chivalry. In an expansion of this description, 
matristic romances are defined as feminist tales remote from ordinary life, 
often centred on imaginative and empowering scenes of women's adventures 
and achievements. 
Five medieval romances and five matristic romances will be examined. 
The medieval texts are Thomas of Erceldoune and the Queen of Elf-Land,^ Sir 
Degare,^ Sir Launfal,'^ Sir Gawain and the Green Knights and Sir Perceval of Galles.'^ 
These texts are all written in English, but they represent a number of different 
romance types - the ballad romance, the Breton lay, the alliterative romance 
and the folk romance - thus providing an opportunity to demonstrate the 
consistency of the identified romance themes and motifs in a diverse group of 
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romance texts. The matristic romances to be explored are The Gate to Women's 
Country,^^ The Fifth Sacred Thing,^^ Amazon,^^ The Ancient Future: The Dark Age,^^ 
and The Mists of Avalon.^"^ These matristic romances are women's 'tales of 
power',15 a growing body of literature which is exploring contemporary 
female identity, offering creative alternatives to patriarchy and developing 
gynecentric ways of envisaging and relating to the deity. This movement by 
women towards a new way of understanding femaleness, of relating to other 
people, of engaging w^ith the world and of relating to the female divine is 
called spiritual feminism. The women who are participating in this exciting 
and empow^ering spiritual exploration are named spiritual feminists. 
These women are finding in medieval and matristic romances rich 
sources for the construction of a contemporary mythology and its ritual 
expression. The verb coined by Mary Daly, 're-membering', best describes the 
developmental process of spiritual feminist myth and ritual.^^ Spiritual 
feminists are working to (re)construct a spiritual tradition from extant literary 
and mythological fragments, remnants of oral inheritance, their own dreams, 
unconscious memories and suppressed knowledge, as well as from individual 
and communal creative imaginings. They are seeking a tradition, a ritual 
framework and a mythology w^hich is relevant for today and true to their 
understanding of women's ancient spiritual heritage. 
The aim of this thesis is to analyse the role of medieval and matristic 
romance literature in this emerging spiritual feminist tradition. This w i^ll be 
done through identifying the themes and structural motifs which are common 
to both medieval and matristic romance. The primary contribution which this 
work will make is to clarify the ways in which these themes and motifs are 
influencing the emerging spiritual feminist ritual tradition and its developing 
mythology. The study will provide a theoretical base for understanding the 
relationship between romance literature and the emerging spiritual feminist 
tradition. 
This work will also make contributions in a number of other areas. 
This is the first time the five chosen medieval texts have been grouped for 
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analysis in this particular way. In so doing, by providing a feminist spiritual 
framework for their analysis and in demonstrating the application of this 
framework to these specific Middle English texts, this work makes available to 
spiritual feminist scholars an invaluable tool for further research into other 
medieval texts. 
In addition, it reclaims the key medieval text, the story of Sir Perceval of 
Galles, from the scholarly wilderness whence it has largely languished since 
1914 when Jessie Weston's translation of the text was published.i^ Sir Perceval 
of Galles did not deserve this neglect; it is a fascinating tale of extraordinary 
clarity and simplicity, with strong female protagonists, critical challenges to 
the social and spiritual status quo and constructive alternatives to limiting 
ideologies. Each of these will be brought into focus and explored from a 
feminist perspective. The inclusion of a select concordance to Sir Perceval of 
Galles (see Appendix) will aid in further analyses of this text, and may 
encourage scholars to continue to listen to this fascinating tale. 
Parallelling the contribution made to medieval studies by the grouping 
and analysis of five medieval texts is the contribution to contemporary 
feminist literary studies through the grouping and analysis of five matristic 
texts. The analytical framework thus developed could be used by other 
feminist literary critics to explore additional matristic romance texts and their 
role in the lives of spiritual feminists today. 
Marion Bradley's The Mists of Avalon, which offers a reinterpretation of 
the actions and events of the Arthurian court from a woman's perspective, has 
played a very significant role in the spiritual lives of countless women today. 
It has also influenced the writings of women authors and its influence can be 
seen in the growing body of feminist retellings of traditional Arthurian tales.i^ 
However, until very recently, few academic analyses of this influential novel 
had been imdertaken. This study will contribute to the growing body of work 
which is recognising and exploring the immense and profound influence of 
The Mists of Avalon on women today. 
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The thesis will also explore the critical approaches of two key literary 
scholars, the medievalist John Speirs and the matristic scholar Gloria Feman 
Orenstein. It will bring the work of John Speirs out of the academic darkness 
to which it was consigned by the scholarly community of the nineteen fifties 
and give it some recognition for the ground breaking challenge which it 
issued to literary theory in his time. Speirs's approach to reading and 
understanding medieval texts, including Sir Perceval of Galles, combined a 
commitment to exploring the internal, often unconscious, mythic and ritual 
elements manifested in the medieval texts with a reading style which 
deliberately sought to engage both the objective mind of the reader and the 
life experience, emotions and judgement of the reader. These two foci - myth 
and ritual elements and the involvement of the reader - suggested a basis 
upon which the present spiritual feminist analysis of this text has built. 
The other critic w^hose work has been influential is the feminist scholar, 
Gloria Feman Orenstein, who described the characteristics of matristic 
storytelling and devised a five point classification system for the emerging 
cycles of matristic storytelling. Her five cycles were the biblical, the classical, 
the indigenous, the ecofeminist and the Grail quest cycle. In this work I 
identify a sixth cycle, which I name the romance cycle. This romance cycle 
forms part of Orenstein's 'tales of power', but exhibits a number of 
characteristics which distinguish it from the other cycles. The identification 
and analysis of five texts which form part of this cycle of storytelling provides 
a comprehensive example of the way in which the romance cycle functions for 
women today. 
The in depth analysis of the role that the two romances. Sir Perceval of 
Galles and The Mists of Avalon, have had in my own personal and spiritual life 
is a fresh approach to the study of romance texts and a further unique 
contribution of this work. This is the first time a comprehensive 
psychoanalytic analysis of the relationship between these two texts and a 
spiritual feminist reader has been undertaken. The feminist psychoanalytic 
approach of Luce Irigaray, combined with Julia Kristeva's theory of 
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countertransference, is used to explore the conscious and unconscious impact 
which each of the two key romance texts has had on me as a spiritual feminist 
reader. This psychoanalysis is expanded to focus on the impact of spiritual 
feminist ritual on me as a participant and on the role of romance literature in 
spiritual feminist myth and ritual. 
The readings undertaken and the interpretations proposed in this thesis 
are not intended to be the definitive analyses of the texts for 'truth has many 
faces and the truth is like to the old road to Avalon; it depends on your own 
will, and your own thoughts, whither the road will take you' ^^  This 
disclaimer is not, in any way, intended to limit the speculations upon which 
this research will engage, nor to disallow the privileging of the feminist 
interpretations to be undertaken. It is simply a recognition and an 
acknowledgment of the realities of postmodern literary analysis, that is, that 
the interpretations to be presented here must find their ow^n rightful place in 
the world of literary truth; they cannot and will not be authenticated by any 
appeal to an objective and unassailable authority. Each woman must test for 
herself the validity of the readings and interpretations and their truth for her 
life. However, this work recognises that meaning is not constructed solely in 
isolation. Each spiritual feminist woman is both an individual and a member 
of the spiritual feminist community and, as a member of that community, 
shares in the creation and validation of spiritual feminist truth. This latter 
point is of crucial importance for the analysis, which will move beyond a 
purely deconstructive stance to a constructive engagement with the ritual 
experience of a small group of spiritual feminist women. It is the creative 
interaction of these two approaches, deconstructive postmodernism and 
constructive postmodernism, which will facilitate the conclusions reached and 
which will provide one of the most significant contributions of this work. 20 
The study consists of two sections. The first section - chapters one and 
two - situates the study in relationship to the contemporary western spiritual 
feminist tradition. The second section - chapters three to eight - provides a 
detailed consideration of the chosen medieval and matristic romance texts. 
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Chapter one explores the origins, development and characteristics of 
contemporary spiritual feminism. Chapter two then focuses on the role which 
literature has played, and is playing, in spiritual feminism, with particular 
reference to the work of a number of feminist scholars in this area. It also 
provides a very brief introduction to the methodology which w i^ll unfold as 
the analysis progresses. Chapter three investigates five medieval romances, 
identifying in them recurring themes and motifs and hints of early pagan 
myths, as well as focussing on the female protagonists in each story. Chapter 
four looks in detail at one of these medieval texts. Sir Perceval of Galles, 
applying to it a feminist critique and providing insights into the w^ay in which 
medieval romance may function for spiritual feminist readers. Chapter five 
also focuses on Sir Perceval of Galles, using feminist psychoanalysis to elicit 
meaning from the textual unconscious. Psychoanalysis is also used to explore 
the impact which medieval romance has had on me as a spiritual feminist 
reader of this text. Chapter six parallels the analytic process of chapter three, 
exploring the identified romance themes and motifs in five matristic 
romances, particularly the way in which they form a basis for an emerging 
feminist matristic mythology. Chapter seven applies a feminist 
psychoanalysis to one of the matristic romances from chapter six. The Mists of 
Avalon. This analysis, like that of chapter five, also focuses on my relationship 
to this romance text and explores its impact on my spiritual life. Chapter 
eight explores the basic mythic pattern of romance, looking at the parallels 
between romance literature and the enacted romance of spiritual feminist 
ritual. The discussion also focuses on my own experience as one of the 
participants in a specific spiritual feminist ritual. This chapter concludes the 
analysis of the role of medieval and matristic romance literature in spiritual 
feminism, and in the spiritual feminist mythology which is being re-
membered through ritual. 
For simplicity, clarity and emphasis, a number of conventions are 
followed throughout this work. Of primary significance is the deliberate 
preferencing of the spiritual feminist tradition, which is reflected in the 
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application of capitalisation to its deity, the Goddess. All other religious and 
spiritual traditions and their deities are (respectfully) afforded lower case. 
The use of hyphens has been minimised, to ensure that when the hyphenated 
're-membering' is employed its impact is maximised.^i All Middle English 
quotes have been rendered into modern English, giving the correct sense of 
the Middle English, rather than always providing literal translations. Line 
numbers for the medieval quotes are included in the text. Similarly, in the 
analysis of the matristic texts, page references for all quotes are incorporated 
into the body of the discussion. Endnotes rather than in-text references have 
been used in order to limit the amount of information included in the body of 
each chapter. Where Middle English has been rendered into modern English, 
square brackets are used to enclose the modern English and round brackets 
the line number/s . Both first and third person are employed throughout the 
text. The use of the third person is not a negation of the feminist principle of 
authentic and empowering female subjectivity. On the contrary, its selective 
use ensures that, when the first person is introduced, it makes a clear and 
unambiguous statement about my own involvement in the research process. 
This occurs in chapters five and seven where I engage in a very intimate 
psychoanalytic process and in chapter eight where I discuss my personal 
experience of spiritual feminist ritual. 
'Writing this [thesis] is participating in feminist process'.22 It engages 
me both as spiritual feminist reader and as feminist literary critic and writer. 
It explores the interaction between methodology and content, between subject 
and object, between theory and experience, in feminist research. It is, has 
been, and continues to be an active process, of engagement and interaction 
between the texts and me as the reader. This study documents a work-in-
progress: my own developing spiritual feminist philosophy and practice and 
its interaction with the emerging mythology and ritual expression of 
contemporary spiritual feminism. 
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SPIRITUAL FEMINISM 
Chapter One 
Exploring Spiritual Feminism 
[NJeither the history nor the contemporary meaning of the Goddess can 
be understood unless we develop holistic modes of thinking, abandoning 
the categorical distinctions between 'God\ ^man\ and Hhe world' and 
transforming the classical dualisms of spirit and nature, mind and 
body, rational and irrational, male and female, that have structured the 
worldview we know as western thought.^ 
A Goddess feminist is one who identifies and opposes patriarchal 
structures of religious and social power and whose religious practice is 
not only centred on the Goddess but also supports all women's right of 
access to the sacred and to autonomous religious self-expression and 
organization P-
Contemporary spiritual feminism owes a legacy to late nineteenth and 
early twentieth century campaigners for women's rights, and particularly to 
those w^omen, like Elizabeth Cady Stanton,^ w^ho exposed the misogyny and 
patriarchal religious rhetoric w^hich was used to justify women's oppression. 
The second phase of the women's movement, in the 1960's and beyond, saw 
the emergence of even more explicit calls for w^omen's religious and spiritual 
freedom. Women began to challenge the validity of the exclusive use of male 
language and male imagery for the deity. They questioned the use of literal 
interpretations of the christian scriptures, and of gender stereotypes, to justify 
the exclusion of w^omen from priesthood. They refuted the use of patriarchal 
religious tenets to legitimate oppressive decisions about women's reproductive 
rights. 
The repercussions from these challenges to patriarchal religions were 
immense. Women obtained the right to enter into reUgious and theological 
programs of study, thus gaining insights into the origins of, and rationale for, 
male dominated religious systems. Many of these women sought to use their 
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enhanced skills and knowledge to reform their own religious traditions, to 
include female language and imagery in discussions of the deity and to 
honour women's experiences and women's knowledge as valuable resources 
for the entire religious community. Other women, believing that patriarchal 
religious systems were too deeply entrenched for significant feminist reform, 
simply turned away and sought religious and spiritual nourishment elsewhere 
- many in the emerging religion of the Goddess. Still other women remained, 
nominally at least, within their own religious tradition, while incorporating 
significant aspects of Goddess belief and practice into their spiritual life. 
A wide range of descriptions and definitions have been applied in 
discussions of these broad feminist spirituality movements which name and 
celebrate the divine as female. They include feminist spirituality,"* women's 
spirituality,^ feminist pagan spirituality,^ spiritual feminism,'' Goddess 
feminism,^ Goddess spirituality^ Goddess movement, Dianic Wicca,io the 
ancient religion of the great Goddess, witchcraft,ii feminist witchcraft,!^ 
Goddess worship,!^ Goddess religion,!^ the religion of the earth^^ and the 
feminist matrisic w a^y.^ ^ 
It must be noted that not all traditions which acknowledge and pay 
homage to the Goddess are overtly feminist. One example of this is 
contemporary neo-paganism, which is based on the complementarity of 
female and male energies, where the female principle is often associated with 
the stereotypical characteristics of passivity, receptivity and nurturance. In 
contrast, separatist feminist pagan groups, often described as Dianic, worship 
the divine manifest only as the Goddess, whom they see as complete in herself 
and incorporating the full range of energies and possibilities. 
For the sake of simplicity it may be said that religions which 
acknowledge the female attributes of the divine, which honour women's 
experience and which offer women opportunities for spiritual expression and 
empowerment, are feminist. Spiritual feminism is a development of feminist 
spirituality, which shares its deep commitment to women. However, spiritual 
feminism differs from feminist spirituality in one key respect, naming the 
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divine exclusively as 'Goddess'. The thea/ologian Melissa Raphael makes no 
distinction between 'spiritual feminism' and 'Goddess feminism'.i^ She also 
notes that the terms 'Goddess feminism' and 'Goddess religion' are practically 
interchangeable. 18 Thus, according to Raphael, spiritual feminism is 
synonymous with Goddess religion. She also suggests that spiritual or 
Goddess feminists tend to be anti-biblical. However, in Australia, many 
spiritual feminists, while naming the divine exclusively as 'Goddess', continue 
to maintain an ongoing, if tenuous and ambivalent, relationship with christian 
feminist spirituality. 
To summarise briefly then, spiritual feminism in Australia may be 
described as a religious tradition and a spirituality of, by and for women who 
are committed to the all embracing, self sufficient. Goddess. It is a religion 
which honours women's experience and which offers women opportunities 
for spiritual expression and empowerment. 
Reflections on Spiritual Feminism 
In this section spiritual feminism will be examined from a number of 
perspectives - thealogical, mythopoetic, political and sociological - to arrive at 
a more specific and nuanced definition which can inform and shape the 
discussion in the chapters which follow. 
Thealogical 
In the chronological development of spiritual feminism, the articulation 
of a systematic thealogy has been the most recent stage, for academic reflection 
always lags behind experience. It is positioned at the beginning of this 
discussion of spiritual feminism for practical purposes - because an initial 
overview of the thealogical/philosophical framework of spiritual feminism 
may help to clarify the essential elements of the spiritual feminist tradition, 
which is usually approached and understood through experience rather than 
through reading and analysis. 
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Two works of thealogy have been published in recent years, Carol 
Christ's Rebirth of the Goddess^^ and Melissa Raphael's Introducing Thealogy.^" 
Each documents and analyses the key elements of the Goddess religion -
Christ from the standpoint of a practitioner, and Raphael as an empathetic 
Jewish feminist. Each explores and attempts to answer the key questions 
asked of any thealogy/theology. What is the nature of the deity? What is her 
relationship to humans and to the earth? What are the implications of a 
commitment to the Goddess? What is the meaning of life, death, evil, 
suffering? This is not to imply, however, that their discussions and findings 
emulate the dichotomous dogmatic stances of patriarchal theology. Both 
women emphasise their commitment to the primacy and multiplicity of 
women's experience, and to thealogical method as 'intentionally imaginative, 
holistic, intuitive and artistic' i^ 
Christ's own words demonstrate the way in which the application of 
this approach has achieved a comprehensive thealogical statement: 
[T]he Goddess is the power of intelligent embodied love that is the 
ground of all being. The earth is the body of the Goddess. All beings 
are interdependent in the web of life. Nature is intelligent, alive, and 
aware. As part of nature, human beings are relational, embodied, and 
interdependent. The basis of ethics is the feeling of deep connection to 
all people and all beings in the web of life. The symbols and rituals of 
Goddess religion bring these values to consciousness and help us build 
communities in which we can create a more just, peaceful, and 
harmonious world.22 
Where Christ speaks of interdependence, the web of life and a 
harmonious world, the spiritual feminist priestess Starhawk identifies 
interconnection, immanence and community as the three core principles of 
Goddess religion.23 Raphael, too, emphasises the primacy of immanence and 
interconnection, particularly in her discussion of ethics and spiritual feminism, 
where she notes that 'all life is sacred and requires care and protection from 
harm'.24 
Within this framework of relationships and responsibility, Carol Christ 
lists the nine 'touchstones' for ethical living by spiritual feminists: 
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Nurture life. 
Walk in love and beauty 
Trust the knowledge that comes through the body. 
Speak the truth about conflict, pain, and suffering. 
Take only what you need. 
Think about the consequences of your actions for seven generations. 
Approach the taking of life with great restraint. 
Practice great generosity. 
Repair the web.^s 
These touchstones encapsulate the belief system which spiritual feminists 
articulate in myth, poetry and art, demonstrate through social and political 
action, enable through magic, and express in ritual. 
Mythopoetic 
Spiritual feminism is a religion of myth, poetry, symbol and ritual. One 
of the foundational myths is that of its sacred history, which tells of a time 
when the Goddess was universally worshipped, when women were valued 
and respected, when communities were peaceful, and when the sacred 
interconnectedness of the Goddess, human women, men, children, animals 
and all life forms was the core principle upon which all societies were based.^^ 
This is the myth which underpins the ethical imperative being articulated by 
feminist thealogians such as Christ and Raphael. 
It has also been one of the most vigorously debated aspects of spiritual 
feminism, stretching from 1982, when Charlene Spretnak's book included a 
debate entitled 'Are Goddesses and Matriarchies Merely Figments of Feminist 
Imagination?', to the twenty first century with Cynthia Filer's The Myth of 
Matriarchal Prehistory: Why an Invented Past Won't Give Women a FutureJ^ 
Today, the majority of spiritual feminists understand the matriarchal 
era to be a myth in the sense that it is an empowering tale, a story which 
provides women with a vision of an alternative society and proffers the hope 
that this mythic social and spiritual world order might be achievable in the 
future. The power of this vision is not dependent on the 'truth' of the tale for, 
as Naomi Goldenberg pointed out, 'a remembered fact and an invented 
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fantasy have identical psychological value' in their potential to influence 
present and future actions.^^ 
In her book The Reflowering of the Goddess, Gloria Feman Orenstein 
explores the way in which contemporary women artists and writers are 
recalling this mythic matriarchal time, drawing on its motifs for inspiration 
and direction for the future, and recreating women's 'matristic' heritage.^^ In 
discussing the importance of this reclamatory endeavour for women today, 
she writes: 
on a very subtle level, myth is real - or, creation is literal. It matters very 
much what our myths are; it matters very much what we create, for in a 
world whose Creation myth is not earth-based, one that does not 
include a vision of the Earth's renewal, we can literally read in the 
papers every day of the actual story of the 'Wasteland' °^ 
The mythology of spiritual feminism shapes its rituals. Spiritual 
feminist rituals name and reclaim the link between the Goddess and the earth. 
They encapsulate and express the unity of the Goddess and the women who 
participate in Her rituals. Conversely, they provide insights into the mystery 
and the mythology of the Goddess which are inaccessible in any other way for, 
as Starhawk explained: '[t]he mysteries of the absolute can never be explained 
- only felt or intuited. Symbols and ritual acts are used to trigger altered 
states of awareness, in which insights that go beyond words are revealed'.^^ 
There is a consistent structural pattern to the rituals of spiritual 
feminism, a series of patterned actions which, both by themselves, and by 
virtue of their familiarity over time, allow the participants to access very 
readily the sacred, mythic space, the altered state of awareness, of which 
Starhawk wrote. This is the realm of magic, where participants use their 
heightened individual and collective will to bring about change. This is the 
true power of spiritual feminism: the use of myth, ritual and magic for 
personal and social change, to gain insights into the implications of our own 
choices and to actively will positive change in ourselves, our community and 
our environment. Starhawk describes magic as the use of the will to bring 
about change, but she also reminds her readers that '[t]o will does not mean 
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that the world will conform to our desires - it means that we will. We will 
make our own choices and act so as to bring them about, even knowing that 
we may fail'.^^ Spiritual feminists are characterised by their belief in the 
efficacy of ritual and magic, by their acceptance of responsibility for their 
actions and by their commitment to the creation of a society reflecting the 
values of the mythic matriarchal era. 
Political 
Spiritual feminists take very seriously their responsibility for averting 
the Wasteland of which Orenstein wrote, and for the creation of this new 
world order. Magic is one of the tools for social transformation used by 
spiritual feminists, but it is not the only means they employ. In ways both 
large and small, public and private, spiritual feminists actively live their 
commitment to enhancing the network of relationships that is the essence of a 
life dedicated to the Goddess. 
In this arena Starhawk, North American priestess and social activist, 
plays a leading role. Through her inspirational and educational writing, her 
works of feminist fiction, her workshops and her practical example, Starhawk 
highlights the intrinsic link between spirituality and political action. She is a 
veteran of many years of activism, and numerous arrests, in the quest for a 
more just, empow^ering and peaceful society. She outlines nine steps for 
building a movement for social transformation without violence: clarify our 
vision; withdraw consent and support from the systems of control; create 
communities of support; mount ongoing resistance; create alternatives; build 
networks of common interest; build coalitions; pressure for positive change; 
take the next step.^ 
These steps would be familiar to many activists. What marks these 
actions as unique to spiritual feminism is the philosophy which underpins 
them and the magical practices which enhance them. Starhawk's activism is 
based on an ethic of immanence, interconnection and community: a belief that 
all life is sacred and that each of us manifests the sacredness of the Goddess in 
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our life and in our actions; that all of life is interrelated and that our 
individual actions influence the whole; that we are each a part of the 
community that is the life of the Goddess.^ 
This is echoed by some of the respondents to Nancy Finley's 
sociological study of political activism and Dianic Wicca, who observed that 'I 
have a growing recognition that the political is sacred. There is a sense of 
responsibility to the world that is reinforced by my beliefs', and 'My spiritual 
beliefs make me more aware of the environment and the people's status, then I 
get angry and more political'.^ Raphael emphasises the centrality of the 
political dimension of spiritual feminism when she says that 'the very heart 
and purpose of Goddess feminism and its thealogy [is] to be political'.^^ 
In her study of Goddess spirituality in Australia, Lynne Hume found 
that, for some women, 'interest in the Goddess becomes more than a personal 
quest for spirituality; it has strong social and poUtical overtones for social 
change' Hume cites outrage at the extent and the misogyny of the witch 
burning as a catalyst for many women who turned to the Goddess. She also 
found that the exclusion of women from ordained ministry in some christian 
churches was seen by women as a contemporary example of injustice and 
disempowerment and was one reason why a number of women moved to 
spiritual feminism.^^ 
For Starhawk, as for the majority of spiritual feminists, political action 
is enhanced by magical and ritual practices. Myth, magic, ritual and 
visualisation are essential tools in the struggle to achieve justice and to 'heal 
the web of life'.^s These often focus on healing and empowering the 
individual: 
to be healed is to be made whole/holy and therefore (re)charged with a 
spiritual and physical power. For this reason, spiritual feminists make 
spiritual/psychological healing through ritual one of the preconditions 
of political empowerment.. . [they] use those powers to empower [their] 
work in a poHtical struggle whose character is that of social, ecological, 
psychological and bodily healing.^^ 
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Sociological 
Spiritual feminism grew out of the Hved experiences of western women 
who had access to resources, both human and material, to assist them in the 
construction of a spirituality which reflected, and gave meaning to, their own 
quest for personal and spiritual wholeness/holiness. When asked to name 
significant factors on their path to spiritual feminism, most women cite the 
influence of other women and reading the key texts of the movement.^" One 
Australian spiritual feminist group provided potential members with an 
abridged list of recommended reading prior to admission.^! 
As a part of the wider feminist movement, spiritual feminists have also 
been influenced by a range of disciplines, including ecofeminism, feminist 
theology, psychoanalysis, archaeology, and feminist literary criticism. Graham 
Harvey identified some of the sources of 'refreshment, inspiration, vision and 
wisdom' for contemporary paganism (including Goddess spirituality): as 
'history ... archaeology, anthropology, literature, science, politics, ecology, 
folklore, imagination, intuition, experience, personalities, festivals and films'.^^ 
Not surprisingly, given these influences and sources, the majority of 
spiritual feminists are 
white, of middle-class origins, fairly well-educated (beyond high 
school), of Jewish or Christian background (usually, though not always, 
having had a significant amount of religious training), in their thirties 
[to fifties], and disproportionately lesbian.^^ 
Angela Coco's recent study of an Australian feminist pagan spirituality group 
found that 'the women represented a highly educated group, with half of the 
group having completed tertiary education, five women having undertaken 
some tertiary and one woman having completed her secondary education'.^ 
Some spiritual feminists form small groups which meet regularly for 
rituals, to deepen their knowledge and /or for social gatherings. The life span 
of these groups varies from a few months to many years. Some groups are 
closed, that is, they do not admit new members unless their numbers drop, 
and often they have formal procedures for selection, admission and training of 
members. Other groups have a loose structure and welcome new members 
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and guests, if not to all rituals, then to specific designated less private rituals. 
Some women are solo practitioners, perhaps joining a group at some time in 
their spiritual journey, but mostly choosing to work and celebrate alone. 
Spiritual feminist groups, generally, have a non-hierarchical structure, 
preferring shared leadership and consensual decision making. In some 
groups the women name themselves as 'priestesses' or as 'witches', while 
others eschew such titles. 
Most spiritual feminist groups are for women only, but some women 
also choose to participate in mixed groups which demonstrate a commitment 
to the Goddess and to female empowerment. Groups meet in private homes, 
in public meeting rooms or in parks and gardens. Most commonly, groups 
which are all women choose private, safe spaces for their rituals, either 
indoors or in secluded outdoor settings. 
Rituals are developed around a theme - often a time of seasonal, 
personal or social change - and the ritual tools, activities, symbols, clothes, 
colours and food are all designed to enhance and highlight the theme. Rituals 
may take only sixty to ninety minutes, or may continue for much longer, 
especially in the case of large public gatherings, or very significant 
celebrations in smaller groups familiar with ritual, and experienced in 
working together. Whatever the format, the location or the occasion, the 
central elements in all spiritual feminist rituals are the commitment of the 
participants to the Goddess and to the network of relationships and 
responsibilities that is the web of life. 
Characteristics of Spiritual Feminism 
Cynthia Filer's study of the feminist spirituality movement in America 
classified as spiritual feminists both women who identify themselves as such 
and women who, while not specifically defining themselves in this way, 
demonstrate a commitment to at least three of the five characteristics of 
spiritual feminism. These characteristics are 'valuing women's empowerment, 
practising ritual and /o r magic, revering nature, using the feminine or gender 
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as a primary mode of religious analysis, and espousing the revisionist version 
of Western history favored by the (women's) movement'.^^ In Australia in 
2001 this classification could be revised to name as a spiritual feminist any 
woman who is committed to the all embracing, self sufficient Goddess, values 
women's empowerment, practises ritual and /or magic, reveres nature and 
works for justice for all life. 
The members of the spiritual feminist group whose full moon ritual is 
discussed in chapter eight fit the above description. The group consists of 
nine women, both heterosexual and lesbian, aged between thirty and sixty. 
The women acknowledge, invoke and celebrate the Goddess in all her phases 
and manifestations, both in their private lives and in their shared rituals. The 
rituals celebrated by the group focus on the seasons of the earth and of 
women's lives. They meet approximately thirteen times each year, for the four 
seasonal rituals - Winter Solstice, Spring Equinox, Summer Solstice and 
Autumn Equinox - the four major festivals or sabbats, a selection of moon 
rituals, particularly full moon and dark moon celebrations, and at other times 
of significance for group members. The major sabbats are Lughnasad, (1st 
February) which celebrates the move from summer to autumn, Samhaine, (1st 
May) the ending and the beginning of the wheel of the year, Imbolc, (2nd 
August) the beginning of spring, and Beltaine, (31st October) the season of 
high fertility. 
In their rituals the women use visualisation, magic and symbols to 
effect their work of personal and environmental healing, to bring about 
changes in personal and social consciousness and to provide energy and 
support for their w^ork outside the group in the coming month. The stories of 
their lives and their personal journeys provide material for reflection, and 
stimuli for individual and group action and change. In their rituals the 
women acknowledge and enhance the collective story of women's quest for 
the Goddess, a story which is being told and retold by groups of spiritual 
feminist women throughout the world. 
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Re-membering as a Spiritual Feminist Imperative 
The work of this spiritual feminist group fulfils one of the core 
objectives of the early years of the women's movement, which was to 
remember and to reclaim women's lives and women's stories from the 
obscurity and insignificance to which they had been relegated by millennia of 
androcentrism. Given the effectiveness of patriarchal erasure of the truth of 
women's presence, achieving this goal was fraught with difficulty. In the face 
of seemingly insurmountable barriers, in 1969 Monique Wittig exhorted 
women: 
[t]here was a time when you were not a slave, remember that. You 
walked alone, full of laughter, you bathed bare-bellied. You say you 
have lost all recollection of it, remember ... you say there are no words 
to describe it, you say it does not exist. But remember. Make an effort 
to remember. Or, failing that, invent.^^ 
It was out of the enthusiasm with which women undertook this task that the 
myth of a matriarchal prehistory emerged. Eighteen years after Wittig, Mary 
Daly encouraged and challenged women to remember not only their history of 
personal and social freedom but also the story of their sacred interconnections. 
Daly's imaginative and creative inversion of phallocentric language to 
undercut the patriarchy led her to coin the hyphenated 're-membering', by 
which she meant 
Re-calling the Original intuition of integrity; healing the dismembered 
self - the Goddess within women; Re-calling the Primordial 
connections/conversations among women, animals, and Other 
Elemental beings.^^ 
The hyphenated 're-membering' also suggested the possibility of a less-than-
literal reconstructed memory of women's prehistory. A further nine years on, 
Melissa Raphael moved the discourse even further, speaking of the way in 
which spiritual feminists might reconstruct their sacred history through 
a process of taking the metanarrative of women's religious history into 
the body; of re-membering or fleshing out one's own story, and in so far 
as biology collectivizes, other women's stories too.^s 
Even more recently, Cynthia Filer pointed out that 'the point of "remembering" 
ancient goddess worship is so that it might be created anew in the present'.49 
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As each successive chapter of this thesis moves closer towards 
understanding the role of romance literature in spiritual feminism, and 
towards a re-membered spiritual feminist mythos, it will be mindful of the 
words of these feminist foresisters. It will focus on my own personal spiritual 
story and on the way in which medieval and matristic romances have 
influenced and shaped its understanding and its expression. It w i^ll also draw 
on the stories of other spiritual feminists, particularly the stories of their 
individual and collective quest for self identity, as these are enacted and 
explored in ritual. In so doing, it will maintain a delicate balance between 
honouring the uniqueness of each woman's spiritual story and recognising the 
similarities from which a communal myth may be re-membered. 
Raphael discussed the ambiguities within this type of feminist 
scholarship, noting that women's desire to re-member a 'post-patriarchal 
future that is at the same time something of a return to a pre-patriarchal past' 
occupies 'an interesting boundary territory: that of the time between times', 
and represents a curious tension between modernist metanarrative and 
postmodern anti-authoritarianism.^° While not denying the reality of 
Raphael's concerns, I am cognisant of some words of wisdom from the 
spiritual feminist tradition which address similar issues of the ambivalence of 
borders and boundaries, of the relationship between modernist certainty and 
postmodernist fluidity. 
Firstly, Carol Christ, in her discussion of Starhawk's description of the 
Goddess as 'someone who can help and protect me ... the symbol of my own 
power ... the natural energy in my body and the world', noted that, while 
'[t]heologians might call these the words of a sloppy thinker ... my deepest 
intuition tells me that they contain a wisdom that Western theological thought 
has lost'.si Secondly, when spiritual feminists cast a sacred circle for ritual 
they acknowledge, in Raphael's tradition of 'the time between times', tha t 'We 
are between the worlds. Beyond the bounds of time. Where night and day. 
Birth and death, Joy and sorrow. Meet as one.' That is, the spiritual feminist 
endeavour is both individual and inclusive. It develops an awareness of 
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personal power and truth, and of relationships and interconnections, while 
challenging both the exclusive rigidity of dichotomous thinking and the 
deconstructive, nihilistic fragmentation of values.^^ 
The thesis will adopt this 'both/and' constructive postmodernist 
approach, which typifies spiritual feminism, as it reflects on the interaction 
between my own insights and experiences as a spiritual feminist and the 
process of re-membering a communal women's mythology from the shared 
stories and ritual experiences of a group of spiritual feminist women. 
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SPIRITUAL FEMINISM 
Chapter Two 
Literature and Spiritual Feminism 
[FJiction and poetry written by women may come to be viewed as 
'sacred texts' of a new spiritual consciousness.^ 
One of the central functions of feminist criticism is the capacity to 
interrogate the concept of the supposedly neutral, objective nature of 
academic literary studies and to subvert the claimed impartiality of 
such study.^ 
A number of ground breaking studies have been done in the last 
twenty five years on the role of women's writing, particularly works of fiction, 
in the feminist movement.^ Fewer analyses have been produced on the role of 
such writing in the spiritual lives of the authors,^ and an increasing variety of 
research has been undertaken on the influence of feminist fiction in the 
spiritual life of the reader.^ This thesis will focus on the latter area, and 
particularly the role of a specific type of text - romance - for a particular 
reader, the spiritual feminist. 
Women Readers on Spiritual Quest 
Feminist Literature 
One of the pioneering studies of the way in which feminist literature 
functions in women's spiritual lives was Carol Christ's Diving Deep and 
Surfacing: Women Writers on Spiritual Quest, first published in 1980.^ In this, 
Christ spoke of her search for works of religion and theology, written by 
women, which would resonate with her own experience. Ultimately, Christ 
found what she sought in a number of works of women's fiction and poetry 
which echoed her own quest for spiritual identity and validation of her 
spiritual journey. The texts which she identified for discussion were: The 
Awakening by Kate Chopin; Margaret Atwood's Surfacing; Doris Lessing's The 
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Four-Gated City; Diving into the Wreck, poems by Adrienne Rich; and the 
choreopoem for colored girls who have considered suicide/ when the rainbow is enuf 
by Ntozake Shange.^ 
Since then, women's fiction (and nonfiction) which explores women's 
sacred history, women's spiritual quest, issues of justice and the future of all 
life has assumed a central role in the spiritual lives of individual women and 
in the spiritual feminist movement. Women readers are finding in these 
works resources for their own spiritual lives, support in the search for their 
own spiritual identity and hope for the future. Carol Christ described 
woman's spiritual quest as 'awakening to the depths of her soul and her 
position in the universe' and suggested that it 'undergirds every moment of 
women's social quest' for 'respect, equality, and freedom in society'.^ In the 
preface to the second edition of Diving Deep and Surfacing, Christ tells of a 
group of Dutch women students, w^hom she met in Tilburg, who were using 
her book 'as a catalyst for the telling of their own stories, focusing each week 
on one of the moments of women's quest that I had named: nothingness, 
awakening, insight, naming'. They had developed a process of 'remembering, 
sharing, healing, naming, and creating rituals'.^ 
Joan Leonard employed a similar process in her course on women's 
spirituality, which centred on women's religious experience and spiritual 
journey. She used the works of four twentieth century women writers - both 
fiction and nonfiction - as the primary resource for the course: Mary Gordon's 
Final Payments; Etty Hillesum's An Interrupted Life: The Diaries ofEtty Hillesum 
1941-43; Threatened with Resurrection: Prayers and Poems from an Exiled 
Guatamalan by Julia Esquivel; and The Mists of Avalon by Marion Bradley.^" 
Leonard's process reflected that pioneered by Christ, discussing woman's 
quest 'from initiation, to awakening, insight, transformation and wholeness'. 
Leonard wrote of her intention to expand the course to include the work of 
other feminist writers, particularly Toni Morrison, Louise Erdrich, Alice 
Walker, Doris Lessing, Margaret Atwood, Marge Piercy, Adrienne Rich, Zora 
Neale Hurston, and Audre Lorde ." 
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Gloria Feman Orenstein also clearly understood the primacy of 
women's spiritual quest, seeing the recovery of women's lost knowledge of 
their sacred history and spiritual power as a precondition for their attaining 
full equality, dignity and freedom in all spheres of influence in contemporary 
society. In 1991 Orenstein undertook an analysis of a large body of women's 
writings from numerous genres, which she named 'feminist mafristic 
literature', that is, works which 'fransmit to us the lost tales of power of 
ancient goddess-cenfred cultures ... as they rewrite the canonical patiiarchal 
versions of the lore and the teachings of the Great Mother'.^^ She described 
how women are retelling 'tales of power ... that incorporate knowledge of our 
erased past millennia of matristic cultures ... as well as humans' past, present, 
and future interconnections with both spirit and nature'. She stressed that 
these feminist mafristic tales not only 'describe what might have been or might be 
but also ... what we hope will be\^^ 
Orenstein explored the way in which these new texts of power are 
developing. She identified a number of emerging cycles of mafristic 
storytelling - the biblical cycle, the classical cycle, the indigenous cycle, the 
ecofeminist cycle and the Grail quest cycle - and discussed samples of each of 
these storytelling cycles. The biblical cycle included: Savina Teubal's Sarah the 
Priestess: The First Matriarch of Genesis; Penelope Farmer's Eve: Her Story; Clysta 
Kinstler's The Moon Under Her Feet; The Wild Girl by Michele Roberts; A Weave 
of Women by Esther Broner; Kim Chernin's The Flame Bearers; and What Dinah 
Thought by Deena Metzger. In the classical cycle she named: Christa Wolf's 
Cassandra: A Novel and Four Essays; Ursule Molinaro's Autobiography of 
Cassandra: Princess and Prophetess of Troy; Marion Bradley's Firebrand; Ariadne: A 
Novel of Ancient Crete by June Rachuy Brindel; and Carol Orlock's The Goddess 
Letters: The Myth ofDemeter and Persephone Retold. Orenstein's indigenous cycle 
included: Flora Nwapa's Efuru; The Woman Who Owned the Shadows by Paula 
Gunn Allen; and Anne Cameron's Daughters of Copper Woman. In her 
ecofeminist cycle Orenstein cited: Wilma Stockensfrom's The Expedition to the 
Baobab Tree; The Iguana by Anna Maria Ortese; Ursula LeGuin's Always Coming 
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Home; Mother of the Grass and Night Cows by Jovette Marchessault. The fifth 
cycle was the Grail quest cycle, represented by Marion Bradley's The Mists of 
Avalon and The Hearing Trumpet by Leonora Carrington.!-* 
These lists provide clear evidence of the proliferation of contemporary 
women's writings which stimulate, inform and inspire women's spiritual lives. 
These titles are by no means exhaustive, providing but a small sample of this 
ever growing body of literature. While all of these texts, to differing degrees, 
have shaped and challenged my own spiritual life, there are some works 
which have been very significant. Upon reflection, it is apparent that these 
influential novels share a number of common characteristics and have similar 
or related plots. 
Orenstein invited the reader to notice other cycles of mafristic 
storytelling (in addition to the five which she identified) in the process of 
being created. In response to this invitation, I propose as the sixth cycle of 
mafristic storytelling the group of texts that have been so influential in my 
spiritual life. I name this storytelling cycle the mafristic romance cycle. It 
includes a wide range of texts which have links to, but are not identical with, 
Orenstein's five cycles. In identifying the distinguishing features of feminist 
mafristic novels, Orenstein noted that they fall somewhere between fantasy 
and science fiction, primarily in response to the frequent appearance of an 
alternative w^orld or Utopian motif. ^ ^ 
While this is a cenfral theme in all mafristic novels, the cycle which I 
have designated as matristic romance is its most explicit expression. Feminist 
mafristic romance invariably develops alternative social and spiritual 
frameworks, thus highlighting and challenging the inadequacies of present 
realities and current ideologies. Like the works in each of Orenstein's cycles, 
matristic romances are feminist tales of power. In common with all matristic 
fiction, matristic romance explores the premises on which a mafristic culture, 
mythology and ritual expression might be refounded. They are tales which 
stimulate the female reader to re-member empowering myths and rituals. As 
this thesis progresses, the defining characteristics of mafristic romance will 
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become clearer. 
The five texts which I have identified for analysis as examples of 
feminist mafristic romance are: The Gate to Women's Country by Sheri Tepper;i^ 
The Fifth Sacred Thing by Starhawk;!^ Barbara Walker's Amazon;^^ The Ancient 
Future: The Dark Age by Traci Harding;^^ and Marion Bradley's The Mists of 
Avalon.^^ The Mists of Avalon also appears in Orenstein's Grail quest cycle. 
Clearly, there is a degree of flexibility in the classifications and it is to be 
expected that this type of overlap will occur. 
Feminist mafristic romances narrate the adventures of their female 
protagonists in the development of what Orenstein names 'the new egalitarian 
Eden of the Goddess'. The adjective 'egalitarian' is significant for, as Orenstein 
explains, 
feminist mafristic novels do not exclude men from the Goddess vision. 
... It is not the gender of the hero that causes the desfruction, it is the 
nature of the god being wrorshipped and the relationship of that god to 
the Earth that either affirms life or courts death.^i 
The inclusion or exclusion of men in, and from, these works notwithstanding, 
feminist mafristic romances, like all mafristic novels, clearly challenge existing 
androcenfric sfructures and the philosophies and presuppositions which 
underpin them. 
Medieval Literature 
In addition to this ever increasing body of empowering, inspiring and 
challenging modern literature, some spiritual feminist readers, myself 
included, are discovering resources for their spiritual lives in a range of 
literature from the Middle Ages. In some of the medieval Marian lyrics, for 
example, women have access to empowering images and models of the sacred 
feminine. Thus, the song to Mary, the maiden of whom it is said that the 
'Kyng of alle kynges/ To here sone she ches' [King of all kings she chose as her 
son],22 presents an image of Mary's autonomous choice which confrasts 
sharply with the more fraditional story, where Mary is simply informed that 
she is 'to conceive and bear a son'.^^ In Marian lyrics, spiritual feminists find 
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support for their belief (or their hope) that medieval devotion to Mary was an 
expression of commitment to the Goddess, albeit in christian guise.^^ 
In a number of the lyrics, Mary also assumes many of the aspects of the 
nature goddess, in her spring, free or flower aspects. In the lyric quoted 
above, Mary's relationship to her son, in conception, gestation and birth is 
seen as part of the natural cycle of growth, described as 'dew in Aprille/ That 
falleth on the grass ... on the flour ... on the spray' [dew in April that falls on 
the grass ... on the flower ... on the spray]. Much of the attraction of these 
lyrics for spiritual feminists is in this articulation of the relationship between 
Mary/the Goddess and the sacredness of the seasons and cycles of the natural 
world, as this is a core belief of contemporary spiritual feminism. 
Beauty, mystery and ritual abound in the medieval lyrics, (as in much 
medieval literature) and provide spiritual feminists with inspiration for their 
own rituals. The tale of the maiden who spent seven nights beside a well on a 
moor, eating only primroses and violets, drinking only chilled water from the 
well spring suggests, to the spiritual feminist reader, some type of preparatory 
or initiation ritual.^^ A fragment of another song tells of a maiden who stood 
by a well spring under a thorn bush, and it seems likely that this maiden, too, 
is a Mary/Goddess figure.^^ 
The medieval mystery plays, particularly those of the Towneley Cycle 
with their very earthy, embodied, approach to life and their conscious 
awareness of the nonrational dimension of human experience are also sources 
and inspiration for spiritual feminists and for their rituals. To take but one 
example from this cycle of plays: the Second Shepherds' Play is redolent with 
hints of prechristian magical rituals and ancient pagan mythology, containing 
episodes where the protagonists use magic and magical symbols which have 
become very familiar to spiritual feminists. When Mak wants to ensure that 
his fellow shepherds will sleep soundly while he steals one of their sheep, he 
casts a circle 'as rownde as a moyn' [as round as a moon] about them.27 Today, 
casting a magic or sacred circle is the first act in spiritual feminist ritual. This 
play cleverly juxtaposes pagan and christian elements in an entertaining tale 
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of a new born babe at Christmas (symbolising the christian god), replaced in 
the cradle by a sheep (a symbol of the pagan Horned God). It is a light 
hearted tale, but one that provides inspiration and encouragement to spiritual 
feminists in their use of magic, ritual and symbol. 
For me, however, one specific type of medieval text has been the most 
powerful spiritual catalyst. The medieval romances, where the protagonist 
sets off in search of adventure, and finds not only adventure, but also insights 
into himself (most commonly the protagonist in these medieval tales is male)^^ 
and the world around him, where encounters with significant female figures 
enhance the quest, and where magic, symbol and ritual are employed, have 
been very influential in my own spiritual quest. In these romances I gained 
access to a world w^here the links between human and divine, between the 
earthly realm and the other world, were clearly understood and 
acknowledged. I found poetic and metaphoric models of mysterious ritual 
journeys of self discovery. I entered into worlds where magic was employed 
and where encounters with the nonrational were integral to the protagonist's 
development and ultimate achievement of the desired outcome. 
Examples of these features of romance can be seen in the tale of Sir 
Orfeo where a magical or shamanic ruler/harpist undertakes a journey to the 
Celtic other world in search of his wife, who has been abducted by a fairy 
king.29 In the story told by Sir Colgrevance, in Ywain and Gawain, there is a 
lengthy episode where the hero, after a ceremonial encounter with a lovely 
lady, participates in a ceremony which produces rain. The ritual takes place 
in a sacred spot, by a well beneath a free near a chapel, where water is poured 
onto a stone, raising a magical storm.^° Thomas of Erceldoune and the Queen of 
Elf-Land is one example of a magical, ritual tale which has captured the 
popular pagan imagination.^^ The story of Thomas and his adventures with 
the fairy queen has been cited in, and rewritten for, contemporary pagan 
newsletters.^2 
In the next chapter, five medieval romances will be used as the foci of 
an analysis which will identify those aspects of medieval romance which are 
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significant for spiritual feminists, and begin the exploration of the role of 
medieval romance in contemporary spiritual feminism. The five medieval 
texts chosen for this study are Tltomas of Erceldoune and the Queen of Elf-Land,^ 
Sir Degare,^ Sir Launfal,^^ Sir Gawain and the Green Knight^^ and Sir Perceval of 
Galles.^'^ 
Reading as a Spiritual Feminist 
It was in the two very difierent reading experiences, of feminist 
mafristic romance and of medieval romance, and their very similar outcomes, 
that this thesis had its genesis. One of the stimuli for undertaking this 
research was my desire to explore my own spirituality and, particularly, my 
emotional and spiritual response to reading these two bodies of fiction. I 
wanted to identify why romance texts frigger in me a yearning for something 
beyond the realms of my ordinary, everyday existence. Why do they induce 
in me not only a desire for challenge and for change, but a belief that I have 
the power to meet those challenges and to bring about that change? Why do I 
feel as if the mysterious and magical realms I experience in romance texts are 
also accessible in my own life and in the world in which I live? Why do 
romance tales produce in me a sense of awe and wonder? How does this type 
of literature offer me a mirror to my own soul? Why does the reading journey 
also function as a journey to my cenfre? I sought a deeper understanding of 
the relationship between the two groups of romance literature and of the 
reasons for their profound impact on my life. 
In discussions with feminist friends and colleagues over the years, I 
had learned that my response to romance literature was not unique. Women 
had spoken of the way in which particular works of fiction had impacted on 
their personal and spiritual lives. While many of these women did not name 
these significant books as romance, the features of which the women spoke 
clearly identified the works as belonging to the romance genre and, most 
frequentiy, as mafristic romance. The tales always induced a sense of wonder 
and profound emotion in the reader, challenged her to reevaluate her spiritual 
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priorities, and provided her with models as she began this process of 
questioning and reflection. Invariably, The Mists of Avalon was named as one 
of the most influential texts in these women's lives, as it has been, and 
continues to be, in my own life. 
As a member of a spiritual feminist ritual group I also knew that there 
is a commonality between w^hat I experience as a reader of medieval and 
mafristic romance and what I, and the other women in the group, express in 
our rituals. I was conscious of the similarities between some of the stories we 
consfruct and enact in ritual and the romance tales that move me so 
profoundly. Thus, I saw this thesis as a vehicle for addressing some of these 
questions, for examining in a sfructured way the role of romance literature in 
my own spiritual life and for clarifying the links between romance literature 
and spiritual feminist myth and ritual. 
A century ago it would not have been possible for me to undertake this 
exploration as a postgraduate research project. Even fifty years ago I would 
have been unable to use my own experience as legitimate matter for analysis. 
Objectivity, impersonal and uninvolved, was the only acceptable stance for 
academic research until the advent of feminism. One of the aims of the 
feminist endeavour, and arguably its greatest gift to scholarship, is its 
challenge to, and critique of, 'the supposedly neufral, objective nature of 
academic literary studies'.^^ 
Melissa Raphael describes the way in which this approach is employed 
in spiritual feminism, pointing out that 
spiritual feminism respects not only written sources, but oral, local, 
plural, particular^ changing, imaginal ways of knowing that have been 
characterized as 'female'. The whole personal experience of women is 
now as much a resource of feminist scholarship as other people's texts.^^ 
Thus, today I can approach this study from a feminist standpoint, 
acknowledging my personal engagement in the research and using my own 
spiritual experience and all its components - emotional, physical, spiritual and 
intellectual - as a resource for analysis. In this research project I am the 
subject, in both senses of the word. In a grammatical sense, I am the initiator 
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of the readings and analyses and, in a sociological sense, I am the focus of the 
study. That is, I am both the researcher and the researched, the analyst and 
the analysand, she who reads and she who is read.^ *^ 
However, my engagement as a feminist researcher and reader is not a 
purely personal act. Feminist criticism is, by its very nature, both personal 
and collective. One early insight of the Women's Movement was the 
recognition that the personal is political, that the experience of each individual 
woman is a microcosmic representation of the experiences of women as a 
social group, and that the lives of individual women can provide insights into 
the life experiences of the wider, global community of women. In recent years 
this early recognition of the universality of women's experience has been 
superseded by a postmodern acknowledgment of the multiplicity of women's 
experiences; feminism, as a unified philosophy, has given way to feminisms, 
'diversity within a common framework'.^^ 
Applying a contemporary feminist standpoint to literary analysis 
suggests that 
if feminists openly acknowledge ourselves as pluralists ... what we give 
up is simply the arrogance of claiming that our work is either 
exhaustive or definitive ... pluralism informs literary inquiry not simply 
as a description of what already exists but, more importantiy, as the 
only critical stance consistent with the current status of the larger 
women's movement."^^ 
Nevertheless, as Chris Weedon pointed out, 'to practice literary 
criticism is to produce readings of literary texts and in the process of 
interpretation temporarily to fix meaning and privilege particular social 
interests'.43 j h i s study will read selected romance texts from a spiritual 
feminist perspective and will assign meaning accordingly. In this 
determination of meaning, the work will move beyond the simplistic 
universality of early feminism and the (potentially nihilistic) plurality of 
postmodernism to a consfructive postmodern approach which values and 
includes both the experiences and the insights of individual women and the 
shared stories and collective experiences of the contemporary spiritual 
feminist community. 
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A feminist standpoint provides the researcher with a woman cenfred 
analytical and theoretical perspective from which to approach her work. In 
practice, the researcher may employ a number of critical approaches in her 
study, for feminism permits, encourages and recognises the validity of 
allowing the end to determine the means or, more explicitly, to utilise 
whatever critical tools seem appropriate to the foci and goals of the study. In 
his work on a variety of literary theories, Terry Eagleton did not include a 
chapter on feminist theory because this 'might mislead people into thinking 
that [feminist criticism] was another sort of critical approach, different in its 
assumptions but essentially the same kind of thing'. He indicated that this is 
clearly not the case, for feminist criticism (and socialist criticism) 'define the 
object of analysis differently, have different values, beliefs and goals, and thus 
offer different kinds of sfrategies for the realising of these goals'.** Raman 
Selden did include a chapter on feminist criticism in his book, but he omitted 
it from his diagrammatic representation of the relationship between various 
literary theories, for 'it is not an approach in the sense that applies to other 
kinds of theory. Feminist criticism attempts a global re-interpretation of all 
approaches from a distinctiy revolutionary standpoint'.^^ 
Feminist criticism may incorporate elements of a multiplicity of 
approaches, frequently in the same study, as a legitimate methodology for 
eliciting answers to the 'new and different questions' the feminist critic is 
asking of the text.^^ In this study, the various approaches to be employed will 
build on each other as they explore the content and sfructure of medieval and 
mafristic romance literature, its appeal for spiritual feminists, its conscious 
and unconscious impact on the spiritual feminist reader and practitioner, and 
its role in both the emerging rituals and myths of contemporary spiritual 
feminism. 
The different methodological approaches utilised, and the outcomes of 
those approaches, will unfold via a spiral process as the work progresses. 
Mary Daly's Outercourse is an excellent example of this spiralling in action.*^ 
In her innovative and imaginative way, Daly explored and described her own 
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journey out of pafriarchy into the 'Age of Cronehood' of feminism. Daly's 
complex autobiographical work unfolds in four spiral movements, although, 
as she explains, 'the Spirals are not linear ... I have come to the same yet 
different place of Spiraling at later periods ... Many of these Moments recur in 
different ways. Thus they were, but they also are, and will continue to be'.** 
Daly spoke of returning to 'the same yet different place'; the various 
chapters in this study will see the analysis return again and again to the same, 
yet very different, place. This 'place' is multiple: the theoretical approaches 
employed, my ow^n conscious and unconscious experiences as a spiritual 
feminist reader and practitioner, and the shared experience of women in 
ritual. Both the theoretical spiral and the exploratory spiral are intended to be 
voyages of discovery for the reader of this thesis, as the methodology and the 
findings unfold in successive chapters. 
The dominant approach used throughout this work is psychoanalysis, 
for the feminist axiom that women's experience is a primary source of 
women's knowledge is satisfied by psychoanalysis.^^ As Naomi Goldenberg 
explained, 'psychoanalysis sees human knowledge as growing out of wholly 
human experience ... mental phenomena such as words, thoughts, or ideas are 
never disembodied'.^o Chapters five and seven will use psychoanalysis to 
explore the interaction between the text and my own reading experience. In 
each of these chapters the psychoanalytic theory to be applied will be 
discussed and developed, allowing the theoretical framework for the analysis 
to emerge as the study progresses. The work of Luce frigaray and Julia 
BCristeva offers exciting theoretical possibilities on which to base the 
psychoanalytic analysis of the key romance texts. Sir Perceval of Galles and The 
Mists of Avalon. The theory which underpins the writings of frigaray and 
Kristeva will be discussed in detail as the analysis proceeds.^i At this point 
only a very brief overview of the relevance of their work to this thesis is 
provided. 
frigaray's approach gives a tiieoretical basis for the analysis of the 
subject positions available to, and adopted by, the protagonists of the romance 
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tales in this study, the readers of the texts and contemporary western spiritual 
feminists.52 o f particular relevance is her theory of female subjectivity, which 
developed a framework within which women could begin to explore and 
express their own experiences. Irigaray used metaphors and images to depict 
the multiplicity of women's experiences and expressions (as well as their 
enforced repressions), both of language and of sexuality. This work will build 
upon frigaray's core image, that of woman's speaking/sexual lips, developing 
a methodology, and a methodological image, which is unique to this work, 
but firmly grounded in the French psychoanalytic fradition.^^ 
The analysis will use Julia Kristeva's understanding of the relationship 
between the semiotic, or maternal, law and the symbolic, or paternal, law to 
enhance this study of the spiritual feminist experience, particularly the 
experience of reading the two key romance texts. Kristeva's theoretical 
insights into language, both spoken and unspoken, conscious and 
unconscious, rational and articulate as well as nonrational and disruptive, will 
be used as a basis for two interrelated explorations: of the potentially 
disruptive textual unconscious, and of my own unconscious interaction with 
the two key texts. These explorations will also utilise another important 
aspect of Kristeva's theory of the reading process, that of counterfransference. 
Thus, in the study of the impact of the two key texts. Sir Perceval of Galles and 
The Mists of Avalon, on the reader, the roles of analyst and of analysand will be 
assumed by the reader and the text alternately. The reader will, firstly, 
undertake an analysis of the textual unconscious, and the text will then 
perform a similar analysis, assuming the role of analyst to elicit insights from 
the reader's unconscious. 
Other approaches will be used to complement psychoanalysis, but 
always from within a feminist perspective. A feminist reading of Sir Perceval 
of Galles, the key medieval text, will be undertaken in chapter four, situating 
this text for the spiritual feminist reader before undertaking the 
psychoanalytic analysis in chapter five.^ In chapters three and six thematic 
analyses of five medieval and five mafristic romance texts (including the two 
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key texts. Sir Perceval of Galles and The Mists of Avalon) will be undertaken. 
This analysis will identify themes common to romance, focussing specifically 
on those themes and motifs which have a significant appeal to, and impact on, 
spiritual feminist readers and practitioners. This will provide a corpus of 
material against which the themes which are sfructuring emerging spiritual 
feminist myth and ritual can be discussed. 
Finally, in chapter eight the psychoanalytic inquiry will be expanded to 
look at the impact of spiritual feminist ritual on me as a participant. It will 
explore the conscious and unconscious responses induced by my participation 
in a specific spiritual feminist full moon ritual. It will also identify and 
discuss the similarities between the experience of reading romance literature 
and the experience of participating in spiritual feminist ritual, focussing 
particularly on the way in which one group of spiritual feminists have 
(consciously or unconsciously) incorporated romance themes and motifs into 
their ritual. The work will conclude with a discussion of the links between 
romance literature and the process of re-membering w^hich is occurring in 
spiritual feminist ritual and myth. 
The Core Diagram 
The relationships to be explored in the chapters which follow are 
depicted diagrammatically below. Each of the six chapters will include this 
diagram, with the specific area for exploration in that chapter highlighted in 
pink. These six diagrams are also provided, in miniature, at the end of this 
chapter. 
The diagram illusfrates the links between early pagan myth and ritual 
and the re-membered myth and ritual of contemporary spiritual feminism. 
Pagan myths and rituals provided the conscious or unconscious source 
material for a range of medieval texts and, in particular, for the romances. 
Today, these medieval romances function as the link between early pagan 
myth and ritual and spiritual feminist re-membering, which is being 
expressed both in literature and in myth and ritual. The cenfrality of myself 
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as reader is clearly depicted in the diagram. Arrows indicate the direction of 
influence. The influence is not simply linear or chronological. 
Pagan myth Medieval 
and rittial • romance 
Contemporary Spiritual 
reader "^ " • fermnist myth 
and ritual 
/ 
Matristic 
romance 
A reader may read medieval romance first, and subsequently read 
contemporary mafristic romance. Her reading of the contemporary text thus 
will be influenced by her earlier reading of the medieval text. On the other 
hand, the reader may encounter contemporary mafristic romance before she 
reads medieval romance and will understand and find meaning in the latter 
text in the light of her earlier reading of the contemporary text. A third 
possibility exists, where the reader may read and reread texts from each 
period, finding different meaning in each successive reading, with each text 
influencing the reading of other texts. This third way most closely mirrors my 
own experience as a reader of medieval and mafristic texts. A similar process 
occurs with contemporary myth and ritual, where my expression and 
experience of myth and ritual both influences, and is influenced by, my 
reading of medieval and mafristic romance. Clearly, not all spiritual feminists 
are reading medieval romance in Middle English. Not all women share my 
pleasure in the original texts. However, approaching the tales through 
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contemporary English, via oral storytelling, or through artistic, creative or 
symbolic representations, does not negate the influence, both direct and 
indirect, which these texts have had, and continue to have, on spiritual 
feminism. 
The role of both medieval and mafristic romance literature in the 
development, understanding and expression of spiritual feminism is clearly 
demonsfrated in this diagram. The cenfrality of the reader is likewise 
demonsfrated. The following chapters, three to eight, will utilise feminist 
methodological tools to explore these links in more detail. 
Summafy 
The approaches to be employed in the analysis which follows will 
allow and encourage the analysis to spiral deeper in each successive chapter, 
to elicit new meaning and insights into the role of romance literature in 
spiritual feminism. Working always from a feminist standpoint, the study 
will commence with basic thematic analyses of the ten focal texts, proceed to a 
deeper feminist analysis of the text of Sir Perceval of Galles, then use 
psychoanalysis to depth even further the conscious and unconscious meaning 
and impact of the two key texts. Sir Perceval of Galles and The Mists of Avalon. 
Finally, the study will use the spiritual feminist experience of ritual 
participation and visualisation to discern the relationship between romance 
literature, spiritual femiiust ritual and the re-membered myth of 
contemporary spiritual feminism. The analysis will draw on women's 
enfleshed stories, reflections and rituals to express the fullness of their 
spiritual experiences. This thesis will provide a model for integrating the 
ongoing conscious and unconscious stories and spiritual experiences of 
individual women with those of the wider group of women, to express and 
encapsulate an emerging, embodied, empowering, re-membered spiritual 
feminist mythology. 
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ROMANCE LITERATURE AND SPIRITUAL FEMINISM 
Chapter Three 
Medieval Romance 
The need to express fundamental human concerns in the heightened 
terms of idealism leads the authors of romance to exploit a technique of 
superlatives: extraordinary, even supernatural, incidents, exotic 
settings, fabulous trappings, and properties which function as images 
as much as objects.^ 
[T]he living literature of the past can perpetually remind us of the 
potentialities of literature, the powers which may have been neglected, 
may have lain dormant for a time and may be recovered and released 
again in quite new and different creation.^ 
This chapter will focus on a number of medieval romances in English, 
seeking to identify some of the themes and motifs which resonate with 
spiritual feminists today.^ In addition, the study will attend to any glimpses 
of pagan myths and rituals which underlie these romance tales. Subsequent 
chapters w i^ll explore the proposition that these themes, together with the 
ancient myths w^hich echo in the romances, are providing rich sources for 
contemporary spiritual feminists as they re-member a tradition of the 
Goddess. This proposition is not without foundation, for it has been argued 
that romance is eminently suited to conveying spiritual truths and ideals.* 
In a christian context, W.H. Lewis noted that 'any amount of theology 
can ... be smuggled into people's minds under cover of romance without their 
knowing it'.^ Tolkein referred to this type of work both as 'romance' and as 
'theologised science fiction', while G.K. Chesterton named it 'alternative 
theology' ^ Northrop Frye, speaking of medieval romance, dubbed it 'secular 
scripture', for it is the story of a human, rather than a divine hero.'' In his 
discussion of the nature of romance, W.R.J. Barron reflected that romance 
o 
reflects 'the perennial tension between ideal and reality'. This, then, is the 
nature of the literature to be examined in this chapter and those which follow. 
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Five medieval romances have been selected for analysis in the present 
chapter: the late thirteenth century Thomas of Erceldoune and the Queen of Elf-
Land,^ the two early fourteenth century tales of Sir Degare^^ and Sir Perceval of 
Galles,^^ and Sir Launfal^^ and Sir Gawain and the Green Knight,^^ both from the 
late fourteenth century. Each of these texts, although very different, may be 
described as a romance, that is, an imaginative story of love, heroism or 
chivalry, with settings far from the everyday world. Most importantly, they 
are tales which tantalise the reader with hints of pagan myth and ritual. Each 
text is read in Middle English, allowing the beauty of the language, the 
rhythm and the rhyme, as well as the story line, to touch the reader.^* 
The diagram below illustrates the influence of pagan myth and ritual 
on medieval romance and its subsequent influence on spiritual feminism. The 
highlighted segment of the diagram forms the basis of the discussion in this 
chapter, which will identify in the five texts a number of themes and motifs 
which, as will be seen later, also appear in contemporary feminist matristic 
romance. In the course of this investigation it will become apparent that the 
shared theijies subtly, yet unmistakably, hint at earlier pagan myth and ritual. 
Pagan myth Medieval 
and ritiial " • romance 
Contemporary Spiritual 
reader "^"^ • feminist myth 
andritual 
/ 
Matristic 
romance 
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From Myth and Ritual to Romance 
The relationship between myth, ritual and romance is a complex one 
and one which has engaged generations of scholars. This section will explore, 
briefly, those approaches to understanding the origin of medieval romance 
literature which are most relevant to the present study. 
One school of thought points out that the romances are but the remnant 
of long forgotten pagan rituals, which were themselves the physical 
expression of much older myths.^^ Another approach sees medieval romance 
as a reflection of pagan myth and ritual extant at the time the tales were 
compiled.^^ Despite the seeming incompatibility of these two divergent 
approaches, it is what they have in common that is of far more significance 
than their differences. The common element in these studies of medieval 
romance is their fascination with myth and ritual, whether as mere remnants, 
or as living traditions. 
One of the most engaging approaches to the study of medieval romance 
is that of John Speirs, Reader in English at the University of Exeter in the 
middle of the twentieth century. Speirs's primary contention w^as that the 
world from which medieval romances sprang was far more pagan, both in 
belief and in practice, than the majority of literary critical scholarship of his 
time could, or would, credit. He proposed that reading medieval texts in the 
light of this hypothesis would enable a much fuller understanding and 
appreciation of the texts. 
The essence of Speirs's approach to literary analysis was his belief that 
medieval romances should be read, not just as another step in the 
chronological development and amalgamation of complex source material, but 
as tales which capture the sophistication and simplicity of ritual and its 
mythological antecedents. Speirs suggested that, by utilising some of the 
techniques and observations of anthropological analysis, the literary critic 
could more easily appreciate the text. Speirs's theory hinged on his belief that, 
in any specific poem, the 'particular words, arranged as they are arranged' 
convey both conscious and unconscious meanings, meanings which the critic 
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may find more accessible by utilising insights from anthropology.^^ He 
proposed that the contemporary reader of medieval romances should assume 
that the texts grew out of a background of pagan ritual and myth, and should 
read the romances in the light of this assumption. 
Speirs was convinced that the ritual elements present in medieval 
literature 'were by no means a thing of the past in the author's own time' and 
that 'medieval communities as a w^hole were more pagan than appears from 
the written evidence'.^* It is important to stress, however, that Speirs was 
concerned with the poems themselves, not w^ith proving or disproving a 
particular anthropological theory. John Speirs was, first and foremost, a 
literary critic and used anthropological tools only to support his w^ork of 
reading and understanding his chosen texts. Speirs's concern was with 
reading and understanding medieval texts, not with anthropological and 
historical 'facts'. Anthropology could provide clues and insights into the 
textual unconscious and could lead to a more informed reading but, for a 
literary critic, could never replace the action of reading, the interaction 
between reader and text, between the reader's unconscious and the textual 
unconscious. Speirs's own words provide an effective summary of his 
position vis a vis anthropology and literary criticism: 
The test, for a critic, is not to what extent these things that concern the 
anthropologist were there in the life of the time - that, as a critic of 
poetry, he cannot judge - but whether or not these things are there in a 
particular poem. Nor is he limited to what may have been the 
conscious intention of the poet ... nor to what may have been in the 
conscious mind of the audiences ... The critic is concerned with nothing 
less than the totality of the poem.^^ 
John Speirs was concerned with more than the mere externals of ritual 
expression in the fourteenth century; his work focussed on exploring the 
internal, often unconscious, mythic and ritual elements manifested in the 
medieval texts. Exploring the totality of a poem, for Speirs, also meant that 
reading medieval texts should engage both the objective mind of the reader 
and the life experience, emotions and judgement of iJie reader. 
It is at this point that the work of Speirs and that of more recent literary 
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critics meet, for the changing face of Literary criticism has served John Speirs 
well. His propositions satisfy the dictates of contemporary reader response 
criticism, employ in an unsophisticated form some of the premises of 
psychoanalytic analysis and, in their general application (rather than in their 
specific androcentric detail), meet the broad criteria of feminist criticism. The 
analysis of the five medieval romances to be undertaken in this chapter w i^ll 
build upon the work of Speirs, particularly his book Medieval English Poetry: 
The Non-Chaucerian Tradition.^^ 
Five Medieval Romances 
This section will focus on each of the five selected medieval romance 
texts in turn. There will be a brief retelling of each tale, leading to a 
discussion of those themes and motifs within each tale which, as will be seen 
in chapter six, are also found in contemporary women's romance w^ritings. 
Where appropriate, reference will be made to the possible mythic and ritual 
origins of the themes under discussion Each medieval text will then be 
analysed from a feminist perspective, identifying those woman-centred 
threads which so fascinate readers of both medieval romance and 
contemporary matristic romance. 
The section w i^ll conclude with a summary of the themes which are 
common to all five medieval romances, themes which are also common to 
contemporary matristic romance. Chapter six w i^ll later examine these themes 
as they are manifested in five selected matristic romance texts. 
Thomas of Erceldoune and the Queen of Elf-Land 
Synopsis 
The tale of Thomas of Erceldoune relates how Thomas encounters a 
lady in the woods one morning in May. The lady is dressed all in green and is 
accompanied by three greyhounds. Thomas mistakes the lady for the queen 
of heaven, but she tells him she is the queen of Elfland, come to visit him. 
Thomas beseeches the lady to lie with him, but she warns him that such a sin 
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will undo all her beauty. Thomas persists, rashly declaring that he will live 
with her in heaven or in hell if she will but love him. The lady surrenders, but 
within moments of their union she is transformed into a faded shadow of her 
former beautiful self. 
The lady compels a reluctant and fearful Thomas to accompany her to 
her country for twelve months (which subsequently becomes three years). 
They travel through a cave, across water and over mountains. In one version 
of the story Thomas runs beside the lady's horse in total darkness, through 
rivers of blood. After three days without food, they enter a garden where fruit 
of every type is ripe for picking. Thomas is forbidden to pluck the fruit; 
should he disobey he will be condemned to hell. With this instruction and 
similar cautions, the lady guides Thomas safely through perils that beset his 
body and his soul. As he lies with his head in her lap, the lady shows Thomas 
a vision of the paths to heaven, to hell and to purgatory. She show^s him also 
the way to her own country, which they follow. 
The lady warns Thomas that once they enter her country the king 
(presumably her husband) must not know that she and Thomas are lovers, 
and bids him maintain his sUence, As the lady approaches the castle, her 
beauty returns, and she becomes once more the exquisite figure who had 
captivated Thomas. The lady's greyhounds also are restored to health and 
vitality. There appears to be some connection between the greyhounds being 
once more 'filUde with dere blood' [filled with precious blood] (48) and their 
lapping the blood of the fifty harts being prepared for the evening's feast. 
Thomas dwells in that mysterious land for over three years, at which 
time the lady warns him that he must leave. Thomas protests, but the lady 
tells him that on the morrow the foul fiend from hell will come to exact his fee, 
and Thomas must flee lest he be chosen as the sacrifice. The lady leads 
Thomas back to earth and leaves him where they first met, beneath the Eldone 
Tree. Thomas begs of the lady a token, or talisman, and she gives him the gift 
of prophecy. 
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Discussion 
The ballad romance of Thomas of Erceldoune and the Queen of Elf-Land 
provides examples of a number of the themes and motifs which are also being 
used in matristic romances and in spiritual feminist myth and ritual. It is 
clearly a tale of adventure, although the adventure may not be quite w^hat the 
protagonist planned. Thomas seeks love, but is granted w^isdom in the lady's 
parting gift of prophecy. Thomas not only dwells in the strange magical 
world of Elfland/fairy land for three years, he is also given visions of the 
otherworldly heaven, hell and purgatory. The adventure begins beneath a 
greenwood tree, known as the Eldone Tree, which is reached by crossing a 
high mountain. The entry point for the long journey is beneath this Eldone 
Tree, through a mysterious cave, traditionally a sacred or liminal place and 
oftentimes the womb of the earth goddess. Thomas wades through rivers of 
blood, although the relationship to the cave/womb is not explicit. 
Nature and earth descriptions and symbolism pervade this poem, 
which opens on a morning in May, traditionally a time dedicated to the lady, 
be she goddess or queen of heaven. There are exquisite descriptions of 
birdsong and of the abundance of fruiting trees. There is the thrice repeated 
description of the 'grenewode spray' [greenwood spray/tree], place of 
meeting and point of entry from earth to fairy land. All of these echo with 
remnants of older myths and of their ritual expression. All of these speak to 
spiritual feminists, and are repeated both in matristic romances and in the 
rituals and myths which spiritual feminists are re-membering today. 
Magic pervades the descriptions of these sacred places and is enacted 
by the lady, both within and without fairy land, although the distinction 
between the magic and ritual elements in the poem is not always clearly 
defined. Thus, the lady's fading beauty appears to have a magic cause, but the 
consequent obligation laid upon Thomas to accompany the lady/fairy queen 
to fairy land is closer to a ritual remnant than to magic. Perhaps Thomas's 
journey originated in an initiation rite,2i and his sexual union with the lady 
may have been the first stage of this rite. 
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There appears also to be some remnant of ritual in the scene where the 
greyhounds are revived by lapping the blood of the harts, often a symbol of 
the pagan Horned God. The meaning of the incident where the fiend from 
hell comes to extract his fee from the inhabitants of fairy land is lost, but it 
hints at some form of cyclic ritual sacrifice, perhaps not unrelated to the 
incident with the harts' blood. 
There are multiple dimensions in this poem, from the numerous worlds 
which Thomas encounters, to the layers of myth and meaning, both overt and 
covert, contained in the tale. The lady herself is a multidimensional figure, 
mistaken by Thomas for the queen of heaven, identified as queen of Elfland, 
fairy, lover and guide. She is both a woman of exquisite beauty and a faded 
pallid figure. The lady is an independent huntress, like Diana, choosing her 
lover at will (albeit subtly, allowing herself to be seen and pursued by her 
chosen consort). She is also a subservient w i^fe who must hide her 
independent choice of lover from her husband for fear of his w^rath. There are 
aspects of the lady which resonate w^ith women today, and w^hich are also 
appearing in matristic romances and in reconstructed feminist myths. 
From a feminist perspective, this poem has much to offer w^omen today. 
The feminine overtones in the nature and earth symbolism, the strong, 
independent, caring lady/fairy/perhaps goddess figure and the magical 
power wielded by the lady, all suggest ways of being female and of being 
sacred. These are two of the dominant themes in feminist matristic romance 
and in spiritual feminist rituals and re-membered myths. 
Sir Degare 
Synopsis 
Sir Degare is another tale of a woman, this time a beautiful young 
princess, the over-protected only daughter of a widowed king, who has 
declared that he will give his daughter's hand in marriage only to the man 
who defeats him in combat. On the anniversary of her mother's death the 
princess is raped in a forest by a fairy knight, after her maidens have fallen 
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asleep beneath a chestnut tree. The princess conceives a son and the fairy 
knight, with magical foresight, gives her a gift for the child, a broken sword, 
whose tip the knight retains. The child will later be able to use the sword to 
identify his father. The princess conceals her pregnancy and the birth of her 
son. She smuggles the child out of the palace to be reared by the family of a 
hermit who names him Degare (the almost lost one). In the child's cradle the 
mother places gold and silver to cover his upbringing, a pair of magic gloves 
which fit only her own hands, and a letter asking that the gloves be given to 
her son at the age of ten. The child is directed to search for the only woman 
whom the gloves fit, his mother. 
Upon reaching the age of twenty, Degare sets out to find his mother. 
He has a series of adventures, including slaying a fire breathing dragon with 
an oak branch. Degare answers the challenge of a king to fight for the hand of 
his daughter and the right to the throne. The king, unbeknown to Degare, is 
his maternal grandfather. Degare defeats the king and subsequently weds the 
princess. The princess is, of course, the mother for whom Degare has been 
searching. Incest is narrow^ly avoided when Degare remembers that he has 
not tried the magic gloves on the hands of his new bride. The gloves fit and 
the mother recognises her son. 
Degare asks about his father and his mother gives him tfie broken 
sword by w^hich his father w i^ll know him. Once more, Degare sets out to find 
a parent and encounters another series of adventures. He finds a mysterious 
castle on an island deep in a forest. This castle is inhabited only by women, 
and one male dwarf, who are besieged by an evil knight and are apparently 
under enchantment, for they do not speak. Degare defeats the knight, 
breaking the spell, and the lady of the castle offers herself and all her land to 
him as a reward. Degare tells the lady he must find his father first, but will 
return to her in twelve months. 
The quest for his father continues, until Degare encounters a knight in a 
forest and is challenged to a duel. As the fight proceeds, Degare draws his 
broken sword and the knight recognises both the sword and his son. The 
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knight pulls the broken point of the sword from his pouch and father and son 
are reunited. Degare takes his father to the castle where his mother dwells 
and the parents are duly wed. The tale ends with the return of Degare to the 
castle of the maidens where he marries the lady and, as in all true romance, 
they live happily ever after. 
Discussion 
The romance of Sir Degare provides examples of a number of the 
themes which are also present in contemporary women's romance writings. 
The story is couched within an overall adventure or quest framework, where 
the protagonist must face challenges in pursuit of a goal, Degare faces tests of 
personal prowess, in fighting knights and dragons and in confronting magic 
and enchantment. He spends well over a year in search of his parents, 
deferring even his marriage to pursue his quest. For Degare nothing is more 
important than finding his parents and, by extension, his own identity. 
The story moves through a number of alternative worlds, from royal 
courts to enchanted castles and mysterious forests. The island castle, where 
only women (and one male dwarf) dwell, clearly suggests a world of magic.22 
The forest where the princess, and later Degare, encounters the fairy knight 
features a chestnut tree, 'a liminal area between the Celtic Otherw^orld and 
fictional reality'.^^ 
The elements of the natural world feature strongly in this tale. Besides 
the chestnut tree there is the oak, from which Degare selects a branch to use as 
a weapon. The forests are the setting for each of the major actions: the rape of 
the princess, Degare's encounter with the dragon, his rescue of the ladies of 
the castle and Degare's meeting with his father. The mysterious castle of 
ladies, where Degare slays the wicked knight, is not only situated in the forest, 
it is on an island in a river surrounded by 'water clere' [clear water] (739).24 
The nature settings in this poem have both a magical and a mystical 
component. The poem conveys a sense of both awe and mystery in nature, 
perhaps an allusion to a sacred relationship with the natural world in an older 
tradition.25 In addition, the relationship which the characters have with the 
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natural world reflects, and is influenced by, their personal and interpersonal 
relationships. Thus, for example, before her rape the princess wanders at ease 
in the forest happily gathering flowers and listening to the song of the wild 
birds. In an earlier, much older tradition, this princess may have been a 
spring or flower goddess. With the approaching ravishment, the princess 
loses her sense of peace in, and with, the natural w^orld. She becomes fearful, 
ceasing to marvel at the birdsong and listening instead for the possible 
approach of wild beasts. The wild beast she encounters is of the fairy, rather 
than the animal, kind and destroys her sense of peace for years to come. 
The fairy knight in this tale is depicted as a curiously amoral figure. He 
callously rapes the princess and demonstrates no remorse, but gives her a gift 
for the child conceived in rape, a gift which will ultimately unite the father 
with his son. The fairy knight later sends the princess magic gloves which 
enable Degare also to find his mother. Finally, the fairy knight wins the 
princess and w^eds her. The fairy/medieval knight who wins the spring 
goddess/princess may have been the protagonist of a much older ritual 
drama. With a fairy for his father, the hero of the poem, Degare, is himself 
half fairy. It may also be that Degare's mother, who remains a young maiden 
throughout the decades of the tale, if not a goddess, is herself of fairy origin. 
She is, in either case, under an enchantment to prevent her aging. 
The story is, in many ways, an exploration of sexuality, of both fairies 
and humans. The overly close relationship between the princess and her 
father is the motivating factor in the princess's decision to hide her baby, lest 
people suspect the king of fathering the child on his own daughter. 
Throughout the poem the daughter remains under the dubious protection of 
her father. The princess manages to escape her father's attentions briefly, only 
to be raped by the fairy knight She is subsequentiy married to her own son 
and again narrowly escapes an incestuous relationship. Finally, the princess is 
married to the man who raped her years before, the fairy father of her son. 
After Degare leaves his wife/mother, his next encounter with a woman 
is also unconsummated. At the castie he finds in the forest there are maidens 
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who are beautiful, but silent. Only one lady speaks with Degare and she leads 
him to her chamber, where he lays his head on her lap and is lulled to sleep by 
a seemingly magical harp. Degare must successfully defend the lady, her 
maidens and her castle from the knight who besieges them in order to win the 
lady. It is to this lady that Degare returns after completing his quest to find 
his mother and father. 
Enchantment and magic are key elements in the poem, from the 
magical sleep of the maidens beneath the chestnut free in the forest and 
Degare's sleep in the castle, induced by the magical harp, to the enchantment 
laid upon the silent women in the castle in the forest. In the midst of a tale of 
magic and enchantment, the cenfral symbol, and the inspiration for Degare's 
quest, is the pair of magic gloves, a gift from his fairy father, which will allow 
Degare to identify his mother. 
From a feminist perspective this story is particularly interesting. On 
the one hand, the princess, mother of Degare, remains throughout the tale the 
victim both of her father's over protective attention and of the fairy knight's 
rape. On the other hand, the princess is also both the initiator of Degare's 
quest and its primary goal. In finding her, he finds himself. There is a similar 
anomaly in the curious episode wherein the lady of the castle, on the one 
hand, refuses the attentions of the knight who besieges her, but willingly 
offers herself and her lands to Degare if he will rid her of her oppressor. 
The entire tale is framed by women (and the arrangements for their 
marriage), from the opening scene where the father of the princess challenges 
all comers for the hand of his daughter, to the final lines where both the 
princess and the lady of the castle are willingly married. In the course of 
events, both women are married to Degare, although the princess is freed of 
the mistaken marriage bonds to her son and later marries his father. 
The themes which have been identified above are, again, those which 
are to be foimd in contemporary mafristic romance texts. The mysterious and 
tantalising hints of the mythic and ritual origins of these themes act as lures 
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and as building blocks for spiritual feminists as they re-member and 
reconsfruct their spirituality. 
Sir Launfal 
Synopsis 
Sir Launfal, too, is imbued w^ith a spirit of myth and ritual. The poem 
is primarily the tale of the relationship between Sir Launfal, one of Arthur's 
knights, Gwennere, the queen of the Arthurian court, and Dame Tryamour, 
daughter of the king of fairy land. MerUn the prophet arranges the marriage 
of Arthur to Gw^ennere, daughter of the king of Ireland. Gwennere is reputed 
to have had numerous lovers before her marriage to Arthur and, for this 
reason, Launfal and the other knights heartily dislike her. 
The dislike is mutual, but covert, between Gwennere and all of the 
knights w^ith the exception of Launfal. In the case of Gwennere and Launfal, 
the dislike is explicit, to such an extent that Gwennere gives celebratory gifts 
to all her wedding guests but Launfal. Gwennere's discourtesy to Launfal is 
in confrast to Launfal's reputed generosity to others, for he is famous for his 
gift giving. Launfal decides to leave the court and journeys to Karlyoun with 
the knights Sfr Hugh and Sir John, Arthur's nephew. In Karlyoun Launfal 
seeks lodgings w^ith the mayor, but it appears that Launfal's spendthrift ways 
have left him penniless and the only accommodation the mayor offers him is a 
tiny cottage in the country. Here Launfal and the other two knights live in 
poverty for a year, after which Hugh and John return to-court. Their ragged 
clothes could indicate the poverfy of their lord and so,, to protect Laurrfal's 
reputation, they concoct a story to explain their bedraggled appearance. In 
their story they imply that Launfal is flourishing and enjoying his new life, 
Gwennere is not overjoyed to hear thefr tale of Launfal's prosperity. 
Meanwhile, Launfal continues to be shunned by the mayor, but the 
mayor's daughter provides Launfal with a saddle and bridle so that he might 
ride in the forest. While out riding Launfal rests beneath a free and sees two 
maidens, beautifully attired in green, one carrying a golden basin and the 
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other a white silk towel. The maidens have been sent by Dame Tryamour to 
invite Launfal to her pavilion. Tryamour is the most beautiful woman Launfal 
has ever seen and he immediately falls in love with her, Tryamour binds 
Launfal to her with promises of unending riches. In return Launfal must 
promise never, under any circumstances, to speak of Tryamour. If he breaks 
his oath he will lose both Tryamour's love and her gifts. Their bargain is 
celebrated with a feast, their union is consummated, and Launfal returns to 
Karlyoun with rich clothing, a magnificent white horse and a new squire. 
Later, Tryamour also sends gifts of gold and silver to Launfal, 
The mayor has an immediate change of attitude towards Launfal on 
learning of his new found riches, but Launfal refuses the mayor's overtures of 
friendship. As is his wont, Launfal once again is able to give gifts to friends, 
acquaintances and worthy causes. Tryamour visits Launfal in secret every 
night and he continues to prosper. Launfal's reputation spreads until it 
reaches Sir Valentine, a giant who challenges Launfal to joust. Tryamour 
appears to know that Launfal will defeat his challenger, and Launfal does 
indeed slay Sir Valentine, with a little magical help from both his squire and 
his horse. 
Arthur hears of Launfal's success and summons him to a feast which 
lasts forty days. During this time Gweimere attempts to seduce Launfal, who 
refuses her advances and, in response to Gwennere's taunts, tells her that he 
has loved another woman for seven years. He foolishly boasts of his lover's 
beauty, claiming that even her maidens are more beautiful than queen 
Gwennere. The result of this boasting is twofold: Gwennere is furious and 
seeks her revenge on Launfal, and Launfal's gifts from Tryamour disappear, 
for he has broken his oath, 
Arthur demands justice for the insult to Gwennere's beauty, and 
Launfal is given twelve months to prove the fruth of his claims regarding his 
lover's beauty. At the last moment, when it appears that Launfal will be 
executed, Tryamour appears in regal glory and Launfal is vindicated. 
Tryamour breathes on Gwennere, blinding her, before returning to fairy land 
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accompanied by Launfal. Thereafter, on one day each year, Launfal's horse 
can mysteriously be heard to neigh and Lauivfal heard to issue a challenge to 
joust. 
Discussion 
This romance, like the tales of Thomas of Erceldoune and Sir Degare, 
contains a number of the themes which are appearing also in matristic 
romances today. Sir Launfal, too, is a tale of love and adventure, of Launfal, of 
Gwennere and of Tryamour. Love and sexuality are the motivating factors for 
the adventures. Launfal's dislike of Gwennere is based on her reputation for 
having had numerous lovers before her marriage to Arthur. Launfal's 
relationship with Tryamour is founded on a physical relationship similar to 
those for w^hich he would condemn Gw^ennere. Tryamour exfracts a promise 
of secrecy from Launfal the morning after their tryst, a promise which Launfal 
later breaks in the face of Gw^ennere's seductive behaviour. There are different 
standards of sexual behaviour expected, not only of men and women, but of 
human w^omen and fairy w^omen. 
The story moves between Gw^ennere's world of the court, Launfal's 
chosen home in Karlyoun and Tryamour's fairy land. Launfal's first encounter 
with fairy land occurs w^hen the maidens lead him from his resting place 
beneath a shady free to Tryamour's pavilion in the cenfre of the forest. The 
pavilion is described in great detail, but any insight into the nature of the fairy 
world must be deduced from the behaviour of, and the powers exhibited by, 
Tryamour. The fairy princess appears to have the gift of foreknowledge, 
demonsfrated when she tells Launfal that he will defeat Sir Valentine, She is 
also able to employ magic to monitor Launfal's adherence to his oath of 
silence, for as soon as Launfal speaks of his love for Tryamour her gifts to him 
disappear. The most obvious demonsfration of Tryamour's magical powers is 
when she blinds Gwennere with one well aimed breath. Even Launfal 
becomes enmeshed in magic, as evidenced by his annual mysterious 
appearance to issue a jousting challenge. 
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Magic and ritual are closely interwoven, both in medieval romances 
and in the mafristic romances of today. Silence, either enforced or voluntary, 
is one of the magical or ritual devices which appears frequently in medieval 
romance. Thus, Launfal must remain silent about his lover for fear of 
retribution, just like Thomas of Erceldoune who must remain silent in fairy 
land for fear of the fiend, and like the silent maidens whom Degare rescues 
from the evil knight. There is a sense that these silences are not mere literary 
devices, but carry remnants of ritual silence. 
There are also hints of ritual attendant upon a number of the scenes 
surrounding Tryamour. At times she appears to be not only a fairy princess, 
but to have some of the atfributes of a goddess. The most obvious hint of 
ritual occurs in the dramatic entry of Tryamour to Arthur's cour t First to 
enter are ten maidens who are warmly welcomed. These are follow^ed by 
another ten maidens, again greeted with great respect Finally, Tryamour 
makes her ceremonial enfrance on a white palfrey, accompanied by two white 
greyhounds, with a large falcon on her hand. The earlier scene where 
Tryamour's two maidens appear in the forest to summon Launfal to 
Tryamour's pavilion, one carrying a golden basin and the other a white silk 
towel, also has echoes of older ritual, perhaps of cleansings before 
encountering the Goddess in ritual. 
Analysing Sir Launfal from a feminist perspective is very revealing. In 
many ways Launfal can be seen as a secondary character in the tale. He acts 
always in response to the action or directives of the two female protagonists. 
Launfal leaves court because of his and Gwennere's mutual antipathy; he 
enters fairy land when summoned by Tryamour; he finds himself facing 
justice as a result of Gwennere's attempted seduction; and his final salvation is 
effected by Tryamour. Despite this, the poem clearly espouses a male value 
system, at least in the Arthurian court where Gwennere is reviled for her 
sexual freedom. 
From a feminist perspective it may be appropriate to see Gwennere as a 
rebel woman who dares to challenge the dominant social order. As such, she 
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is a threat to the idealised androcentric world described in lines 1 to 36. In 
confrast, in fairy land it is Tryamour who is the seducer, and in her world 
there is no indication of societal consfraints on women's behaviour. 
It is easy to see why romances such as Sir Launfal are being employed 
by women today in the creation of a spirituality which is both new and ever-
old. The themes which women find fascinating and most useful in Sir Launfal 
are those which allow^ the exploration of alternative worlds and social orders, 
of magic and ritual, and of the adventures of sfrong, independent women, 
such as Tryamour and, to a lesser extent, Gwennere. 
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight 
Synopsis 
Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, also, is a tale of adventure, magic and 
ritual. It is a tale directed and choreographed by women or, indeed, by one 
woman writh many faces, Morgan le Fay. The tale opens at the court of Arthur 
and Gw^enevefre on Christmas day, where an enormous Green Knight 
appears, riding a green horse and carrying a green holly branch. This magical 
figure issues a challenge to the court, that one of the knights may behead him 
on the condition that, if the Green Knight survives, he may reciprocate the 
follow^ing year. Gaw^ain volunteers and chops off the head of the Green 
Knight Miraculously, the Green Knight collects his severed head and leaves, 
reminding Gawain of his promise. The two knights agree to meet at the Green 
Knight's green chapel on New Year's day twelve months hence. 
A year passes and Gawain rides out to face his own beheading test. He 
journeys through the winter landscape until at last almost magically, he 
comes to a castle in the frozen woods. Here he is offered hospitality for the 
few days before New Year. The lord of the castle, Bertilak de Hautdesert, is 
the Green Knight in disguise and the outeome of the beheading test rests on 
Gawain's conduct at the castle. The castle is home to Bertilak, the unnamed 
lady who is his wife, and a very old woman. To enliven the waiting time, the 
two knights agree that each evening they will exchange the fruits of their daily 
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labours. While the lord and his men spend their days in hunting, Gawain is 
pursued by the lady of the castle, who seeks to test his commitment to the 
knightly virtues of courtesy and chastity. Gawain succumbs to the temptation 
to accept kisses from the lady, which he then gives to Bertilak in accordance 
with their agreement Gawain is also tempted to accept the lady's magic 
girdle to protect him from death when he meets the Green Knight for the 
beheading challenge. This gift he does not surrender to Bertilak. 
Gawain rides out on New Year's day to the mysterious green chapel 
where the giant Green Knight awaits him. Gaw^ain submits his neck to the 
giant's axe and receives a small cut and a large lecture. Both result from his 
failure to keep his bargain with the Green Knight and to give to the Green 
BCnight all that he earned, namely the magic girdle. 
The poem ends with the revelation that Bertilak and the Green Knight 
are one and the same, and that the aged crone in the castle is 'Morgne \>e 
goddes' [Morgan the goddess] (2452). It is further revealed that Morgan 
conceived the entire plot to frighten Gweneveire. With this revelation it 
becomes difficult for the reader to say with any certainty who is the chief 
protagonist in this poem, Gawain, the Green Knight or Morgan le Fay. 
Discussion 
What is clear is that this is another tale of adventure, a quest which 
takes Gawain from the familiar world of the court through a sfrangely 
unfamiliar frozen wilderness to a mysterious castle and, ultimately, to the 
green chapel which proves to be 'nobot an olde caue' [just an old cave] (2182), 
a place where 'I>e dele his matynnes telle' [the devil might say his prayers] 
(2188). The old cave, for all Gawain's disparagement, is a place of mystery 
and majesty and its description is, in many ways, the culmination of the sense 
of mystery and awe built up by the skillful and sensitive use of nature 
imagery throughout the poem. The tale spans a period of twelve months and 
the turning of the seasons is integral to the poem, which reflects not just the 
natural cycles, but also the seasons of human life and the interrelatedness of 
the two. 
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The Green Knight is, by his colour, his bearing of a holly branch and his 
chosen meeting place at the cave, a part of this natural environment He is a 
magical, larger-than-life figure able miraculously to restore his severed head 
without any ill effects. His midw^inter appearance bearing the evergreen 
branch, and his reappearance in the tale the following midwinter, hint at an 
annual ritual seasonal celebration. 
In confrast to this implied allusion to an ancient god, the poem clearly 
names Morgan (le Fay) as 'J)e goddes' [the goddess] (2452), The identification 
of Morgan with the old woman at the castle, and the implied identification of 
the lady of the castle with the old woman, hint at the three faces of the ancient 
Goddess. The chapel/cave grouping, coming so soon after Gawain's bedroom 
encounters w^ith the lady, similarly hints at earth/goddess/w^omb symboUsm. 
As in the texts analysed earlier, sexuality is a key theme in this poem, 
Gawain's very life rests on his ability to remain chaste, both for its own value 
and out of respect for the prior claim of Bertilak to the lady. The lady's 
forthright invitations to Gawain, which seem to imply that she does not accept 
her husband's right to limit her sexual behaviour, are later revealed simply as 
part of Bertilak's testing of Gawain. There is, however, a sense that the friple 
testing of Gawain's chastity by the lady is part of a ritual. 
The poem is pervaded by hints of ritual and of magic, from the 
appearance of the Green Knight at midwinter, suggesting a seasonal ritual 
celebration, to his magical survival of beheading, to the explicit use of magic 
in the girdle which protects Gawain's life. There is also an almost ritual 
attention to detail in the way the poem documents the seating arrangements of 
the key figures at the two feasts which feature in the story. The first feast is 
the New Year's celebration at the Arthurian court, which was interrupted by 
the arrival of the Green Kiught, and the second is the Christmas feast which 
coincided with Gawain's arrival at Bertilak's castle. At the Arthurian feast 
Gawain is seated beside Gweneveire, while 'Bishop Bawdewyn abof bigines 
the table' [Bishop Bawdewyn sits in the highest place] (112), At the feast in 
Bertilak's castle, Gawain is seated beside the lady, while '[t]he olde auncian 
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wyf heghest ho syttes' [the old woman sits in the highest place] (1001). This 
old woman, who occupies the senior position at the lord's table, parallel to 
that of the christian bishop at Arthur's cour t is later identified as Morgan the 
goddess. 
For a feminist reader these seating arrangements provide an 
opportunity to explore both the role of the Goddess and the primacy of 
women in the poem. These themes, which appear again in feminist mafristic 
novels six centuries later, explore the way in which the christian and pagan 
fraditions jostled for religious supremacy in the early middle ages. Sir Gawain 
and the Green Knight, as one of the more sophisticated medieval romances in 
English, is also a prime example of a text w^hich contains a number of the 
themes which are common to both medieval and mafristic romances. These 
common themes include the sacredness of the natural world and its seasons, 
the interrelatedness of natural and human seasons and cycles, the use of magic 
and sexuality in ritual, and the role and nature of the Goddess. 
Sir Perceval of Galles 
Synopsis 
Sir Perceval of Galles is another story of a royal princess, this time the 
princess Acheflour, sister to king Arthur, and of her son Perceval. When 
Acheflour's husband, Perceval senior, is killed at a tournament to celebrate the 
birth of thefr baby, she vows to leave the court and bring up her son away 
from the type of violence, condoned by the court, which left her without a 
husband and her son without a father. She takes her son into the woods, by a 
well, and brings him up in harmony with nature. When Perceval is fifteen he 
encoimters three knights in the woods - Yvain, Kay, and his cousin Gawain -
and immediately decides that he wants to become a knight The story is, in 
part, an exploration of the relationship between nature and nurture. Perceval, 
reared to know nothing of knighthood and chivalry, is immediately and 
irresistibly drawn to the knightly way of life. 
Despite his mother's pleas, Perceval leaves her to seek the king and 
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achieve his new found goal. Perceval's quest for knighthood leads him on a 
series of adventures, including slaying the knight who was responsible for his 
father's death, murdering the knight's witeh mother, recovering king Arthur's 
stolen gold cup and exchanging his mother's ring for a magic ring on the hand 
of a maiden sleeping in a tent in the forest. Perceval also rescues the besieged 
Lady Lufamour of Maidenland from the Saracens. He single handedly defeats 
the Saracen army and beheads their leader GoUerotherame, thus winning the 
gratitude of Lufamour and her subjects. Perceval and Lufamour are married 
and Perceval spends a year in Maidenland, before he remembers his mother 
and leaves Lufamour to find Acheflour. Perceval has a further series of 
adventures, including making reparation to the sleeping maiden from whose 
finger he removed the magic ring and who is now being punished by the 
Black Knight for its loss. Perceval recovers his mother's ring, learns that his 
mother wanders the woods grief stricken at the loss of her son and sets out to 
find Acheflour. Upon finally being reunited with his mother, Perceval takes 
her to his wife in Maidenland and leaves on crusade for Jerusalem. 
Discussion 
Sir Perceval of Galles is cenfred aroimd Perceval's quest for the world of 
kiughthood and chivalry. In order to be admitted to knighthood, Perceval 
must successfully satisfy a challenge issued by Arthur. He must recover a 
gold cup, possibly a Grail symbol, stolen from Arthur by the Red Knight, an 
event which has occurred every year for the last five years. As it is 
represented in Sir Perceval of Galles, the Grail has lost much of its original 
mystery and majesty but, nevertheless, its appearance in the tale, albeit in a 
much faded form, seems to hint at a ritual that is crucial for empowering 
Perceval for the next stage of his journey. In recovering the gold cup Perceval 
has satisfied the requirements for kiughthood, but he does not immediately 
return to Arthur to be knighted. In this context F. Xavier Baron suggests that 
Perceval's 'ultimate quest is not for the Grail, but rather for Acheflour',^^ an 
interpretation with which David Fowler concurs, suggesting that 'the symbolic 
religious meaning of the Grail is fransferred and embodied in the person of 
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the hero's mother'^7 Clearly the poem resonates with hints of 
female/Goddess oriented ritual and provides rich source material for spiritual 
feminism. 
Before Perceval set out on his quest he lived for fifteen years with his 
mother in a natural woodland environment The descriptions of the 
environment in which Acheflour and Perceval dwell are alive with an 
awareness of the natural, elemental world and of mother and son as an 
infrinsic part of that world. The 'greues graye' [gray groves] (172) of the 
woods to which Acheflour removed her son call to mind ritual settings in 
sacred groves; the key phrases describing Perceval's upbringing - 'He was 
ffosterde in the felle,/ He dranke water of J)e welle' [he was reared in the fell, 
he drank water from the well] (6-7) - invoke a sense of the sacred and generate 
a feeling of awe and intimacy.^s The language of the poem resonates with a 
sense of the essentially sacred and magical nature of the places described, but 
a sanctity which is not divorced from the daily lives of the protagonists; the 
divine is immanent, part of and one with the world of the wood and well and 
all that dwells therein.^^ 
Both the world of Acheflour and of Maidenland share similarities to the 
land of the fairy queen encountered by Thomas of Erceldoune, a magical land 
where hints of ritual abound. These two models of women's land in Sir 
Perceval of Galles provide a vision and a hope of a place where women can live 
as free, fully developed human beings without oppression or oppressive 
stereotypes. Acheflour's world is a world deliberately consfructed to avoid 
the pain and suffering attendant upon the world she spurned; when Acheflour 
retired to the woods she took only her female maidservant, a flock of milking 
goats and her infant son. Her clearly stated intent with regard to rearing her 
son was that he would interact only with the natural elements, 'J)e leues of the 
free/ And pe greues graye' [the leaves of the frees and the grey groves] (171-
172) and have as companions 'wilde beste3 for to playe' [wild beasts to play 
with] (177). Perceval would never know of those male rituals which lead to 
his mother's widowhood, 'juste3 ne ... tournament' [jousts nor ,„ tournaments] 
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(174), Lufamour's Maidenland is not free from external violence, such as the 
attack launched by GoUerotherame, but within Maidenland women and men 
appear to exist in harmony, under the wise rule of the Lady Lufamour, These 
alternative worlds also appear in feminist mafristic novels which sfrongly 
develop the connection between the Goddess and the natural world. 
Sir Perceval of Galles contains echoes not only of the Goddess but also of 
her consort the Horned God, In Sir Perceval of Galles Acheflour's chosen 
animal companions are the flock of goats she takes with her to the woods. In 
the text there is also another homed animal w^hich plays a significant role: the 
buck which magically intervenes between Perceval and Kay to prevent an 
eruption of violence. Later in the story, the maiden whose ring Perceval had 
sw^apped for his mother's ring intervenes similarly to prevent a fight between 
Perceval and the Black Knight, The buck, like the goat and the sheep, is a 
classic symbol of the pagan Horned God, beloved of the Goddess, and dw^eller 
in the wild w^oods,^ The juxtapositioning of the woman and the buck clearly 
suggests the relationship of the Goddess and the Horned God, as does 
Acheflour's privileging of the goats. 
Contemporary women scholars have discussed the fransformation of 
the Homed God from deity to demon, as he became one with the christian 
devil. As such he played a large part in the frials of women accused of 
witchcraft and executed, often for no other crime than acting as a healer.^i Sir 
Perceval of Galles features a witch, a woman who magically heals her son of his 
wounds and who is killed by Perceval and cast into a fire. This theme is 
explored not only in contemporary scholarly texts, but in a large number of 
works of matristic fiction. 
The son of the witch is none other than the Red Knight who has stolen 
the gold cup from Arthur each year for five years. This repetitious act appears 
to have its origins in ritual, perhaps as a way of tapping into the magical 
powers of the Grail. Certainly, there is power attached to the gold cup, for it 
alone confers on Perceval the authority of a knight Perceval also uses the 
magical power in the sleeping maiden's ring to protect him during his battle 
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with the Saracen army. Acheflour directs Perceval to exchange her ring for 
the maiden's magic ring. This exchange of rings may also have its origins in 
earlier ritual exchanges. 
Sir Perceval of Galles is a rich source of thematic material for spiritual 
feminism and it will be explored in more detail in the chapters to follow. In 
chapter four a detailed feminist analysis of Sir Perceval of Galles will be 
undertaken, followed in chapter five by the application of a feminist 
psychoanalysis to the text and to one specific reader of the text. 
Summary 
The aim of this chapter was to explore the influence of myth and ritual 
on five medieval romance texts, and to identify in these romances some of the 
themes and motifs which are also cenfral to feminist mafristic romance, and 
which are being used by spiritual feminists as they re-member and recreate 
their spfrituality in myth and ritual. This analysis revealed imaginative stories 
of adventure, love, heroism and chivalry and of quests which delivered to the 
protagonists both the identified goal as well as wisdom and self know^ledge. 
It also discovered tales which both reveal and conceal tantalising, perhaps 
unconscious, hints of ritual and myth. There are suggestions of initiation, 
fransition and sexual rituals, of nature and seasonal celebrations, of ritual 
testing, of enfry to other worlds and liminal places. There are references to the 
use of magic to achieve goals and to alter reality. There are also alternative 
images and metaphors employed, or alluded to, in reference to the divine 
being. The texts feature goddesses, gods, fairies and a range of otherworldly 
beings, sometimes in medieval guise, but at other times hinting at older 
premedieval belief systems. These otherworldly beings often frequent worlds 
and realities far removed from those of ordinary human existence. 
These themes, images and motifs also occur in the five mafristic texts to 
be discussed in chapter six,^^ ^nd are a major focus of the two primary texts 
for analysis, the medieval Sir Perceval of Galles and the modem The Mists of 
Avalon. It is, however, important to reiterate that it is not the intention of this 
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study to prove or to disprove the possible provenance of the identified themes 
and motifs, but to explore the way in which spfritual feminists are using 
medieval romances, with their tantalising hints of myth and ritual, to re-
member their spirituality. 
Chapter four will focus in more depth on Sir Perceval of Galles, 
undertaking a detailed feminist analysis of the text in an attempt to gain 
further understanding of the fascination texts such as this hold for spiritual 
feminists. This will build on the brief feminist analyses of the medieval 
romances already undertaken in the present chapter. Chapter five will further 
analyse the spiritual impact of Sir Perceval of Galles on women today by 
undertaking a feminist psychoanalysis of one specific reader in her interaction 
with the text Chapter eight w i^ll return once more to the tale of Sir Perceval of 
Galles, to analyse the parallels between romance texts and romance as it is 
enacted in spiritual feminist ritual. 
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ROMANCE LITERATURE A N D SPIRITUAL FEMINISM 
Chapter Four 
Feminism and Sir Perceval of Galles 
And pe lady hose gyffen a gyfte, 
Holde ifscho may, 
Pat scho schall neuer mare wone 
In stede, with hir gonge sone. 
Per dedeg ofctrmeg schall be done, 
By nyghte ne be daye.^ 
"Swete modir," sayde he, 
"W/hat manere ofthyng may pis bee 
Pat ge nowe hafe taken mee? 
What calle ge this wande?"^ 
The previous chapter explored five medieval romances and identified 
in them a number of themes which, as w i^ll be seen later in this thesis, are also 
present in contemporary feminist matristic romance. The themes include the 
adventure or quest; different worlds; nature, the earth and sexuality; 
goddesses, gods, fairies and witches; and magic, ritual and the Grail. These 
themes are also being used by spiritual feminists as they re-member and 
reconstruct a spirituality which draws upon and incorporates early pagan 
myth and ritual. The discussions of each of the five medieval romances in 
chapter three included a very concise feminist analysis, outlining some of the 
reasons for the fascination they hold for spiritual feminists. 
This chapter will undertake a more comprehensive feminist analysis of 
one of these texts, that of Sir Perceval of Galles. This text has been selected for 
detailed analysis for a number of reasons. As discussed in the previous 
chapter, this seemingly simple tale of medieval adventure provides numerous 
examples of the way in which medieval romances contain tantalising hints of 
ritual and myth. The story of Acheflour and her son is particularly poignant 
and empowering for women, but, curiously. Sir Perceval of Galles has remained 
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relatively untouched by feminist scholars. Thus, its selection as one of the 
primary texts for this thesis provides both an ideal source of content material 
and an opportunity to foreground a little known text 
The diagram below highlights the place of Sir Perceval of Galles, and of 
the current chapter, in this study of the role of romance literature, both 
medieval and matristic, in spiritual feminism. Before beginning the detailed 
analysis of Sir Perceval of Galles, however, it may be useful to look briefly at 
other studies of this text which are relevant to this thesis. 
Pagan myth Medieval 
and ritual • romance 
Contemporary Spiritual 
reader "^ ^ feminist aiyih 
andritual 
/ 
Matristic 
romance 
Earlier Studies 
Most studies of Sir Perceval of Galles, to date, have focussed on its sources, 
structure, analogues and ancient mythic content While all of tiiese studies have, 
to some extent contributed to the development of the approach to be employed in 
this thesis, some, more than others, have offered particularly useful insights, be 
they positive or negative. The followring brief discussion, of a representative 
selection of earlier studies of Sir Perceval of Galles, wiU highlight those aspects of 
each work which are of particular relevance to this thesis. 
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Jessie Weston's classic analysis of the variants of the Perceval infancy 
narratives is typical of the attention given to the sources of the poem. Weston's 
study (1906) focuses on Chretien of Troyes' twelfth century Le Roman de Perceval,^ 
Wolfi-am von Eschenbach's thirteenth century Parzival^ and the Welsh Peredur,^ 
from the twelfth or thirteenth century, identifying the common elements in the 
versions, and offering a possible reconstruction of the primitive tale. Weston 
concludes that the English version of the adventures of Perceval, Sir Perceval of 
Galles, most faithfully reproduces the original theme, and is truest to its Celtic 
origins. Weston's analysis provides insights into the reasons for some of the 
mythic and ritual elements extant in the poem, w^hich is useful background 
information for this thesis. However, it adds Utile to the understanding of the 
text or of its meaning, in its final form.^ 
The search for possible sources of Sir Perceval of Galles frequentiy leads to 
discussions of the Grail, or lack thereof, in the poem. Arthur Brow^n provides 
some of the most significant studies in this area (1919-1924). In his very detaUed 
analyses Browm, Uke earUer scholars, focuses on the relationship between Sir 
Perceval of Galles and other versions of the tale of Perceval's adventures, attempting 
to trace the sources of the GraU in and through this series of romances.^ David 
Fowler undertook a simUar study (1975), exploring the relationship between Sir 
Perceval of Galles and Le Conte du Graal,^ and concluding that the EngUsh tale was 
strongly influenced by the French one. Fowler's analysis is undertaken from a 
christian perspective, and tieats Acheflour as a secular, often negative, influence 
on Perceval. He notes that Perceval is 'the embodiment of an elemental force 
which comes out of the backwoods and storms its way through the civilized 
world'. Despite this less than flattering summary of Acheflour's influence on her 
son. Fowler observes that, in Sir Perceval of Galles, the Grail theme is secularised, 
and 'the symboUc meaning of the GraU is tiansferred and embodied in the person 
of the hero's mother'. Fowler's recognition of the important role fUled by 
Acheflour in the poem notwithstanding, sadly, she remains nameless throughout 
his article.^ This thesis wiU also explore the s5ntnbol of the GraU, its presence or 
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absence in Sir Perceval of Galles, and the possible transference of the significance of 
the GraU to Acheflour. 
CaroUne Eckhardts comments (1974) concerning the GraU, and its 
[perceived] absence, are pertinent here. She writes that since there is no GraU in 
Sir Perceval (^Galles, 'it is not unnaturaUy seen as empty by those [whose subject is 
primarily the GraU romances], but surely it is only a methodological half-truth to 
examine a work in terms of what is absenf.^" The psychoanalysis to be 
imdertaken later in this thesis, focussing on what is absent, marginal and 
nameless in the text of Sir Perceval of Galles, may present a chaUenge to both 
Fowler and Eckhardt^^ 
Anne WUson (1988) compares Sir Perceval of Galles to Chretien's Perceval, 
focussing on the magical theme of the Perceval stories. Her main aim is to 
estabhsh that the omission of the GraU Castie from the English version proves the 
castie to be irrelevant to the magical plot To this end, she divides Sir Perceval of 
Galles into eight 'moves'. The first six deal with Perceval's seizing sovereignty 'in 
the Lufamour move', and offer the possibiUty that Chretien's hero might have 
effected a simUar achievement The last two moves concern Perceval's guUt in 
relation to his mother, an incident not paraUeled in Chretien's tale, where the 
mother is dead. WUson's analysis faUs to estabhsh the necessity of the eight 
moves for the essential meaning of the poem, although it does provide a useful 
framework for her comparative analysis.12 However, WUson's division of the 
poem into six 'moves' which relate to Lufamour, and two 'moves' which relate to 
Acheflour, demonstrates an awareness of the centraUty of the female figures in the 
poem. It thus provides a basis on which the woman centred feminist analysis, to 
be undertaken in this chapter, can buUd. 
N.H.G.E. Veldhoen (1981) also proffers a structural analysis of Sir Perceval 
of Galles, suggesting that 'a structure of concentric circles encompasses the whole 
story' His article mcludes a diagrammatic representation of this concentric 
circular structure, based on the classical labyrinth in Chartres cathedral. Veldhoen 
traces the development of the story until it comes fuU circle, and 'Perceval has 
done the things he must do' - primarily, avenge the death of his father and earn 
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his knighthood. Veldhoen gives two examples of the circular structure that he 
identifies in the text The first example is Perceval's action in casting off his rustic 
clothes of goat skins w^hen he leaves the woods, early in the poem, and his later 
resumption of these same goat skins when he returns to the forest at tale's end. 
The second example given of the poem's circular structure is Perceval's drinking 
water from the weU, both at the start and at the conclusion of the tale. Despite 
Veldhoen's beUef that the poem circles around Lufamour's caU for help, and his 
recognition that the tale is framed by Perceval's departure from, and later return 
to, his mother, 'the source of Perceval's life', this study of Sir Perceval of Galles is 
androcentric, Veldhoen consistentiy denigrates the role which Acheflour plays in 
the tale. He refers to Acheflour as Perceval's 'fooUsh mother', whose words to her 
son are both 'fooUsh instructions' and 'wrong-headed out of self-interest. Further, 
Veldhoen describes Perceval's identification of himself as 'myn awnn modirs 
chUde' [my awr\ mother's chUd] (506) as a 'non-name'.i^ 
Keith Busby's analysis of Sir Perceval of Galles (1987) explores the poem's 
'overaU effect of making knights less dependent on their ladies'. Busby suggests 
that the poem reflects the reaUty of male oriented medieval society, with 'a general 
swdtoh of attention from women to men and a reduction in the submissiveness of 
men to women'. He goes on to note that, in Sir Perceval of Galles, 'the mother' has 
Uttie 'powder over Perceval'. Tw o^ points are glaringly apparent in the previous 
sentence: (once again) Acheflour's nameless state, and the patriarchal concept of 
'power over', which structures Busby's reading of the text^^ These two features 
provide additional stimulus for the feminist analysis which foUows. 
In sharp confrast to Veldhoen's misogynistic interpretation, and Busby's 
minimisation of the female influence in the text, is F. Xavier Baron's article 'Mother 
and Son in Sir Perceval of Galles^ (1972). Baron suggests that the success of the 
poem 'is due primarily to the sharp focus on Perceval's close connection with 
Acheflour'. Baron also explores the structure of the poem, concluding that the 
poem is 'about the son's movement from the maternal world into the paternal and 
then back again to the maternal', and that it 'makes a positive statement of the 
superiority of love to violence and of the maternal to the chivalric'.i^ This thesis 
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wiU expand on Baron's positive assessment of Acheflour's role in the poem, and 
on the relationship between the two confrasting worlds in which the story of 
Acheflour and her son unfolds. 
George Kane (1970) explores both the structure and the style of Sir Perceval 
of Galles, and suggests that they are particiUarly appropriate to the story and its 
characterisation. Kane sees Perceval as a naive, iimocent lad, a chUd of nature 
untainted by civilization, whose actions at times are impetuous and foolhardy. 
He describes the poem as 'delicately conceived and executed', 'told swoftiy and 
gracefuUy, wdth considerable assurance, in a thin, lovely, half-laughing, half-
lyrical sfrain' - the perfect vehicle for Perceval's story. Kane's observations are 
pertinent, and capture the beauty and gentie simpUcity of the tale of Perceval and 
Acheflour.i^ 
John Speirs (1957) expresses simUar sentiments to those of Kane, describing 
the 'blend of wonder and himiour which is characteristic of this poem'.^^ Speirs's 
analysis of Sir Perceval of Galles, mentioned in the previous chapter, is one of the 
most confroversial studies of this poem. Speirs focuses not on sources, but on the 
mythic and ritual elements ahve in the text in its present form. In his discussion of 
Sir Perceval of Galles, Speirs also attempts to show how the structure of the poem, 
and the interplay of the themes within the tale, reflects a classical mythical 
struggle between hfe and death, innocent and worldly wise, pagan and christian. 
In addition, Speirs explores a way of reading this poem which buUds upon, and is 
enhanced by, the reader's own experiences, understandmg, and mterpretations of 
the tensions and struggles which characterize aU human hfe. 
The sympathetic readings of Baron and Kane, and the need for a feminist 
study of Sir Perceval of Galles, highUghted so clearly by the androcentric analyses of 
Fowler, Veldhoen and Busby, combme to inform the femmist reading which 
foUows. Speirs's insights into the mythic and ritual elements present in Sir 
Perceval of Galles, into the reUgious tensions in the text, and into a hoUstic approach 
to readmg the poem, provide a basis on which the analysis of this text, in 
subsequent chapters, can buUd. 
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A Feminist Reading 
Beginning this analysis of Sir Perceval of Galles with a focus on the 
female characters, and on incidents which feature women and highlight 
women's values, will give some insight into the appeal of medieval romances 
such as Sir Perceval of Galles for spiritual feminists. It will also provide a 
framework from within which to undertake the more intensive feminist 
psychoanalytic analysis which follows in the next chapter. 
While this chapter focuses on the fourteenth century English tale of Sir 
Perceval of Galles, a brief glance at other stories of Perceval may be instructive. 
As even a cursory reading reveals. Sir Perceval of Galles differs markedly from 
both its German and its French forebears in its attitude to women. Wolfram 
von Eschenbach's Parzival and Chretien de Troyes' tale of Perceval 
demonsfrate the misogyny characteristic of thefr age, both in relation to the 
female protagonists and, specifically, to Perceval's mother and to issues of 
power and linguistic confrol. Sir Perceval of Galles, however, exhibits a curious 
ambivalence towards Acheflour and towards the value systems of the two 
opposing worlds in which the story is played out, that of the royal court and 
that of the primitive forest 
The application of a feminist methodology to the text of Sir Perceval of 
Galles will facilitate a focus on Acheflour and on her values as articulated 
(albeit ambivalentiy) in the text. It will provide insights into the alternative, 
empowering way of life exemplified by Acheflour, a meaningful Hfe style 
which offers pointers to spiritual feminists as they seek to consfruct a spiritual 
framework for today. It wiU provide a sfructure from within which to 
examine the male characters in the tale, particularly Perceval 'J)e fole one J)e 
filde' [the fool in the field] (289). A feminist analysis will also question the 
fraditionaUy held interpretations of this poem, interpretations which 
demonsfrate a consistent androcenfricity and which fail to tap the depths of 
meaning and feminist egalitarian vision present in the text^^ This analysis 
will also utilise key aspects of Elisabeth Schiissler Fiorenza's 'feminist 
hermeneutics of suspicion', to question 'the underlying presuppositions. 
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androcentric models, and unarticulated interests of contemporary ... 
interpretation'.!^ Questioning and challenging the fraditional androcenfric 
interpretations of Sir Perceval of Galles by reading it with a different (feminist) 
set of underlying presuppositions will allow for a gynecenfric interpretation of 
the story. 
The feminist analysis will be sfructured around a number of topics 
which will be further developed in the psychoanalytic analyses to be 
undertaken in chapters five and seven. These will include the role and power 
of women in the tale, the confrast between gynecentric and androcentric 
values and social systems, the impact of male behaviour and attitudes on the 
women, the symbol and the reality of the maternal body, images of women 
and of the deity, as well as the range of alternative subject positions available 
to the female protagonists and the implications of assuming these positions. 
A Classic (Male) Tale 
The tale of Sir Perceval of Galles has commonly been viewed as a story of 
action and adventure, that is, of male action and adventure.^o In his quest for 
such adventure the young Perceval interacts with several women: his mother 
Acheflour, the unnamed sleeping maiden and Lufamour of Maidenland. Each 
of these women has an integral role to play in Perceval's adventures: 
Acheflour to prepare him for life in the world of men; the sleeping maiden to 
provide the magic ring which will protect him; and Lufamour to gift him with 
the sovereignty of her land. Each of these women is used, and abandoned, by 
Perceval whose chief concern is the pursuit of his own ends, which are the 
quest for knighthood and acceptance in the male world. 
Acheflour first enters the story when she is given by her brother Arthur 
to his 'Beste byluffede' [favourite] knight, Perceval (senior), to be his wife. 
Along with his sister, Arthur gives Perceval gifts of land and other goods. 
Perceval marries Acheflour 'For Jje gyftes Jiat ware gude / And for hir ownn 
sake' [for the gifts that were good, and for her own sake] (my italics) (39-40). 
That is, he marries her firstiy for the dowry she brings him and, almost as an 
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afterthought for her own sake. The woman is but the seal on the exchange of 
property and goods between the two men. 
After the premature death of her husband, Acheflour devotes her life to 
the care and education of her son, Perceval. She endures the hardships of life 
in the woods in order to protect Perceval from the violence and possible death 
attendant upon life in the Arthurian court For this she receives no thanks 
from Perceval and only castigation from the court for her faUure to teach her 
son accepted courtly behaviour and values. Perceval repays his mother's 
devotion by leaving her w^ithout any contact for over a year, whUe he pursues 
his own adventures. Acheflour is bereft and ultimately goes mad with 
sorrow. Upon finally being reunited with her son and restored to health (and, 
even here, it is the castle porter who watches over her for three days and 
nights, rather than Perceval, her son), Acheflour is once again abandoned by 
Perceval when he sets off for the Holy Land in search of further adventures, 
further violence and further converts to the male deity of Christianity. The tale 
concenfrates upon Perceval, to the exclusion of Acheflour. She is but the 
instrument of his upbringing and the cause of his naivete. 
In like manner, the sleeping maiden is but a means to an end: Perceval's 
acquisition of the magic ring. For her role in this adventure the maiden is tied 
to a free by the Black Kiught She is puiushed for losing the magic ring, the 
ring which Perceval stole while she slept when 'He come one his play[y]nge' 
[he came in play] (1850), a play which caused her naught but pain. Indeed, in 
the use of the male pronoun, 'his play[y]nge', there is a sense that the maiden 
is to be used for Perceval's recreation or diversion. Despite the maiden's total 
innocence of any wrongdoing (for, one might ask, how much wrong can a 
woman do when she is asleep?), she is still in need of forgiveness, perhaps 
simply for being a woman and thus a temptation to Perceval. This forgiveness 
is only granted after one man, Perceval, appeals to another man, the Black 
Knight, that he 'Forgiffe the lady' [forgive the lady] (1932). To further 
compound the negation of the lady, her assurances to the Black Knight of her 
innocence go unheeded. She is accused by the Black Knight not only of giving 
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awav the ring but also of giving away her body. Her denials are worthless -
the Black Knight ties her up (whether as punishment, or to protect his goods 
from further interference, is unclear) - whereas the words of Perceval carry the 
weight of male authority and are believed. The assurance that Perceval gives 
the Black Knight is that of one man to another: that he did not spoil, or steal, 
his property, the woman: 'Perceuelle made J?e same othe/ I>at he come neuer 
vndir clothe' [Perceval swore the same oath, that he did not disrobe her] (my 
italics - this is the very same oath that the woman swore earlier) (1933-1934). 
To add insult to injury, this is the woman on whose lap Perceval rests after 
untying her with no recognition that it is she, and not Perceval, who has 
undergone the ordeal of being bound to the free and is probably more in need 
of rest than is Perceval. 
In each encounter which Perceval has with this woman she is helpless, 
passive, the classic stereotype of the submissive female. When Perceval first 
sees her she is asleep and he is able to do with her as he will; on their second 
encounter she is tied to a free, again helpless, and unable to resist his will; 
finally, she sits patientiy while Perceval rests on her lap. The story contains no 
indication that the woman is of any importance w^hatsoever, except in so far as 
she is useful to the hero. She is simply used by Perceval, both as a source of 
magical protection and as a pillow. 
Lady Lufamour of Maidenland, sole ruler of 'Alle hir landes' [all her 
lands] (978), is also used by Perceval. Lufamour loses her autonomy and her 
lands to Perceval, who wins them in the battle against GoUerotherame. 
Lufamour promises both herself and the sovereignty of her land to Perceval if 
he succeeds in defeating the armies of GoUerotherame or, indeed, to anyone 
'Who J)at may his bon be' [who desfroys him] (1338). Lufamour offers herself 
to the winner 'To welde at his will' [to govern as he will] (1340). The words 
are Lufamour's but the sentiments are definitely male: this is the classic male 
fantasy of the submissive female. It ignores both the female character and the 
female audience; it is a tale told by men, for men, a tale of male dominance 
and female subordination; it is, in the words of Kate Millett, 'one male relating 
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an exploit to another male in the masculine vocabulary and with its point of 
view'.2i It closely parallels the interaction between Perceval and the 
submissive sleeping maiden. After achieving the subjugation of Lufamour 
and of Maidenland, Perceval enjoys them both for a year, during which time 
Lufamour grows to love her new husband. However, even here Lufamour is 
destined to become a victim of Perceval's w^hims for, after only one year of 
marriage, he abandons his wife to return to his mother. 
In addition to these primary female figures there is also the mother of 
the Red Knight, the witch who mistakes Perceval for her son and offers to heal 
him and whom Perceval very ungallantiy rewards with a cruel death: 'Oppon 
his spere he hir bare/ To J)e fyre agayne;/ In ill wrethe and in grete,/ He keste 
pe wiche in pe hete' [On his spear he bore her to the fire again. In great anger 
he cast the witch in the heat] (859-862). This spear, which once belonged to his 
father, w^as a symbol of the heroic values of the Arthurian court, but becomes 
here an insfrument of female desfruction. 
This witch is unnamed; she is identified simply in relation to her male 
offspring, the Red Knight. Nameless, too, is the sleeping maiden in the wood. 
None of the significant male characters shares this dubious honour of 
namelessness. There are, however, parallels in other 'adventure' stories of the 
fourteenth century. In Sir Gawain and the Green Knight the female protagonists 
are identified simply as 'J>e lady' [the lady] and as the 'olde auncian wyf [the 
very old woman]. It is not until the end of the tale that these two figures are 
named as incarnations of 'Morgne la Faye' [Morgan le Fay]. Unlike the 
women, the two male figures who are revealed as synonymous in Sir Gawain 
and the Green Knight are each granted separate designations, as the Green 
Knight and as Bertilak de Hautdesert Namelessness appears to be very much 
a female frait in stories of this genre. 
Overall, when viewed from the perspective of the women in Sir Perceval 
of Galles, Perceval's quest for adventure, for knighthood and for 'the grete 
Godd' [the great God] (255) seems somewhat ungallant and definitely 
discourteous. Indeed, if the conventions of the courtly love fradition demand 
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deference to, respect for, and protection of women, then this tale of the 
adventures of Perceval fails miserably. There are, however, substantial clues 
in the text suggesting another way of reading it and offering the possibility 
that the story of Sir Perceval of Galles may be something more than a simple tale 
of (male) adventure. 
Focusing on Women 
A feminist analysis of Sir Perceval of Galles wiU read the tale from a 
female perspective. It will foreground the female protagonists, including 
Acheflour, the witch, the sleeping maiden and the Lady Lufamour. It will 
explore women's value systems, as presented in the story, and will use these 
as the reference point for analysing the actions of all the characters in the tale. 
A number of the themes found in medieval romances are also found in 
feminist matristic romances, which reinforce the female value systems 
embedded, consciously or unconsciously, in texts such as Sir Perceval of Galles. 
A feminist analysis of Sir Perceval of Galles will thus provide insights into the 
way in which medieval romances such as this function for women today, and 
their role in spiritual femiiusm. 
Acheflour's Withdrawal 
Upon the death of her husband, Perceval, at the jousting to celebrate the 
birth of their son, young Perceval, Acheflour, sister to King Arthur, renounces 
the hfe of the royal court and retires to the woods, vowing no longer to dwell 
'I>er dede3 of arme3 schall be done' [where violent deeds are done] (167). 
Unlike the courtiy retinue who revere such deeds as valorous, and regard 
death on the battle field, or the simulated battie field of the joust, as 
honourable, Acheflour deplores them and cannot bear to rear her young son 
in such an atmosphere of violence. She leaves the court and takes with her, 
besides the newborn Perceval, one maid and a flock of goats, deliberately 
forsaking aU the property belonging to her deceased husband save for a little 
Scottish spear. 
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In the woods they dwell by a well, drinking only of its water and of the 
milk from the goats. Perceval is clad in garments of goat skin and spends his 
days wandering in the w^oods, totally unaw^are of the conventions and 
consfraints of courtly life. Acheflour and Perceval Uve in perfect freedom by 
the well, where 'Now})er nurture ne lare/ Scho wolde hym none lere' [she 
taught him neither manners nor learning] (231-232).^^ So determined is 
Acheflour to protect her son from the world which brought about the violent 
death of his father that, when she deems young Perceval old enough to begin 
hunting to supplement their dietary needs and gives him his father's spear, 
she simply tells Perceval 'In J>e wodde i it fande' [I found it in the wood] (204), 
rather than reveal to him its frue origin. When Perceval reaches the age of 
fifteen his mother encourages him to pray that he might become, not a great 
knight like his father, renow^ned for his prow^ess in the joust and on the battle 
field, but simply 'A gude man' [a good man] (239). The poem notes several 
times that Acheflour's aspiration is achieved, for Perceval 'w^as a gude knaue' 
[was a good lad] (216). Clearly, Acheflour's priorities differ substantially from 
those of the court, and of her late husband, who wished that 'his son were 
gette/ In J)e same w^onne' [his son w^ould succeed, in like manner] (119-120), 
that is, that his son w^ould grow up to enjoy combat, as did his father.^^ 
In a curious twist of fate Perceval senior met his own death while 
engaged in precisely that activity which he so desired for his son! Is this just a 
twist of fate, an entertaining quirk in the story? Or, is it something more, 
something far more subtle, and far more significant? The ultimate Arthurian 
male aspfration was glory on the battle field, glory leading even unto death. It 
was this glory which Perceval senior so keenly desired for his son. It was this 
model and memory of manhood which he bequeathed to his son. The blatant 
brutaUty of situating Perceval senior's violent death on the day his infant son 
was welcomed to Iffe in the christian chiu"ch is ironic. What is the significance 
of this ironic juxtapositioning? For a feminist scholar the significance is clear: 
the chaUenge to androcentric values and the possibility of replacing fraditional 
destructive values and wisdom with a more inclusive, less violent wisdom. 
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Acheflour dreams of a world without violence, a world in which she 
and her son can explore an alternative social and spiritual framework, a world 
where gender relations are fluid and free from stereotypes. In this dream 
Perceval is a pivotal figure and Acheflour is so sorely disappointed when he 
leaves the woodland world to pursue knighthood that she 'thoghte wele J)at 
scho my3t dy' [seriously thought that she might die] (387). However, despite 
her grief and disappointment, Acheflour does not die but continues to live in 
the woodland world that she has chosen. It may have seemed to Acheflour 
that all her dreaming was for naught, but it is not until she believes Perceval 
to be dead that she surrenders to overwhelming grief, perhaps not only for the 
loss of her son, but also for the loss of her dream. However, Acheflour's 
dream is not dead, for the tale ends with Perceval enfrusting his mother to the 
care of Lufamour in Maidenland. How might Acheflour's dream flourish at 
Lufamour's court? What type of society might these two visionary women 
create together in Maidenland? 
Women today also dream of a world free from violence, a world 
without gender stereotypes, a world where all life is respected and cherished, 
a world where women's values are integrated into the social fabric. This 
dream finds expression in many ways, particularly in feminist mafristic 
romance novels which explore alternative social structures and spiritual 
systems. These systems, in many ways, mirror that pioneered by Acheflour in 
her woodland world in Sir Perceval of Galles and, perhaps, developed even 
more powerfully by Acheflour and Lufamour together in Maidenland. 
Maternal Wisdom 
The world in which Perceval of Galles is reared is one of women and of 
women's values. Perceval is surrounded by females, from his mother, to the 
maid servant, to the milking goats and, finally, to the pregnant mare he finds 
and claims for his own. There is no male influence in Perceval's early life. 
Indeed, all male influence is deUberately excluded by Acheflour who does not 
even tell her son of his late father: hence Perceval's innocence at the court of 
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King Arthur, where he teUs the king that 'he wiste neuer J>at he hade / A 
ffader to be slayne' [he never knew that he (once) had a father to be slain] (my 
italics) (571-572). Nor does Acheflour voluntarily tell Perceval aught of 
knighthood, nor, for the first fifteen formative years of his Ufe, of the male 
deity. 
Perceval sees his mother as the source of all knowledge, even on issues 
relating to the world outside the woodland. Young Perceval seeks his 
mother's advice even on how to identify and greet a knight, beseeching: 'Swete 
moder ... ff i solde a knyghte ken,/ Telles me w^harby' [sw^eet mother ... if I 
should see a knight, tell me how (I will know)] (405-408). When he first meets 
the three knights Perceval's greeting to them unashamedly reveals his 
dependence on his mother's advice (even if he does take her advice out of 
context), for he asks: 'Wilke of 30W alle three/ May pe grete Godd bee/ I>at 
my moder tolde mee, I»at all J>is werlde w^roghte?' [which of you three is the 
great God my mother told me about, who made the world?] (281-283). 
Perceval adheres to Acheflour's advice in aU things. When he leaves 
the w^oods seeking knightly adventure, Acheflour gives her son only one piece 
of advice: she directs him to practise moderation in all things, 'Luke J30U be of 
mesure' [make sure you are resfrained] (398). Perceval remembers his 
mother's advice, observing resfraint in partaking of the food in the dwelling of 
the sleeping lady and naively following Acheflour's advice even in doling out 
food to his horse. Perhaps Acheflour's advice to her son was motivated by 
memories of the fragic results of the lack of resfraint shown by her late 
husband as he sought to demonsfrate his mastery of the manly arts. 
The only other mother in the poem is the mother of the Red Knight, the 
witch who, with her retainers, watches over her son as he pursues his knightly 
deeds. The relationship between this mother and son is such that, each time 
the Red Knight is injured, even unto death, his mother magicaUy restores him 
to life and health. When both the Red Knight and his mother are kiUed, 
Perceval carries the mother 'TiU 3onder hill' [to the nearby hiU] (638) and 
places her by the side of her son in the fire. The words used here - 'Ly still ... 
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Bi l^ i son' [lie still ... beside your son] (863-864) - are reminiscent of those used 
of Perceval and Acheflour: 'The childe by J>e modir lay' [the child lay beside 
his mother] (417-418). 
The mother/son relationships in this poem are clearly drawn and 
positively depicted, with that of Acheflour and Perceval being the most 
obvious example.2^ Acheflour's attitude to her son is one of tenderness, of 
maternal care and the desire to instil her own values in the young Perceval, 
even in the face of great obstacles. Perceval's love for, and dependence upon, 
his mother is clearly revealed. The cenfrality of Acheflour in Perceval's life is 
reminiscent of the tale of Sir Degare where Degare's first undertaking on 
reaching adulthood is a quest in search of his lost mother. 
The prevalence of female influence in Sir Perceval of Galles confrasts 
significantiy to Chretien's story of Perceval, where maternal influence is 
explicitly derided by Gornemant of Cohort, who advises Perceval never to 
admit that his mother has taught him anything, but to claim Gornemant 
himself as the source of aU his wisdom and knowledge for, should people be 
aware of the influence of Perceval's mother on her son, they would think 
Perceval foolish.^s In Wolfram von Eschenbach's Parzival a similar situation 
pertains; the advice given to Parzival by Gurnemanz is to stop talking about 
his mother and to take advice from Gurnemanz alone.^^ Nowhere in Sir 
Perceval of Galles is the yoimg Perceval reprimanded for citing his mother's 
authority. There are, as discussed above, incidents wherein Acheflour's 
validity as a source of advice is undermined, or countermanded, but it is 
covert, rather than overt 
Feminist mafristic romances today echo Sir Perceval of Galles in 
promoting and championing the value of female wisdom and of motherhood. 
The triple Goddess often features in these novels, both as a symbol and as a 
focal point Sir Perceval of Galles impUes, but does not explicitly name, the 
identification of Acheflour as mother Goddess and as wise woman/crone 
Goddess. Matristic romances develop this identification in great detail and 
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the three faces of the Goddess, the maiden, the mother and the crone, are often 
incarnated, and named, in the female protagonists. 
The Power of Naming 
The right of naming has been a male prerogative from earUest times.^^ 
In the Hebrew scriptures Genesis expUcitly states that 'each [animal] was to 
bear the name the man would give it'.^s In the christian scriptures, John's 
Gospel further develops this correlation between maleness and linguistic 
authority as a reflection of (male) divinity. John 1:1 echoes Genesis, with the 
declaration that 'In the begiiming was the Word:/ the Word was w^ith God/ 
and the Word w^as God'. John's use of the Greek term 'Logos' to encapsulate 
the preexistent, eternal knowledge which was the (male) Word takes the 
reader into the world of Hellenistic Christianity, with its sfrong links with the 
upper class, and reflects the world of the Arthurian court, as depicted in Sir 
Perceval of Galles. 
In keeping w^ith this ancient patriarchal fradition, at the Arthurian court 
it is Perceval's father who bestows his own name on his newborn son. At 
Perceval's knighting ceremony in Maidenland it is the king who ascribes to 
Perceval the descriptor 'Syr PerceveUe the GaUays' [Sir Perceval the 
Welshman] (1643). In the world of the forest, however, it is Acheflour who 
holds the power of naming, identifying items as disparate as Perceval's mare 
and his short spear, 'a dart doghty' [a brave spear] (204). Acheflour is the 
source of all knowledge for Perceval; she is the one to whom he turns for 
information and advice on all manner of topics. He asks Acheflour 'J>e name/ 
Off this Uke thynge' [the name of this thing] (his mare) (340),29 'Whatkyns a 
godd may pat b e / 3e nowe bydd mee / t a t i schall to pray?' [What is this god 
that you would have me pray to?] (243-245), and 'What manere of thyng may 
{)is bee/ I>at 3e nowe hafe taken mee?/ What calle 3ee this wande?' [What is 
this thing that you have given me? What is this staff called?] (198-200). 
This clear delineation between the rights and powers of men in the 
world of the Arthurian court and the rights and powers of Acheflour in the 
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woodland world is fascinating. However, the text does not unreservedly 
ascribe these rights to Acheflour. While she is given the authority to name in 
her own environment (where there is no male to challenge her authority), the 
text demonsfrates a curious confusion regarding both the naming rights 
ascribed to Acheflour and her credibitity as a source of wisdom. It is 
Acheflour who advises Perceval that the horse he found is a 'mare', thus 
setting the scene for Perceval's innocent ascription of this designation to the 
male of the species. Perceval, at the court of Arthur, identifies himself simply 
as 'myn awn moders childe' [my own mother's child] (506), recognising 
Acheflour's preeminence but also, through his naivete, revealing the limits of 
her role as an educator. Acheflour's words of wisdom to Perceval become the 
source of Perceval's foolishness as, for example, when he attempts to burn the 
Red Knight out of his armour in response to Acheflour's advice 'When my dart 
solde broken be, / Owte of pe iren bren pe free' [when my spear is broken, 
burn the wood out of the iron] (750-751). The text of Sir Perceval of Galles 
ascribes to Acheflour wisdom, power and authority which were withheld 
from her in the two earlier tales of Perceval, while it simultaneously manages 
to atfribute to Acheflour the blame for her son's lack of these same virtues. 
Acheflour's naming rights exist only in the woodland world. In the 
world of the Arthurian court this right is negated, superseded by the authority 
of the male. This is most clearly demonsfrated by Arthur's response to 
Perceval's identification of himself as 'myn awm moders childe' [my own 
mother's chUd] (506). Arthur's response to this is to recogruse and name 
Perceval, not as the child of his sister, Acheflour, but as the son of 'a knyghte 
I>at i louede with all my myghte' [a knight that I loved dearly] (547). Clearly, 
it is Perceval's relationship to his father which is significant in the Arthurian 
court, and Perceval needs to be named in relation to his father, rather than in 
relation to his mother.^ Despite this courtly convention, Gawain twice 
classifies his relationship to Perceval in terms of their mothers. Gawain notes 
that they are 'sisters sones two' [sons of two sisters] (1441) and, again, 
describes Perceval as 'my sister sone' (1457). In this context Perceval's 
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relationship to Lufamour is also very significant, for after his marriage to 
Lufamour Perceval is no longer referred to as 'chUde' but always as 'knyghte' 
or 'kyng'. A similar focus on the female pertains in the incident with the 
horse. It can be no mere coincidence that the name by which Acheflour refers 
to Perceval's horse, and which Perceval takes to be the generic term, is the 
female 'mare'. When Acheflour holds the power to name she uses this 
authority to name as female. However, the female generic cannot be sustained 
in the phallogocenfric world outside the woodland, and Perceval learns that 
he must refer to the beast as 'a stede' [a steed] (1691). 
If, as Julia Kristeva believes, language is a source of power and 
confrol,^! then the ascription of this linguistic powder to Acheflour in Sir 
Perceval of Galles warrants further discussion. So, too, does the confusion and 
ambivalence w^hich the text demonsfrates in regard to Acheflour. This textual 
ambivalence will be pursued further in the next chapter, in which a deeper 
analysis of the textual unconscious will be conducted. Julia Kristeva's work on 
language highlights not only the powder of naming, discussed earlier in this 
chapter, but the confrolling and regulatory functions performed by spoken 
and written language. Language has the ability to contain the primitive, 
powerful, unresfrained, preexistent fruths and images of the semiotic, or 
prelinguistic (associated with the maternal) phase. By giving Acheflour, a 
woman, the right to confrol through ascribing stabilising language forms, the 
text confuses or blurs clearly delineated roles. Acheflour takes on the subject 
position, rather than the object position usually associated with the feminine. 
In the fradition of the medieval romance of Sir Perceval of Galles, 
feminist matristic romances also ascribe the subject position to women. They 
grant women the right to shape language and to name their own reality, thus 
challenging the conventions of phallogocenfric society. In matristic romances 
women claim the subject position and name themselves as subject, both 
figuratively and literally. One way in which this is reflected is in the 
emphasis on women's names and the importance of establishing and 
maintaining female lines of descent This can be seen, for example, in Barbara 
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Walker's Amazon, where the protagonist Anne, a time fraveller from ancient 
Greece, is horrified to learn that mother clan names are not retained or valued 
in the twentieth century.^^ Mafristic romances use names to define women in 
relation to their maternal line and to emphasise the importance of women's 
bonds, both of famUy and of friendship. Almost seven centuries ago Sir 
Perceval of Galles was even more radical, defining the young man, Perceval, in 
relation to his mother, who is the subject of the story. 
Images of Women 
The female figures in the tale of Sir Perceval of Galles are few^ -
Acheflour, the witch, the sleeping maiden and Lufamour. WhUe each of these 
women is porfrayed primarily in relation to the male characters, they are not 
merely two dimensional figures. A close examination of the female 
protagonists, major and minor, reveals unsuspected depths. 
It is women who occupy the subject position and who direct the course 
of Perceval's life. Acheflour removes him from court to the woods and guides 
the course of his development The sleeping maiden (unknowingly) gifts 
Perceval with the magic ring which protects his Ufe. Lufamour sends out the 
cry for help which Perceval answers, and which culminates in their marriage. 
The memory of Acheflour inspires Perceval to leave Maidenland for further 
adventures, and it is Lufamour who welcomes Acheflour when Perceval 
infroduces her to the court of Maidenland. 
Similarities can be seen with the roles of the women in the texts 
discussed in the previous chapter. In the tale of Thomas of Erceldoune the 
course of the story is directed by the fairy queen while in Sir Degare the action 
revolves around Degare's quest for his mother. In Sir Launfal it is Gwennere 
and Lady Tryamour who are the initiators of, and the reasons for, Launfal's 
behaviour, just as in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight Gweneveire is cited as the 
reason for the entire plot, which is choreographed by Morgan with the lady 
playing the leading female role. 
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What, then, are we to make of the images of womanhood presented in 
the tale of Sir Perceval of Galles, and reflected in these other medieval 
romances? Acheflour, as the female character best defined in Sir Perceval of 
Galles, is the most rewarding to examine. Acheflour is clearly a woman of 
principle, decision and courage. For a young widow, the sister of a king, to 
adhere to her own values in the face of potential opposition and ridicule from 
the court, to remove herself and her infant son from a life of wealth and 
privilege and to rear her child in the woods, with only one maid servant and a 
herd of goats for company, requires determination and sheer hard work. The 
image of this very practical and courageous young woman is a far cry from 
the submissive, obedient female given by her brother, the king, to his 
favourite knight as a gift. The reality of this young widowed mother who 
challenges the conventions of the court, and of Christianity, to raise her son 
according to her ow^n value system, is in sharp confrast to the young bride 
whose authority is so limited she is unable even to name her own son or 
decide the format for his baptismal celebrations. 
These confradictory, and ambivalent, images of womanhood are not 
confined to Acheflour. Lady Lufamoiu", riUer of all the lands of Maidenland, 
is a similarly complex character. Lufamour rules in her own right, beholden 
to no man. Maidenland is home to both women and men and Lufamour has 
responsibUity for all of these citizens. When Maidenland is besieged by the 
armies of GoUerotherame, and Lufamour's father, uncle and brothers slain, 
Lufamour does not collapse helplessly with grief and give in to 
GoUerotherame's demands that she marry him. Instead, Lufamour sets in 
place a course of action which will rescue her land from her foes, sending a 
request to King Arthur for assistance. Lufamour is unwUting to surrender her 
lands and her body meekly to GoUerotherame and takes action to protect both. 
Nevertheless, according to the poem, Lufamour then willingly offers both 
herself and kingship of her land to whoever wiU rescue Maidenland from the 
clutches of the marauding army. Again, this incident provides confradictory 
images of womanhood. 
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Where Acheflour has littie confrol over her life and no choice as to 
whom she is to be given in marriage, Lufamour has a choice to make. She can 
either submit to GoUerotherame's advances and have both her lands and her 
body invaded, or she can give herself as a reward to whoever saves her 
country and her people from GoUerotherame. Lufamour's giving herself to 
her saviour in gratitude is far removed from Arthur's giving his sister to 
another man in marriage, and may be seen as a corrective to Acheflour's lack 
of choice. The progression in the poem from Acheflour's complete lack of 
choice to Lufamour's somewhat limited choice offers a hope for a world even 
beyond Maidenland, a world where neither women's lands nor women's 
bodies would be invaded and where a woman would not need to use her 
body as currency and reward, even on her own terms. 
The focus of the current feminist exploration of the images of woman 
presented in Sir Perceval of Galles is those incidents where women are depicted 
as sfrong and independent, and those events in w^hich women occupy the 
subject position. Far from being only the passive victims of Perceval's whims, 
the female figures demonsfrate fidelity to their own values and to their own 
natures and, in the case of Acheflour, to nature itself. This is the 
passivity/fidelity which Luce frigaray sees as manifesting a different 
economy, as demonsfrating woman's different relation to self, to others and to 
nature.^ It is a passivity/fideUty far removed from the object position, or 
from essentialism; it is the very active passivity exhibited by Acheflour when 
she removes herself and her son from the courtly world which she abhors. It 
is also the active passivity demonsfrated by Acheflour when Perceval takes 
her to Lufamour in Maidenland. While Acheflour appears to have no choice, 
this is the first step in the next stage of women's occupying the subject position 
and shaping thefr world. What might Maidenland look like with both 
Acheflour and Lufamour guiding its development? Acheflour's passive 
acceptance of Perceval's decision may have exfremely active results both for 
Acheflour and for Maidenland. 
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These are the exciting, empowering images of woman which Sir 
Perceval of Galles offered, and continues to offer, to women. They are images 
which suggest a way of being female which does not demand the denial of 
gentleness, oneness with nature, or nurturing relationships. Neither does it 
require the suppression of positive action and activity, of opposition to Ufe 
denying situations and values, or of independence and autonomy. 
Today these images are being developed in mafristic romances which 
feature female protagonists. Thus, in Starhawk's The Fifth Sacred Thing, 
Madrono, despite being very frightened and apprehensive, undertakes a 
journey into a dangerous and thoroughly male dominated land in order to 
help the rebels fight for a different, more empow^ering way of life. This is a 
common theme in mafristic romance, and chaUenges women to take 
responsibility for changing unjust structures and social systems which are 
based on the denial of full and equal rights to all people. 
Focusing on Men 
A feminist analysis of the male characters and the male actions in Sir 
Perceval of Galles w i^ll provide an opportunity to explore and to confrast the 
values of the dominant androcentric Arthurian courtly society with the values 
of the gynecenfric woodland world of Acheflour. It will also provide insights 
into some of the themes found in feminist matristic romance which consfruct 
tales based on women's values and ways of relating to others, to society and to 
the natural world. 
Beyond the Woods 
The world outside the woods, the world of men and of male values, 
confrasts sharply with the women's world of Perceval's childhood. When 
Perceval enters the world of men 'he leuede in a tayte/ Bothe his modir and 
his gayte', [he left eagerly both his mother and his goats] (my italics) (253-254). 
Perceval's action in exchanging his goat skins for knightiy armour can be seen 
as casting off the protection of his mother and the values of her woodland 
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34 world, and adopting the protection of the Arthurian court and of Christianity. 
Just as Perceval discards his goat skins, so too does he discard his pregnant 
mare, she who was 'bagged with fole' [big with foal] (717) and weighed down 
with the responsibUity and burden of motherhood, for a steed, which was 
'swifter pern pe mere,/ For he hade no thynge to here/ Bot his sadill and his 
gere' [swifter than the mare, for he had nothing to carry but his saddle and his 
gear] (715). Perceval ignores his responsibilities to his mother, leaves behind 
the world of women beside the well and goes forth to seek the great god. 
In the world outside the wood Perceval learns of his father, who died 
violently. He becomes enthralled by the concept of knighthood and sets forth 
to earn his knightly spurs in deadly conquest, first with the Red Knight and 
then with the armies of GoUerotherame. He ceases to revere the wisdom of 
women, looking instead to the king for validation and affirmation. He turns 
from the sacred world of woodland and well to the saints and sacraments of 
Christianity. Perceval is aware of the confrast between the world w^hich he has 
left and the world he has chosen to enter. At the court of King Arthur 
Perceval describes himself as 'myn awnn modirs childe,/ Comen fro pe 
wodde3 wylde / Till Arthure the dere' [my own mother's child, come from the 
wild woods to the great Arthur] (506-508) in order to be knighted. 
Perceval's desire for knighthood is so sfrong that it causes him to 
abandon his mother and the only home he can remember in order to pursue 
his dream. The task which Perceval must achieve before the king will dub 
him a knight is the recovery of the gold cup stolen from Arthur's court by the 
Red Knight Perceval readUy accepts the king's condition, vowing: 'Hym J)an 
wil [i] down dynge/ And J>e coupe agayne brynge,/ And J)ou will make me 
knyghte' [I wUl desfroy him, return the cup to you, and you wiU knight me] 
(642-644). However, once Perceval has reclaimed the gold cup from the Red 
Knight he rapidly loses interest in being knighted by Arthur, with the curious 
declaration that 'I am als grete a lorde als he ; / To-day ne schall he make m e / 
None ojjer gates knyghte.' [I am as great a knight as he is. He cannot make me 
any more a knight than I am today] (814-816). Furthermore, Perceval 
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dismissively suggests that Gawain return the cup to the king, for Perceval has 
other matters to pursue. 
What caused Perceval's change of heart? Only a very short time earlier 
Perceval's greatest aspiration w^as to be recognised by the Arthurian court as a 
knight This manly honour could only be conferred on him after he 
successfully met the challenge set by the king - in this case the return of the 
gold cup (and the destruction of the thieving Red Knight). However, no 
sooner has Perceval recovered the gold cup than he assumes for himself the 
honour of knighthood. What is it about the interaction with the gold cup that 
deflects Perceval's allegiance to the authority of the king to confer knightiy 
status? 
It has been suggested that the gold cup represents 'an undeveloped 
Grail'^ or a 'faded Grail'.^ It has also been suggested that the GraU may be 
identified with Acheflour in Sir Perceval of Galles.^'^ This could go some w^ay 
towards explaining Perceval's actions upon recovering the gold cup. As a 
Grail, the cup would immediately connect Perceval back to his mother and to 
the w^oodland w^orld of his childhood. This reminder of the world where 
women's values were respected and reverenced, and where external 
validation of internal human empowerment was unknown and unnecessary, 
may have momentarily friggered for Perceval memories of another value 
system besides that of the Arthurian court whose lure he found irresistible, 
and may have led to his seff-affirmation as knight 
WhUe undergoing his adventures in the w^orld far from his w^oodland 
home, Perceval encounters numerous reminders of the life and values he 
shared with Acheflour. Perceval carries with him the memory of his mother's 
advice to be moderate in all things. He carries in more tangible form the 
protection of the magical ring whose acquisition was made possible by 
exchanging the ring his mother gave him. He also carries his own identity as 
'myn awnn modirs childe' [my own mother's child] (506). While the values 
and the modes of behaviour which Perceval encounters upon his return to the 
courtly world after fifteen years in the woods are powerful and pervasive. 
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they are unable to negate completely the values and memories instilled in 
Perceval by his mother. 
The ongoing impact of Acheflour's values on Perceval is supplemented 
by the positive impact of marriage on Perceval. After a year as husband to 
Lufamour and king of Maidenland, Perceval is overcome by remorse at 
abandoning his mother. He leaves Maidenland and sets out to find Acheflour. 
Perceval then makes restitution not oiUy to his mother, with whom he is 
reunited, and whom he brings to Maidenland, but also to the maiden sleeping 
in the woods whose ring he had removed. This maiden invokes 'mylde Mary' 
[mild Mary] (1823) to relieve her cruel pUght, and is swiftly rewarded by the 
appearance of Perceval. When he finds that the maiden is being punished for 
the loss of the ring by being tied to a free, Perceval confesses to her jailer, the 
Black Knight that it was Perceval who was responsible for the loss of the ring, 
rather than the innocent maiden. Unfortunately, the other victim of Perceval's 
earUer behaviour, the witch mother of the Red Knight, is dead, and thus 
Perceval is unable to make restitution to her. 
Women today are seeking to ensure that their children, and especially 
their sons, are not inculcated with the negative aspects of pafriarchy, leading 
to the type of behaviour and results w^hich Perceval tries to reverse. 
Traditional models of maleness are being overturned and alternatives 
explored, especially in matristic romances. Novels such as Sheri Topper's The 
Gate to Women^s Country are exploring ways in which society can ensure that 
male children are not taught to reject female values in favour of androcenfric 
systems.^^ 
Courtly Values 
Despite Acheflour's best efforts in Sir Perceval of Galles, the values and 
attitudes which she deliberately spurned, and from which she sought to 
protect the irUant Perceval, emerge in the adolescent Perceval's behaviour and 
interactions from the moment of his first encounter with the world outside the 
wood. Perceval's first meeting with the three knights, Gawain, Ywain and 
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Kay, is dominated by his threat to 'sla 30W all three/ Bot 30 smertly now telle 
mee/ Whatkyns thynge3 {^ at 3e bee' [kUl aU three of you, unless you tell me 
smartly what you are] (293-295). This is the same threat which Perceval issues 
to Arthur at their first meeting: 'Bot if pe Kyng make me knyghte,/ I saU hym 
here slaa!' [unless the king makes me a knight I shall kUl him!] (527-528). This 
aggressive language is a far cry from the advice Acheflour gave her son as to 
the correct w^ay in w^hich to greet a knight 'There J>ou meteste with a 
knyghte,/Do thi hode off, i highte,/ And haylse hym in hy' [when you meet a 
knight, remove your hood and greet him politely] (402-404). 
Curiously, how^ever, it is to Acheflour, and to her faUure to teach her 
son either courtly manners or customs, that the responsibility and blame for 
Perceval's uncouth behaviour is ascribed. No blame is attributed to Perceval 
himseff and to the innate violence and values w^hich he inherited from his 
father, in accordance writh his father's expressed wish, and which remained 
latent while Perceval was resident in the wood. Neither is blame attributed to 
the Arthurian court itself, which validated precisely these values and modes 
of behaviour (w^ith overlays of 'civility' and 'courtesy'). Acheflour's deUberate 
choice not to teach her son accepted courtly or knightly behaviour rebounds 
on her when Perceval exhibits this same courtly behaviour in its pure, 
primitive form, without the overlays of (male) courtly language which would 
have allowed him to express identical sentiments, but in a more socially 
acceptable form. It is Acheflour's values which are judged by the court to be 
at fault, rather than those of the Arthurian court itselt 
The respective values of the woodland world and of the Arthurian 
court provoke very different interpretations, depending on the perspective of 
the narrator. Arthur clearly believes 'LittiU wonder it were' [it would be little 
wonder] (1583) if Perceval exhibits 'wilde' behaviour, for he lived in ^pe holtis 
har]e,/ Fully fiftene 3ere/ To play hym with pe wUde dere' [the woods for 
fifteen years, playing with the wUd deer'] (1580-1582).^^ Perceval, on the other 
hand, views the choice he made to leave his woodland world thus: 'The laste 
3ole-day J)at was , / WUde wayes i chese' [last Christmas Day, I chose wUd 
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ways' (1785-1786). The text thus tantalises the reader with the question of 
which world is fruly wild, the woodland world or the Arthurian court, and of 
what is the frue meaning of wildness. Baron suggests that Perceval's wildness 
is his primary characteristic, and that, rather than it being his paternal 
inheritance which 'wolde oute sprynge' [will come out] (355), it is this 
wildness, inherited from his mother, which cannot be denied.^o 
What is even more significant than the confradictory views of Arthur 
and of Perceval and the variant interpretations of Perceval's nature, however, 
is that Acheflour's values are spelled out so clearly in this poem. The 
perceptive reader must ask why this was so. There is, admittedly, some 
ambivalence in the poem as to whether Acheflour's values are to be lauded or 
condemned. However, since in psychoanalytic terms it is often in areas of 
ambivalence that the deepest significance is to be found, this inconsistency 
towards Acheflour may well be one of the most important aspects of the 
poem. 
The confrast between the respective philosophies of the world 
represented by Acheflour and her life by the woodland well and of the courtly 
land with its knights, arms and jousts is dramatic and irrefutable. Acheflour 
deliberately chooses to teach her son 'NowJ>er nurture ne lare' [neither 
manners nor learning] (231) - those manners and learning which led to the 
death of her child's father - but to rear Perceval in the free, unstructured, non-
violent atmosphere of the woodland world, 'With wilde beste3 for to playe' 
[with wUd beasts to play] (175). The world of the Arthurian court is presented 
as one of potential, and actual, violence, while the world of the wood and the 
well is porfrayed as one of harmony with nature, where the only death is that 
necessary to provide food for Acheflour's family group. 
Further evidence of this dichotomy between the pacific values ascribed 
to the woodland world and the confrontational approach of pafriarchal 
courtly society comes in two incidents where potential violence is averted by 
the intervention, in the first instance, of a stag and, in the second instance, of a 
woman. The first incident occurs when Perceval encounters Gawain, Ywain 
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and Kay in the forest and Perceval's threat to kill the three knights angers Kay, 
w^ho chaUenges Pierceval's arrogance and, in turn, arouses Perceval's fre. It is 
only the sudden appearance of a huge buck, which stands between them, that 
prevents the violent death of one, or both, of the men. The second incident 
takes place when Perceval is challenged by the Black Knight after he unties the 
lady from the free. Violence is averted when the lady comes between the two 
men. One must ask why such intervention is deemed necessary? Could it be 
that, in the first incident, Perceval's innate response to Kay's questioning is 
perceived as unacceptable? Surely not! Is not Perceval exhibiting precisely 
that behaviour w^hich his own father modelled, that revered knightly 
behaviour which ultimately leads to death? In the second incident, is not 
Perceval following the conventions of the court in accepting the challenge of 
the Black Knight to fight for his honour? Again, the reader is confronted by 
ambivalence in the values represented in the text. 
A feminist analysis of these two incidents must avoid slipping into 
essentialism. There is no evidence to suggest that the woman intervened to 
prevent violence simply because violence w^as antithetical to her feminine 
nature. However, it is valid to speculate on the parallels between the courtly 
values represented by the male protagonists and the woodland values 
represented by the intervention of the woman and the stag. The two 
interventions, of the woman and of the stag, serve to highUght, once again, the 
two very different social, religious and value systems depicted in the poem.^^ 
Many women today, like Acheflour, are keenly aware of the very 
different personal and social outcomes which result from different social and 
spiritual systems. These interconnections are being articulated and made 
accessible to all women in mafristic romance. These novels explore the very 
different societies which result from adherence to, on the one hand, 
pafriarchal and androcenfric values, patterns of behaviour and religious beUef 
and, on the other hand, to feminist and egaUtarian values, ethics and spiritual 
systems. 
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Focusing on Religion 
Images of God 
When the religious expression in Sir Perceval of Galles is examined from 
a feminist perspective, a number of significant patterns emerge. Each 
important socio-religious celebration of Acheflour's life at the Arthurian court 
is marked by violence and the infliction of pain on, and by, the males in her 
life. This is not inadvertent or unavoidable violence, but deliberately 
encouraged and condoned violence. It is celebratory violence. At Acheflour's 
bridal celebrations her newly wed husband engages in jousting combat with 
the Red Knight, who ends the day injured and 'almoste his lyfe forlorne' 
[almost lost his life] (63). Acheflour's marriage thus begins with the threat of 
further violence hanging over her husband, for the Red Knight vows to be 
revenged of his injury and the shame of his defeat at the earUest opportunity. 
Despite this threat at the baptism of Acheflour's only son her husband, the 
father of the child Perceval, celebrates his joy at his son's birth by again 
providing a tournament as the main entertainment The Red Knight accepts 
the challenge thus flaunted and engages Perceval senior in combat once more, 
this time with a fatal result for Acheflour's husband. 
The primary reUgious events in the life of the adult Acheflour (and of 
her son) are marked by violence, deUberately sought and inflicted by men. 
The relationship between reUgion, power, violence and pain in the lives of 
men is inescapable. The implications of this for women and children are 
unavoidable. For the men of the Arthurian court, as described in the 
fourteenth century Sir Perceval of Galles, religious celebrations are inexfricably 
interwoven with demonsfrations of male physical prowess, which result, 
almost mevitably, in the infliction of injury and death. Women and children 
do not participate in this form of celebration, but they clearly suffer from its 
results. 
Acheflour rebels against these socio-reUgious practices, and refuses to 
allow her son to participate in thefr inculturation. She withdraws the infant 
Perceval from her brother's court and carries him away to the woods where 
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she inculcates in her son a different set of values and reUgious norms. For the 
first fifteen years of Perceval's life Acheflour simply avoids any discussion of 
the christian fradition and its associated practices and celebrations which led 
to the death of the child's father. Acheflour rears Perceval in an atmosphere of 
harmony with the woodland environment When, at age fifteen, Perceval is 
infroduced by his mother to the christian god, it is the 'grete Godd of heuen' 
[great God of heaven] (246) and his 'dere' [dear] (236) son whom Acheflour 
describes. The story which Acheflour shares with her son is that of the creator 
god, of how 'This worlde made he within seuen ... day' [he made this world in 
seven days] (247). 'This worlde' in which Acheflour and Perceval dweU, the 
world made by Acheflour's 'grete Godd', is a world without gratuitous 
violence, a world in harmony with nature. 
Acheflour speaks to her son only of the creator god; within Acheflour's 
woodland world there are no saints, no priests, no masses. All of these 
Perceval encounters only after he reenters the outside world. As if to 
emphasise the difference between the reUgion of the world he has left and that 
of his new^ found knightly world, at his very first meeting with the knights 
Gawain, Ywain and Kay, Perceval invokes 'Seyne John' [Saint John] (329). 
Within the space of only a few days in the androcenfric courtly environment 
Perceval calls upon 'Petir' [Peter] thrice, each time in the context of violent 
death. Perceval swears before Peter that he will kill the Red BCnight and 
recover Arthur's cup (641); when Perceval has slain the Red Knight he calls 
upon Peter to witness as the knight is burned out of his armour {777); and, 
when the Red Kiught is finally burned and Perceval conveys this news to the 
old kiught who, with his nine sons, had been persecuted by the Red Knight 
again Perceval calls upon Peter to witness his deadly tale (933). The reader is 
referred to the christian scriptures wherein Peter thrice denies any knowledge 
of Jesus Christ. Is it sfretehing literary allusion too far to speculate that 
Perceval's three fold invocation of Peter to witness his acceptance of courtly 
values amounts to thrice denying the spiritual values of his mother? 
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Perceval uses christian images and systems to support, condone and 
validate his actions, actions which are frequentiy demonsfrably lacking in 
respect for Iffe and for women. When Perceval prepares to leave Maidenland 
and his wife of only a year 'A preste he made forthe bryng,/ Hym a messe for 
to syng' [he had a priest brought to say a mass for him] (1806-1807). Perceval's 
use of the primary christian ritual to mark his desertion of his wife, while not 
unexpected in the androcenfric context of negation of women's human dignity 
and rights, remains disfressing from a feminist perspective. It also raises 
questions about the use of the two very different value systems, that of 
Acheflour, and that of the Arthurian court in this poem. Chapter five wUl 
seek to answer some of these questions through focussing on the textual 
unconscious. For the present chapter, however, there are a number of 
questions still unaddressed. 
Why did Perceval, reared as a young innocent child of nature, so 
quickly absorb and manifest images of a religious system so far removed from 
that of his early years? Clearly, Acheflour's image of god is in sharp confrast 
to that which Perceval develops after he leaves the woodland world. A few 
minutes after entering Arthur's court for the first time in his adult life Perceval 
is swearing not by his mother's 'grete Godd of heuen' [great God of heaven] 
(246), but by 'Goddes my3te' [God's might] (526). Within a very short time 
even this oath has deteriorated into one of violence, w^ith Perceval invoking 
'Godde3 payne' [God's pain] (669). From whence did these invocations, these 
images, arise? Why is it that Perceval's earlier image of a creator god, taught 
him by his mother in the woods by the well, cannot be sustained in the 
atmosphere of the Arthurian court? 
With these questions we have come full circle to the discussion of 
courtly religion at the beginning of this section: a religion modelled upon, and 
inspfred by, images of power, might and pain. So pervasive is this religious 
system that Perceval, despite his alternative religious upbringing, cannot 
escape its imagery and readily absorbs its symbols and its oaths. These are 
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inexfricably entwined with the philosophy and values of the Arthurian court; 
to enter the latter means to embrace the former. 
Alternative Images 
In the previous section the confrast between Acheflour's image of god 
and that of the Arthurian court was discussed. While Acheflour's deity is 
never expUcitly named or imaged as female, it clearly differs markedly from 
that of the court, in qualities and attitudes if not specifically in gender. The 
world which Acheflour consfructs based upon her personal philosophy is 
diametrically opposed to that which she has rejected. The lifestyle which 
Acheflour follows, and in w^hich she rears her son, confrasts dramatically to 
her earlier lifestyle. The deity to whom she infroduces Perceval is far 
removed from the god whose feasts are celebrated with jousting, injury and 
death in the Arthurian court. 
Contemporary feminist religious scholarship has focussed extensively 
on the complex relationship between images of the deity and the values and 
attitudes of society. Contemporary feminist writers and scholars have 
explored (and are currently exploring) the implications for society of differing 
images of, and metaphors for, the deity. As women seek to develop a spiritual 
framework which is both personally empowering and socially liberating, the 
deity is being envisaged ever more frequently as female. Images and 
metaphors of the Goddess are being employed in feminist fiction, particularly 
in matristic romance, which both shapes and reflects contemporary women's 
spiritual expression. 
Mafristic romances frequently juxtapose images of the Goddess and the 
society which results from adherence to her ways with fraditional images of a 
pafriarchal god and the resultant society. These novels represent a highly 
sophisticated development of the two socio-religious systems porfrayed in Sir 
Perceval of Galles. One of the most significant and influential works of matristic 
romance to explore the relationship between images of the deity, the role of 
women and the sfructure of society is Marion Bradley's The Mists of Avalon 
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which, like Sir Perceval of Galles, is a tale of women in the time of the Arthurian 
court. This work, together with a number of other mafristic romances, will be 
used to establish further the role of medieval and mafristic romances in 
spiritual feminism. 
Summaru 
The previous chapter identified in Sir Perceval of Galles, and in a number 
of other medieval romances, some of the themes which are integral to the 
creation of a spiritual framework by, and for, spiritual feminists. The themes 
are those of the adventure or ques t especially the quest for self knowledge or 
self identity, of different and alternative worlds, of nature, the earth and 
sexuality, of otherworldly figures, including goddesses, gods, fairies and 
witches, and of magic, ritual and the GraU. The exploration in chapter three 
also highlighted in these medieval romances tantalising, perhaps unconscious, 
hints of early pagan myth and ritual. 
fri this chapter the application of a feminist methodology to Sir Perceval 
of Galles facilitated an analysis which rendered the subject position to the 
female protagonists, an analysis w^hich foregrounded Acheflour and used her 
value system as the primary point of reference, the benchmark against w^hich 
the actions of the male characters w^ere read and interpreted. It also explored 
further some of the elements within the poem which predominate in mafristic 
romance. Spiritual feminists today are incorporating these themes from 
medieval and mafristic romance into a re-membered spfritual paradigm, 
which will be examined in depth in chapter eight 
Before tha t however, the next chapter will analyse Sir Perceval of Galles 
from a feminist psychoanalytic perspective, seeking to discover in the textual 
unconscious further insights into this poem and its role in spiritual feminism. 
This investigation will lead to an analysis of the relationship between this 
particular medieval romance and one contemporary feminist reader, setting 
the scene for the broader analysis of the role of texts such as Sir Perceval of 
Galles in the re-membered framework of spiritual feminism. 
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Chapter Five 
Psychoanalysis and Sir Perceval of Galles 
For Kristeva ... poetic language is the recovery of the maternal body 
within the terms of language, one that has the power to disrupt, 
subvert, and displace the paternal law.^ 
A complex dynamic is at play in the relation between text and the 
observer: a dynamic that can be described in psychoanalytic terms as 
countertransference.^ 
The previous chapter undertook an analysis of the text of Sir Perceval of 
Galles from a feminist perspective, deliberately choosing to focus the critical 
spotlight on the female characters and the female perspective, and to explore 
the tale and the actions of all its players in this light. This exploration 
required a conscious, consistent approach to reading the text, and produced an 
analysis which was both clearly focused and consonant with feminist 
principles. 
This chapter will undertake an exploration of the textual unconscious of 
Sir Perceval of Galles, which may reveal depths of meaning not tapped in the 
more overt exploration of the poem in chapter four.3 The aim of each of the 
textual analyses in this thesis is to identify ways in which spiritual feminists 
are using medieval romances such as Sir Perceval of Galles as they re-member a 
spirituality for today. Thus, this chapter will also explore the interaction 
between the text and the contemporary woman, employing psychoanalysis to 
discover the conscious and unconscious impact of Sir Perceval of Galles on the 
spiritual feminist reader. The diagram below depicts the relationship on 
which this chapter will focus, that of the medieval romance and the 
contemporary reader. The text, in this case, is the fourteenth century poem 
Sir Perceval of Galles and I am the spiritual feminist reader of this text. Chapter 
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seven will undertake a similar analysis of one contemporary feminist mafristic 
romance. 
Pagan m)^ 
andritual 
Medieval 
" • romance 
\ 
Contem p^orary 
reader 
Spiritual 
" • feminist myth 
andritual 
/ 
Matristic 
romance 
The chapter is divided into two main sections, the first of which looks 
at the textual unconscious and the second at the reader's unconscious. Each 
section is then divided into two subsections, a discussion of psychoanalytic 
theory and the application of this theory. 
Exploring the Textual Unconscious 
Psychoatmlytic Theory 
There are subtle clues embedded in the text of Sir Perceval of Galles that 
tempt the reader to question the overt values presented in the tale, to read 
between the lines in search of the covert values implicit in the text, clues 
which appear to challenge the dominant ideology of the text Terry Eagleton 
proposes that the real meaning of a text lies in precisely these areas, in the 
sub-texts ... the 'unconscious' of the work itself ... what it does not say, 
and how it does not say it, may be as important as what it articulates; 
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what seems absent, marginal or ambivalent about it may provide a 
cenfral clue to its meanings.4 
Dana Pardes suggests that it is the 'subplots' found in a text, with their 
inherent confradictions and their ability to undercut the dominant ideology, 
which are the most exciting element of any text.5 By attending to these 
subplots, to what is marginal, to the unexpected in a text, it is possible to 
explore the deeper realms of textual meaning and to move into the shadowy 
region behind the text where, with the paradoxical clarity of peripheral vision, 
unexpected meanings and insights are revealed. 
The exploration will utilise key elements from the work of both Luce 
frigaray and Julia Kristeva in consfructing a feminist psychoanalytic 
methodology. It is important to note that, this selective usage of key elements 
of both theorists notwithstanding, the philosophical differences between 
frigaray and Kristeva outweigh their similarities, frigaray's focus is on the 
relationship between femininity and language, on the repression of feminine 
knowledge and female modes of knowing and on the culturally produced 
feminine unconscious which results from this repression.^ Kristeva also 
explores the consfruction of the unconscious, but from a position which 
precedes the entry of the subject into the symbolic order and is, thus, outside 
the realms of gender. However, both scholars share a common commitment to 
challenging androcenfric models and modes of representation, particularly of 
women. They both acknowledge the role of the mother, and the maternal 
body, in the consfruction and development of a relationship to the symbolic 
order and in exploring and challenging the language of the symbolic order. 
Irigaray approaches the exploration of the unconscious in a number of 
ways. She draws on, critiques and subverts the work of Sigmund Freud and 
Carl Jung, particularly the discourse on the unconscious, identified with the 
feminine. This framework privileges that which can be seen (the conscious, 
the male genitals) over that which is unseen, or absent (the unconscious, the 
female genitals). Not only is the unconscious unseen and lacking in privilege, 
its very existence is denied - it is identified most clearly by its absence. This 
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ambiguous understanding both conceals and reveals the threat which the 
unconscious poses: as something lacking presence it cannot be confrolled and 
thus constantly threatens to disrupt the conscious, present, privileged 
symbolic order. This threat must be averted; the (disruptive, feminine) 
unconscious must be repressed.^ 
frigaray seizes on Freud's identification of that which is repressed with 
the feminine and expands upon it, to suggest that, in fact, w^oman may be the 
unconscious.8 Thus, there exists the perpetual possibility that the unconscious 
that is, women, may escape from their repression and disrupt the conscious, 
phallocentric order. For the pafriarchy this poses an ever present threat; for 
women it offers a promise of hope and of opportunity. In developing her 
model further, frigaray posits a close relationship between some criteria 
atfributed to the unconscious and female sexuality and language, particularly 
in the areas of non-confradiction and contiguity Thus, the unconscious may 
be characterised as consistent, non-linear, inclusive and offering endless 
possibilities. 
Kristeva does not endorse frigaray's identification of the unconscious 
with the feminine, behoving rather that the unconscious precedes gender. 
Kristeva's work on semiotics posits a pre-rational, pre-oedipal phase which 
precedes - but is intimately one with - language. The semiotic, that is, the 
internal rhythm of pulses, tones and pressures, precedes rational conscious 
language and is not subject to the rules of the symbolic order; indeed, it has 
the potential to undermine and disrupt the symbolic order. Kristeva's 
semiotic, while intimately connected with the maternal body, and a constant 
challenge to the language of the father, is not the exclusive domain of the 
feminine, for the pre-oedipal period precedes conscious gender 
differentiation. The semiotic does not recognise, and thus threatens, those 
dichotomies which are integral to the phallocenfric (logocenfric) symbolic 
order. 
Chris Weedon has suggested that 'Kristeva's theory loses its political 
edge' by 'making femininity and masculinity universal aspects of language. 
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rather than the particular consfructs of specific historically produced 
discourses'.^ Despite this, Kristeva's approach has significant positive 
implications for the study of Sir Perceval of Galles. This text has come to us 
anonymously; it is not unreasonable to infer, on the basis of historical 
probability and androcenfric confrol of literary production in the Middle 
Ages, that the text originated with a male author. By applying Kristeva's 
theoretical approach, it is still possible to access the semiotic within and 
beneath the language which consfructs the text of Sir Perceval of Galles. A.S. 
Byatt describes the results of the type of psychoanalytic analysis upon which 
Kristeva built her methodology as 'readings that hear a rustUng of unheard 
sounds', that is, as readings which observe the absences in texts and which 
read between the lines in the quest for meaning.io 
By focusing on the confradictions and the ambiguities, by observing the 
absences, by noting what is marginalised, by listening to the silences in the 
text, one can begin to enter that underlying fluid, pleasurable, threatening, 
repressed, seemingly illogical realm which threatens to desfroy the order and 
the structure of the text, but which may both conceal and reveal its frue 
meaning. Thus, the subtext may be seen (or not seen, since it is hidden, 
absent) as the site of the textual unconscious, as a feminine site. It is the site of 
the feminist reading to be undertaken here. This chapter will explore this 
revealing, challenging, disruptive, potentially feminine textual unconscious 
through an examination of the ambivalences, absences and marginalisations in 
the text itself. 
Psychoanalytic Praxis 
The feminist psychoanalysis of Sir Perceval of Galles to be undertaken in 
this section will focus particularly on Acheflour's role in Perceval's entry into 
the symbolic order. It will look at ways in which Acheflour guides and directs 
her son's growth to manhood, while deliberately avoiding, subverting and 
decenfring pafriarchy. It will also examine the ideological tensions within the 
text, tensions which not only provide a critique of the pafriarchal social and 
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spiritual order of Sir Perceval of Galles, but which offer women of today an 
inspiration and a model for their own critique of contemporary societal 
structures, and for the construction of an alternative spiritual framework. The 
discussion will focus on three themes which are cenfral to the work of frigaray 
and Kristeva: the maternal body, the disruptive feminine and the marginal 
position. 
The Maternal Body 
The term 'the maternal body' has a threefold meaning in this chapter. It 
refers, firstly, to the actual physical reality of Acheflour, the mother who bore, 
protected, nurtured and taught Perceval. Secondly, it refers to the semiotic, 
pre-symbolic relationship which exists between mother and son." Thirdly, the 
term alludes to the enduring relationship between Acheflour and Perceval, a 
relationship which continues to be one of the primary influences on Perceval 
even after he chooses to explore the male dominated world of Arthurian 
courtly society. 
According to Sir Perceval of Galles, Perceval existed in the woods in a 
pre-oedipal state for fifteen years. With no knowledge of men 'I saw neuer 3it 
no men' [I have never yet seen any men] (406), his relationship with his 
mother w^as unruptured by oedipal conflict. A superficial reading of Sir 
Perceval of Galles may appear to indicate that Perceval's entry to the privileged 
male symbolic order is facilitated by the knight Gawain, who directs Perceval 
to Arthur's court to seek knighthood. However, it was Acheflour who gave 
her son the phallic signifier, the 'Scottes spere gude' [good Scottish spear] 
(193), when he learned to walk, long before Perceval encountered Gawain, 
Ywain and Kay in the forest. 
The spear was one of the very few things Acheflour took with her when 
she forsook Arthur's court and its values for the woods, and the only item of 
'all hir lordes faire gere' [of all her husband's fair possessions] (189). 
Acheflour's choice of this spear appears to confradict her avowed refutation of 
violence, for it was a spear which claimed the life of her husband. This 
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apparent confradiction highlights the spear and Acheflour's relationship to it. 
The text does not provide any explanation of Acheflour's decision to take the 
spear with her when she left the court. It is not clear whether the reasoning 
behind her choice was conscious or unconscious and, in one sense, this is 
unimportant. What is important is that Acheflour's curiously confradictory 
choice foregrounds the spear and sets the scene for its appearance later in the 
poem. 
Perceval's understanding of this signifier is derived from Acheflour, of 
whom he asks 'What manere of thyng may J)is bee/ I>at 30 nowe hafe taken 
mee?/ What calle 3ee this wande?' [What is this thing that you have given me? 
What is this staff called?] (198-200). Acheflour informs Perceval that it is a 
brave dart, but does not tell him that this spear once belonged to his father. 
For years Perceval followed his mother's instructions and walked in the 
woods with the little spear, becoming familiar with the spear in the sacred 
environment of his mother's woodland world. Acheflour thus symbolically 
brought her son to manhood while avoiding the rupture of the mother/son 
relationship, and maintaining her symbiotic connection with her son. Under 
Acheflour's tuition Perceval learns that adult manhood is not synonymous 
with rejection of the maternal body, that is, of his mother and the maternal 
values for which she stands. 
The manhood which Perceval achieves in the wood, symbolised by the 
little spear, is demonsfrated by an ongoing nurturing relationship with his 
mother, expressed in actions of care and concern. Perceval uses the 'lyttill 
Scottes spere' [littie Scottish spear] (191) to provide food for his mother and 
himself. The adjectives used to describe the spear themselves reveal 
something of the model of maleness which Acheflour desfres for her son - it is 
called both a little spear and a good spear. Never does Acheflour refer to the 
spear in terms which could be consfrued as signifying the pafriarchal 
phallocenfric order, with its imperative of separation from the maternal. 
Upon Perceval's entry into the world of the knights, outside the woods, 
the spear is no longer used to provide nurture for the maternal body, but to 
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desfroy it, and also to sever the mother/son relationship. One of Perceval's 
first actions after leaving Acheflour is to use his spear to kill both the Red 
Knight and the knight's mother. Perceval symbolically severs his bond to his 
own mother when he turns his back on her and on his upbringing in pursuit 
of other values in the outside world. Perceval actually, and ruthlessly, severs 
the bond between the Red Knight and his mother when he kills the knight. 
However, the death of the knightly son appears insufficient, and the nurturing 
mother - she who would heal her son of the wounds inflicted upon him - is 
also put to death on the spear, symbol of manhood and of male values in this 
new world outside the woods. The expressions of maleness exemplified by 
the uses to which Perceval puts his spear in the woods with his mother, and in 
the outside world of the knights, are diamefrically opposed. In the woods the 
spear is used to nurture life, particularly maternal life; in the outside world it 
is an insfrument of death for mother and son. 
Despite the visible and very conscious symbols of desfruction of the 
maternal bond articulated in the poem, throughout the text Perceval's primary 
unconscious connection remains to his mother. His twelve month excursion 
into the world outside his mother's woodland world is marked at both entry 
and exit points by intimate connection with the maternal body. On Perceval's 
last night in the woods 'The childe by pe modir lay' [the child lay beside his 
mother] (417-418) and, upon suddenly remembering Acheflour after a year 
has elapsed, Perceval describes his relationship to his mother intimately: 'I 
laye in hir syde' [I lay in her side] (2176). In addition, on Perceval's return to 
Acheflour their physical connection is reestablished when, upon finding 
Acheflour wandering in the woods in a disfressed state, 'vp he toke his modir 
thare;/ One his bake he hir bare' [he lifted his mother up and carried her on 
his back] (2234-2235). Perceval's male body sfrength, which had recently dealt 
death to so many, is here used to carry his mother to life and health. 
Even when Perceval left his mother and set forth to find his place in the 
androcenfric world outside the woods, he continued to identify himself as 
'myn awnn modirs childe' [my own mother's child] (506). According to the 
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text, during his twelve month interlude in Maidenland, Perceval 'thoghte on 
no thyng,/ Nor on his moder J)at was' [he thought of nothing, not even of his 
mother] (1772-1773). The very act of articulating that Perceval did not think of 
his mother only serves to highlight the relationship between mother and son. 
The textual unconscious, and the importance of Acheflour to her son, is 
revealed in the rupture of the smooth patterning of the tale. When Acheflour's 
absence is unspoken, she slips from the foreground of the text and the tale 
progresses without interruption. Speaking Acheflour's absence interrupts the 
tale and serves to sfress her preeminence. Acheflour is absent from the textual 
consciousness only; she is very much present in the textual unconscious. 
Perceval not only neglected to think about his mother during his time 
in Maidenland, but the poem also specifically notes that he gave no thought to 
'How scho leuyde with pe gres,/ With more drynke and lesse,/ In welles, 
J)ere J)ay spryng' [how she lived in the woods, with her only drink water from 
the well] (1774-1776). This denial of Perceval's thought for the woods and for 
the well, the sacred feminine world in which he was raised, simply 
emphasises the importance of this world. While the woodland world may be 
absent from the textual consciousness, it is very much present in the textual 
unconscious. The textual unconscious clearly links Acheflour with the natural 
environment in which she lives. The contiguity of the maternal body and the 
earth body in this description/denial of Perceval's thoughts demonsfrates 
thefr intimate connection. Perceval is a product both of his mother's body and 
of the earth body. Perceval's values are formed both by his mother and by the 
sacred woodland world. By linking Acheflour and the symbols of the natural 
world in Perceval's thoughts, the text clearly manifests a 'Freudian slip', that 
is, those thoughts which are uppermost in the textual unconscious 'slip' into 
conscious expression in the text. This connection is also made overtly in the 
text, as when Perceval links his mother and the wild woods in his self 
identification, discussed earlier: 'I ame myn awnn modirs childe,/ Comen fro 
pe wodde3 wylde' [I am my own mother's child, come from the wild woods] 
(506-507). 
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Perhaps the most important maternal and spiritual connection made in 
the text appears in the very first few lines of the poem, where the connection 
between Perceval, his mother and the earth is expressed consciously. The 
words 'His righte name was Percyuell,/ He was ffosterde in the felle,/ He 
dranke water of pe welle' [his true name was Perceval, he was reared in the 
fell, he drank water from the well] (5-7) explicitly link the power of a name 
(Perceval), and Acheflour's rearing of her son in the fell, with one of the 
natural symbols of the Goddess (the well). As Clare Gibson points out, water 
'in all its forms - whether as ocean, river, sfream, well, or fountain - is [an] 
unequivocal symbol of the Goddess'.i2 The same connection is also conveyed 
unconsciously in these lines from the poem, where the lyrical rhythm and the 
profound simplicity of the rhyme ensure that the sense of the words 
permeates to the level of the unconscious. 
The Disruptive Feminine 
On the surface. Sir Perceval of Galles appears to be a tale of the 
adventures of Perceval and an endorsement of pafriarchal order and lore. The 
world and the values of Acheflour must be subjugated. They cannot be 
permitted to challenge the dominant ideology of the court. Hence the oft 
repeated criticism in the text that, as a result of his upbringing in the woods, 
Perceval know^s little of either civilised manners (nurture) or of learning, an 
assertion that carries with it a simultaneous endorsement of the male social 
order. In order to ensure Perceval's rapid assimilation into the dominant male 
society, and the removal of the threat which Acheflour's world and values 
pose to pafriarchy, all fraces of Perceval's natural, female upbringing must be 
suppressed. The poem thus encapsulates both in its story, and in its sfructure, 
the suppression and repression of the potentially disruptive female, 
Acheflour, and of the feminine unconscious. 
However, the poem also demonsfrates, both in its story and in its 
sfructure, the periodic eruption of both the suppressed female and the 
feminine unconscious. After the death of her husband, Acheflour's refusal to 
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conform to the accepted social mores of the court threatens to disrupt the 
dominant social order. To ensure the stabitity of society, this threat must be 
either suppressed or removed. However, before this can occur, Acheflour 
seizes the initiative and removes herself and her child from court, thus 
denying the pafriarchal social order the power to suppress her and her values. 
Acheflour represents a further threat to the pafriarchal social order by 
the way she brings up her son, instilling in him a set of values very different 
from, and opposed to, those of the world she has rejected. Perceval emerges 
from Acheflour's tutelage as an additional threat to courtly society as a man, a 
relative of the king and a potential knight, who is allied to, and aligned with, 
his mother's values rather than those of the patriarchy. Perceval's allegiance to 
his mother does not accord with what courtly society would perceive as an 
appropriate maternal/son relationship, and the poem takes pains to 
demonsfrate the limitations of, and the foolishness which flows from, this 
relationship. The text also clearly sets out to replace Acheflour's role in 
Perceval's Life with a more appropriate mentor, in the form of Gaw^ain. 
Acheflour is not easily suppressed, and there are numerous incidents 
where the smooth flow of the text, and of the tale, is interrupted by seemingly 
unnecessary, disjointed or displaced events, particularly events related to 
Acheflour. Sometimes the inclusion of these incidents appears to be justified, 
as a demonsfration of the folly of Acheflour's upbringing of Perceval as, for 
example, when Perceval misinterprets his mother's teaching and beUeves that 
one of the three knights he encounters must be 'pe grete Godd' (the great God) 
[282]. A further example of the apparently unnecessary interruption of the 
tale by reference to Acheflour occurs when Perceval misapplies his mother's 
advice on how to repafr a spear by burning the broken shaft out of the iron 
casing. After killing the Red Knight, Perceval attempts to burn him out of his 
armour. Such foolishness on Perceval's part may indicate some lack in his 
education, but more probably simply demonsfrates his misunderstanding of 
his mother's advice. However, one outcome of the inclusion of this scene is 
the opportunity it affords Perceval to invoke his mother's advice. While the 
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text may denigrate Acheflour's wisdom, her very existence and her alternative 
value system continually disrupt the text. Similarly, the incident where 
Perceval follows his mother's advice to be moderate in all things, and divides 
both his own food and his horse's feed into two equal parts for eating, 
purports to demonsfrate Acheflour's shortcomings as a source of advice and 
Perceval's footishness in following his mother's advice. However, of more 
importance than Acheflour's hypothetical limitations is her seemingly 
unnecessary appearance in the text yet again. 
Acheflour's existence continually disrupts the text, in ways which 
ensure that her character, her role and her values will be remembered. Rather 
than being an insignificant, foolish and eminently forgettable character, 
Acheflour's disruption of the text ensures her a key place in the tale. 
Acheflour functions as a challenge and a disruption to both the social and the 
spiritual orders. One key way in which she threatens the social order is in her 
confrol of the linguistic order. In chapter four examples of Acheflour's power 
of naming w^ere discussed. This section will explore the threat which 
Acheflour's confrol of language, through the right to name, poses to the 
pafriarchal social order. 
A child's pre-linguistic semiotic connection to the maternal is accepted 
as a natural developmental stage and is not perceived as a threat to the 
accepted social order. In the normal course of development this phase is 
succeeded by entry into the linguistic symbolic order, 'the law of the father', 
which necessitates subjugation of the maternal connection. However, in the 
case of Perceval and Acheflour, entry into the symbolic linguistic order is 
facilitated by Acheflour who deliberately inverts the phallogocenfric order 
and affixes female signifiers to the (usually male) signifieds in the text. 
Acheflour's first words in the poem redefine the meaning of the joust and the 
tournament, those male rituals signifying power, authority and dominance. 
For Acheflour, these signify only violence and death. It is in reaction to this 
that Acheflour names and explains his father's spear to Perceval. In 
Acheflour's explanation the spear comes to signify nourishment and 
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adulthood rather than 'dede3 of arme3' [deeds of arms] (167). Similarly, the 
animal which Perceval brings home to his mother is commonly given the 
generic (male) signifier 'horse', signifying knighthood and its attendant 
violence. In defiance of this phallogocenfrism, Acheflour attaches to the 
animal the signifier 'mare', with its echoes of motherhood and nurture. 
Mothers consfrained by the male symbolic order of pafriarchal society 
advertently or inadvertently, consciously or unconsciously, initiate their 
children into the linguistic symbol system of phallogocenfrism. Acheflour, 
however, exists outside the male symbolic order and consciously chooses to 
initiate her son into a different symbolic and linguistic order, one which is not 
underpinned by a phallic symbol system. A male child, in particular, reared 
in this environment, will pose a threat and a challenge to the dominant order, 
and this is clearly the case in Perceval's encounters with the world of the court 
and of knighthood. Thus, Acheflour's disruptive influence proves 
insuppressible and continues to erupt, not only through her own actions, but 
also in the life and actions of her son. 
Acheflour also functions as a threat to the spiritual order through her 
rejection of the complex interrelated social and religious system of the court, 
and her choice of the social and spiritual relationships of the natural world. 
The threat is all the more powerful because of Acheflour's decision to inculcate 
these alternative spiritual values in her son, an heir to the christian royal court. 
The Marginal Position 
Just as peripheral vision provides the most accurate visual information, 
it is characters and events on the periphery of a story that provide the fruest 
insights into its significance. In Sir Perceval of Galles Acheflour is 
geographically marginalised by being removed from the cenfre of civilised 
chivalric action in the royal court to the primitive world of the wood, by the 
well. From this marginal position Acheflour exerts a powerful unconscious 
influence through her challenges to the pafriarchal social and symbolic order. 
Acheflour is also marginalised textually: she appears at the margins of the 
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tale, as a protagonist in the first and last thirds of the tale. However, this 
marginal placement belies the significance of Acheflour's actions. Acheflour's 
critique of the Arthurian court, at the beginning of the text, not only sets the 
scene for the subsequent action, it also establishes the social and spiritual 
paradigms for the tale. Acheflour's ceremonial reentry to court at the end of 
the poem, but to the gynecenfric court of Maidenland, rather than to the 
androcenfric Arthurian court, effectively validates her espoused values and 
facilitates thefr implementation in the world outside the woods.is Acheflour is 
absent from the remainder of the poem, except for one appearance at the 
cenfre of the poem. On this occasion Perceval's description of himself as 'myn 
awnn modirs childe' [my own mother's child] (506) is interpreted by the 
messenger to Arthur as 'His dame sonne' [his mother's son) (1094). While the 
words 'modir' and 'dame' both refer to Acheflour, the power of the 
relationship implied by the word 'mother' is diluted by the messenger's choice 
of the alternative word 'dame'. Nevertheless, the attempted textual and 
linguistic marginalisation of Acheflour is unable to suppress her importance, 
for in this incident it is only through hearing the unnamed 'childe' described 
in relation to his mother that Arthur recognises Perceval. 
The well, and thus the Goddess it symbolises, is similarly marginalised 
textually: the well is one of the defining features of both Acheflour and 
Perceval, but it appears primarily at the margins of the text, at lines 7 and 
2206, where Perceval drinks from its water. The well also occurs at lines 
1776-1777, where the poem explicitiy notes that Perceval did not think of his 
mother drinking water from the well. This incident reinforces the importance 
of the well water for both Acheflour and for Perceval; for Acheflour because 
the water is described here as her only drink, and for Perceval because the 
well is intimately connected to his memory of his mother. Thus, the entire 
poem is framed by the well. It is Perceval's connection to the female order, to 
his mother and to the Goddess. It is the point from which Perceval departs 
and to which he returns. It is at the margins of the text, but it is at the cenfre 
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of Perceval's life. The next section will use the text of Sir Perceval of Galles to 
discover what is cenfral to the reader's life and spirituality. 
Exploring The Reader's Unconscious 
Psychoatmlytic Theory 
Since making meaning of any text is the result of a complex relationship 
between that text and a specific reader, this exploration must focus not only on 
the text of Sir Perceval of Galles, but also on the reader. Accordingly, this 
section will explore the way in which I, as a spiritual feminist reader, elicit 
meaning from Sir Perceval of Galles. 
Norman Holland's work on the way in which different readers read, 
analyse and interpret the same text clearly demonsfrates the critical role of the 
reader in the creation of meaning. The meaning which each reader finds in a 
text is influenced by, and reflects, the reader's personality, life experiences, 
hopes and fears.i^ Holland applied a range of psychological and personality 
typing tools to five readers to identify the key characteristics which influenced 
their reading and elicitation of meaning from a given story. He then invited 
each reader to analyse the meaning of the same story, and determined that 
[i]n perceiving reality [through reading], the individual shapes it to 
match his ways of dealing with reality ... he can take in an experience 
from outside, blend into it his characteristic wishes for pleasure, and 
fransform it by means of his characteristic sublimations'.is 
Holland's approach has been further refined by feminist literary critics 
who have demonsfrated even more clearly the intimate role of the reader (and 
of the reader's gender, life experience and ideology) in eliciting meaning from, 
or reading meaning into, a text. Thus were bom the feminist methodological 
principles which led feminist readers and critics explicitly to name and detail 
their own personal involvement in the act of reading. Holland's reader 
oriented approach required him to say 'The pages above are my reading ... 
fantasies and themes, defences and fransformations I have described come 
from the ways my character sfructure absorbed the story'i6 A feminist 
methodological approach challenges me to acknowledge that the feminist 
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reading of Sir Perceval of Galles above is 'my reading ... [created] from the ways 
my character sfructure absorbed the story' It further challenges and invites 
me to reveal something of the nature, and the significant elements, of my own 
character sfructure which led to these specific feminist findings. I will accept 
this invitation later in the chapter. 
Julia Kristeva believes that reading a text is not a one way interaction, 
where the reader absorbs and analyses the text, but involves a mutual 
analysis, reader of text and text of reader, a process which Kristeva describes 
as counterfransference. In the counterfransference process the roles of subject 
and object of analysis become fluid and interchangeable.i^ Kristeva's claims of 
counterfransference will be explored in this section, and the impact which Sir 
Perceval of Galles has had on me, one specific spiritual feminist reader, 
analysed. This will be undertaken by focussing on the unconscious reactions 
and consfructions of meaning provoked in me by the text. After decades of 
theoretical, philosophical and personal reflection on the socio-cultural 
consfruction of woman as object, and the way in which this negates women's 
autonomous existence, for me to enter into a relationship w^herein I allows 
myself to be, once again, the object is both threatening and the only choice I 
can make if I am to be frue to myself and to my relationship with the text. 
Participating in or, more accurately, acknowledging and exploring, this 
counterfransference process will provide the framework from within w^hich to 
explore the ambivalence, hesitation and unspoken significance and meaning 
which I, as a reader, demonsfrate in relation to Sir Perceval of Galles. That is, to 
explore the role of my unconscious in the reading process. 
This approach would appear to conflict with that of Luce Irigaray, who 
suggests that, while women may be the unconscious (for a phallocenfric 
society, language and culture), women may not have an unconscious, 
frigaray's reflections raise a number of questions for this work. If women are 
that which is repressed, what could constitute the female unconscious? If the 
unconscious (the feminine, woman) is inclusive, non-confradictory and 
contiguous (that is, feminine), what constitutes the relationship between 
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woman's conscious and her unconscious? Within this framework, it may be 
that woman's unconscious is simply another contiguous, more profound 
expression of her conscious - unseen, but very much present, frigaray's 
psychoanalysis of Freud's use of psychoanalysis could be employed to explain 
this further: the female unconscious has much in common with the female 
genitals, in that both are not visible at first glance, but both are very much 
present. For women, it may be that the only challenge the unconscious can 
pose is that of clearer insight and greater self knowledge. This proposition 
will be tested as the psychoanalysis of the reader progresses. 
There are a number of precedents for the use of the very personal 
psychoanalytic method in this chapter. The French feminist scholar Helene 
Cixous has been one of the most significant influences on feminist literary 
critical praxis with her directive to the woman writer to 'put herself into the 
text'.is In Ausfralia, the recent academic works by Bronwyn Davies,i9 Paula 
Smith2o and Annabelle Solomon,2i in particular, exemplify the type of first 
person, highly personal study proposed by Cixous, in which the researcher 
herself is an intimate part of the analysis.22 
Methodological limitations abound in attempting to express the 
unconscious, unseen, prelinguistic, feminine ideas and meanings (that is, 
concepts which are outside the symbolic linguistic order), which arise from 
the psychoanalytic process, in words. There are models which explore 
alternative ways of conveying ideas of this nature in words, and those of Luce 
frigaray and Julia Kristeva are preeminent. 
frigaray's use of new forms of discourse and her creative use of 
language, grammar and syntax, of prose, poetry and dialogue, attempts to 
present in words concepts which are outside the realms of sfructured 
linguistic conventions.23 frigaray's work on the theory of sexual and linguistic 
difference also explored the multiple and complex ways in which women 
express themselves through exclamation, circular speech, partial confidences 
and disconnected utterances: forms of communication which are alien to the 
structure and logic of the pafriarchal symbolic order. She used metaphors and 
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images to depict the multiplicity of women's experiences and expressions (as 
well as their enforced repressions), both of language and of sexuality. 
Julia Kristeva also experimented with innovative theories and practices 
of writing, facilitating the creative interaction of the roles of subject and object 
in her work. In her 1977 essay, 'Stabat Mater', Kristeva used a two column 
format, where each column had a unique typeface and narrative style. The 
right hand column, written in the third person, was a theoretical examination 
of the christian consfruct of motherhood, while the left hand column was a 
first person reflection on Kristeva's ow^n experience of the birth of her son.24 
In this chapter I will not attempt to emulate either frigaray or Kristeva, 
but will try to convey the findings of the analysis - images, thoughts, symbols, 
insights and emotions - of my unconscious, as accurately as possible, in 
conventional prose. The study will oscillate between third person and first 
person, as the counterfransference process progresses, and I assume the roles 
of analyst and analysand, respectively. The utilisation of other models is 
beyond the scope of this thesis, but could perhaps be undertaken in a future 
development of this research. 25 
Psychoanalytic Praxis 
My overt intention in this thesis was to explore the role of romance 
literature in spiritual feminism. This exploration was not, could not be, and 
was never intended to be a purely objective exercise. As a woman with a 
sfrong commitment to w^omen's spirituality and to feminism, I was always 
conscious that a detached analysis would be not only impossible, but also 
undesirable. Impossible, precisely because it is my own spiritual journey and 
my desire to understand and reflect upon both my own spirituality, and that 
of other women who have experienced a similar journey, which has led to this 
thesis. Undesirable, because the feminist methodology which I have chosen 
clearly refutes the supposed superiority of so-called 'objective' research, that 
is, research which denies and devalues the experience and involvement of the 
researcher. Thus, the exploration of spiritual feminists' weaving of early 
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pagan myths and themes into their own spiritual story is simultaneously an 
exploration of my own spiritual journey, that is, of rereading tales of women's 
spiritual power and of re-membering my own fragmented spirituality. 
At this point I must accept the invitation issued earlier, to reveal 
something of my own ideology as it impacts on my reading of the text of Sir 
Perceval of Galles.^^ Undoubtedly, spiritual feminism, both as a personal 
commitment and as a methodological approach, has been the most significant 
influence on my interaction with Sir Perceval of Galles. It has shaped both the 
questions which I have addressed to the text and the meaning which I have 
found in Sir Perceval of Galles. It has, paradoxically, provided me with a 
framework within which to work and also opened up new vistas for 
exploration. 
The Text Chooses the Reader 
In seeking to identify the medieval romance which would be the 
primary vehicle and catalyst for this section of the exploration, I undertook a 
reading journey through a wide range of medieval romance literature. All the 
texts I encountered excited, stimulated and challenged me. All evoked images 
and dreams of alternative worlds and spiritualities. All encapsulated the 
magic and the mystery from which spiritual feminists are reconsfructing and 
re-membering a spirituality for today. A number of these medieval romances 
were discussed in chapter three, including Thomas of Erceldoune and the Queen 
of Elf-Land, Sir Degare, Sir Launfal, Sir Gawain and the Green Knight and Sir 
Perceval of Galles. 
Ultimately the choice of primary medieval romance text for detailed 
analysis was unmistakably and inconfrovertibly Sir Perceval of Galles. In my 
first reading of this poem I discovered a clarity and beauty that held me in 
thrall. I was drawn to Acheflour, a sfrong female figure who challenged the 
values of pafriarchal society, a woman who stood up for her own beliefs, 
choosing the values of life, earth and nature over those of death, society and 
culture. I consciously and actively resonated with, and related to, Acheflour, 
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with her values and her choices. My reading also revealed in Perceval a 
young man who admired and respected his mother, a man whose alternative 
upbringing offers hope to all mothers today. I discovered references and 
allusions to motifs and images which had hovered on the edges of my 
consciousness for a number of years, of witches and magic, of nature and the 
Goddess. I must, in all honesty and humility, ask, with Carol Christ, if I chose 
Sir Perceval of Galles or if it chose me?27 Perhaps my unconscious recognised in 
this text the catalyst I needed to bring into conscious action my own 
unconscious spiritual exploration. 
Sir Perceval of Galles became a catalyst for fransformation for me. 
Reading and reflecting on the poem surfaced unconscious dreams and desires. 
The words 'His righte name was Percyuell,/ He was ffosterde in the felle,/ He 
dranke water of pe w^elle' [his frue name was Perceval, he was reared in the 
fell, he drank water from the well] (5-7), with their simple lyrical beauty, 
became almost a manfra for writing this thesis. They have the power to move 
me into a different space for writing - out of the analytic, academic writing 
space into a deeper, more reflective, more personal place wherein the values 
of earth and nurture are paramount. Elizabeth Grosz, in a discussion of the 
work of Julia Kristeva, speaks of poetry as engendering 'a semiotic breach of 
the symbolic', by which she means that poetic meaning cannot be contained 
within the (male) symbolic order.28 My own experience of Sir Perceval of Galles 
is of a poem w^hose meaning and powder exceeds the limits of the symbolic 
order, and which contains within itself the seeds of personal and social 
challenge. 
The Text Reads the Reader 
Julia Kristeva suggests that, in the process of reading a text, the reader 
is not only the active subject, she who reads, but is also the passive subject, she 
who is read. Kristeva calls this process 'counterfransference'.29 This section 
will explore the impact of this counterfransference process on me, one 
contemporary spiritual feminist reader of Sir Perceval of Galles. The analysis of 
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the textual unconscious, undertaken earlier, unveiled insights into Sir Perceval 
of Galles not revealed by interaction only at the conscious textual level. It is 
anticipated that a psychoanalysis of the reader will be similarly revealing. It is 
hoped that this analysis will provide some insights into the impact of 
medieval romances on spiritual feminist readers as they seek to consfruct and 
re-member a spirituality for today. The analysis will follow an 'unconscious', 
seemingly unsfructured, format, with the events, incidents and reflections 
being discussed in order of their significance for my life, rather than 
consciously being forced into a more ordered, logically sfructured framework. 
Throughout the years in which this thesis was in preparation, I read the 
text of Sir Perceval of Galles a multitude of times. There were some images 
which imprinted themselves on my mind and to which I have returned again 
and again. One of the most dominant of the images which has stayed with me 
over the years is that of water, the water which Acheflour would drink 'In 
welles, {)ere J^ay spryng' [in wells, where they spring] (1776). I reflected on 
the role of water in the poem; I analysed Acheflour's relationship to the well; I 
visualised Acheflour's life by the well; I discoursed with friends and 
colleagues about the symbolic nature of the well. However, it took a 
perceptive friend to point out that never once had I understood the 'well' as a 
shaft in the ground from which to obtain water, but always as water flowing 
freely, as in a sfream or river. My unconscious read that which is signified by 
the term 'well' differently from its signifier. The tale of Acheflour's life by the 
well meant, for me, something different from what is contained in the actual 
words on the page. Even today, after recognising and acknowledging what 
the text depicts in the word 'well', I remain unable to visualise Acheflour in 
any other environment than beside a sfream, source of the fresh water which 
nourishes her and her son. 
During these same years I experienced a passionate desire to live in an 
environment similar to that which I imagined for Acheflour, in the woods by 
the sfream. My conscious desire and my unconscious reading became 
enmeshed. The text wrought its counterfransference on my unconscious such 
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that Acheflour's sacred world and my own dream became inextricably linked. 
My desire to emulate Acheflour's life by the water was symptomatic of my 
quest for the Goddess. 
This quest would not be denied. Acheflour's commitment to her own 
values, and her choice for the sacred woodland world continued to challenge 
me until, after six years of suppression, the desire to immerse myself in the 
sacred waters of the Goddess erupted into consciousness. Thus began the 
conscious search for a place of woods and water where I might respond to the 
yearnings of my unconscious. At every opportunity I sought out places by 
fresh running water where I could spend periods of time in reflection. When 
suitable places could not be found, or time made available, I filled large glass 
bowls with water and put them in my sitting room. My participation in 
nature rituals invariably focussed on the element water, with its life giving, 
refreshing, cleansing power and its hidden sfrength. 
Today I live beside a fresh flowing river on deeply wooded land. Even 
as I write this sentence I am startled by my choice of words. The land on 
which I live is thickly studded with native Ausfralian frees: eucalypts, 
melaleucas, bottle brushes and lilly pillies, and with fruit frees: mangoes, 
cifrus and guavas. Does this constitute a 'wood'? Why have I chosen this 
particular signifier? Perhaps a more accurate signifier, consciously chosen, 
would be 'bush', but this is not the choice of my unconscious. 
This place of water and frees demanded to be named appropriately. I 
sought assistance from family and friends to decide on a name. After 
exploring countless possibilities, I chose the name Wildwood. Shortly 
thereafter, as I reread the tale of Sir Perceval of Galles I encountered four 
occurrences of this term in the poem: wUde wodde [wild wood] (175 and 211), 
wodde3 wilde [woods wild] (290), and wodde3 wylde [wild woods] (507). 
My unconscious had recognised the relationship between my wooded place 
and Acheflour's woodland world long before my mind consciously made the 
connection. 
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My desire for a sacred place also has a wider, more public, more 
woman cenfred dimension. Paralleling the development of this thesis has 
been the development of a dream of a sacred place for the women of Brisbane. 
This dream has a name: Womenspace. The dream is of 'a soul-space for women 
where we can share and reverence our life's stories in order to shape and 
challenge our society'.so My dream for Womenspace, and that of the eight 
hundred women currentiy involved, has much in common with the dream-
come-frue that is Wildwood: a place that is sacred to women, a place where 
women might celebrate the seasons and cycles of nature and of women's lives, 
a place where women can share their stories and be empowered by the 
sharing, a place where women can gain the courage to live in accordance with 
their own values and convictions. Womenspace is the embodiment of the 
feminist matristic vision, the contemporary manifestation both of Acheflour's 
woman cenfred world and of Lufamour's Maidenland.si 
I have been part of the coordinating committee working towards the 
realisation of this dream for four years. My involvement on this committee 
was not the result of a conscious decision. At a public meeting to ascertain the 
level of interest in a women's spirituality cenfre, I wrote my name on a sheet 
of paper, thiivking that I was volunteering to assist with the development of 
the goals of the cenfre. Either through carelessness, or through the 
intervention of my unconscious, I mistakenly nominated for membership of 
the coordinating committee. Not only w^as I now able to shape the private 
dream that is Wildwood, I was also able to assist in shaping the public dream 
that is Womenspace. The temptation to see in this unconscious decision a 
means to facilitate the contemporary implementation of Acheflour's dream is 
irresistible. 
In the penultimate year of this thesis preparation I became aware that 
Womenspace was seeking a woman to undertake the role of coordinator. I 
could not consider applying for this position - the risk was too great. I was in 
permanent employment, with a clear career path, professional status and 
appropriate remuneration. Despite the obvious attraction of the Womenspace 
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position it was not for me. I made a conscious decision not to consider it. My 
unconscious, however, did not heed my decision, and dreams and possibilities 
of Womenspace began to erupt into my everyday life. I found myself thinking 
often of Acheflour and her courage, of her choice to abandon status and 
security to live in accordance with her own values. Ultimately, my 
unconscious could not be ignored and I submitted an application for the 
position. I have been offered the role of facilitating the realisation of the 
Womenspace dream. Acheflour and her sacred world will be my inspiration 
and challenge in the fulfilment of this dream. 
As I have analysed Sir Perceval of Galles and the role and character of 
Acheflour, in particular, I have been continually challenged and empowered. 
My interaction with Sir Perceval of Galles has, at times, involved a reversal of 
roles and has exposed 'my discourse and my personality' to analysis.32 The 
use of the verb 'exposed' is significant, for the analysis in which I have 
participated has brought into the light a number of thoughts, dreams and 
hopes w^hich may not otherwise have been revealed. Thus, the text of Sir 
Perceval of Galles challenged me consciously to explore, and to act upon, my 
dreams of places sacred to the Goddess and to all women. 
It also encouraged me to focus upon and explore my own image as 
woman, an image both generated, and reflected, by Acheflour. Acheflour is a 
woman of courage and conviction, a wild woman.33 This is the image of 
woman which I have held dear for many years, an image far removed from 
the models of ideal womanhood presented for my consideration as a young 
girl. Nor does Acheflour bear much similarity to my childhood images of 
royal princesses, who were always beautiful, meek and obedient. While 
Acheflour may be beautiful - the text does not discuss her physical 
appearance, and I no longer demand beauty in my role models - she is neither 
meek nor obedient. In many ways Acheflour's refusal to conform to societal 
pressures and expectations has challenged me to examine my own patterns of 
behaviour and conformity. As I have read and reread the story of Acheflour's 
courageous challenge to the royal court, her vow nevermore to dwell ' te r 
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dede3 of armes schall be done' [where violent deeds are done] (167), and her 
refreat to the sanctity of the woods, I have had to question my own courage 
and convictions. As a woman with a declared commitment to feminism and 
the resultant social and political change, I have been challenged by Acheflour 
to admit that all too frequently I have avoided taking action when to do so 
would involve embarassment, personal inconvenience or public statements. 
Counterfransference may not always be pleasant, but it is always challenging. 
Other women in the tale of Sir Perceval of Galles have also functioned as 
mirrors to my own unconscious. I was drawn to, and challenged by, the 
figure of the witch, the magic healer, mother of the Red Knight. I experienced 
a simultaneous attraction to the witch and a reluctance to engage with her. 
The witch in Sir Perceval of Galles is both a loving mother who watches over 
and heals her son and an evil figure deserving a violent death by impaling 
and burning. The textual ambivalence about the witch was echoed in my own 
reaction to her. 
At the same time as I was writing this thesis I was exploring emerging 
expressions of women's spirituality for my own life. I pursued the links 
which women scholars were making between medieval wise women, healers, 
midwives and witches. This exploration again and again lead me to works on 
witchcraft, or wicca, and to women who call themselves witches, women who 
follow a nature based religion, loosely sfructured on contemporary 
interpretations of medieval paganism.34 I was both fascinated and concerned: 
fascinated by what I perceived to be a breakthrough in feminist reconsfruction 
of history and the reclamation of the murdered 'witches' from historical 
obscurity; and concerned by the potential damage the use of the emotive term 
'witches' could do to the cause of contemporary women's spirituality. My 
ambivalence remains, as does my atfraction to the witch in Sir Perceval of 
Galles. She has become a symbol of my own interaction with contemporary 
witchcraft. 
Sir Perceval of Galles explored my unconscious, bringing into 
consciousness the thoughts that lurk in the shadows of my unconscious, that 
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have, both deliberately and indeliberately, been relegated to the margins of 
my unconscious. My analysis of Sir Perceval of Galles, and the reciprocal 
analysis in which I engaged, has focussed almost exclusively on women, on 
women's stories, female values and spiritual expression. It has consciously 
decried the dominant male values implicit and explicit in the poem. 
However, in its counter analysis of my unconscious, the text challenges me to 
focus on other aspects of the male story present in Sir Perceval of Galles. 
The feminist analysis undertaken in chapter four was exclusively 
women focussed, but there is also another analysis possible, an analysis which 
my unconscious recognises as revealing a new exciting model of manhood, a 
possibility which I did not recognise at a conscious level in the analysis in 
chapter four. There is, in the figure of Perceval in the woods, the knight who 
does not conform to the knightly ideal of the fictional court or, indeed, of 
fourteenth century society, a potential new model of manhood, wild, free and 
irmocent. In this role Perceval, like women, is outside the male symbolic 
order. He is, like women, 'other' and, thus, like women, is a threat to the male 
symbolic order. The unconscious emergence of the word 'wild' again in my 
analysis is startling. It echoes the name Wildwood; it is reminiscent of images 
of Perceval in the wodde3 wylde [wild woods] (507). 
I am not alone in being unconsciously drawn to engage with this image, 
for this model of maleness resonates with the dreams of contemporary 
women, dreams of a man 'free to be wild without being cruel, angry without 
being violent, sexual without being coercive, spiritual without being unsexed, 
and able to love fruly'.35 It is a model which does not threaten women with 
suppression and marginalisation. As a heterosexual woman with two sons I 
have a vested interest in models of maleness which are far removed from 
pafriarchy and misogyny. 
I am also a woman who has been imbued with the spirit of feminism, 
who has imbibed the values of second wave feminism, who has engaged in 
the sfruggles to free women from the shackles of pafriarchy and 
androcenfrism, and who has participated in the discourse which sees all men 
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as beneficiaries of the pafriarchal social and symbolic order. As such, my 
conscious being is very tempted to ignore the indications of a new model of 
maleness which my unconscious finds in Perceval, to refuse to engage in this 
discourse. Again, as so often in my interaction with Sir Perceval of Galles, my 
unconscious will not be denied and I am moved to explore the role of Perceval 
both in the text and in my own life. This exploration is ongoing, and will 
continue long beyond the completion of this thesis, but it is an exploration that 
owes its existence to the tale of Sir Perceval of Galles. 
My experience of the psychoanalytic process, and my interaction with 
the work of Luce Irigaray, leads me to suggest that, for a woman, the 
unconscious may be simply another level of her conscious, rather than the 
repository of that which must be repressed because it is threatening and 
potentially unconfrollable. That is, for a woman, the only threat which her 
unconscious poses is that of greater knowledge of herself, threatening only 
because of the challenge this brings to live in accordance with that knowledge. 
While acknowledging and exploring a w^oman's unconscious can disrupt her 
life, as my own experience shows, this disruption is but a frigger for greater 
self knowledge and closer identification with the fruth. 
Summary 
This chapter has explored both the textual unconscious and my own 
unconscious. It has identified the role of medieval romance, and of Sir Perceval 
of Galles as a representative text, in my spiritual life. The next chapter will 
examine a number of twentieth century feminist mafristic romances, seeking 
within them the themes which characterised the medieval romances explored 
in chapter three. The discussion will focus on: the adventure or quest theme; 
different worlds; nature, the earth and sexuatity; goddesses, gods, fairies and 
witches; magic ritual and the Grail. This exploration will serve as a prelude to 
the analysis of one specific mafristic romance, and its role in my own spiritual 
life, to be undertaken in chapter seven. 
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ROMANCE LITERATURE AND SPIRITUAL FEMINISM 
Chapter Six 
Matristic Romance 
The new stories that women tell each other in conversations with each 
other, in consciousness raising, and in fiction, poetry, and other literary 
forms are key sources for discovering the shape of women's spiritual 
quest.^ 
The feminist matristic tradition ... does not replace patriarchy with 
matriarchy hut rather restores women to their historically grounded 
powerful roles deriving from humankind's original association of 
Creation with the female and life-producing fertility of both the mythic 
Great Mother and the actual real mother.^ 
Medieval romances such as Sir Perceval of Galles, and the themes and 
motifs around which they are consfructed, are a rich source for spiritual 
feminists as they re-member rituals celebrating the Goddess and her 
relationship to the seasons and cycles of nature and of women's lives and, 
thus, simultaneously re-member and reconsfruct the myths underlying the 
rituals. The other source for a re-membered spiritual feminism is feminist 
mafristic romance which, it is suggested, employs and explores the same 
dominant themes and motifs as does medieval romance. 
Five mafristic romances have been selected for analysis in this chapter: 
The Gate to Women's Country,^ The Fifth Sacred Thing,* Amazon,^ The Ancient 
Future: The Dark Age^ and The Mists of Avalon.'^ These particular works were 
chosen from the wide range of possible mafristic romances for a number of 
reasons: they include texts from both Ausfralia and Europe; they were all 
written within a span of a few years - the first four from 1990 to 1996, and The 
Mists of Avalon in 1982; each has a female protagonist (reminiscent of 
Acheflour in Sir Perceval of Galles); and the specific detail of their settings and 
storylines varies greatly. All of these texts satisfy the criteria for definition as 
a romance: they are all tales with scenes remote from ordinary life. 
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imaginative stories of love, heroism or chivalry. Most importantly, they are 
tales which explore the way in which a mafristic culture, mythology and ritual 
expression might be re-membered. 
This chapter will explore the re-membered culture in these five 
mafristic romances using the key themes identified in chapter three: the 
adventure or quest theme, particularly the search for deeper knowledge of 
self; the different, or alternative, worlds in which the action occurs; nature, the 
earth and sexuality; goddesses, gods, fairies and witches; and magic, ritual 
and the Grail. The analysis of each text will begin w^ith a synopsis of the story 
line, followed by a brief discussion of the way in which these themes function 
in the tale. 
Pagan myth Medieval 
and ritual • romance 
Contemporary Spiritual 
reader "^ ^ feminist myth 
andritual 
/ 
Matristic 
romance 
The diagram above depicts the area on which the discussion will focus. 
The following chapter will look in more detail at one of these five mafristic 
romances. The Mists of Avalon, and its influence on one female reader's 
spirituality. 
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Five Matristic Romances 
The Gate to Women's Country 
Synopsis 
Sheri Tepper's The Gate to Women's Country is set in twenty fourth 
century North America which has been devastated by 'the convulsion', a 
nuclear disaster which has left much of the country uninhabitable. Tepper 
describes a world where two disparate communities exist side by side in 
uneasy harmony Women's Country and the male garrison outside its walls. 
Women's Country is a society ruled by a Council of w^omen, in response to the 
violence implicit in pafriarchal sfructures, the violence which was 
insfrumental in 'the convulsion'. In Women's Country women, and a select 
group of men, work in harmony to create a just, equitable non-violent society, 
a society in which the Goddess, 'the Lady', is revered. 
In the garrison outside the walls of Women's Country the male warriors 
espouse a pafriarchal way of life characterised by the phallic symbol on which 
'[BJlooded warriors take their oaths of honour' {95}.« At the age of five, male 
children from Women's Country are given into the custody of the warriors to 
rear. At fifteen the young warriors must choose either to remain within the 
garrison, living according to the rules of male warfare, or to return through 
the 'Gate to Women's Counfry' to live according to the Council ordinances. 
Frequently, those men who choose to return to Women's Country demonsfrate 
psychic sensitivity which they utilise in the service of the Council. 
The tale follows the protagonist, Stavia, from girlhood to maturity, as 
she sfruggles to balance her seemingly conflicting responsibilities to the 
ordinances of Women's Country and to her childhood friend Chernon. In 
adulthood, Chernon has become a warrior and a spy for the garrison 
commander. His friendship with Stavia is shaped by the androcentric values 
of the garrison. Attempting to satisfy Chernon's demands, Stavia allows him 
to accompany her on an exploratory mission into the lands south of Women's 
Country. The task imposed on Stavia by the Council is two fold, to find new 
botanical specimens and to learn more about the people who inhabit this land. 
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Stavia quickly comes to regret her decision, for Chernon proves both 
brutal in his lust for her and arrogant in his disregard of her cautions about 
the people of the south. Chernon and Stavia are captured by the Holylanders, 
a pre-convulsion society even more misogynistic than the garrison. Holyland 
is an inbred society where women's roles are resfricted to breeding and 
servitude and where domestic violence is the norm. It is a society ruled by the 
male Elders, in accordance with the dictates of their deity, All-Father. 
Thus, The Gate to Women's Country confrasts the values of Women's 
Country with those of the garrison and of the Holyland. The Women's 
Council uses its annual reenactment of the Greek play Iphigenia at Ilium as a 
symbol and a reminder of the potential fragedy implicit in these conflicting 
values. The play is a tool for the women as they re-member the past and 
reconsfruct their future. The practical, physical reality of this reconsfruction is 
in the hands of the medically frained Women's Council, and a select group of 
male returnees, who are secretly and selectively breeding to create a society 
where men will no longer choose garrison life over life in Women's Country. 
The pain of this course of action is acknowledged by the Council members, 
who 'call ourselves the Damned Few' and wonder 'if the Lady has a heaven 
for the merciful ... [whether] any of us will ever see it' {334}. 
The story concludes, not with the achievement of an ideal mafristic 
society, but with the poignant, somewhat bitter paralleling of Women's 
Country and Hades: 
Hades [is] ... Like dream without waking. Like carrying water in a 
sieve. Like coming into harbour after storm. Barren harbour where the 
empty river runs through an endless desert into the sea. Where all the 
burdens have been taken away ... Hades is Women's Country {362}. 
Discussion 
The Gate to Women's Country is sfrongly reminiscent of Sir Perceval of 
Galles, both in the alternative, conflicting worlds which it porfrays and in the 
way in which women are attempting to ensure their sons have an alternative 
future besides the life of a warrior. Where Acheflour planned an alternative 
upbringing for her own son only, the Women's Country Council works to 
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develop a society where all children can be free from phallocenfric values. The 
Gate to Women's Country clearly demonsfrates Orenstein's premise that it is 'the 
nature of the god being worshipped' that exerts the most powerful influence 
on society.^ In The Gate to Women's Country the warriors and the Holylanders 
rigidly adhere to fraditions of dominant male deities and symbol systems, 
leading to the development of societies which are not only male dominated, 
but governed by violence. The citizens of Women's Country, female and male, 
follow the way of the Lady, which is characterised by courage tempered by 
compassion, 'hard ... but merciful' {151}. 
There are a number of rituals in the text, many cenfring on the Lady 
whose Chapel, with the Well of Surcease in front, stands on the hill top where 
the four main roads come together, 'right at the cenfre of everything' {112}. 
The Well of Surcease, where passers by ritually sip the water, is a symbol both 
of the inevitability of pain and of the healing wrought by the passage of time. 
It 'is there to remind us that the pain will pass' {19}. Water from the Well of 
Surcease, laced with hemlock, is ritually offered to mortally wounded 
warriors 'for release from pain' {152}. It is impossible not to recall the 
cenfraUty of the well in the tale of Sir Perceval of Galles, which both defined and 
situated Acheflour and Perceval's home in the woods and provided 
sustenance for them. 
On the first day of summer in Women's Country there is a parade from 
the Chapel of the Lady down the Processional Road to the shore 'to beg the 
kindly regard of the Lady on the honest effort of the fisherwomen and farmers 
and herdswomen' {111}. The Lady is depicted as a figure whose good will can 
be invoked both in ritual, as described above, and in prayer. Thus, when 
Stavia takes her five year old son to the warriors' garrison the attendant at the 
Well of Surcease offers to pray to the Lady for him. It is the Lady who, in this 
world, bestows her blessings on individuals and communities and, in the next, 
manages the individual's destiny. 
In Women's Country it is the Council which manipulates the life of the 
individual and the community as its members work towards the creation of a 
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better society. Stavia's nine years at the Medical Institute in Abbyville, and 
her journey into the lands south of Women's Country, function as her 
initiation rite into the Women's Council. Her journey into the southlands, in 
particular, is reminiscent of initiation rites glimpsed in some of the medieval 
romances discussed earlier, particularly the journey of Thomas of Erceldoune 
to fairy land. Stavia's journey is not only one of biological and sociological 
exploration, but of self discovery, and provides her with the necessary self 
knowledge, courage and experience to serve on the Women's Council on her 
return. There is a sense in which Stavia's journey of discovery is undertaken 
not only for herself, but on behalf of the entire community. 
As Stavia faces the fruth of her relationship with Chernon, as she 
encounters his cruelty and selfishness, and as she experiences the misogyny of 
the Holyland elders, she comes to see and to understand her own sfrengths 
and weaknesses more clearly. Despite the sexual freedom experienced by the 
women in Women's Country, it is not until Stavia undertakes her exploratory 
journey with Chernon that she has her first sexual union. This, too, calls to 
mind Thomas's sexual union with the lady which, as suggested previously, 
may have been the first stage of his initiation rite. 
Perhaps the most dominant ritual in The Gate to Women's Country is the 
annual retelling of the myth of Iphigenia at Ilium. The play is 'part of the 
reminders' of the dangers implicit in a phallocentric society {37}. The story of 
Women's Country also describes the rituals of the warriors, which so closely 
parallel the rituals depicted in the Greek fragedy. In the garrison of the 
warriors there are a number of expressions of the '[p]enis worship' which so 
horrifies the young Stavia {95}. There are also rituals associated with the entry 
of the five year old boys to the garrison, with their choice at fifteen to commit 
themselves formally to the warrior's life, and with celebrating the warrior life 
as the only honourable way of life for men. 
The way in which the novel uses language and symbol is reminiscent 
of, but different from, that of Sir Perceval of Galles. In Sir Perceval of Galles 
Acheflour uses her husband's spear to effect Perceval's entry to non-
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pafriarchal manhood. In The Gate to Women's Country the spear or dagger 
symbolises the phallocenfric values of the warrior culture. In the medieval 
text the subtlety of the unconscious textual usage of the little spear serves to 
undercut its overt phallic symbolism, fri the mafristic text the blatancy of the 
conscious textual usage of the spear serves to highlight the dominant 
androcenfrism of the phallic symbolism. When the warrior Stephon tells 
Morgot that he plans to use his own little dagger on any of the women he can 
catch, there is little doubt about the nature of the weapon to which he refers 
{345}. 
The Gate to Women's Country, like Sir Perceval of Galles, uses language as 
a tool to undercut male dominance. Like Acheflour, who ascribes female 
signifiers to non-gendered signifieds, the women of Women's Counfry ascribe 
female signifiers to their towns. The tow^ns are named Marthatown, Annville, 
Melissaville, Emmaburg and so on. The women also name themselves 
according to their mafriarchal line. For example, Stavia's full name is Stavia 
Morgotsdaughter (for her mother) Rentes (for her grandmother) Marthatown. 
Within the dominant feminist values of Women's Country, women and 
men work together to achieve a society where both genders can live 
harmonious, satisfying lives. The Gate to Women's Country develops a new 
model of maleness, similar in many ways to that characterised by Perceval in 
Sir Perceval of Galles. In The Gate to Women's Country it is primarily men, 
closely in time with women's values and in the service of the Lady, who 
demonsfrate a highly developed psychic sensitivity. They are able to feel, to 
sense and to know in ways outside the normally understood range of human 
ability. Thus, just as magic plays a large part in the romances of the Middle 
Ages, The Gate to Women's Country employs magic in the realisation of its aims. 
In Sir Perceval of Galles, Perceval is protected by a magic ring. In The Gate to 
Women's Country, Stavia's imprisonment in the Holyland is foiled by the 
psychic abilities of the men who sense danger and rescue her. 
The magician, Septemius, in discussing this psychic ability, explains 
that '[t]he old words for it were telepathy, clairvoyance' {332}. It is a skill 
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much valued in Women's Country, and one which the Council encourages in 
its breeding program. Of all the characters in the tale, however, it is this 
fravelling magician who sees clearest, who is able to look beneath the 
'misdirection' {331} of the Women's Council in their interaction with the 
warriors, to the fruth of their selective breeding. His magic is that of clear 
sight and thoughtful perception. 
The Gate to Women's Country provides one model of Orenstein's 'new 
egalitarian Eden of the Goddess',^" albeit one which clearly articulates the pain 
and the sfruggle inherent in its achievement. Other feminist mafristic 
romances develop this concept differently. 
The Fifth Sacred Thing 
Synopsis 
In Starhawk's The Fifth Sacred Thing one of the twenty first century 
commiinities depicted closely approximates Eden, while the opposing society 
is a living hell. The story tells how the rise of a totalitarian regime in North 
America has created a corrupt misogynistic apartheid state. Only one small 
Californian community has managed to avoid being caught in the nightmarish 
web of this right wing political and religious system. In this Californian 
society of the future, the citizens work in harmony with each other and w^ith 
nature, honouring all spiritual and religious fraditions, and cenfring on the 
sanctity of earth, air, fire, water and spirit. It is an egalitarian society, where 
decisions are made by consensus, with both sexes sharing all responsibilities 
equally according to preference and ability. The only sfructure which is 
defined by gender is that of the Defence Council, where membership is 
resfricted to old women, as a response to the damage inflicted on society by 
five thousand years of pafriarchy. 
Pafriarchy continues to dominate in the lands to the south, where the 
secular rule of the Stewards is allied to the religious fundamentalism of the 
Millennialists. The spiritual foundation of Millennialism is the belief that 
Jesus Christ returned to earth in 1999 and was so disfressed by what he found 
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that he repudiated both human flesh and the earth. The Millennialist creed 
declares that Jesus 'never lowered Himself to take on loathly flesh, but was, is, 
and ever shall be pure spirit' {29}.ii In the application of this creed, the society 
of the south ruthlessly exploits both human labour and the resources of 
nature. It is characterised by sexism, racism and classism. In the hills to the 
west, a group of rebels is working secretly to overthrow the Stewards' 
oppressive regime. 
The Millennialist society of the south resembles, in many ways, the 
Holyland society of The Gate to Women's Country. Both societies are 
pafriarchal, aggressive and exclusive. Both societies are sfructured in 
response to the demands of life denying male deities. The society of the north, 
on the other hand, is characterised by a profound respect for all life and for all 
forms of spiritual expression. 
The story follows the separate journeys of two northerners into the 
south lands. Bird is the only survivor of a group which desfroyed a nuclear 
power plant seven years earlier. He was tortured by the Stew^ards and 
imprisoned. Upon escaping. Bird promises he will send a healer to the south 
to assist the rebels. Madrono is the one chosen by the Healer's Council for this 
task. Alone, she ventures into the hills to teach basic healing skills to the 
rebels. Madrone shares with the rebels both tangible assistance and healing 
skills and the less tangible, but equally empowering, vision of an alternative 
society. 
Like the journey of Stavia in The Gate to Women's Country and those of 
the protagonists of medieval romances. Madrono's adventures in the south test 
not only her physical courage and endurance but also her self reliance, self 
knowledge and frust. She returns to the north a wiser, more skilled healer 
and leader, able to assist in the non-violent sfruggle against the invading army 
from the south. The novel concludes with the defeated southern army in 
refreat while the northerners begin the task of rebuilding a society which can 
embrace the numerous soldiers who defected from the south. 
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Discussion 
Much of this novel revolves around the journeys of Bird and Madrone 
into the south lands, exploring the wisdom they demonsfrate in adversity and 
the insights they gain into themselves and into the personal and social impact 
of vastly divergent ideologies. Like Stavia in The Gate to Women's Country, 
Madrone is commissioned by her community to undertake a task on their 
behalf, to gain experience and knowledge which can be used in the service of 
their alternative, peaceful, nature and spirit cenfred San Francisco society. In 
this society all spiritual and religious fraditions are honoured, as the different 
religions have evolved ways of working and worshipping together, sharing a 
basic reverence for the divine in all its manifestations, both as franscendent 
goddesses and gods and as immanent human and natural life. The shrine of 
the Earth Goddess sits side by side with those of Kuan Yin, Kali, Buddha, 
Aphrodite, Mary and a multitude of other European, Celtic and African 
goddesses and gods. The society is united by a commitment to all four sacred 
elements, but it is characterised primarily by its reverence for water. There 
are clear similarities here with the relationship of Acheflour and Perceval to 
water in Sir Perceval of Galles. 
In The Fifth Sacred Thing water is the primary reality and symbol which 
differentiates the two opposing societies. In the north, water flows freely in 
sfreams and rivulets throughout the city, owned by no one and reverenced by 
all. In the south, water is seen as a commodity, to be owned by a privileged 
few - white, Millennialist, male - and used to manipulate the lives of the 
remainder of society - women, children, non-white males and those who can 
be conveniently decreed to have no soul. The southern rebels, who suffer 
grievously from water shortage, use the phrases 'may you never thirst' and 
'drink deep on the day of victory' as everyday greetings. 
When the southern army invades the north, they immediately dam the 
sfreams and institute sfrict water rationing. The damming of the sfreams 
desfroys valuable ecosystems and causes fish and plants to die. The north 
does not have an army, having sunk all its resources into food production and 
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healing. The only tool the north can enlist in its defence is an invitation to the 
soldiers from the south to join their community and, symbolically and 
actually, to share thefr water. This proves to be the most powerful weapon of 
all and countiess soldiers defect to the north, leaving the remnants of the 
defeated Stewards' army to refreat. 
In choosing not to expend valuable resources in preparation for 
warfare, the northerners in The Fifth Sacred Thing are committed to working for 
life, rather than preparing for death. In pursuit of this end their primary skill 
is a highly developed psychic awareness, similar to that employed in The Gate 
to Women's Country. This psychic ability enables them to work creatively with 
all life forms and forces. Healing is effected not only through basic hygiene 
and pharmacology, but by healers frained in working with the earth's energy. 
Computers are powered by crystals which work cooperatively with 
technicians. 
Decisions relating to the defence of the community are taken by four 
old women who 'dream', that is, who use their psychic abilities to explore 
alternative ways of finding solutions. Governance is achieved by groups 
participating in creative processes to achieve consensus.^^ The four sacred 
elements of earth, air, fire and water have a voice at these group meetings, 
through the Voices, people w^ho speak in franco on behalf of these elements. 
Community members name themselves as witches, and name as magic 
the skills they have acquired through extensive fraining and practice from 
childhood. Even when Bird is imprisoned in the south, with no access to 
ritual tools or group power, he is able to use the most basic spell to ensure that 
he is selected for labour outside the prison walls, reminding himself that he is 
'a witch, with a witch's will to apply to the matter' {55}. 
Magic and ritual pervade every aspect of life in the north, from the 
public decisions of community management to the interpersonal relations and 
private lives of community members. The year is sfructured around an 
eclectic mixture of religious festivals, providing opportunities for the 
community to celebrate their common dedication to the divine in all its forms. 
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Each household has its own smaller rituals, its altars and its deities, and the 
novel outlines both ritual practice and underlying ideology. Every aspect of 
human life and interaction, from planting and harvesting fruit and vegetables, 
to honouring the birth of an infant, to remembering and retelling tales of 
deceased family and friends, to sharing sexual relations is sacred and 
celebrated in an atmosphere of reverence. In Madrono's household, rituals 
surround the preparation and maintenance of the garden; new born babies are 
gently and reverently welcomed with prayers and invocations to the 
goddesses; altars are set up to the ancestors and special dishes prepared in 
their honour; sexual intercourse takes place in a specially dedicated ritual 
room. 
The vision of a twenty first century mafristic world depicted in The Fifth 
Sacred Thing is pervaded by magic and is, by all logical reasoning, clearly 
impossible and unattainable. It is also a vision of a w^orld which is eminently 
credible and utterly desirable, a world where the sacred is tangible and ever 
present, a world which could and should be realised before the twenty first 
century has passed. It is a vision towards w^hich spiritual feminists are 
directing their energy, their hopes and their spiritual dreams. 
Amazon 
Synopsis 
The ideal mafristic w^orld which Barbara Walker develops in her novel 
Amazon begins in ancient Greece in the third millennium BCE. It is the story 
of the journey of a young woman, Antiope, whose initiation rite into the life of 
a mafron and mother, able to establish her own clan, involves spending three 
nights alone in the sacred womb cave of the Goddess at Themiskyra. During 
this time Antiope is granted a vision of life in the twentieth century. The 
vision spans a number of years, during which Antiope, now known as Ann, 
grapples with life in male dominated twentieth century American society 
where the ways of the Goddess are almost unknown. Ann shares with the 
women she meets tales of life in her home land, of the place of the Goddess 
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and the honour accorded to all women. She questions and challenges the 
violent and life denying customs and laws by which twentieth century women 
are consfrained. 
Ann is befriended by a journalist, Diana, who assists her in writing the 
story of the mafriarchal, mafrifocal society from which she came. Ann's tale is 
derided by those, primarily males, seeking to preserve the enfrenched 
androcenfric status quo. Her story is received eagerly by countiess women 
who see in it the possibility of a new way of being female, of relating to the 
divine and of participating in society. Ann tells how she 
began to see the fruth of Diana's view that just providing a detailed 
description of a nonpafriarchal culture would give many women in this 
country a new philosophy of human behaviour to consider - one that 
they had never dreamed of before because they had no models {74}.!^ 
This is sfrongly reminiscent of The Fifth Sacred Thing, where the 
southerners beseech: 'Talk about the North, Madrone. Tell us about the 
sfreams and the fruit frees ... we've got to know that things can be different, 
that they are different somewhere' ^^  
Ann learns that there are small groups of women seeking to recreate the 
rituals of the Goddess, but she is disheartened also to find that 
many women feared to renounce the cruel motherless god who had 
cursed them through many centuries. They were frained to enfrust 
their spirituality to that god only, despite the absurdities of his 
theology and the brutalities of his history {108}. 
Ann and Diana join with a group of women for a number of rituals. At 
the May Eve ritual one woman gives each of the participants a gift of a small 
Ausfralian opal she had brought back from her recent frip, explaining that 
some Ausfralians believe that a gift of an opal signifies an important moment 
in the life of both the giver and the recipient. Ann vows that she will never be 
parted from her opal. 
Matilda invites Ann to assist with designing a temple to the Goddess. 
Matilda's vision for this temple includes a library, meeting rooms, classrooms, 
offices, consulting rooms, medical facilities, theafre, nursery and children's 
playroom, art gallery, laboratory and sauna as well as a ritual cenfre with an 
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elaborate Goddess oriented labyrinth. Predictably, the consfruction of this 
temple generates much antagonism, and the opening ceremony sees Adam, a 
fundamentalist christian man, deface the temple and attempt to blow it up. In 
despair, Ann refreats to the womb like chamber which Matilda consfructed in 
the temple to resemble the ancient womb cave at Themiskyra and curls up in 
anguish. When she awakens she is, in fact, once again in that very cave in her 
mother land, w^here her clan sisters welcome her back after her initiatory three 
nights in the cave, acknowledging her as a wise and mature woman. While 
Antiope's memory of her journey is vivid, she is encouraged to believe that it 
was but a vision, until she discovers that she still has the Ausfralian opal given 
to her by one of the women in Matilda's ritual circle. 
Discussion 
This romance text, like the other mafristic romances discussed, uses the 
journey of the protagonist as the vehicle both for her own self discovery and 
for the exploration of an alternative society, where the spiritual values of the 
Goddess are cenfral. Like Stavia and Madrone, Antiope is sent forth by her 
community on her journey of initiation and learning, to return wiser and more 
mature, ready to take on the responsibilities of motherhood and full 
membership of her clan. 
In Amazon the confrasts between the mafrilineal, mafriarchal society of 
Antiope's mother clan and the pafriarchal, androcenfric society of twentieth 
century America are profound. Ann's reactions to the society in which she 
finds herself are insfructive. She is shocked by the way in which women are 
freated as second rate citizens, often subject to gratuitous violence even from 
those men closest to them, and afraid to walk the sfreets at night. She is 
equally horrified by the way humans have degraded Mother Earth, have 
caused 'canker sores all over Her body, turned Her breath and lifeblood into 
poison, and generally behaved like Her disease parasites' {124}. Ann is 
repulsed by the never ending depiction of violence on television, where from 
infancy people are given daily lessons 'in hurting, shooting, killing, robbing, 
burning, blowing things up, and abusing others - especially men abusing 
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women' {124}. 
She muses how sfrange it is that there are so few television programs 
on 'sexual loving, mothering, caring for the sick, tending animals, learning to 
concenfrate, or working the soil' {124}. Ann is saddened by the fact that 
children have so little contact with the natural world, knowing almost nothing 
of the seasons and cycles of plant growth and animal life, nor of the power 
and beauty of their own bodies, fri many ways Ann resembles Acheflour, of 
Sir Perceval of Galles. Acheflour, too, was repulsed by society's violence. In 
response to the cruelty so prevalent at the Arthurian court Acheflour chose to 
bring her son up in close contact with nature, living in harmony with the frees 
and animals of the woods. 
Ann is most deeply affected by the spiritual deprivation of modern 
society, which offers only confradictory images of a loving, but unpredictable, 
implacable, punitive male deity who is opposed to sensual and sexual 
comfort, and who sees even the natural beauty of childbirth as women's 
penance for some obscure primordial sin, and mensfruation as something to 
be hidden rather than celebrated, and a hindrance to w^omen's full 
participation in the sacred. Again, the comparison with Acheflour is obvious. 
The deity of whom Acheflour speaks to her son is a creator god who is, like 
Acheflour, the parent of a dearly loved son, rather than the deity familiar to 
the Arthurian court, a god of vengeance and cruelty. 
Twentieth century western society, seen through Aim's eyes in Amazon, 
is shocking, life denying and misogynistic. The alternative vision which she 
offers is empowering and egalitarian. In the ancient society from which Ann 
came, the deep connectedness of humans has allowed them to develop a 
sophisticated psychic awareness. Ann manifests this in her ability to 
understand the sense of words spoken in an unfamiliar language. She can 
only use this interpersonal psychic skill when in close proximity to the 
speaker. She cannot apply it to understanding remote foreign speakers, as, for 
example, on television. 
Ann's encounters with Matilda Bloodworth and the small group of 
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women w^ith whom she shares seasonal rituals give her some small hope that 
the Goddess culture of her mother clan has not been lost forever. She is 
delighted by how closely these twentieth century rituals resemble those of her 
culture. The novel depicts the rituals in detail, providing a clear insight into 
the ways in which this group of women are reconsfructing and reshaping the 
rituals of their foremothers. Matilda's circle of women gathers to celebrate all 
the major feasts of the Goddess and of the natural yearly cycle. They begin 
their rituals by invoking the Goddess, the women share a goblet, they employ 
symbols and gifts, they tell stories, dreams and visions of a better world, a 
world in which w^omen are respected and where the Goddess is 
acknow^ledged and revered. Their rituals employ chants and invocations, both 
in relation to the Goddess and to the four sacred elements, of earth, air, fire 
and water. 
As well as the ritual room in her house, Matilda has consfructed in the 
extensive grounds of her home a sacred grove where women may experience 
even more intimately the natural elements. It is a 'circular space, outlined by 
tall frees, [w^ith] mis t . . . rising from the damp earth in twisted veils, lanced by 
golden light' {144}. The connection between the natural elements and the 
Goddess is explicit. On the morning of the feast of Beltane, Ann visits the 
grove and is granted a vision of the Goddess, whose face appears in the cenfre 
of a free. The Goddess commends Ann's work and tells her that her task is 
almost completed. 
Matilda's temple, the culmination of Ann's mission, is to be a cenfre for 
educating people about ritual and for exploring more closely the rituals of 
societies like that from which Ann came. Women will learn to see in the 
ordinary, unspectacular but profoundly significant and sacred events of their 
lives, opportunities for celebrating their connectedness with the Goddess. 
This temple to the Goddess is a gift with the potential to change society 
radically. Ann predicts that, as people learn more about the ways of the 
Goddess, they will come to a closer understanding of the relationship between 
all life, human and earth, they will celebrate the sanctity of the human body 
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and of physical love, and they will be freed from groundless fears of hell and 
punishment. Both individuals and society will become more integrated, 
healthier and more overtly spiritual. However, the novel is not unmindful of 
the difficulties inherent in implementing this vision, and the fears and 
aggression of contemporary society are embodied in Adam's attempt to 
desfroy the temple. Like The Gate to Women's Country and The Fifth Sacred 
Thing, Amazon demonsfrates the sharp confrast between a 'new egalitarian 
Eden of the Goddess'i^ and an androcenfric, misogynistic society. 
The Ancient Future: The Dark Age 
Synopsis 
Where Amazon told of Antiope's journey from ancient Greece to the 
modern world, in her novel The Ancient Future: The Dark Age, Traci Harding 
fransports Tory Alexander from the twentieth century to sixth century Wales. 
This journey provides Tory with unprecedented opportunities for developing 
her own skills and for growing in self knowledge. She learns to rely on her 
own judgement, to frust her intuition and to act with wisdom, courage and 
decisiveness in her own interests, those of the women she encounters, and of 
the society in which she finds herself. 
Tory is a young Ausfralian woman with an interest in history, 
mythology, philosophy and metaphysics, the ability to speak ancient Welsh 
and advanced martial arts skills. When her car breaks down while she is 
holidaying in Britain, Tory spends the night of the summer solstice inside the 
King's Men stone circle. She awakens to discover that it is the year 519. Tory 
is rescued by Maelgwn, the prince of Gwynedd, who quickly falls in love with 
this very unusual and challenging woman. Tory's twentieth century 
awareness of the relationship between women's personal and social situations 
encourages her both to fight for the rights of, and to educate, the women of 
Gwynedd, thus empowering them to make significant changes both in their 
own lives and in the social fabric of the sixth century. Tory's efforts on behalf 
of women, and her unique mastery of unarmed combat, lead to her being 
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acclaimed as a Warrior Goddess and as the incarnation of the friple Goddess. 
As a Goddess, Tory is eligible to marry Maelgwn, now the king elect of 
Gwynedd. For his part, through marriage to the Goddess the new monarch 
gains the right to rule over the land. After their marriage Tory and Maelgwn 
reign with justice and respect, reclaiming the ancient fraditions of the Goddess 
and of the land, which have been eroded with the emergence of Christianity. 
The story follows the adventures of Tory, Maelgwn and their close associates 
as they employ the gifts of the Goddess in defence of the kingdom of 
Gwynedd. The battle for political supremacy in Wales becomes a classic 
sfruggle between the forces of good and of evil, with Tory and Maelgwn, the 
Goddess, the Merlin and the fairy folk on the side of good and Maelgwn's half 
brother, his consort and the wicked witch Mahaud as their opponents, the 
embodiment of evil. 
After a year in the sixth century, once again at the summer solstice, 
Tory and Maelgw^n fravel into the future to visit Tory's twentieth century 
family. Upon returning to modern Britain, Tory discovers that it is 
significantiy different from the world which she left only a year ago. Tory 
learns that the history she was taught in the twentieth century world of her 
childhood does not reflect the history of the altered reality to which she has 
returned. This Britain has never been subjected to the ravages of wars, for the 
peace forged by Maelgwn had endured, ensuring that the native fraditions of 
Britain are respected and ancient rings of stone are perfectiy preserved. 
The story explores the relationships between successive incarnations of 
good and evil figures from the past and the future, with the battles of the sixth 
century being continued in the twentieth century. Ultimately, the forces of 
good friumph and Tory and Maelgwn fravel back through time to Wales with 
their infant son to rule with compassion, respect and reverence for the 
Goddess, the land and the people. It becomes clear that it i s /was Tory's 
beneficial influence in the sixth century which changed the course of history 
and of society, resulting in a twentieth century society more enlightened and 
more compassionate than it would have been without Tory's influence. The 
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majority of the tale is focussed on events in the sixth century, for the policies 
which are implemented by Tory and Maelgwn in this period will prove 
crucial to the future of Britain. 
Discussion 
This story focuses on the adventures of Tory Alexander both in the 
twentieth century and in the sixth, as she meets each challenge which 
confronts her on her quest for justice and equality. Tory's mission to the sixth 
century, as is revealed at the end of the novel, is undertaken on behalf of both 
the sixth and the twentieth century communities. By her actions in the past, 
Tory changes her own life, the lives of those whom she meets in the sixth 
century, and the course of history, for the better. 
Tory is a woman who faces exfraordinary events with courage and 
tenacity. She is an earthy, practical and fallible woman who embodies the 
friple Goddess, the maiden, the warrior and the wise woman. While Tory is 
acknowledged and revered as a Goddess, she also teaches the w^omen of 
Gwynedd that the 'Goddess be within us all' {224}.i^ It is this belief which has 
the most significant impact on the women and men of the sixth century. The 
nature of personal and communal relationships changes in the light of this 
belief. Women cease to be regarded as property, to be purchased, used, 
abused and abandoned at the whim of the male. Children's rights are 
recognised and social disadvantage begins to be redressed. In sixth century 
Wales, marriage is confirmed only upon the birth of a male child. After his 
marriage to Tory, king Maelgwn recognises the inappropriateness of this law 
and refracts it. 
The tale covers two years, one in the sixth century and one in the 
twentieth century. The novel is sfructured according to the major seasonal 
and spiritual festivals of the Goddess. In the sixth century the last day of the 
year, Samhaine, 'was a very magical and spiritual time ... for it was thought to 
be the day when the Otherworld became visible to all humanity' {369}. At this 
time the flocks are killed to provide food during the forthcoming winter. 
Samhaine is a time when the old king is dead, but the new king not yet born, a 
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dangerous liminal time. The novel both describes the rituals attendant upon 
Samhaine and employs the element of danger in the story, for it is at Samhaine 
that the Goddess shows her dark face to the unholy, and Maelgwn's enemies 
experience the desfructive powers of the Goddess. 
The festival of Beltaine, in the northern hemisphere, is a celebration of 
imminent spring, of fertility, of fresh start and new hope. In The Ancient 
Future: The Dark Age Beltaine is also the time for wedding celebrations and 
romance. The novel successfully interweaves its story and the seasonal 
festivals, while providing succinct information about the seasonal rituals. The 
occasion of Tory's wedding to Maelgwn provides an opportunity to explore 
the mysteries and the nature of the friple Goddess. For each of the four days 
of the celebrations Tory wears a dress which represents one face of the 
Goddess. On the first day her wedding dress is w^hite, representing the 
Goddess as maiden. On the second day of the wedding celebrations Tory's 
dress is red, the colour of the Warrior Goddess. The third dress she wears is 
black, the colour of the wise woman or the enchanfress. Tory's fourth and 
final wedding dress is green, the colour of Mother Earth and the Triple 
Goddess. 
Tory, as the incarnation of the Goddess and as queen, is intimately one 
with the earth and its cycles, for the queen both personifies the land and 
ensures its prosperity. The ritual dedication of the new king to Tory, as the 
incarnation of Keridwen, the Goddess of Inspiration, links the monarch to the 
power of the Goddess and bestows on him the right to rule over her land. 
Thus, the novel clearly articulates the relationship between woman, the 
Goddess, Mother Earth, and human sexuality. The most sacred oath, which 
the residents of Gwynedd can be required to take, involves swearing by the 
four elements, of earth, air, fire and water. Upon swearing such an oath one is 
not only bound by the elements, but is 'bound by life itself to comply' {202}. 
This is reminiscent of the way in which the elements are revered in The Fifth 
Sacred Thing, where the elements are four of the titular five sacred things, and 
in Amazon, where the elements are cenfral to the women's rituals in the 
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twentieth century. 
In working to achieve the will of the Goddess, both in the sixth century 
and in the twentieth, Tory and Maelgwn are not alone. They are aided by the 
powers of the earth, by the fairy folk or Tylwyth Teg who are one with the 
earth, and by the magical powers of the Merlin. Magic plays a large part in 
this tale, from the magical and mysterious reincarnations of the key figures 
across the centuries, to the way in which the Goddess explicitly manifests 
herself in Tory's body, to the advanced psychic powers demonsfrated by some 
of the characters. Tory, Maelgwn and the Merlin have the ability to 'bethink', 
that is, to communicate with each other, and with significant animals, without 
words. This is similar in some ways to the power exhibited in Amazon by 
Ann, who is able to understand the meaning of words spoken in languages 
unknown to her. 
This tale not only incorporates a number of the themes which are 
common to both medieval and mafristic romance, it also develops a number of 
the pericopes found in Sir Perceval of Galles. For example. Sir Perceval of Galles 
features a tournament with Perceval's father, a Red Knight and a Black Knight, 
ending in the death of Perceval senior. The tournament in The Ancient Future: 
The Dark Age also features a Black Knight, who wins the right to be the queen's 
champion, and is revealed as a woman, one of Tory's martial arts students. 
Far from killing her opponent, this Black Knight ends up taming his w^anton 
ways and marrying him. 
The Ancient Future: The Dark Age exemplifies the elements of mafristic 
romance, but it differs slightly from the romances discussed earlier, in that it 
does not develop its two worlds dichotomously. The Ancient Future: The Dark 
Age takes the best elements of both the sixth and twentieth centuries and 
incorporates them to create an alternative, mafristic reality in sixth century 
Wales. This very closely resembles the way in which spiritual feminists are 
using dismembered fragments of myths and rituals to re-member a 
spirituality for women today. 
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The Mists of Avalon 
Synopsis 
The final mafristic romance to be explored in this chapter is Marion 
Bradley's The Mists of Avalon. First published in 1982, it is the story of the 
adventures of Arthur, Gw^enhwyfar, Lancelot and the knights of the Round 
Table, as seen through the eyes of Morgaine, priestess of the Goddess, sister to 
king Arthur, and mother of his son. It is also the story of the conflict between 
the ancient nature based religion of the Goddess and Christianity. Most 
significantiy. The Mists of Avalon is the very personal story of Morgaine's quest 
for the Goddess. 
The legendary inability of Gwenhwyfar to produce an heir to the 
Arthurian throne, and Morgaine's bearing her brother's child, forms the 
framework within which the plot develops. In this version of the story, 
Viviane, the Lady of the Lake, uses Morgaine as the incarnation of the 
Goddess at the consecration of the young king Arthur. Her intention is to 
ensure that an heir to the throne is born of both the royal line of Arthur and of 
the Goddess. As in all retellings of the tale of Arthur and Morgaine, the child 
conceived as a result of the ritual intercourse, who Viviane hoped would unite 
the kingdom, is ultimately to desfroy it. 
It appears that Viviane's ploy to ensure that the ways of the Goddess 
are preserved is unsuccessful for, as Christianity emerges as the dominant 
religious system in Britain, Avalon drifts deeper into the mists. However, all 
is not lost, for the tale concludes with Morgaine's realisation that '[t]he 
Goddess will never withdraw herself from mankind' {1008}.^ ^ Morgaine 
comes to understand that the nuns who dwell on the Isle of Priests resemble 
closely the priestesses of the House of Maidens on Avalon; Mary, the mother 
of the christian god, is also the mother of the priestesses; Brigid, revered by 
the nuns as a saint, is 'the Goddess as she is worshipped in freland' {1008}. 
Thus the Goddess continues to exert her influence, albeit in a less overt 
manner than in the golden era of Avalon. 
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Discussion 
This novel tells of Morgaine's personal quest for the Goddess, and of 
her role in ensuring that the spiritual fradition of Avalon is not overwhelmed 
by Christianity. The tale develops the two conflicting religious systems, that of 
the Goddess and that of Christianity, very clearly. Like the other mafristic 
romances studied. The Mists of Avalon features a number of alternative social 
and spiritual worlds. There are two worlds which simultaneously occupy the 
same physical space: the world of the Holy Isle of Avalon and the world of the 
christian monks on the Isle of Priests. These worlds are separated only by the 
veil of the mists which the priestesses of Avalon can lift to enable passage 
from one world to the other. Avalon is a world where women and men dwell 
in harmony, in accordance with the precepts of the ancient Goddess. Positions 
of social and spiritual authority are filled by women, primarily the Lady of the 
Lake and her priestesses. The christianised world of Arthur, and of the Isle of 
Priests, is consfructed according to pafriarchal precepts, w^ith women 
subservient to men and atfributed responsibility and blame for sin and 
sexuality. There is a third world which coexists with Avalon and the Isle of 
Priests, that of the fairy country. In the fairy country women and men dwell 
in harmony, guided by their queen. 
The fairy country, as depicted in The Mists of Avalon, closely resembles 
the Elfland visited by Thomas in Thomas of Erceldoune and the Queen of Elf-Land, 
and that encountered by Maelgwn in The Ancient Future: The Dark Age during 
the testing rites which precede his initiation. Visitors to all these lands are 
advised to refrain from eating or drinking lest they find themselves unable to 
leave the land. Time operates differently within the fairy realm and the 
outside world: a span of days in fairy land equals many years outside. There 
are similarities also between the fairy folk whom Morgaine meets when she 
inadvertentiy sfrays into the fairy counfry and the curiously amoral fairy 
knight encountered by the princess in the tale of Sir Degare. Furthermore, in 
The Mists of Avalon, the fairy country and Avalon have much in common and 
there is some blurring of the distinctions between the Goddess, the Lady of the 
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Lake and the fairy queen, who often assume similar custodial roles in relation 
to the earth and to her people. Thomas of Erceldoune, also, was unclear about 
the finer points of difference between these key female figures, mistaking the 
queen of Elfland for the queen of heaven. 
In The Mists of Avalon the relationship of women to the earth, and 
women's reverence for the seasons and natural cycles, is highly developed. 
The earth is clearly one with the body of the Goddess and the body of all 
women as incarnations of the Goddess. In her reflections on the christianised 
celebrations of Midsummer day, Morgaine highlights the enduring 
relationship between the Goddess, earthly women as her representatives, and 
the life and fertility of the earth. The young spring maiden represents the 
Goddess in the Midsummer rites and, in earlier times, 'the queen of the land 
was the Spring Maiden, and the Harvest Lady as well, and she [celebrated the 
ritual intercourse of the Sacred Marriage w^ith the king] in the fields, that the 
fields might have life and fertility' {666}. 
For women and men reared to know and to honour the Goddess, the 
consensual joining of woman and man, whether in a formal ritual or in 
informality and privacy is always sacred, a sharing in the life force of the 
Goddess. Lovemaking is sharing in 'the flow of life between their two bodies, 
male and female, the tides of the Goddess rising and compelling them' {374}. 
There is a sfrong sense that the human body and its passions and cycles is 
linked to, and reflects, the natural seasons and cycles of the earth. 
Morgaine's relearning 'to count sun tides from equinox to solstice and 
back to equinox again ... feel them running in my blood ... know ... where on 
the horizon moon or sun would set for the salutations I learned again to make' 
{680} is indicative of the degree of identification with the seasonal cycles 
which the priestesses of Avalon exhibit. Morgaine comes once again to know 
the ways of the Goddess out of doors, among the frees. This grove of frees is a 
sacred place, where the presence of the Goddess is almost palpable. 
In the grove 'was a pool, standing beneath three of the sacred frees' 
{780}. The pool, while hallowed, is very tangible, very earthy, reflecting the 
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key principle that the earth and the divine Goddess body are inseparable. 
'The surface of the pool was somewhat obscured with dry sticks and leaves, 
but the water was clear and dark, brown with the clear brown of the forest 
{780}. This description of the pool, with its combination of earthiness and 
sacredness, encapsulates beautifully the attitude of the priestesses of Avalon 
both to the earth/Goddess body and to the human/Goddess body. 
Water is the dominant element in Avalon, which is an island, accessed 
only by crossing a lake, through the mists (water vapour). In Sir Degare, also, 
the mysterious castle of ladies, where Degare slays the wicked knight, is on an 
island surrounded by the clear water of a river. Besides being surrounded by 
the waters of the lake, the priestesses of Avalon live by a Sacred Well, and 
drink only water from this well, water which 'brings vision and clear sight 
{153}. This is reminiscent of Acheflour and Perceval in Sir Perceval of Galles, 
whose defining characteristic is that they drink water from the w^ell. 
The image of the Goddess in The Mists of Avalon is highly developed 
and clearly articulated. Not only is she identified with the natural world and 
with the earth body, she is also one with human women, who carry the 
awesome responsibility of wearing the 'face of the Goddess' {676}. The novel 
compares the relationship of the male priests of Christianity to their god, and 
that of the priestesses of Avalon, particularly the Lady and chief priestess, to 
the Goddess. In a very special way, the Lady 'was not only the priestess of the 
Goddess, but incorporated the Goddess within herself in a way the man-
priests of male gods could never know or understand' {231}. Morgaine 
explains the relationship thus: 'The Goddess is one - Mary the Virgin, the 
Great Mother, the Hunfress ... and I have a part in her greatness' {210}. 
The unity of the Goddess, in her many manifestations and under her 
many names, is crucial to this novel. Indeed, so too is the unity of the gods. 
In the world of Avalon 'there is room enough for many Gods and many 
Goddesses' {14}. It is a 'world of many fruths', a world 'ruled by the Goddess 
and the Horned One, her consort {15}. In The Mists of Avalon the Horned One, 
whose image and symbol is the stag, has a crucial role to play in the king 
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making ceremonies for Arthur. In this ritual the young king becomes the 
Horned One, who must defeat his rival the King Stag. The blood of the King 
Stag must be spilled to nourish the earth. The 'King Stag must die to feed the 
life of [the Goddess'] Dark Son' {202}. 
Morgaine, priestess of Avalon, incarnates the Goddess in this rite, and 
joins with the Horned One to conceive a child who will become the next king 
and Horned One. In this ritual the Goddess is seen to participate in both life 
and death. She 'is not only the Great Mother of Love and Birth, she is also the 
Lady of Darkness and Death ... the Morrigan, the messenger of sfrife, the 
Great Raven' {156}. 
After Arthur's union with the Goddess, incarnated as Morgaine, the 
Lady of the Lake presents the young king with the sacred regalia, the sword, 
the cup and the platter. The cup, or Grail, is a symbol of the Goddess' powder, 
love and fullness and, in many w^ays, the Grail and the Goddess are 
inseparable. The Grail, like the Goddess, is a 'messenger of sfrife', responsible 
for the desfruction of the fellowship of the Round Table when the knights set 
off in search of the lost Grail. The Grail is described explicitly as 'the cauldron 
of the Goddess' {246}. As such it becomes the cenfral symbol in the battle for 
supremacy between paganism and Christianity. The Grail is, as it has always 
been, an elusive symbol. In the first public appearance, and the ultimate 
disappearance, of the Grail 
some said that they saw the Holy Chalice borne round the room by a 
maiden clothed in shimmering white; others said that they heard a 
great rushing wind fill the hall, and a sound of many harps. ... The 
chalice, some said later, was invisible; others said that it shone like a 
great star {888}. 
As Morgaine invites people to drink from the Grail, she whispers 
'[d]rink. This is the Holy Presence' {888}. These words of the priestess are 
reminiscent of those used by christian priests in their eucharistic ritual. 
The wise women of Avalon, dedicated to the service of the Goddess, 
are named as priestesses, although the skills they have developed are those 
more fraditionaUy associated with witches. These include a knowledge of 
herbs and healing, the ability to foretell and to influence the future and the 
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courageous choice of an independent way of life. In The Mists of Avalon, as in 
Sir Perceval of Galles, the term 'witch' is used negatively and even Viviane 
knows that Morgaine will 'come to be shunned as a witch, and despised' {147} 
for using her gift of 'the Sight {147}. This Sight, which resembles the 
'bethinking' skill demonsfrated by Tory in The Ancient Future: The Dark Age 
and Ann's ability to understand the sense of words spoken in an unfamiliar 
language in Amazon, is a gift which the priestesses employ in the service of the 
Goddess. 
The practice of psychic skills, magic and ritual is the province of the 
priestesses/witches of Avalon, but a belief in magic and ritual pervades all of 
the society depicted in The Mists of Avalon. However, where once the 
inhabitants of pagan Britain, of Avalon and of fairy land would have accepted 
magic as an infrinsic part of their individual and communal lives, with the 
spread of Christianity magic is coming to be seen, outside of Avalon, as 
negative, rather than as a power for good. Similarly, the magical, nature 
based rituals of the Goddess are viewed by christians as evil, worthy only of 
desfruction. Even Morgaine is infected, to some degree, by this changing 
consciousness. In the midst of the sacred ritual of union of the Goddess and 
the God at Arthur's king making 
for an instant, some small part of Morgaine ... remarked coldly that she 
certainly must be mad; she, a civilised and educated woman ... here 
painted like a savage and smelling of freshly shed blood, enduring this 
barbarian mummery {204}.!^ 
But 
then it was all gone again, as the full moon, serene and proud, rose over 
the clouds ... Bathed naked in the moonlight, Morgaine felt the light of 
the Goddess sfreaming over her, through her {205}. 
This is the essence of ritual as it is depicted in The Mists of Avalon. Ritual is 
entering into the life of the Goddess, using magic, symbols and spells to 
enhance this oneness with, and participation in, the will of the Goddess. 
Magic has a number of discrete, but interconnected manifestations in 
The Mists of Avalon. There is the simple magic of 'charms and spells' {508}, of 
'magic and sorceries' {382}, which Morgaine describes as the concern of the 
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'village witch ... peddling charms and prophesying boy- or girl-children and 
new lovers for the maidens' {355}. There are the more complex spells, such as 
the magical protection woven by Morgaine into the scabbard for Arthur's 
sword, Excalibur. The work of fashioning the scabbard, of weaving magic 
and symbols into a thing of beauty and power, is both magic and ritual. The 
priestess fasts, the tools are prepared and the work is done in silence. The 
priestess weaves her own blood into the scabbard so that further blood need 
not be shed, a powerful form of sympathetic magic. The priestess uses a bowl 
of water to scry the future and then to weave appropriate spells to avert 
disaster. 
This is the final form which magic takes, that of influencing the future, 
of changing circumstances, of altering reality. The priestess practises this skill 
and learns what rituals to use to enhance her skills, but it is a form of magic 
that pervades all things and can be effected by all. In its most pervasive and 
powerful form this magic can, wittingly or unwittingly, change reality, for it 
is, simply and most profoundly, the power of the will to bend or shape 
reality. 1^  As the Merlin explains to Morgaine: '[t]he views [christians] hold are 
altering this world; not only in the spirit, but on the material plane' for, '[a]s 
men believe, so their w^orld goes' {14}. 
The Mists of Avalon presents the Holy Isle of Avalon as an 'egalitarian 
Eden of the Goddess',^^ and the protagonists sfrive to establish this vision in 
the world outside Avalon. Ultimately, however, their dream is only partly 
successful, for the will and might of pafriarchy and Christianity supersede the 
egalitarian religion of the Goddess and Avalon drifts deep into the mists, 
accessible only to those who believe in it and have the knowledge, the courage 
and the skills to find it. 
Summary 
This is the key message and challenge of all the mafristic romances 
studied in this chapter. It is the challenge to dream of possibilities, to reclaim 
lost knowledge, to re-member a spirituality that is both old and ever new. It is 
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the challenge to follow one's own convictions, to frust one's own wisdom, to 
wield one's own power in the service of the Goddess. Mafristic romances, 
such as the five explored in this chapter, provide a rich source for spiritual 
feminists as they seek to re-member the myths and the rituals of the Goddess 
today. Previous chapters have discussed the role of medieval romances as 
sources for this re-membered spirituality. The way in which these influences 
are being embodied by spiritual feminists in re-membered myths and in their 
ritual expression will be explored in chapter eight. Before that, however, the 
next chapter will focus in more depth on one of the mafristic romances. The 
Mists of Avalon, and its influence on one specific contemporary female reader. 
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ROMANCE LITERATURE AND SPIRITUAL FEMINISM 
Chapter Seven 
Psychoanalysis and The Mists of Avalon 
JTJhe role of fiction in the Women's Liberation Movement since the late 
19605 testifies to the transformative power of texts which raise 
questions of oppression and direct the reader towards new, more radical 
subject positions.^ 
JWe] can look at multiple readings to see how viewers constitute 
(fictional) realities out of the detail of their own constitution as 
subjects, out of the contexts of their viewing, out of the sets of 
relevancies they have available to them at that time.^ 
The previous chapter explored five mafristic romances, identifying in 
them a number of themes and motifs, which also appeared in the medieval 
romances discussed earlier. These include the adventure or quest theme; 
different worlds; nature, the earth and sexuality; goddesses, gods, fairies and 
witches; and magic, ritual and the Grail. This chapter will focus in more detail 
on one of these contemporary romance texts. The Mists of Avalon, undertaking 
a similar psychoanalysis to that applied to Sir Perceval of Galles in chapter five. 
The Mists of Avalon has been selected for further examination because it 'has 
become a cult book, and to some degree, the "cult bible" of many neo-pagan 
groups' and it 'must surely be the most influential Arthurian novel of our 
time'.^ As Jean Shinoda Bolen says, 
[The Mists of Avalon] sfrikes a chord in many women. We feel as if we 
are hearing something about our past about which we have no 
memory, and then when we are reminded, we feel in our bones that it 
is frue. It is like hearing a missing part of our own history.^ 
This chapter will employ feminist psychoanalysis to explore both the 
text and the subtext of The Mists of Avalon in more detail. It will also use 
feminist psychoanalysis to examine the impact which The Mists of Avalon has 
had on me, one specific spiritual feminist reader. The analysis will explore the 
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role of The Mists of Avalon in the way in which I assume alternative subject 
positions in my specific social, historical and spiritual situation and attempt to 
integrate these subject positions in my spiritual journey. 
The diagram below illusfrates the relationships to be considered in this 
chapter. The discussion follow^s a format similar to that used in the 
psychoanalysis of Sir Perceval of Galles in chapter five. There are two main 
sections, one focused on the textual unconscious, the other on the reader's 
unconscious. Each section is divided into three subsections. The first 
subsection in each part looks primarily at the relationship between The Mists of 
Avalon and other romance texts, and also explores briefly other non-textual 
influences and interdependencies. This is followed by a discussion of 
psychoanalytic theory, expanding significantly on that commenced in chapter 
five to encompass the sophistication of, and the influence exerted by. The Mists 
of Avalon. The final subsection in each of the two segments applies this theory 
to the text or to the reader, as appropriate. As in chapter five, the discussion 
will move between the third person, for the psychoanalysis of the text, and the 
first person, in the psychoanalysis of the reader's unconscious.^ 
Pagan myth Medieval 
and ritual • romance 
\ 
Contemporary Spiritual 
reader "^ • feminist m5i:h 
andritual 
/ 
Matristic 
romance 
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Before commencing the discussion of psychoanalysis, a brief survey of 
other relevant studies of The Mists of Avalon will be undertaken, to establish 
the position of the present chapter in relation to the current discourse on this 
significant feminist novel. 
Earlier Studies 
Since the publication of Marion Bradley's The Mists of Avalon in 1982, it 
has been the subject of numerous studies. The majority of this work has been 
undertaken from a contemporary feminist perspective, exploring issues of 
ideology, content, influence, sfructure and genre. This section will focus only 
on those studies of The Mists of Avalon which inform the analysis and 
discussion which follows in this chapter and in chapter eight. 
In The Mists of Avalon, the Arthurian era comes to life for the reader in a 
new and dynamic way. In her creative reinterpretation of the legends of the 
Arthurian era, Bradley has produced a version of the fraditional Arthurian 
tale that is believable, appealing and eminently readable. She has also very 
cleverly encoded in this medieval tale, social and religious tensions which, 
while fictional, are presented realistically. This is one of the appeals of 
Bradley's work for feminist readers, who find in this novel a credible and 
empowering version of the suppression of the ancient religion of the Goddess. 
However, the main atfraction of The Mists of Avalon for feminist readers and 
scholars is not in its medieval history/herstory,^ fictional or otherwise, but in 
the way that it resonates with contemporary issues, and stimulates a critique 
of present day social, political and spiritual paradigms. Jean Shinoda Bolen 
expresses this very clearly: 
the characters in The Mists of Avalon put us in touch with a myth that 
reflects an aspect of human history that is relevant now, because we are 
entering another time of fransition when once again the values of the 
pafriarchy interact and clash with those of a returning goddess 
consciousness and an awareness that the Goddess and woman - in 
moments out of ordinary time - are one and the same.^ 
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Like Bolen, Ann Howey highlights the confribution of works of fiction, 
such as The Mists of Avalon, to the contemporary discourse on feminism as a 
social and political movement. In her study of four feminist rewritings of the 
Arthurian legends, including The Mists of Avalon, Howey (1997) proposes that 
these novels are a very effective means of bringing feminist issues to the 
popular consciousness.^ Howey focuses on the roles of the female 
protagonists, and of communities of women, in each tale. In The Mists of 
Avalon she analyses the way in which the pagan/christian tension is 
developed, with particular reference to the two disparate societies, or worlds, 
in which paganism and Christianity are practised.^ The way in which each 
religion informs, shapes and justifies a very different social and political 
sfructure is clearly identified. Howey believes that readers would experience 
no difficulty in making the link to similar influences and outcomes in their 
own society, and suggests that this is one of the primary confributions of The 
Mists of Avalon to the contemporary spiritual feminist discourse. 
Lee Tobin also identifies the link between the world of The Mists of 
Avalon and that of the contemporary reader. The subtitle of her thesis, 
Arthurian Romance as Cultural Critique (1991), reflects Tobin's understanding of 
the role of texts such as The Mists of Avalon. Tobin suggests that the authors of 
Arthurian romance, be they from the fourteenth century, the Victorian era, or 
the twentieth century - such as Marion Bradley - use their writing as a way of 
critiquing their own imperfect societies.^" In The Mists of Avalon this critique is 
effected very subtly, through confrasting two very different medieval 
societies, rather than through a more obvious analysis of an idealised 
medieval society and an imperfect modern world. As Tobin notes, the society 
of The Mists of Avalon offers women a model of social and political power to 
which they can aspire in their own society. 
In her later study (1993), Tobin, like Bolen and Howey, highlights even 
more clearly the overt confribution of The Mists of Avalon to feminism. Tobin 
focuses on the way that the novel assigns to the female characters both 
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autonomy and authority, which many of the contemporary women who read 
this tale do not possess. She suggests that this is the most significant feminist 
achievement of The Mists of Avalon. Tobin proposes that Bradley created 
oppressive situations for the female protagonists to overcome, 'as a way of 
showing women [readers] how to at least imagine themselves out of their own 
oppressive or nonfulfilling situations'.^^ 
Charlotte Spivack's study of The Mists of Avalon (1987) also identifies the 
empowerment of the female reader as one of the primary confributions made 
by Bradley's novel. Spivack analyses the main female figures in the tale from 
a Jungian perspective, identifying Viviane as the wise woman, Igraine as 
mother, Morgaine as maiden, and Morgause as the dark Goddess. She notes 
that, in these four figures, one encounters 'the goddess manifested in 
convincingly realistic female forms'. Spivack sees the cenfral plot of The Mists 
of Avalon as a 'symbolic quest for identity through the creative fransformation 
of magic ... entirely focused on the feminine'. She suggests that, after reading 
the book, 
we are more aware than ever before of the nature of the feminine which 
the goddess represents ... to read this novel is to imbibe the nature of 
womaiJiood, of being a mother, of loving a man, of being violated, of 
being both a victim and a beneficiary of that very nature of femaleness. 
Above all, Spivack concludes, 'TTze Mists of Avalon addresses the w^oman reader 
as the goddess incarnate'^^ This conclusion will be explored in the analysis 
which follows later in this chapter, focussing on the relationship between the 
text and the reader. 
In her study of the role of Morgan le Fay (Morgaine) in The Mists of 
Avalon, Mary Grey (1992) also discusses the porfrayal of women and the 
Goddess, but from a rather different perspective.^^ Grey's focus is on the link 
between the successful suppression of the religion of the Goddess, as occurs at 
the end of The Mists of Avalon, and the subsequent demonization of women by 
Christianity. Like Spivack, Grey looks at the image of the Goddess represented 
by Morgaine in The Mists of Avalon. She describes Morgaine as Daughter of 
the Lake, Modron, Earth Mother and Morrigan, whose knowledge is 'dark in 
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its depth ... bodily, sexual and erotic ... a dangerous memory'. Grey believes 
that the future of our planet (and, in her framework, of Christianity) lies in 
facilitating the emergence of this 'dangerous memory' of 'the earth's ancient 
rhythms ... the wisdom of herbal lore ... the energy of wind, sun and moon, 
recognising both desfructive and consfructive dimensions' ^^  Grey is not alone 
in this belief: it is the core tenet of contemporary spfritual feminism. 
Carrol Fry (1990) looks at the function of works such as The Mists of 
Avalon in reflecting and shaping contemporary spiritual fronds, that is, in 
eliciting and expressing the 'dangerous memory' of spiritual feminism. In her 
article. Fry explores the way in which The Mists of Avalon was shaped by the 
feminist arm of contemporary paganism, drawing upon it for inspiration and 
subject matter and, in its turn, influencing and shaping the way in which 
feminist paganism is expressed. Fry suggests that, in The Mists of Avalon, 
'Neo-Pagan concepts have been adapted to create a ... frame for fantasy 
fiction'. She further contends that The Mists of Avalon, with its detailed 
descriptions of the years of study undertaken by the priestesses on Avalon -
fraining to achieve precisely those objectives of which Mary Grey writes -
'would make a useful fraining manual for novice Pagans'.^^ In a later article 
on this topic (1993), Fry further explores the interdependent relationship 
between the religion of the Goddess, as depicted in The Mists of Avalon, and 
contemporary spiritual feminist practice. She suggests that the author of The 
Mists of Avalon, Marion Bradley, very effectively combines Arthurian material, 
feminism and the emerging pagan mythology. ^ ^ 
As the majority of these studies have shown, the dominant sfructural 
characteristic of The Mists of Avalon is its juxtapositioning of the two opposing 
religious systems, the mafriarchal Goddess religion of Avalon, and pafriarchal 
Christianity of the world beyond the mists. Sabine Volk-Birke examines the 
sfructure of The Mists of Avalon from a rather different perspective. Her study 
(1990) concenfrates on the narrative sfructure of the novel. She notes that this 
follows a cyclical pattern, mirroring the cyclical way of the priestesses of 
Avalon. 17 The tale returns again and again to Avalon, the spiritual cenfre for 
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the priestesses of the Goddess, before cycling out to the world of the 
Arthurian court and encroaching Christianity. The tale also cycles between 
Morgaine's first person narration, and impersonal, third person narrative. The 
exploration in this thesis of the role of The Mists of Avalon in contemporary 
spiritual feminism also follows a cyclical, or spiral patii, returning repeatedly 
to women's experience as the primary resource for reflection upon, and 
development and integration of, their spirituality. Like The Mists of Avalon, 
this study also cycles between first and third person narrative. 
The next section will move beyond academic analyses of The Mists of 
Avalon, to look briefly at the relationship between this mafristic tale and other 
works of fiction, both those which preceded it, and those which reflect its 
influence. 
Exploring the Textual Unconscious 
Intertexttmlity 
The consfruction of a text does not occur in isolation. Every new text 
reflects the influence, conscious or unconscious, of other texts. '[A]ny text is 
the absorption and fransformation of another'.i^ In some cases the writer 
recognises the influence of other texts, as does Marion Bradley, the author of 
The Mists of Avalon. Bradley acknowledges the influence of a number of texts 
on her writing, including The Tales of King Arthur, the Tales of Prince Valiant, 
James Frazer's The Golden Bough, The Western Mystery Tradition by Christine 
Hartley and Dion Fortune's Avalon of the Heart. In her acknowledgments 
Bradley names as one of her source books Starhawk's The Spiral Dance, which 
she says 'proved invaluable to me in helping deduce much about the fraining 
of a priestess'.i^ She also recognises the influence of, and the support she 
received from, a number of spiritual feminist and neopagan groups in the 
preparation of her novel. 
The relationship between, and the interdependence of, the beliefs and 
practices of spiritual feminists, insfructional works such as that of Starhawk, 
and Bradley's fictional mafristic romance, is complex. As previously noted. 
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Bradley's text was influenced by her interaction with practising spiritual 
feminists and neopagans and by conscious didactic spiritual feminist works 
such as The Spiral Dance. In turn, spiritual feminist readers of Bradley's novel 
reflect the influence of The Mists of Avalon in their developing beliefs and 
practices. The Mists of Avalon provides images, models and metaphors, it 
shapes vague possibilities into concrete realities, it articulates spiritual 
possibilities which, for many women, previously seemed too daring, too 
overwhelming to be spoken. 
The Mists of Avalon has also had an impact on a w^ide range of fiction 
exploring the story of Morgaine, Gwynhwyfar and Arthur, from the serious to 
the frivolous, from the scholarly novel to the comic book. Contemporary 
writers, particularly feminist writers influenced by The Mists of Avalon, are 
reconsfructing the fraditional Arthurian story, rewriting the role of women 
and exploring a variety of spiritual frameworks. These authors share in the 
ongoing process of re-membering, within a spiritual feminist context, the 
myths and rituals which underlie the tale.^o The next section w i^ll focus on the 
theoretical framework within which this process of reconsfruction and 
rewriting occurs, and will provide some pointers for the subsequent 
psychoanalysis of The Mists of Avalon. 
Psychoatmlytic Theory 
As a girl child in contemporary western society develops, she learns to 
embrace the roles ordained for her by phallocenfric society. Freud's 
description of this female developmental process is, alas, aU too accurate.^i As 
Freud observed, for a young girl to assume her place in the male economy, she 
must abandon her attachment to her mother as the all nurturing, all 
embracing, (phallic) female and learn to identify with her mother as the 
submissive, powerless, (casfrated) female.22 Neither of these phallocenfric 
models of motherhood allows for a healthy and empowering mother-daughter 
relationship. 
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In the light of this social and psychological reality of contemporary 
female development. Luce frigaray suggests that there is an urgent need to 
resfructure the mother-daughter relationship, to develop 'a new mode of 
language, in which both mother and daughter can be represented as self-
referential subjects'.23 The emerging Goddess fradition has served as a catalyst 
in the development of alternative models for women, models of womanhood, 
of motherhood and of female relating. The Goddess is not mother-writ-large. 
She is neither the all nourishing, all giving mother, nor is she the compliant, 
submissive mother. The Goddess encourages women to enter into 
relationship with her, not in the guise of either of these unsatisfactory and 
limiting androcenfric mother-daughter models, but as woman to woman, as 
subject to subject, as women who are the active, autonomous subjects of their 
own life stories.^^ This echoes Mary Daly's definition of 're-membering' that is 
of 'healing the dismembered self - the Goddess within women'.^s 
Healing the socially consfructed breach between mother and daughter 
and providing new models of mother to daughter and woman to woman 
relating, models in which the Goddess is cenfral, will facilitate the embrace of 
subject positions for women widely disparate from those described by Freud. 
Increasingly, as women no longer accept male defined, male-referential 
positions, either consciously or unconsciously, the phallic social and spiritual 
economy will be severely disrupted. This is clearly demonsfrated in The Mists 
of Avalon, where the Goddess cenfred priestesses of Avalon, examples of 
frigaray's 'self-referential subjects',26 challenge, disrupt and threaten the 
pafriarchal christian society ruled by king Arthur. 
Psychoanalytic Praxis 
Luce frigaray has suggested that, in their male defined, male-referential 
role, women may function as the unconscious for pafriarchal society. She 
posits that 'if what is repressed is the feminine ... it is possible to regard 
women, not as having an unconscious, but as being it.27 in many ways the 
worlds of the priestesses of the Goddess on the Holy Isle of Avalon, and of the 
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christian monks on the Isle of Priests in The Mists of Avalon, embody frigaray's 
premise about the nature of women and the unconscious. For the 
phallocenfric society of the Isle of Priests, Avalon clearly functions as the 
unconscious, as that which must be denied and repressed. The christian 
monks on the Isle of Priests have chosen a celibate way of life. They 
consciously deny and suppress any emotional or physical relationship with 
women. For these monks, women exist only as temptations and as occasions 
of sin. The monks worship a male god and deny the existence of the Goddess 
except as witch and as demon. 
Despite Viviane's assurance to Morgaine that Avalon 'is more real than 
any other place you have ever seen' {151J,^ ^ the reality of both Avalon and of 
the Goddess is repressed and denied by the priests. This denial creates its 
own reality for, as the Merlin so astutely observes, 'as men believe, so their 
world goes. There are now ... their world of thefr One God and the Christ; 
and beside it and behind it, the world where the Great Mother still rules' {14-
15}. In this framework the Goddess and Avalon have been relegated to the 
shadows, the realm of that which is hidden, repressed, unconscious. 
Avalon functions very differently for the priestesses of the Goddess. It 
is the symbol and repository of their deepest and dearest hopes and dreams. 
Morgaine often speaks longingly of her desire to return to Avalon. Frequently 
she expresses, simultaneously, her anxiety at what she will need to face on her 
return, for Avalon is not a place free from challenge, nor is it a place where 
women can hide from the fruth. Avalon is the site w^here women are 
challenged to explore their full potential, to clarify their insights and to 
deepen their self knowledge. The follow^ing three subsections will explore 
some specific examples of the role of Avalon and of the Goddess in the 
mafristic romance. The Mists of Avalon, and in the lives of the women in the 
text. This analysis will use the same themes as that of chapter five: the 
maternal body, the subject position, and the disruptive feminine. This will be 
followed by an examination of the role of The Mists of Avalon in my own 
spiritual life. 
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The Maternal Body 
Gloria Feman Orenstein notes that '[t]he vision of mafricide, the murder 
of the Goddess, performed by pafriarchal civilizations, lies at the root of 
women's sufferings in all of the cycles [of mafristic romance storytelling]'.29 In 
The Mists of Avalon mafricide is accomplished by the christian priests through 
the suppression and denial of the cenfral beliefs and practices of adherents of 
the Goddess fradition. 
The actual murder of Viviane, Lady of the Lake and ruler of Avalon, 
and the symbolic murder of the Goddess is accomplished by the knight Balin. 
Enraged by the death of his own mother, Priscilla, Balin turns his fury on 
Viviane, who was a friend of Priscilla. At Priscilla's request Viviane provided 
the deadly drug which released her friend from suffering. Balin justifies his 
killing of Viviane thus: she was 'a wricked and evil sorceress' who 'murdered 
my mother', who was 'a good and pious Christian w^oman'. The murder of 
Viviane, the incarnation of the Goddess, is effected by Balin 'in the name of the 
Christ who hates' all such evil women {575-576}. 
Balin's fear of Viviane's power is at the root of his desire to 'purge this 
court of all their evil wizard line' {576}. Priscilla, aided by Viviane, chose to 
end her life rather than continue to suffer. This independent action threatens 
Balin's image of 'good and pious' (passive and submissive) motherhood. His 
fear and anger finds a target in Viviane, who is the embodiment of the 
autonomous mother Goddess. As such, Viviane is the site of the semiotic, that 
repressed, unconfrollable, seemingly illogical realm which threatens the order 
and sfructure of the male symbolic order, represented in the text by the 
christian worlds of Balin's childhood home and of the Arthurian court. 
The semiotic often reveals itself unexpectedly in the text, as when 
Morgaine, in her narration, unintentionally reveals her ambivalence towards 
Viviane, the representative of the Goddess, and Morgaine's adoptive mother. 
Morgaine's love and reverence for both the Goddess and for her earthly 
representative, Viviane, is the principal subplot of the text. However, 
Morgaine deliberately relegates both the Goddess and Viviane to the margins 
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of her life for many years. In their absence they assume an immense 
significance both for Morgaine and for her narration, often breaking through 
unexpectedly, sometimes in dreams or through Morgaine's gift of 'the Sight'. 
When Morgaine saw Viviane before her at Camelot, '"Mother -" she 
stammered, not know^ing w^hether she spoke to Viviane or to the Goddess. 
And then the image wavered and Morgaine knew that Viviane was not there; 
a Sending, no more' {559}. This incident reveals not only the eruption of 
Viviane and the Goddess into Morgaine's consciousness, but also Morgaine's 
identification of her adoptive mother Viviane with the Goddess. 
In The Mists of Avalon it is not only Viviane who is identified with the 
Goddess. All w^omen are invited to wear the face of the Goddess, to share her 
life and her maternal responsibilities. In accepting this responsibility women 
enter into mature relationship with the Goddess and w^ith themselves as her 
embodiment. Thus they satisfy frigaray's call for women to become 'self-
referential subjects'.^" 
The Subject Position 
The Mists of Avalon is written from the perspective of the protagonist, 
Morgaine. She is, in the w^ords of Julia Kristeva, the 'speaking subject'.^^ 
Within the social and spiritual system of Avalon, where Morgaine was reared, 
women assume very different subject positions from those permitted to 
women in the pafriarchal christian society of the Arthurian court. In the 
alternative worlds of the Isle of Avalon and of the Arthurian court the 
possibilities available to women differ dramatically. 
In Avalon the young maidens are encouraged to develop their skills 
wisely, to cultivate wisdom and discernment, to choose their own path and to 
follow it with dedication and courage. Life, for a woman reared in the ways 
of the Goddess in Avalon, is not always easy or comfortable. It is often hard. 
It is often challenging. It is always empowering. 
By confrast, in the society ruled by Arthur, under the guidance of the 
christian priests, women are deemed to be second rate citizens, weak, ignorant 
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and prone to temptation. They must be forever in the care and under the 
protection of a man. Life, for a woman in the pafriarchal society dominated 
by the christian values of the Arthurian court is free from decisions. It is 
predictable. It is disempowering. 
It is not only the range of subject positions available to women in 
Avalon which differentiates it so dramatically from the dominant Arthurian 
society. The philosophical framework of each of the two societies, which 
defines the range of subject positions available to w^omen, reflects 'the nature 
of the god being worshipped and the relationship of that god to the Earth 
[and] either affirms life or courts death [for w^omen]' ^^  Thus, in Avalon where 
the Goddess is worshipped and where the interdependence of the Goddess, 
human beings and the earth is recognised and celebrated, a woman is freated 
with dignity and respect, as the embodiment of the Goddess and as the subject 
of her own life story. 
In sharp confrast, in the pafriarchal society outside Avalon, where the 
deity is believed to be male, independent, detached from the life of this world 
and superior to both human and earth life, the only position permitted a 
woman is to be subject to the human representative of that male deity, that is, 
to be subject to men, as priest, father, husband, brother and son. No other 
position is philosophically or theologically possible. 
In the unfolding of its plots and subplots The Mists of Avalon clearly 
documents these dichotomous ideologies and their implications. The different 
subject positions available to women born and reared in the Arthurian court 
and to the priestesses, both in Avalon and in the world outside of Avalon, 
result from very different ideologies. The confrast between the lives of 
Gwynhwyfar and Morgaine, wife and sister to king Arthur, is self-evident. 
Gwynhwyfar is ill educated and fearful, speaking in 'a small voice', 'a choking 
voice', 'a soft voice' {305-310}. She is the passive subject in her own 
phallocenfric life story. Morgaine is educated and articulate, the narrator of 
the tale, the active subject of her own gynecenfric life story, the epitome of the 
'speaking subject.^ 
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The Disruptive Feminine 
The Mists of Avalon is one of the myriad versions of the tale of Arthur 
and Gwynhwyfar and of the peace achieved by the legendary knights of the 
Round Table. However, The Mists of Avalon differs from most other retellings 
of this Arthurian story which focus on the roles of the king and his knights, for 
The Mists of Avalon not only offers its female protagonists a range of subject 
positions, it also 'seeks to reinscribe power for female characters' and to 
'decenter' the 'pafriarchal Christian fradition'.^ 
There are a number of clearly defined, very powerful female characters 
who rupture the familiar fabric of the fraditional tale by disrupting the world 
of the Arthurian court. The role of Morgaine, in other versions the wicked 
Morgan le Fay, is cenfral to this mafristic romance. While Morgan le Fay has 
always been a disruptive character in the Arthurian tale through her evil 
ways, the disruption wrought by Morgaine in The Mists of Avalon is a product, 
not of wickedness, but of femaleness. As the chief protagonist, as a woman, as 
a priestess of the Goddess, as the sister to the king and as the mother to 
Arthur's son, Morgaine disrupts and threatens the stability and security of the 
androcenfric christian court. Morgaine, Viviane and the priestesses of Avalon 
live their lives largely outside the consfraints of the male symbolic order. As 
sfrong independent women they both embody and signify the ancient 
prechristian Goddess. 
In The Mists of Avalon Viviane, as the hereditary Lady of the Lake, is the 
custodian of the Holy Regalia of Britain, bestowed on the reigning monarch in 
token of his (sic) commitment to honour and protect the ancient religion of the 
land. The tale cenfres around the growing conflict between Christianity and 
the religion of the Goddess. As Christianity waxes in the Arthurian reabn, the 
king's priestly advisers seek to remove the monarch from the influence of 
paganism. They are implacably opposed to the role of the king as protector of 
the ancient religion of the Goddess and see Morgaine, Viviane and the 
priestesses of Avalon as dangerous and disruptive. 
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In Avalon the priestesses are taught to see themselves as sfrong, as 
sacred, as the embodiment of the Goddess. Far from the submission expected 
of women in the royal court, the priestesses of Avalon are encouraged and 
expected to develop their skills and confidence that they might assume their 
Goddess ordained role as the arbiters of their own destinies, within the 
overarching framework of oneness with the Goddess and all life. They come 
to understand that to be a woman is to share in the life of the Goddess. They 
learn that sexual union is participation in the power, pleasure and fertility of 
the Goddess. They are women who are defined, and who define themselves, 
in very different ways from those ordained for women in the christian 
phallocenfric economy of the Arthurian court. When a woman who has been 
reared according to the values of Avalon ventures into the world outside the 
Holy Isle, her very presence and her demeanour disrupt, either consciously or 
unconsciously, her new social environment. This is most evident in the case of 
Morgaine, who does not and cannot conform to the male ordained female role. 
Gwenhwyfar, in confrast to the priestesses of Avalon, is the epitome of 
misogynistic values. She has been taught that, as a woman, she is weak, 
powerless and sinful. She is allowed no role in society save that of wife and 
mother. In this context her inability to bear a living child renders her life 
worthless. Gwynhwyfar has learned to fear her own sexuality and to see her 
body as imperfect and dangerous. However, far from supporting the values 
of the male social order, the description of Gwrynhwyfar's upbringing and 
limited options, coming as it does immediately after the description of the 
fraining of the priestesses of Avalon, appears unnatural and stifling. The text 
thus effectively disrupts and decenfres the 'normal' role of women in the 
world of the Arthurian court.^ 
It is from within the empowering framework of Avalon's teachings that 
Morgaine's most serious threat of disruption to the dominant christian male 
social order emerges. When Morgaine assumes the role of the Goddess at 
Arthur's consecration ritual, she participates in sexual union with the young 
king, her brother. This is one of the many pagan rituals which the priests are 
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endeavouring to suppress. The fruit of this ritual union is the child Gwydion, 
only heir to the throne of Arthur, who will grow to challenge and desfroy both 
his father and the unity of the Arthurian kingdom. 
One of the sacred objects which constitute the Holy Regalia of Britain is 
the cup of the Goddess, the cauldron of Ceridwen. This cup is the symbol 
which not only disrupts, but effects the desfruction of, the fellowship of the 
Round Table. When the Merlin allows the christian priests to use the cup of 
the Goddess on their altar, Morgaine and the senior priestess. Raven, 
intervene to prevent what they perceive to be its defilement. They employ all 
thefr magical sfrength to send the sacred cup out of the earthly world and into 
the safety of Avalon. As the knights witness the disappearance of the cup, one 
by one they vow to set out in search of it, if it takes until the end of their lives. 
This quest effectively signals the end of the unity of the Arthurian Round 
Table, 
This final act of power and of disruption causes the death of the 
priestess. Raven, when 'all her own sfrength poured out selflessly to 
sfrengthen Morgaine in the work of the Goddess ... and then, that sfrength 
withdrawn, her life had gone with i t {891}. It is the culmination of her life in 
the service of the Goddess and of her rejection of Christianity. In the sacred 
confines of Avalon Raven had dedicated herself to the Goddess with a vow of 
silence, rejecting not only the social and religious systems of the court, but also 
the logocenfrism of the pafriarchal social order, choosing instead to enter, 
symbolically, a prelinguistic semiotic state.^^ Raven's active passivity 
threatens the dominance of the male symbolic order.^^ Avalon, here 
represented by Raven, thus serves, simultaneously, to empower women and 
to challenge and disrupt, both covertly and overtly, consciously and 
unconsciously, the dominant pafriarchal social and spiritual order. 
Just as Avalon, in The Mists of Avalon, is a site of empowerment and 
disruption, in my own life The Mists of Avalon has been, and continues to be, 
an empowering, challenging and disruptive influence. The next section will 
depth the multifaceted role of The Mists of Avalon in my spiritual life. 
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Exploring tlte Reader's Unconscious 
Intertextiuility 
1 first read The Mists of Avalon in the summer of 1989. At the time I was 
living and studying in England. I had spent the spring fravelling with two 
young women friends, showing them places of beauty and of legend. We 
visited Stonehenge. We walked the circle of stones and the long avenue at 
Avebury. We stayed in Glastonbury, where we climbed the Tor, sipped water 
from Chalice Well, visited the Abbey and the graves of Arthur and 
Gwynhwyfar. We saw the circle of the King's Men standing stones. At 
Tintagel we sat on the headland and let our imaginations people the landscape 
with figures from tales of long ago. It was a magical time for me, a time to 
enter into history and legend, a time to speculate on older religious beliefs and 
practices, a time to enjoy the company of other women. We talked endlessly 
about our lives, about our hopes and our dreams. We asked questions: about 
the meaning of life and of our own lives; about religion and its relevance for 
us; about the forms of religion and spirituality we encountered on our 
journey. 
Upon returning home to Cambridgeshire I bought a copy of The Mists of 
Avalon - a book I had been meaning to read for a number of years - and read it 
almost non-stop for three days. My reading was heavily influenced by the 
events and fravels of recent weeks. As I read Morgaine's story it became my 
story, the places she visited merged with the places I had seen. Morgaine's 
questions became my questions, her lessons my lessons. 
I first encountered the tale of Sir Perceval of Galles in 1986 as background 
reading for my study of a range of medieval literature. I did not revisit the 
tale of Acheflour and Perceval until 1993 when I was searching for 
appropriate medieval texts for this thesis, and I recalled the simplicity, beauty 
and latent spirituality of the story. In refrospect, I can see that Sir Perceval of 
Galles was one among many medieval tales which shaped that very special 
holiday journey of spring 1989. It was romances such as Sir Perceval of Galles 
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which gave me my love of, and fascination w^ith, the legends and landscapes 
of the Arthurian period and of early paganism. 
Since the first reading of each of these two romance texts I have reread 
them countless times, sometimes logically and sequentially, at other times 
dipping into a text in search of a specific pericope. My ongoing reading of 
each text has been influenced by insights from the other text. I 'read into' or 
'read out of The Mists of Avalon themes from Sir Perceval of Galles and vice versa. 
I have also read a large number of other romances, both medieval and 
mafristic, and these readings have influenced my further readings of both Sir 
Perceval of Galles and The Mists of Avalon. In addition, my participation in 
rituals and stories of the Goddess has shaped the meaning I find in these two 
tales, while my ongoing association with the two texts is reflected in the 
rituals I share and the stories I tell. The process of reading, reflection, action 
and integration is a spiral one, ever cfrcling back on itself to seek deeper 
expressions of meaning for my own life. Thus, in the analysis of the role of 
The Mists of Avalon in my spiritual life to be undertaken in this chapter this 
complex network of relationships must be acknowledged. The diagram on 
page 177 to be discussed in detail in the following section, captures the 
essence of these relationships. 
Psychoatmlytic Theory 
Chapter five of this thesis included a discussion of psychoanalytic 
theory as it related to the exploration of the reader's unconscious undertaken 
in that chapter. In the current section this theoretical discussion will be 
expanded to provide some pointers for the further psychoanalysis of the 
reader which follows. 
Luce frigaray posited that women may not have an unconscious, but 
may function as the unconscious for a phallocenfric society. That is, for the 
effective functioning of the male symbolic order the semiotic, identified in 
society with woman, must be repressed. This enforced repression applies to 
all that would render women 'unfeminine', that is, unsubmissive. 
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independent, sfrong, untameable: precisely those things which would 
constitute a whole, free, empowered woman, a woman who could threaten the 
underlying premises and 'phallusies' of phallocenfric society. 
The release of these characteristics of women from repression would 
generate a powerful eruption, with the potential not only to disrupt the male 
symbolic order, but also to disrupt women's lives, collectively and 
individually. In chapter five it was posited that 
for a woman, the unconscious may be simply another level of her 
conscious, rather than the repository of that which must be repressed 
because it is threatening and potentially unconfrollable. That is, for a 
woman, the only threat which her unconscious poses is that of greater 
knowledge of herself, threatening only because of the challenge this 
brings to live in accordance with that knowledge. While 
acknowledging and exploring a woman's unconscious can disrupt her 
life ... this disruption is but a frigger for greater self knowledge and 
closer identification with the fruth.^^ 
What, then, is the relationship between a woman's conscious and her 
unconscious? What form does the exploration of a woman's unconscious take? 
How can a woman integrate this potentially disruptive expanded self 
knowledge into her life? 
It may be possible to use the cenfral image of The Mists of Avalon as a 
model for the relationship between a woman's conscious and her unconscious. 
The Isle of Avalon and the Isle of the Priests exist simultaneously. They 
occupy the same site, separated only by the mists. The notion of moving from 
one world to the other, through the mists, could be regarded as a metaphor for 
woman's moving to a more profound level of fruth or self know^ledge. That is, 
for a woman the relationship of conscious to unconscious is not a hierarchical, 
linear one, with the conscious (confrolled, confroUable) above the unconscious 
(unconfrolled, unconfrollable), but is contiguous, with the two side by side, 
separated only by a symbolic wall of mist. 
This image can be refined further, incorporating Luce frigaray's 
recurring image of two lips which endlessly touch and retouch each other, 
frigaray challenged the Freudian, phallocenfric understanding of sex. 
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sexuality and language, depicting female experience/s - like women's 
subjectivity - as plural, relational, contiguous, fluid and diffuse. She 
suggested that woman's sexuality, her language, and her very being are 
reflected and signified by the contiguity of her sex organs, through which 
woman keeps 'in contact with herself ... retouches herself constantly ... returns 
to it... only to set out again from another point.^^ By utilising this imagery, it 
is possible to see a woman's conscious and her unconscious (the two sides of 
the mist) as two lips, constantiy caressing, communicating and affirming each 
other. The multiplicity of significance to be found in the image of the two lips 
- the sexual and the speaking - in frigaray's work is not accidental, frigaray 
believes that, for w^omen, there are intimate links between experience and 
articulation. 
It was proposed earlier that the process of reading, reflection, action 
and integration is a spiral one, constantly drawing on itself to seek deeper 
expressions of meaning, frigaray's image of woman's constantiy returning to 
herself also suggests a spiral movement. The ribbed cowrie shell, an ancient 
symbol of the Goddess, with its two lips and its spiral pattern, is a particularly 
Pagan m j ^ Medieval 
and rittial • romance 
Spiritual 
feminist raytii 
andritual 
Matristic 
romance 
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appropriate representation and symbol of this process.^o xhe diagram above 
superimposes the ribbed cowrie shell on the core diagram used in this thesis. 
This composite diagram depicts the process by which the female reader 
engages with romance texts and with spiritual feminist myths and rituals. 
This engagement is a spiral one whereby the reader 'retouches herself 
constantiy' as she integrates each new reading, each new reflection, into 
herself and draws upon this to inform further reading and reflection. The two 
lips of the shell symbolise the contiguity of the woman's conscious and her 
unconscious, as well as the unity of woman's physical, sexual, sensual self and 
her speaking, reflecting, expressive self. 
The next section will employ psychoanalysis to explore the impact of 
the text on the reader's unconscious in the act of reading. The text is the 
twentieth century novel The Mists of Avalon and, once again, I am the reader of 
the text. The analysis will demonsfrate the spiral model, proposed above, in 
process. 
Psychoatmlytic Praxis 
Chapter five explored the counterfransference process which occurs in 
the interaction between text and reader, specifically in relation to the medieval 
romance text Sir Perceval of Galles. The psychoanalysis of me, as the reader, to 
be undertaken here, will further explore this counterfransference process as it 
occurs in reading the mafristic romance text The Mists of Avalon. It is 
anticipated that this psychoanalytic process will provide valuable insights into 
the role of The Mists of Avalon in my own spiritual life. 
This psychoanalysis of the reader, like that undertaken in chapter five, 
will follow a loosely sfructured format, using the three themes employed 
above, the maternal body, the subject position and the disruptive feminine. 
As in chapter five, the discussion will be allowed to flow naturally, weaving 
back and forth to create a thematic spiral around the reader. 
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The Text Reads the Reader 
As an infant, like all infants, my passage from the semiotic to the 
symbolic order was effected by the renunciation of my primary object of 
desire, the maternal body. This renunciation of the mother is not only a 
psychological process in pafriarchal western society, it is also a social, 
historical, religious and literary reality, characterised by the renunciation and 
denigration of all things female. The renunciation of the sacred maternal 
body, the Goddess, in favour of a male deity, is particularly poignant for 
women. To cite, once again, Orenstein's words: 'the murder of the Goddess ... 
lies at the root of women's sufferings in all of the cycles [of mafristic romance 
storytelling]'.41 As an infant girl and later as an adult woman, as is common to 
all women, my desire for the maternal body remained, endlessly unsatisfied. 
As I explored the mafristic romance The Mists of Avalon it, in turn, 
explored my unconscious, revealing the depth of my unsatisfied desfre both 
for the renounced maternal body of the semiotic order and for the suppressed 
sacred maternal body of the Goddess. This desire was manifest in a number 
of ways. For many years I had felt a deep sense of unease about the 
relationship between pafriarchal religious sfructures and androcenfric, often 
misogynistic, social systems. I found myself becoming increasingly 
dissatisfied with the philosophy, the theology, the language and the ritual 
expression of Christianity. I experienced a growling sense of not belonging to 
the christian fradition. I felt as if the cenfral core of my being was empty, as if 
there was no reference point upon which to draw for meaning, sustenance and 
empowerment. I felt a lack, but I did not know what was missing. I desfred 
something more, yet I did not know what it was that I desired. 
The Mists of Avalon named this desire for me, gave me the means to 
satisfy it and, simultaneously, intensified my desire. As I read the tale of the 
priestesses of Avalon and their life in service of the Goddess, I came to 
understand that it was the Goddess whom I desired. I knew that in her was 
the answer to my dissatisfaction with pafriarchal religion. As I entered into 
the world of female ritual and symbol porfrayed in The Mists of Avalon, I saw 
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the means to express my hitherto unsatisfied desire for the Goddess. As I was 
drawn deeper into the lives of Morgaine, Viviane and the priestesses, my 
yearning for the Goddess grew deeper and more focussed. Thus, the novel 
functioned as the catalyst for my movement from pafriarchal religion to the 
fradition of the Goddess. The philosophy, the thealogy, the language and the 
ritual expression of the Goddess fradition porfrayed in The Mists of Avalon 
combined to provide a cenfre upon which my spiralling, questing, desirous 
self could draw, and to which it could return. It was not, however, just a 
simple matter of filling a void or of satisfying a desire, but rather of bringing 
into the light that which had been hidden from conscious sight. The Mists of 
Avalon did not offer easy answers from outside. It facilitated the discovery of 
answers which, I came to see, were already present within myself, answers 
which had been relegated to the realm of my unconscious by the dictates of 
pafriarchy and which carried with them the potential for greater self 
knowledge. 
The Mists of Avalon challenged me to reevaluate my relationship to the 
maternal body, symbolised by the Goddess.^^ n encouraged me to develop a 
relationship to the Goddess, not of infantile dependence, but as woman to 
woman, as subject to subject. This newly developed relationship to the 
Goddess is not a return to the semiotic, presymbolic identification with the 
maternal body of infancy. It is a relationship of mutuality, of reciprocity, of 
the-Goddess-in-me and me-in-the-Goddess. In The Mists of Avalon Morgaine 
experiences the Goddess 'sfreaming over, through her ... she was Morgaine no 
more, she was nameless, priestess and maiden and mother ... the Goddess 
surged inside her, body and soul' {205J.43 Morgaine comes to know that she is 
one with the Goddess, that the Goddess lives within her. She also learns that 
she is separate from the Goddess, 'a vessel of power and not the power itself, 
that the power itself came from the Goddess' {227}. As I explored Morgaine's 
relationship to the Goddess I was reminded often of the words of Starhawk 
when asked what the Goddess is for her: 'When I feel weak, she is someone 
who can help and protect me. When I feel sfrong she is the symbol of my own 
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power'.44 In my own life this knowledge came slowly, but surely, as I read The 
Mists of Avalon. It came, not as information imparted externally, but as a fruth 
emerging from within myself, as something familiar, yet hitherto unexplored. 
I reflected on this emerging knowledge of the-Goddess-in-me and me-
in-the-Goddess and found it to be frue. Carol Christ, commenting on 
Starhawk's words above, notes that '[t]heologians might call these the words 
of a sloppy thinker. But my deepest intuition tells me that they contain a 
wisdom that Western theological thought has lost'.^^ My own intuition told 
me that what I was discovering in my own life was both authentic and valid. 
As I came to know the Goddess I felt a sense of w^holeness, of completion. As 
I followed Morgaine's experiences, as I learned with her not only that all 
people are 'under the domain of the Goddess and without her beneficent 
mercy none of us could draw a living breath', but also that 'I am she', I was 
empowered to frust my intuition and to know that I, too, am a vessel of power 
{460, 783}. 
With this knowledge came the courage to explore the seemingly radical 
thoughts and questions which w^ere erupting from my unconscious. If, I 
found myself asking, I am one with the Goddess, if I bear 'the face of the 
Goddess', if she surges inside me 'body and soul', must not my body be sacred 
as the body of the Goddess is sacred? {717, 205}. The notion of honouring 'the 
Goddess of the Beltane fires' through sexual intercourse both shocked and 
confronted me {21}. It challenged me to reevaluate my pafriarchally instilled 
understanding of my female body and of sexuality. It encouraged me to 
follow the dictates of my unconscious and to move from the attitude of 
Christianity, which sees the coming together of unmarried women and men as 
'lust and wickedness', to that of Avalon, whereby women and men 'attuned to 
the greater tides of life and eternity ... give themselves up to the will of the 
Goddess' {376, 374-375}. 
My understanding of, and relationship to, the body of the Goddess was 
also manifested in a deepening understanding of the earth body. I had always 
felt a deep connection to the earth and to nature, while being simultaneously 
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ambivalent about this relationship. On the one hand my body and my 
emotions assured me that the sacred is present in nature. On the other hand, 
my mind, and my fraditional duatistic understanding of the nature of reality, 
told me that my experience of the sacred in nature was of a lesser order and 
belonged to the realm of matter, rather than spirit. 
As I read The Mists of Avalon I came to see the fallacy of this dichotomy. 
The image of the sacred groves where 'the old ways are done as they have 
been done from the beginning of the world', of 'the earth as ... mother' and of 
the eternal female connection to the tides and cycles of the moon all found an 
echo in my experience, in my memory and in my body {728}. The Mists of 
Avalon challenged me to live, like the priestesses of Avalon, in accordance 
with the knowledge that the earth is sacred, is the body of the Goddess.^^ 
The desire I had long felt, and had dismissed as naive and simplistic, to 
ritualise and to celebrate the sacredness of nature, was validated by The Mists 
of Avalon. As I read this mafristic romance I was challenged to enter ever more 
deeply into the beauty, mystery and power of nature. I was encouraged to 
create rituals to celebrate and to acknowledge the Goddess and her role in the 
seasons of the earth and of my life. Like Morgaine and the priestesses of 
Avalon I sought the company of other women for this w^ork. I established a 
women's ritual circle which met to celebrate the cycles of nature and of our 
lives as women. Always the model of the rituals of Avalon inspired me. 
This ritual circle provided me, and all the women involved, with the 
opportunity to share the role of priestess, an opportunity rarely afforded to 
women in contemporary western society. Unlike many fraditional religions. 
Goddess circles are not sfructured hierarchically, for '[t]here is no vertical 
hierarchy in a circle'.^7 In our ritual circle leadership was shared by all the 
women. We each experienced the full range of possible subject positions. 
Thus, just as the fradition of the Isle of Priests in The Mists of Avalon, as 
expressed in contemporary Christianity, offers me no acceptable subject 
position, the Goddess fradition of the Isle of Avalon, as encapsulated in the 
women's ritual circle, offers me a number of empowering subject positions.*^ 
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Not all the women in The Mists of Avalon participate in the life and 
fradition of the Goddess. As I read the text and entered into the Hves of the 
female protagonists, I was constantly disfressed and angered by the porfrayal 
of Gwynhwry^far. She is depicted as a foolish, obsessive woman, blindly and 
fearfully obeying the dictates of the christian priests. My anger at 
Gwynhwyfar appeared to be out of all proportion. I felt threatened by her. It 
was only when I read the words of Marion Bradley that I was able to identify 
the source of my unease. Bradley says: 'A lot of people have criticized 
Gwynhwyfar in The Mists of Avalon because she is a very conventional w^oman 
... And I look at Gwynhwyfar and think, "My God, I could have ended up like 
that myself, an absolute idiot. "^ ^ I suddenly realised I, too, could have ended 
up like Gwynhwyfar, corvforming to male ordained subject positions, as 
advocated by ordained christian males, if I had not found the Goddess 
fradition. It is as if my unconscious saw reflected in Gwynhwyfar the 
potential for disempow^erment in my own life, and sought to remind me of 
this threat. 
fri many w^ays the threat which Gwynhwyfar poses for me is 
exceedingly subtie. She is the archetypical woman, in search of fulfilment 
through motherhood. She is gentle, meek, reverent, beautiful and feminine. 
She embodies the pafriarchal ideal of womanhood in which I was reared. 
While intellectually I know that this is not an ideal which benefits women, it is 
easy to succumb to the lure of the image to which I was taught to aspire. It is 
easy to feel a sense of identity with Gwynhwyfar. 
When I encountered the Goddess in my first reading of The Mists of 
Avalon, I also experienced a sense of identity, a feeling of homecoming. What 
I read both articulated and confirmed my own experience of womanhood. I 
saw that the Goddess affirms and empowers women. I basked in the 
knowledge that, as a woman, I share in her sacrality. Yet I was conscious that 
the text also contains incidents and descriptions of the Goddess which jarred 
on me. In repeated readings I sought firstly to ignore, and later to identify the 
reasons for, my sense of unease. 
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Finally I was forced to confront the disturbing fact that the benevolent 
mother Goddess whom I saw in the tale differs significantiy from the Goddess 
as she is actually depicted in the text. In my delighted entry into the world of 
female ritual and symbol in The Mists of Avalon I chose to ignore what every 
priestess of Avalon knows, that the Goddess 'is not only the great Mother of 
Love and Birth, she is also the Lady of Darkness and Death' {156}. In my 
meetings with Viviane and Morgaine in the text, I denied and subverted those 
characteristics they manifested which did not accord with my idealised view 
of sacred womanhood. I glossed over Morgaine's sfruggles with her 
'smoldering anger' {211} at Viviane for the way in which she manipulated 
Morgaine's life in the service of the Goddess. I ignored the many times 
Morgaine fought against the will of the Goddess and the decrees of Viviane. I 
would not allow questions about the all too human failings of the female 
protagonists to surface. 
However, my unconscious would not allow me to continue in this 
selective interpretation. I was challenged by the painful and sobering 
realisation that my interpretation of the Goddess, and of the priestesses who 
served her, reflected a socially consfructed, stereotypical femininity rather 
than an honest and holistic femaleness. I came to understand that I was still 
caught in the dualistic framework of contemporary western pafriarchal 
society, whereby women were afforded only two choices of subject position, 
that of the virgin or that of the whore. Despite all the textual evidence to the 
confrary I had assigned the Goddess and her priestesses the resfrictive role of 
(symbolic) virgin. 
This knowledge was profoundly disfressing and severely disrupted the 
safe, warm and comfortable relationship I had forged with the Goddess in my 
initial readings. I had believed that I was in a relationship of mutuality, of 
reciprocity, of the-Goddess-in-me and me-in-the-Goddess. In reality the 
image I had of the Goddess was limited and reflected the sfrictures of a 
socially consfructed maternity and femininity, which required her to be 
constantly supportive, nurturing and affirming. 
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This realisation was not the only disruption caused in my life by The 
Mists of Avalon. The counterfransference process wrought on me by the text 
forced me to acknowledge that I could not relegate the Goddess only to the 
gentle, feminine aspect of my life. In choosing the Goddess I was choosing an 
all embracing framework for my life. I learned what Viviane, Morgaine and 
the other priestesses of Avalon knew: that the Goddess is a demanding 
misfress, that she requires her followers to assume responsibility for their lives 
and their actions and that adherence to her laws cannot be half hearted or 
confined, but will pervade all aspects of a woman's life. In her role as the 
Lady of the Lake, Viviane finds that 'under the mantle of the Goddess [is not] 
only power, [but also] unending sacrifice and suffering' {23}, and she teaches 
the priestesses that 'it is no easy thing to serve the will of Ceridwen [who] is 
also the Morrigan, the messenger of sfrife' {156}. 
Facing the challenges thrown up by my unconscious and making a 
conscious commitment to the Goddess stimulated monumental changes in my 
life. My life was disrupted by challenges and calls to action, which emerged 
without conscious volition, as if from a bubbling cauldron - and, perhaps, this 
image has emerged from my unconscious also, for the cauldron is a symbol of 
the Goddess, of birth and of wisdom. I could not follow the Goddess and turn 
a blind eye to the pressing social issues around me. Like Viviane I found 
myself concerned not only w^ith my own inner life, but also with the life of the 
society in which I live. My commitment to the Goddess demanded expression 
in the concrete realities of my life. Previously, my personality and my life 
choices had allowed me to live a spiritual life isolated from the harsh practical 
realities of human existence. 
Now, however, this is not possible. Today, not only do I express a 
theoretical commitment to social justice and equity, I also actively work 
towards and promote these values in my personal and professional lives. Not 
only do I believe in the sacredness of each woman as the embodiment of the 
Goddess, I also facilitate educational and experiential programs to share and 
explore this understanding with other women. Not only do I celebrate and 
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ritualise my connection to nature, I also expend time, money and energy in 
protecting and restoring the environment, planting frees, clearing noxious 
weeds, removing rubbish. 
My life has been significantiy disrupted by the reality of the Goddess of 
The Mists of Avalon, the Goddess whom my unconscious challenged me to 
meet, the Goddess who is not only the giver of life, of joy and of hope but also 
the harbinger of death, of pain and of sfruggle. 
Sumnmn/ 
This chapter has explored both the textual and the reader's 
unconscious. It has identified the role of the mafristic romance The Mists of 
Avalon in the life of one spiritual feminist, myself. This analysis parallelled 
that of chapter five, which explored the impact of the medieval romance Sir 
Perceval of Galles on my spiritual life. The role of both the medieval and the 
mafristic romance was shown to be similar, with each text challenging me to 
assume more radical social and spiritual subject positions and each providing 
models for me to follow^. 
This thesis posits that the impact of romance literature on spiritual 
feminism is not limited to its role in the lives of individual women, but that it 
has a wider dimension. The themes, the images and the models found in 
romance literature, both medieval and mafristic, are being used by spiritual 
feminists as they develop a spiritual framework for today. Accordingly, the 
next chapter will look at the role of romance literature in the reconsfruction 
and re-membering of myths and rituals as expressions of, and vehicles for, 
spiritual feminism. 
4 
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Chapter Eight 
Romance, Ritual and Re-membered Myth 
There was a time when you were not a slave, remember that. You 
walked alone, full of laughter, you bathed bare-bellied. You say you 
have lost all recollection of it, remember ... you say there are no words to 
describe it, you say it does not exist. But remember. Make an effort to 
remember. Or, failing that, invent.^ 
Re-membering 1: Re-calling the Original intuition of integrity; 
healing the dismembered Self - the Goddess within women; Re-calling 
the Primordial connections/conversations among women, animals, and 
Other Elemental beings 2: Realizing the power to See and to Spell out 
connections among apparently disparate phenomena: Spinning, 
Creating.^ 
In earlier chapters a number of themes and motifs common to both 
medieval and matristic romance were identified. These themes include the 
quest for identity or self knowledge, often couched in an adventure 
framework; the different worlds in which this quest occurs; the relationship 
between nature, the earth and sexuality; sacred or magical beings, including 
goddesses, gods, fairies and witches; and magic, ritual and the Grail. The 
basic premise of this thesis is that these themes and motifs are also central to, 
and shape, the rituals and the myths through which spiritual feminists are re-
membering and recreating their spirituality today. 
Lyime Hume notes that an increasing nimiber of people are seeking 'a 
spirituality which fires the emotions, satisfies the intellect and addresses a 
deeply felt need for fantasy, play and the acting out of mythologies'.^ Hume 
also discusses the influence, and the role, of fantasy in contemporary 
spirituality.^ Spiritual feminism, and its attendant ritual, draws upon 
elements of romance and fantasy and provides an avenue for satisfying 
contemporary spiritual needs. In this chapter one spiritual feminist ritual will 
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be examined in detail. The exploration will identify the occurrence of the 
themes and motifs listed above in this ritual, and will discuss the links 
between romance literature and romance as it is enacted in spiritual feminist 
ritual. 
Spiritual feminist rituals, like spiritual feminists themselves, vary 
greatly. There are, however, significant commonalities. To reiterate: spiritual 
feminists are women who are committed to the all embracing, self sufficient 
Goddess, value women's empowerment, practise ritual and /o r magic, revere 
nature and work for justice for all life. In a similar vein, spiritual feminist 
ritual may be defined as ritual which empowers women, employs magic to 
bring about personal or social change, reveres nature and uses female images 
and metaphors for the divine. 
These core components are woven into a ritual framework that is both 
flexible and familiar. The majority of spiritual feminist rituals include the 
following elements or motifs in some form, although their order may vary 
according to group preference or convention: welcome, discussion of the 
purpose of the ritual, purification and /or blessing, casting the circle, the 
Charge of the Goddess, drawing down the moon (in full moon rituals), 
meditation or visualisation, magical work, raising energy, sharing ritual food 
and/or drink, opening the circle.^ The spiritual feminist group whose full 
moon ritual is the focus of this chapter incorporates all of these elements in a 
ritual stiucture which is both tiue to the tradition of Goddess centred rituals 
and reflects the beliefs and philosophy of the members of the group. The full 
moon ritual is a clear example of the spiritual feminist tradition and an 
excellent subject for discussion in this chapter. However, it was not created 
for scholarly analysis, or to validate this thesis, but as part of the ongoing 
ritual life of a group of Brisbane women. 
Following the pattern established in chapters five and seven, this 
chapter will incorporate an analysis of the impact which participation in this 
spiritual feminist ritual had on me. This discussion will provide an 
opporturuty for me to reflect on my role as the protagonist in my own 
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personal spiritual journey, undertaken in the ritual. It will also allow for 
reflection on my participation in the communal spiritual feminist myth which 
is being developed and celebrated in this ritual. The diagram below 
highlights the relationship to be explored in this chapter. 
Pagan myth Medieval 
and ritual • romance 
Contemporary Spiritual 
reader ^ ^ feminist myth 
andritual 
/ 
Matristic 
romance 
Spiritual Feminist Ritual 
The specific ritual which is the focus of this chapter is a full moon ritual 
which was celebrated by a group of spiritual feminists in Brisbane in the 
spring of 1999. It was held in a quiet, private, treed parkland, under the full 
moon, and was attended by nine women. The altar, on the ground in the 
centie of the space, was decorated with red cloths, flowers and candles, in 
recognition of the symbolic link between the moon cycle, women's menstrual 
cycle and the mother aspect of the triple Goddess. Images and figurines on 
the altar included the ancient Venus of Willendorf, a pregnant Goddess, and a 
slender female shape in a silver moon. There was also an empty silver bowl 
and a pile of small round white pebbles on the altar, both of which are 
symbols of the full moon. This feminist group (circle) shares responsibility for 
leadership and has no designated high priestess. Each ritual is prepared and 
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facilitated by a difierent member of the circle, who assumes the titie and name 
'Man' for the duration of the ritual.^ Thus, where the ritual notes that 'Man 
holds' or 'Mari reads' and so on, this refers to the woman who facilitated this 
particular ritual. 
The ritual was stiuctured as follows: Welcome and Intioduction; 
Purification; Casting the Circle; Blessing; the Charge of the Goddess; Drawing 
Down the Moon; Meditation; Moon Magic; Raising Energy; Sharing the 
Goblet; Opening the Circle; Feasting. For ease of reading, in each section the 
content of the ritual is printed in a different font from the discussion which 
follows. 
Welcome and Introduction 
The women sit in ^ circle graund tbegfef-gs M^n'tglks gbout the pui-pose ^nd the 
phocess oftbe full moon ntugl which she h s^ prcpgi-ed-
Tonight in this full moon n'tu l^ we celebi-gte the centfe of the moon's 
cycle, the centre of women's cycles. It is g time of high enei-gy. It is the 
time ofthe Mothei- gnd of the Mothef Goddess. It is 5 time (o)r gi-owth. It 
is g time foh-taking gction, fo^ fulfilling wishes, foi' mgking df-egms come 
tt-ue. 
In oui- t-itugl tonight we will celebi- t^e the fullness ofthe Goddess, of owr 
lives gs women, ^nd of gll life. We will give thgnks foi- wh^t we hgve 
achieved since the bst full moon. We will ngme wbgt we wgnt to bi-ing to 
ft-uition by the next full moon. We will invoke the powef- ofthe Moon 
Goddess to gssist with this throughout the coming moon cycle.' 
This intioduction sets the scene for the ritual w^hich follow^s. It clearly 
articulates a number of the core premises of spiritual feminist ritual, including 
reverence for nature, for w^omen and for the divine envisaged as female. It 
spells out the connection between the regular twenty nine day cycle of the 
moon, as Moon Goddess, and women's monthly menstiual cycles. It 
anticipates the use of energy and magic to achieve change in the coming 
month. 
These are not only the defining features of spiritual feminist ritual; they 
are the cential themes of both medieval and matiistic romance. The ritual 
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which follows will show clearly the parallels between romance literature and 
spiritual feminist ritual. 
Purification 
Mgn' holds g sm l^l cf-ystgl bowl of wgtei-. She gdds some sgit cfystgis to the w t^eh 
3nd swiHs it to mix them. She moves i^-ound the pefimete •^ ofthe graup, spKnkling the 
s^ lt wgtef- from 5 bi-^ nch of gum tips, spying softly 'm^y this spgce be cleansed; m^y it be 
blessed with the w t^ei-s of life-, m^y it be 5 pigce of s^ ci-edness gnd poweK The women 
stgnd in di circle chanting The oce^n is the beginning ofthe e^rth; All life comes from the 
se^' M K^ rcjoins the circle gnd turns to the wom^n on hef Kght, spi-inkling hei- gently, 
while spying 'be rcfreshed by the w t^ef-s ofthe e^rth, the body ofthe Goddess. W s^h ^ w^y 
the cgrcs of tod^y ^nd pi-epai-e to entet- this s^ ci-ed spgce' She h^nds the bowl to the 
womgn she hgs pui-ified, who tuf-ns to the wom^n on hei- i-ight, gnd so on, round the 
circle, until e^ch wom^n h s^ been puKf'ed. "The bowl is then placed ^tthe side ofthe ^It^h 
The purification is a rite of preparation. It provides an opportunity for 
the participants to separate themselves from the hassles of the day, of work, of 
tiaffic, of noise. The w^omen stand on the threshold before the journey into the 
sacred space which will be created when the circle is cast. The salt water 
employed in the purification symbolises the waters of birth and of the oceans 
from which all life emerges. It serves to remind women of their life giving 
role, of their deep connection to all life and of the cenfrality of the element 
water in that life. Using a branch of gum tips to sprinkle the water links the 
circle directly to the Ausfralian environment and focuses the ritual on the 
specific Ausfralian parkland in which this fuU moon ritual is celebrated. 
In the romances which were explored earlier in this thesis the elements 
of nature, particularly frees and water, are cenfral. Water, in all its forms, 
from flowing sfreams and still wells to concealing mists, frequently appears at 
the liminal point where the protagonist stands at the threshold before 
embarking on the adventure, journey or quest. For Thomas of Erceldoune, 
entry to fairy land is by wading through the knee deep water beneath the 
greenwood free. Similarly, for Sir Degare entry to the mysterious and magical 
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island castle is by crossing the clear water of the river. The use of water for 
purification in preparation for ritual is made explicit in the tale of Sir Launfal, 
where two maidens, one carrying a golden basin and the other a white silk 
towel, bring Launfal an invitation to visit Dame Tryamour. The mafristic 
romances also use water for ritual purification, particularly Amazon, where the 
first step in Ann's initiation into the life of a mafron and mother is a ritual 
bath, at which she is assisted by the priestesses of the temple. In The Mists of 
Avalon the sacred island of Avalon, like the island in Sir Degare, is accessed by 
crossing the waters of the lake. Enfrants to Avalon are also surrounded by 
water vapour as they pass through the mists which give the novel its name. 
Thus, in spiritual feminist ritual, as in medieval and mafristic 
romances, purification before ritual, a symbolic crossing of the liminal 
threshold to sacred space, is often effected using water as the cenfral element 
and symbol. 
Casting the Circle 
The women stgnd 5s Mgi-i moves ground the circle in the direction o f t h e sun, 
starting in the egst gnd facing egch compgss point in turn, calling on the spin'ts of the foui-
elements. Aftet- egch invocation the women respond 'Be with us now' 
In the egst^Mgn" holds up^ goblet o f wgtef-gs she sgys: 
'Hgil spii-its ofthe Egst,^  
Powei-s o f wgtef. 
We invoke gnd cgll you. 
Spii-its of the oceans 
And ofthe flowing me^-s, 
Come! 
By the wgtefs o f hef- living womb. 
Be with us now.' 
In the north MgK elevates g lighted cgndle, fo •^ the element fre, spying: 
'Hgil spin'ts of the North, 
Powei-s o f fi>e. 
We invoke 3 nd eg 11 you. 
Spit-its of the sun, 
o f t h e ferce tropic hegt. 
Come! 
By the fre o f hei- bf-ight spit-it. 
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Be with us now.' 
Fgcing the west Mgt-i holds up g bowl of soil, rcpresenting the element egrth, spying: 
'Hgil spifits ofthe West, 
Powet-s of eg rth. 
We invoke gnd cgll you. 
Spit-its ofthe Ignd, 
Gregt Rainbow Set-pent, 
Come! 
By the egrth thgt is hei- body. 
Be with us now.' 
In the south Mgt-i t-gises g bui-ning incense stick, symbol ofgit-, while she sgys: 
'Hgil spit-its ofthe South, 
Powet-s ofgit-. 
We invoke gnd cgll you. 
Spit-its ofthe wind 
And ofthe gentle breeze. 
Come! 
By the git-thgt is hef bregth. 
Be with us now.' 
The symbols gre pigced on the ground gt the pet-imetet- ofthe circle in egch ofthe 
directions. Aftet- invoking egch ofthe elements the women fgce the centre while Mgt-i 
cglls on the Goddess to be present in the t-itugl circle; 
'Egrth, divine Goddess, 
Mothet- Ngture, 
Gugfdign of sky gnd seg 
gnd of glI Gods gnd powei-s; 
I invoke thy ngme.^  
Be present here 
In out-circle tonight.' 
The women recite togethet-; 
The circle is cgst. 
We gre between the wot-lds. 
Beyond the bounds of time, 
where night gnd dgy, 
Birth gnd degth, 
Joy gnd sofrow. 
Meet gs one. 
The circle is cgst. 
Let the Ktugl begin.' 
Casting a circle, that is, marking out the space within which the ritual 
will take place, is a complex practice which functions at a number of levels. It 
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provides participants with a sense of the ritual boundaries, that is, of the 
meeting point of the sacred and the secular worlds. In this full moon ritual it 
designates one section of the parkland as ritual space. The use of formal 
language in casting the circle begins the process of moving the participants out 
of ordinary consciousness into ritual consciousness. The circle becomes an 
otherworldly space, a place where magic can happen. It is akin to the other 
worlds encountered by the protagonists of medieval and mafristic romances. 
Casting a circle entails invoking each of the four compass points and of 
the four elements, water, fire, earth and air, in turn. It reminds participants of 
the sacred dimension of all life and of the interconnectedness of all life. It 
particularly reminds the women of their connection to, and their responsibility 
for, the particular place which hosts this sacred circle. Thus, the act of casting 
a circle, paradoxically, provides this group of women with a space that is both 
sacred and otherworldly and that is uniquely tied to Brisbane, to its 
geography, to its landscape and to its seasons. 
Sacred spaces, that is, otherworldly spaces or places w^here magic can 
happen, take a number of forms in romance literature. In Sir Perceval of Galles 
the sacred place is a grove of frees by a well, while in Sir Gawain and the Green 
Knight it is an overgrown cave in a winter forest. Launfal encounters magic in 
Dame Tryamour's fairy land, Thomas of Erceldoune in the fairy queen's 
Elfland, and Degare in the mysterious and silent island castle. Each of these 
sacred and/or magical places, like the ritual circle, is both a part of, and apart 
from, the everyday experience of the protagonists. The events which occur in 
these spaces, like the ritual actions which take place in a circle, also have their 
effect in the world outside. That is, a circle is not cast to isolate the 
participants from the everyday world, but to concenfrate their experiences and 
their awareness, thus enhancing their lives outside the formal ritual setting. 
Casting a ritual circle features in a number of the mafristic romances 
upon which spiritual feminists are drawing. In The Fifth Sacred Thing, Bird 
casts a cfrcle using wording very similar to that used in this full moon ritual. 
Bird also uses a 'knife to draw around them in the air a ring of protection that 
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(springs) up as a flickering blue flame'.^° The women casting the circle in 
Matilda Bloodworth's ritual in Amazon employ their own language and 
imagery, but they also invoke each of the elements and call on the Goddess in 
each of the directions.^! jj^ jj^g Mists of Avalon most rituals take place within 
the ring of stones atop the Tor. This is a permanent sacred circle needing only 
to be outlined in witch fire using a long spear before each ritual use,i2 similar 
to the way in which Bird manifests his circle in The Fifth Sacred Thing. 
Medieval romances give spiritual feminists an aw^areness of the 
possibilities of otherworldly settings and experiences. Mafristic romances 
provide tools which can be employed in ritual to facilitate entry to these other 
worlds and to enhanced consciousness. Casting a circle is a ritual way of 
gaining entry to the space 'between the worlds, beyond the boimds of time', 
the place where magic happens. 
Blessing 
The women sit on the ground in g circle. Mgi-i tut-ns to the womgn on het- t-ight, 
gnd kisses het- gently on the lips, sgying 'CNgme) thou grt Goddess' This is repegted 
ground the circle, following the direction ofthe sun, until egch womgn hgs received the 
kiss of blessing. 
The blessing is a very powerful reminder, at the start of the ritual, of 
the essential sacredness of each woman. The blessing can take many forms. 
In this ritual each woman is named and blessed in turn around the circle, thus 
acknowledging not only her infrinsic sacredness, but also the link between 
each woman, this small group of women and the wider community of women. 
This rite of naming is reminiscent of the naming which frequently occurs in 
romance literature, where the protagonist is often given a name as part of 
her/his quest, journey or adventure. This is most obvious in the tale of Sir 
Degare, where the name given to the child, Degare or the lost one, sets the 
scene for the adult Degare's quest to find his parents and, thus, his identity. In 
The Ancient Future: The Dark Age, one of the names by which Tory is known is 
Lady Goddess, bestowed on her by a small boy in response to his perception 
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of her role. Naming by the group in ritual is both part of the process of self 
discovery and self identity as well as of establishing one's identity in relation 
to the group. 
The kiss is used here to signify the love of, and respect for, the Goddess 
in each woman. This is the essence of spiritual feminism: the immanence of 
the Goddess in each woman and in all women. In romance literature, also, the 
intimate relationship between the Goddess and human women is cenfral. In 
the medieval romances women are often encountered in, or at the point of 
entry to, the otherworld. Frequently the goal which the protagonist seeks is a 
woman, either human or otherworldly. These women are sometimes 
explicitly identified as the Goddess, or, more commonly, implicitly 
understood as such. Thomas of Erceldoune's first thought on encountering the 
fairy queen is that she is the queen of heaven. Although the lady disabuses 
Thomas of this mistaken identity, she is clearly a mysterious and magical 
figure. Degare sets out in search of his mother, the magically ageless princess; 
Launfal's quest for authenticity leads him to the beautiful, bounteous and 
spellbinding Dame Tryamour; Gawain's adventures are directed by Morgan, 
identified as the Goddess, and her alter egos, the beautiful young lady and the 
ancient crone; Perceval encounters a number of female figures, with the most 
significant being his mother Acheflour, in her grove by the well, and 
Lufamour of Maidenland, whom he marries. For each of these male 
characters, the encounter with the female protagonist is a positive one. It 
leads to his personal growth and often to experiences of worlds and 
philosophies far removed from those of pafriarchy. ^ ^ 
In the mafristic texts discussed in this work, the immanence of the 
Goddess in women is clearly developed and is frequently explicitly 
articulated. The Gate to Women's Country confrasts the brutality of the 
pafriarchal Holyland, where old men are the chosen representatives of the 
male deity. All Father, with the empowering society of Women's Country, 
where women are the vessels and vehicles for implementing the will of the 
female deity, the Lady. The Fifth Sacred Thing is similar, clearly highlighting 
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the benefits which flow to a society which reveres the divine in women. The 
two tales of time fravellers, of Ann in Amazon and Tory in The Ancient Future: 
The Dark Age, reveal societies of long ago where the Goddess is revered, and 
where women are acknowledged as her incarnation. In The Mists of Avalon the 
identification of woman and the Goddess is developed in detail, with the 
novel noting a number of times that it is women who wear the face of the 
Goddess. 
This is the fruth which the spiritual feminist rite of blessing seeks to 
bring to women's consciousness and to express in ritual. 
The Charge ofthe Goddess 
Mgt-i t-egds the ft-st sentence ofthe Chgt-ge ofthe Goddess gloud, then pgsses the 
scroll to the womgn on het- t-ight, who rcgds g sentence befoi-e pgssing it to the womgn on 
het- fight, gnd so on, ground the circle. 
'Listen to the wofds ofthe Gregt Mothet-, who of old wgs eg I led Artemis, 
Astgrte, Dione, Melusine, Aphrodite, Cet-idwen, Pigng, Afiont-hod, Bt-igid, 
gnd by mgny othet- ngmes; 
"Whenevet-you hgve need of gnything, once in the month, gnd bettei- it be 
when the moon is full, you shgll gssemble in some secret pigce gnd gdore 
the spit-it of Me who is Queen of gll the Wise. You shgll be free from 
slgvet-y, gnd gs g sign thgt you be free you shgll be ngked in yout- t-ites. 
Sing, fegst, dgnce, mgke music gnd love, gll in My presence, fot- Mine is the 
ecstgsy ofthe spit-it gnd Mine giso is joy on egrth. Fot- My Igw is love unto 
gll beings. Mine is the secret thgt opens upon the doot- of youth, gnd Mine 
is the cup of wine thgt is the Cguldron of Cei-i'dwen thgt is the holy gt-gil of 
immortglity. I give the knowledge ofthe spit-it etet-ngi gnd beyond degth I 
give pegce gnd freedom gnd reunion with those thgt hgve gone befot-e. 
Not- do I demgnd gught of sgcn'fi'ce, fot- behold, I gm the mother of gll 
things, gnd My love is poured upon the egrth." 
Hegt- the wofds ofthe Stgt- Goddess, the dust of whose feet gre the hosts of 
hegven, whose body encircles the univefse: 
"I who gm the beguty ofthe green egrth gnd the white moon gmong the 
stgt-s gnd the mystet-ies ofthe wgtet-s, I cgll upon yout- soul to gt-ise gnd 
come unto Me. Fot-1 gm the soul of ngture thgt gives life to the univet-se. 
From Me gll things proceed gnd unto Me they must retut-n. Let My 
wofship be in the hegrt thgt rejoices, fot- behold - gll gets of love gnd 
plegsure gre My ritugls. Let there be beguty gnd strength, powet- gnd 
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compgssion, honout-gnd humility, mirth gnd reverence within you. And 
you who seek to know Me, know thgt yout- seeking gnd yegi-ning will gvgii 
you not, unless you know the Mystery-, fot- if thgt which you seek, you 
find not within yout-self you will nevet- f nd it without. Fot- behold, I hgve 
been with you from the beginning, gnd I gm thgt which is gttgined gt the 
end of desire.'"^^ 
The Charge of the Goddess is an evocative, powerful and very beautiful 
statement of the nature of the Goddess and of her relationship to all life. It 
expresses an awareness that the Goddess is the origin, the essence and the 
endpoint of all life. The Charge also provides guidelines for living in right 
relationship to self, to others and to the universe, that is, to living in right 
relationship to the Goddess. The Charge mentions a number of key elements 
in living this way. Reverence for, and delight in, nature; love as the 
underlying premise of life; giving and sharing joy and pleasure; an awareness 
of the presence of the Goddess in self, and an acceptance of the responsibility 
which this entails. 
The Charge of the Goddess encapsulates all the themes which have 
been identified as common to romance literature. It speaks of the search, or 
quest, for the Goddess, and for self identity, which is one of the cenfral motifs 
of the romances: 'if that which you seek, you find not within yourself, you will 
never find it without. It refers to worlds beyond this earthly world, 
reminiscent of the other worlds which romance heroes and heroines visit, and 
of the people they encounter: 'beyond death I give peace and freedom and 
reunion with those that have gone before'. It explores the interconnection 
between nature, the earth and sexuality: 'I am the soul of nature that gives life 
to the universe ... all acts of love and pleasure are my rituals'. The Charge, like 
the romances, features the Goddess, here named in her many manifestations, 
as 'Artemis, Astarte, Dione, Melusine, Aphrodite, Ceridwen, Diana, 
Arionrhod, Brigid, and by many other names'. The Goddess often appears in 
the medieval romances in the guise of the fairy queen, or simply as 'the lady' 
or 'the ancient crone'.i^ She is named more specifically in the mafristic 
romances as 'the Goddess'^^ and as 'the friple Goddess ... Branwen ... Rhiannon 
... Keridwen'.^'' Finally, the Charge of the Goddess is rich in ancient, and 
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familiar, symbols: 'Mine is the cup of wine that is the Cauldron of Ceridwen 
that is the holy grail of immortality', again a cenfral theme in the romances. 
In many ways the Charge of the Goddess could be classed as a mafristic 
romance with a firm foundation of medieval romance. Its philosophy mirrors 
that of the medieval romance texts explored in this thesis and underpins the 
mafristic romances discussed. It is, in essence, an invitation or charge to 
undertake a spiritual quest. 
Drawing Down the Moon 
The women stgnd in g circle with theit- gt-ms t-gised, egch fot-ming the shgpe o f g 
goblet with het- body. They bregthe deeply, symbolicglly dt-gwing the moonlight deep into 
theit- bodies. Mgt-i sgys gloud the woi-ds which di^ gw the powet- o f the moon down into 
egch o f them. 
'Moon Goddess, Lgdy of the southet-n sky. 
Fill us with yout- light; 
Fill us with yout- t-gdtgnce; 
Fill us with yout- love, 
shgpe us into vessels fot- yout- powei-. 
Mgke us into vessels fot- yout- life. 
Moon Goddess, Lgdy of the night sky, 
shine on us; 
shine in us; 
shine from us now.' 
In the rite of drawing down the moon the women in the circle draw the 
power and the energy of the full moon into themselves. They become one 
with the Moon Goddess; in each woman the Goddess becomes immanent. 
Drawing down the moon is the fulfilment of the fruth acknowledged earlier, 
in the blessing, that for each woman 'thou art Goddess'. It is also an enactment 
of the words of the Star Goddess, from the Charge of the Goddess: 'if that 
which you seek, you find not within yourself, you will never find it without.i^ 
Here, again, the interrelatedness of nature, women and the Goddess is 
evident. The symbolism of the women's stance - their bodies forming the 
shape of a goblet or Grail - is intentional. In spiritual feminist ritual, as in 
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romance literature, the Grail which is the endpoint of the quest is often 
synonymous with the Goddess who is to be found in nature, in all animal and 
human life and, particularly, in women who embody her in a very special 
way. 
Meditation 
The women sit Of lie comfortgbly on the ground gs Mgt-i legdsthem in meditgtion. 
'Close yout- eyes. Relgx. Feel the silvet-y enet-gy ofthe moon gbove you. 
Feel the solid powei- ofthe egrth benegth you. Feel the gentle strength of 
the git- ground you. Brcgthe deeply. Be gwgt-e ofthe git- in yout- nostt-ils. 
Pi-gw it deep into yout- t-espit-gtocy tt-gct. Feel it expgnding yout- lungs. 
Follow the oxygen gs it entet-s your blood stregm. Stgy with the oxygen 
ent-iched blood gs it ti-gvels throughout yout- body, from youf hegrt, into 
yout- chest, down yout- gems, to yout- hgnds, to egch of your fnget- tips. 
Flow with it upwgt-ds, to yout- neck gnd into youf hegd- Follow the t-ich 
stt-egm to yout- pelvis, down yout- thighs to yout- legs, yout- feet, gnd into 
yout-toes. 
Feel yout- hegrt throbbing, pulsing, pumping the blood deepet- into yout-
system. Tt-gvel with yout- blood stregm to the vet-y centre of yout- body, 
the centt-e of yout- being. It is wgt-m, wet, embt-gcing. It is fich, red, 
viscous, slowly it chgnges. It is still wgt-m gnd dgmp, but it hgs become g 
pool of wgtet-. The wgtet- is g clegt- light brown, dotted with legves of 
brown gnd gold. You cgn see the pebbles on the bottom ofthe pool. 
You gt-e now in g deep forcst You cgn seethe pigy of light gnd shgdows on 
the legves. You cgn smell the gncient t-ichness ofthe egrth. Whgt does it 
smell like** You cgn feel the dgmpness ofthe legf littet- gnd ofthe fot-est 
mulch, whgt does it feel like** How do you feeli' Stgy with yout- senses. 
Feel, smell, tgste the forcst. Listen to the whispet- ofthe breeze, the fustle 
ofthe legves, the cregk ofthe gncient trees. 
As you look gt one ofthe huge tree tt-unks you become gwgre of g 
presence. There is g womgn sitting on the roots ofthe tree. Look closely 
gt het-. whgt does she look likei* She gt-eets you by ngme. She tells you 
het- ngme. She gsks you gently 'whgt do you wgnt/' You sit down gmong 
the legves gnd reflect on heh question. She gsks gnothet-: 'whgt gifts do you 
gircgdy hgve thgt will help you gchieve whgt you wgnt<" She gsks g thit-d 
question: 'whgt do you need^' She tgkes your hgnd gnd pigces g gift on 
youf pglm. It is g smgll round pgle pebble from the pool. She closes yout-
f nget-s ground it. It is wgt-m from het- body hegt. When you look up the 
womgn is gone. Slowly you get up gnd follow the pgth between the trees. 
It legds deepen into the dgi-kness of the forcst. You put the pebble 
somewhere sgfe, so you cgn glwgys f nd it when you need it. 
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The colout- ofthe light chgnges from brown, to t-ust, to red. The pgth 
becomes wet. You gre once gggin following yout- own blood stregm. You 
sense the throb of yout- hegrt begt. You feel once gggin the powet- ofthe 
oxygen enfiched blood. Gt-gduglly you emet-ge into the gif, into the light. 
Gently you open yout- eyes to the wot-ld ground you. Slowly you become 
gwgre ofthe light ofthe full moon shining on you. 
when you gre regdy, sit up gnd become present to this circle of women 
gmong the trees.' 
Meditation is a visualised journey into another world, a world of 
alternative possibilities, of other realities. It is a journey into one's own inner 
world. It is a journey of empowerment. Each woman undertakes this journey 
alone, but always with the support of the group. At the conclusion of her 
journey, like the protagonists of mafristic romances, each woman returns to 
the community - the ritual group - enriched and enlightened. Diane Stein 
says that meditation is 'a very powerful and positive way to take women 
within to the place where they reclaim their consequence'.^^ In ritual, as in the 
romances, this place is often envisaged as a nature setting, in recognition of 
the perception, common to both romance and ritual, that the natural world is a 
source of understanding. 
When embarking on a meditative journey a woman may not have a 
clear sense of the endpoint of the journey, of the path to follow to that end, or 
of the tools necessary to achieve the goal. She may have only an intuitive 
knowledge that something in her life needs to change, or a yearning for 
something which she cannot yet name. However, in the process of 
undertaking a visualised journey women often come to see very clearly what 
they want to achieve and what they need in order to achieve the identified 
outcome. Acheflour, the heroine in the tale of Sir Perceval of Galles, 
experienced a profound sense of unease with the violence of the Arthurian 
court. Her journey began with the realisation that she must remove her child 
from this environment. Her vision was of a place where she and her son 
could live free from violence, and she set out to implement this vision. So, too, 
in meditation, women can visualise empowering possibilities for their own 
lives and those of others and can then work towards their implementation. To 
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dream of possibilities is the first step in magic. Matilda Bloodworth, in 
Amazon, dreamed of building a temple to the Goddess, but without first hand 
experience of such a temple, her dream seemed impossible to realise. The 
magical arrival of Ann from an ancient civilisation dedicated to the Goddess 
provided Matilda with the requisite knowledge to build the temple and her 
dream became a reality. 
In this full moon ritual the meditation provides women with a focus for 
the next stage of the ritual, that of achieving the goal of their meditative 
journey, of bringing to fruition their desired outcome. 
Moon Magic 
The women sit in g circle. Mgt-i invites egch womgn to select g pebble from the 
pile on the gitgt- gnd to hold it in her right hgnd gs they egch reflect on whgt wgs 
expefienced in the meditgtion. They gre to focus pgrticulgt-ly on the questions gsked by 
the womgn: 'Whgt c\o you wgnt*" 'Whgt gifts do you giregdy hgve thgt will help you 
gchieve whgt you wgntf" 'Whgt do you need*" The women gre encoui-gged to shgre theit-
thoughts with the group, ifthey so wish. 
MgK then poses g furthet- question for considet-gtion: 'Whgt hgve you gchieved 
since the Igst full moons" The women gre invited to pIgce theit- pebbles in the smgll silvet-
bowl which is on the gitgf, sgying 'I gcknowledge my strcngth gs g womgn gnd I thgnkthe 
Moon Goddess fot- whgt I hgve gchieved in the pgst month. This pebble symbolises the 
powet- gnd the enet-gy ofthe Goddess, in which I pgrticipgte' The bowl is then pgssed 
ground the circle gnd egch womgn holds it while she gives thgnks fot- the gifts ofthe 
Goddess in which they gll shgre gnd fot- whgt hgs been gchieved duKng the pgst month. 
Aggin, Mgt-i gsks: 'Whgt 40 you wgnt to bnng to ft-uition beforc the next full 
moon/ Whgt do you need, or need to do, to gchieve this^ Aggin the bowl is pgssed 
ground the circle gnd the women egch tgke g pebble from it. They hold it in both hgnds in 
the light ofthe moon, while Mgn' sgys: These pebbles contgin the enet-gy gnd strength of 
this circle gnd ofthe Moon Goddess. They will rcmind us throughout the next month 
thgt, with Het-, we hgve the gbility to gchieve thgt which we desire' The women focus on 
the pebbles while they visuglise in detgil whgt they wgnt to gchieve gnd whgt they need in 
order to gchieve thgt gogl. When they gre regdy egch women sgys 'I wgnt to gchieve ... 
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beforc the next full moon. I need ••• to do this. With the enet-gy gnd powet- ofthe Moon 
Goddess I cgn gchieve this.' When gll hgve spoken they sgy togethet-, with pgssion, 'so 
mote it be' They then put the pebbles on the gItgt- until the t-itugl is concluded, when 
they egch tgke theif pebble home gnd put it in g specigl pIgce fot-the coming month. 
In this section of the ritual the women articulate their desired goals, 
they focus their energy and concenfrate their wills on the achievement of these 
goals. This is the essence of many spiritual feminist rituals: the use of the will 
to work magic and thus bring about change.^o One of the cenfral themes of 
romance literature is the role of magic in achieving the seemingly impossible. 
In the medieval romances magic is a key element in the otherworldly journey 
undertaken by the protagonist. It is also frequently wielded at the hands of 
women: the enchanted women's gloves by which Degare recognises his 
mother; Launfal's salvation from his own foolishness by Tryamour's magical 
and majestic appearance; the magical restoration of the severed head of the 
Green Bought, initiated by Morgan the Goddess, and the magic protective 
girdle which the lady offers to Gawain in Sir Gawain and the Green Knight; and 
the magic ring by which Acheflour arranges to protect Perceval from harm in 
Sir Perceval of Galles, are some key examples. 
In the mafristic romances magic serves a further purpose. Mafristic 
romances are feminist tales of power. Magic is the power of the will to effect 
change and, as it features in mafristic romances, becomes a tool for the 
empowerment of women and for the benefit of society.^i Thus, for example, 
in The Fifth Sacred Thing magic is one of the key tools in the fight against the 
fundamentalist Millennialists, as it is also in The Ancient Future: The Dark Ages, 
where Talesin uses magic to repel the forces of evil. In The Gate to Women's 
Country the servitors use their magical skills to protect Women's Country from 
the threat which the misogynistic warrior culture poses to their peaceful way 
of life. Similarly, in The Mists of Avalon Viviane, Morgaine and the priestesses 
employ magical means to protect Avalon and the way of the Goddess from the 
encroachment of Christianity. 
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Many spiritual feminists today use magic, the concenfrated energy of 
their own wills linked to that of the Goddess, to aid the return of the way of 
the Goddess, for the empowerment of women and for the benefit of all life. 
Raising Etiergy 
Stgnding in g circle, with dfums, t-gttles gnd othet- musicgl instt-uments they hgve 
brought, the women focus on the intention they hgve fot-med- They seek to connect with 
the enet-gy ofthe full moon, ofthe egrth, of theit- own bodies gnd ofthe group. They will 
t-gise gnd concentt-gte thgt enet-gy gnd direct it towgt-ds theit- stgted gogls. They stgrt to 
move ground the circle in the direction ofthe sun, slowly gt ft-st, while chgnting softly 
'Moon women, shining bt-ight; Moon women, showing Her light'. Gi-gduglly they incregse 
pgce gnd volume, focussing on theit- intention gnd on the mounting enet-gy. The enet-gy 
builds until it is pglpgble. When this point is rcgched they relegse it towgt-ds theit-
nomingted gogls with g loud cty of 'Let it be'. The women drop to the egrth to ground 
the excess enet-gy gnd to rcst. 
Raising energy, sometimes called raising the cone of power, is the 
culmination of this full moon ritual. It is the final, and most powerful, act of 
magic in the ritual. In the preceding parts of the ritual the women have 
experienced profound energy changes, both at a conscious and at an 
unconscious level. Their awareness is heightened, their magical sensitivity 
enhanced. Raising the cone of power focuses and concenfrates the energy of 
the group, deliberately directing it outwards to bring to fruition the goals 
which have been visualised, shaped and named. 
This is a profoundly moving experience for women who have been 
socialised to deny their power and to suppress their energy. It also provides 
an outlet for the built up energy and emotion which results from spiritual 
feminist ritual and begins the process of moving from heightened 
consciousness back to ordinary consciousness as the ritual draws to a close. 
Grounding, or making contact with the earth, concludes the dispersion of the 
women's pent up energy. It also provides a brief time to rest and recoup their 
energy, depleted by the magic they have wrought. 
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This is sfrangely reminiscent of the experiences of the protagonists of 
the romances, who often use magically heightened energy to achieve their 
ends. For example, when Perceval sets out to save Maidenland from the evil 
GoUerotherame, he single handedly defeats the Saracen army, clearly a 
magical event. Exhausted, Perceval sinks to the ground and sleeps till the 
morning, when the lady Lufamour invites him to share a meal with her and 
her retinue. 
Similarly, In The Fifth Sacred Thing, Madrone and the other healers are 
adept at generating and focusing group energy to assist in alleviating pain and 
freating disease. This energy w^ork is routinely foUow^ed by a grounding, or 
other dissipation of surplus energy - the novices at energy work, Sara and Isis, 
simply shake out their hands.22 
Sharing the Goblet 
The goblet is filed with red gt-gpe juice gnd pgssed ground the circle. As egch 
womgn hgnds it on to the womgn beside het- she sgys 'CNgme) dfink from the chglice of 
the Goddess gnd shgre in het- life, hei- light gnd het- love' 
Sharing a goblet functions at multiple levels. It refreshes the women's 
depleted energy after raising the cone of power. The red juice is a visual 
reminder of the sanctity of the blood of the Mother Goddess and of women's 
mensfrual blood. Sharing a goblet reminds women of their connection to each 
other, to the fruits of the earth and to the Goddess. 
The goblet also functions as a Grail symbol and as a cauldron or womb 
symbol. The Charge of the Goddess told of the Goddess's 'cup of wine that is 
the Cauldron of Ceridwen, that is the holy grail of immortality'. This is 
reminiscent of the description of the Grail in The Mists of Avalon, as 'the 
cauldron of the Goddess' {246}.23 In the tale of Thomas of Erceldoune, Thomas 
enters Elfland, land of immortality, through a mysterious cave which is, like 
the cauldron, often a symbol of the womb of the Goddess. He runs through 
rivers of blood beside the lady before entering Elfland. Ann, the protagonist 
in Amazon, also begins her adventure in a womb like cave, in the temple of the 
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Goddess. Thus, sharing a goblet of red grape juice in spiritual feminist ritual 
links women to the enduring Grail symbol found in both medieval and 
mafristic romance. 
Opening the Circle 
The women stgnd gs they did fot- Cgsting the Circle, while Mgt-i rctt-gces het- steps, 
moving in the opposite direcXion to the sun. She gggin i-gises egch element in turn, 
thgnking the spit-its fot-theit-presence. The women respond egch time: 'Hgil gnd fgrewell' 
'Spints of the South, 24 
Powet-s ofgit-. 
We thgnk you foi- joining out- circle 
And gsk yout- blessing 
As you depgrt.' 
'Spit-its of the West, 
Powet-s o f egrth. 
We thgnk you fot- joining out- circle 
And gsk yout- blessing 
As you depgrt.' 
'Spit-its of the North, 
Powet-s of fire, 
We thgnk you fot- joining out- circle 
And gsk yout- blessing 
As you depgrt.' 
'Spit-its of the Egst, 
Powei-s o f wgtet-, 
We thgnk you foi- joining out-circle 
And gsk youf blessing 
As you depgrt.' 
In the centrc, Mgt-i sgys: 
'Egrth, divine Goddess, 
Mothet- Ngture, 
We thgnk you fot- joining out-circle 
And gsk yout- blessing 
As you depgrt.' 
As they ^ce the centre the women hold hgnds gnd joyously recite the f ngl blessing 
togethet-, ending with g loving embt-gce. 
'By the egrth thgt is het- body 
By the gicthgt is hei- bregth 
By the f re o f hei- bt-ight spit-it 
And by the living wgtet-s o f het-womb. 
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The circle is open, but unbroken. 
Mgy the pegce ofthe Goddess 
Be forcvet- in out- hegrts. 
Met-ty meet, gnd met-ty pgrt 
And met-ty meet gggin. 
Blessed be!' 
Opening the circle symbolises the end of the ritual and the movement 
from sacred ritual space to the ordinary space of everyday life. These final 
words of the ritual are a powerful reminder of the integral role of the 
Goddess, the earth and the four elements in spiritual feminism. As was 
discussed when the circle was cast, they are also some of the key themes of 
both medieval and mafristic romance literature. 
Feasting 
The women shgre the food gnd dt-inkthey hgve brought. The coloui-s gnd shgpes 
ofthe food reflect the full moon theme ofthe t-itugl. There gre t-ich red bei-t-ies, round 
white moon cgkes, shiny red gpples, red gt-gpe juice gnd cold milk. 
The food w^hich the women share renews their energy and completes 
their return to ordinary consciousness and their reentry to everyday time and 
space. The w^omen also share news of happenings since the last ritual, confirm 
arrangements for the next ritual and deepen the bonds of friendship and 
support, for ritual is not celebrated in isolation from everyday life, but 
celebrates, enhances and makes sacred the lives of the women who participate. 
Experiencing Ritual as a Spiritual Feminist 
This section will explore the impact of this full moon ritual on me, one 
of the participants. As in the personal analyses undertaken in chapters five 
and seven, this section will be written in the first person. 
Participating in spiritual feminist ritual is always empowering and 
energising for me. No matter how tired and sfressed I may be before a ritual, 
I always leave feeling nourished and nurtured, as if I have tapped into a 
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sustaining energy source. Full moon rituals, particularly, evoke this response. 
This full moon ritual was no exception. 
As I drove to the agreed meeting place, a park on the outskirts of 
Brisbane, I was conscious of a tension within me. I was both exhausted and 
excited. I had rushed home from work through the fraffic to eat, bathe and 
dress and prepare a plate of food to take to the ritual. I was eager to meet the 
other women, to share news of our lives and spiritual journeys since the last 
ritual and to join with them in this celebratory ritual. I was wearing my 
favourite soft, comfortable, ritual dress of deep midnight blue with silver 
jewellery. The park was private, but well lit by moonlight. Tall eucalypts 
surrounded the area we had chosen for the ritual. 
As we prepared the ritual space I felt my tiredness dissipating, my 
sense of pleasurable anticipation growing. As Mari welcomed us and spoke of 
the purpose of the ritual I knew that, once again, this ritual would provide me 
with a space for reflection, for taking stock of my life. The gentle sprinkling of 
cool drops of water in the ritual purification seemed to wash away much of 
my residual tension. I felt as if I could safely forget the cares of the day for a 
while and enter into the ritual fully. 
We stood to cast the circle and the goblet of water used in the eastern 
direction seemed so right - an extension of the waters of the purification. 
'Spirits of the oceans/ And of the flowing rivers. Come! ... By the waters of 
her living womb, / Be with us now.' I almost missed the words of invocation 
in the other three directions as these words washed over me. Yet, at the same 
time, a part of my mind was conscious of knowing the 'rightness' of the 
completion of the circle by the passion of fire, the groundedness of earth and 
the vision of air. 'We are between the worlds, / Beyond the bounds of time'. 
These words always touch me, conveying an aura of mystery, of entry into a 
place beyond the everyday, outside of the ordinary, a space that is safe, a 
space where anything is possible. 
Within this space, the woman beside me offered me a kiss of blessing, 
assuring me that 'Pafricia, thou art Goddess'. These are words of power! In 
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casting the circle we had invoked the Goddess, inviting her to be present at 
our ritual. Now I was reminded that I, too, was one with the Goddess, that I 
wear 'the face of the Goddess'.^^ As a woman who, like other Ausfralian 
women, is familiar with misogyny and paternalism and who sfruggles with 
the consfraints imposed, and the fragmentation induced, by androcenfric 
secular and spiritual systems, I experienced these words as both afffrming and 
empowering. They offered me a way to heal my fragmented, 'dismembered 
Self, to give expression to 'the Goddess w^ithin'.^^ 
Coming after this revelation, the poetic words of the Charge of the 
Goddess served to reinforce my knowledge and my joy that there is another 
way of envisioning the divine and an alternative way of celebrating the 
relationship which I, as a woman, have with the divine. The words of the 
Charge, like those used to cast the circle, flowed over, and through, me. 'I am 
the mother of all things, and My love is poured upon the earth'. I did not 
analyse these words consciously, but allowed their beauty and their power to 
work its magic on me. I experienced a sense of connection w^ith the Goddess, 
with the w^omen beside me in the circle and w^ith the natural life around me in 
the moonlit park. The final words of the Charge, which we read slowly and 
meaningfully, 'if that which you seek, you find not within yourself, you will 
never find it without, provided me with further reinforcement of my oneness 
with the Goddess, as well as with an awareness of the awesome responsibility 
of authentic and mature womanhood. While I experienced commitment to the 
Goddess as empowering and liberating, I also knew it was not an easy option, 
nor an excuse for complacency. I was momentarily almost swamped by this 
knowledge and experienced an overwhelming sense of responsibility, for 
myself, for my sisters, for all humanity, for the earth. The act of drawing 
down the moon, coming immediately after this, reminded me that, although I 
was enfrusted with 'Re-calling the Primordial connections/conversations 
among women, animals, and Other Elemental beings',^^ I was not without 
access to sources of power and energy. 
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When Mari invited me to lie comfortably on the ground in preparation 
for the meditation I readily acquiesced. I needed to focus my thoughts, to 
concenfrate my energies, to find a direction for my journey of recalling 
connections/conversations. I hoped that the meditation would help me find 
this direction. I entered into the meditation with the hope and the knowledge, 
based on my experience of other such visualisations, that it would take me on 
a reflective journey into a world of myth and romance. I experienced a sense 
of excitement and anticipation as of a protagonist poised at the threshold of a 
quest. I frusted that this journey, like so many other ritual journeys I had 
undertaken, would give me entry into a world of empowerment, 
understanding and affirmation, a world where I could depth my commitment 
to the Goddess and to the responsibility which that entailed. 
I followed Marl's words as she led me away from the group, out of the 
ritual space, deep into my cenfre, until I arrived in the forest. Infrinsically I 
knew that this was a sacred place, a space out of ordinary time. I stopped by a 
pool of water, clear like brown tea, watching the light on the water, seeing the 
reflection of the overhanging frees. I knelt by the pool, cupping the water in 
my hands and letting it frickle slowly through my fingers, carrying with it my 
nebulous anxieties, bringing me a feeling of peace, of purification, of an 
enveloping blessing. 
This pool reminded me of other pools of water that were significant for 
me: the brown lagoon on Sfradbroke Island; the tea free stained pond I came 
upon with my mother one magical afternoon in the tiny isolated north 
Queensland township of Mount MoUoy; the well by which Acheflour lived in 
her grove in Sir Perceval of Galles; the pool in The Mists of Avalon that was 'clear 
and dark, brown with the clear brown of the forest {780}; the silent flowing 
river beside which I live. 
With one part of my consciousness I was fascinated by the way in 
which this meditation was linked to, and reflected, my own experiences. I 
was, simultaneously, totally enthralled by the beauty of the pool and the 
forest. I could smell the piquant freshness of the water and the moist, rich, 
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primitive aroma of the leaf mulch on the forest floor. They evoked in me 
images of fertility and birth, of death and decay. When I became conscious of 
the woman she seemed, like the forest, to be young and vibrant as well as old 
and wizened. Her voice flowed with the ripples of the water and resonated 
with the ancient sounds of the forest. As she spoke my name, 'Pafricia', I 
experienced a sense of being knowrn intimately, of being accepted, of being at 
home, of the boundaries between the two of us dissolving so that I was no 
longer separate from her, but merged into her. 
As we spoke I felt my burden of responsibility lifted, to be replaced by 
a quiet confidence that, with her help, all would be well. I felt, rather than 
heard, my answers to her questions. I knew that what I wanted was to know 
her. I understood that my heart, my body and my unconscious already knew 
her. I recognised that what I needed was courage and confidence, to live the 
fruth of this know^ledge. I saw clearly the immense pow^er of living this fruth. 
The pebble which the woman gave me seemed to throb and pulse in my hand. 
The warmth of her body passed from the pebble into my hand and seemed to 
warm my w^hole body, reinforcing our oneness. It was with profound 
reluctance that I heard Marl's voice calling me to leave the forest and return to 
the circle. 
I opened my eyes and gradually reoriented myself to the cfrcle in the 
Ausfralian eucalypt forest park. I looked around at the other women, each of 
whom seemed to be experiencing some of my reluctance to leave the place she 
had visited on her meditative journey. Slowly and gently we smiled, 
welcoming each other back and establishing our connection with the group. 
On Mari's urging, I chose a pebble from the altar. It was white, shot 
through with sfreaks of reddish brown. It was smooth and cool, imlike the 
warm, pulsing pebble given to me by the woman in the forest. As I held it in 
my hand the pebble slowly warmed until it was at one with the heat of my 
body. This seemed to me to be of great significance, as if I was infusing the 
pebble not only with my own energy, but also with that of the Goddess of the 
moon and of the forest. 
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This was what I desired for the coming month and for the months and 
vears ahead: an increased awareness of my connectedness with the Goddess 
and the courage to shape my life to reflect the responsibility which is an 
integral part of this relationship. While the momentous nature of this 
achievement was clear to me, the specifics of its implementation were less 
clear, somewhat blurred. I was content that this should be so for the moment 
and to focus my will and my energy on becoming fully present to the Goddess 
in my life, knowing that only in this way could she be fully present in all my 
relationships with human and earth life. 
As I joined with the other women in the circle to raise a cone of power 
to assist in the achievement of my goal I knew that what we desired, what we 
dreamed, what we visualised, could be brought to pass. I experienced a sense 
of power, as if all that we willed could be achieved. We danced in a circle, 
united in a single focus, nine powerful and confident women working 
towards our own empowerment and that of all life. The energy built in the 
circle as we concenfrated our minds, our hearts, our bodies and our wills on 
our identified goals. Without any conscious communication we knew when 
the moment had come to release the energy and with a loud cry we set it free, 
dropping exhausted to the ground. 
Gradually my racing heart slowed and I became aware of the grass 
beneath my hands, the cool night air on my body, the breeze rustling my hair 
and the leaves in the frees above. I was tired but relaxed. I gratefully 
accepted the goblet of grape juice, drinking deeply, drawing energy from its 
sweetness. I was reminded, once again, that the Goddess is the source of 
energy, of refreshment, of life. I felt myself smiling at the women around me, 
content with what we had achieved that evening. 
We opened the circle, signifying the end of the formal part of the 
gathering, and set out the food we had brought to share. As always, I was 
amazed, and sometimes amused, by the creativity we all displayed in 
choosing food to reflect the theme of the ritual. We sat in a circle, with the 
plates of food and flasks of drink in the cenfral altar space and talked as we 
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ate. I felt as if I had been on a long journey and was now sharing tales of my 
adventures with my friends. We were, as always, fascinated both by the 
similarity between our experiences and by their seemingly paradoxical 
uniqueness. Each of us had experienced a sense of awe, wonder and 
profound emotion, and had gained deeply challenging and empowering 
insights. By the time we had talked, feasted and packed up our possessions I 
was ready for the quiet drive home through the sparse late night fraffic. 
While driving I reflected on our ritual, on the events I had experienced, 
the insights I had gained, especially on my meditative journey, and the 
implications of these for my life. As a medievalist I also pondered with 
intense interest, as I do after every ritual, the sfructural parallels between 
romance literature and spiritual feminist ritual. The next section will explore 
briefly some of these parallels. 
Romance and Spiritual Feminist Ritual 
A number of the key themes and motifs common to medieval romance, 
mafristic romance and spiritual feminist ritual have been identified and 
discussed throughout this thesis - the adventure or quest; other worlds; 
nature, the earth, sexuality; sacred or magical beings; and magic, ritual and 
the Grail. These motifs are incorporated into a textual framework which 
follows a consistent sfructural pattern, a pattern which, it is proposed, is also 
observable in contemporary spiritual feminist ritual. This section will once 
again use the two key texts. Sir Perceval of Galles and The Mists of Avalon, as the 
foci of analysis, this time as examples of the sfructural patterning that is 
common to romance literature, and is manifested in spiritual feminist ritual. 
Romance tales often commence with a gathering or assembly of a broad 
community. Within this community there is usually a select group which is a 
part of, but apart from, the wider group. The protagonist emerges from this 
group and identifies, or accepts, a task to be undertaken. Within the 
parameters of this identified goal, the ultimate quest is always for self 
knowledge and self identity. The quest begins, often with the protagonist 
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entering a natural setting, such as a forest, in search of the goal. There is an 
encounter with a mentor, or wise one, who offers advice and guidance and 
often a talisman as a reminder of the past and a promise for the future. This 
talisman may also provide a practical source of sfrength or protection. The 
protagonist continues on the journey, growing in maturity and wisdom, until 
the allotted task is completed, finally returning to the community and being 
welcomed with joyful celebrations and feasting. 
This pattern is evident in Sir Perceval of Galles in the journeys 
undertaken by both Acheflour and Perceval. As the sister of king Arthur, 
Acheflour is a member of the inner court. When she can no longer live in 
harmony within the violent and dangerous society of the court, Acheflour 
undertakes the task of seeking a place where she can live with her infant son 
in accordance with her own values and beliefs. Acheflour chooses her own 
talisman, taking with her on her journey into the woods a little Scottish spear 
which had belonged to her husband. This is a complex reminder of her life as 
a princess, wife and mother in the royal court and a symbol of the new way of 
life Acheflour desires for her son, where the little spear will be used to kill 
only to provide essential food, not to inflict avoidable pain and suffering. 
Acheflour encounters no explicit wisdom figure in the woods, by the well. 
She does, however, find within herself, and in the world of nature, the 
courage and wisdom she needs to survive in her chosen environment. At the 
tale's end Acheflour returns to community, but it is not her community of 
origin. It is the world of Maidenland, whose values accord with her own and 
where she is welcomed as a woman of wisdom and integrity. 
The adventures of the male protagonist, Perceval, also follow the 
common romance pattern. Perceval lives with his mother in the wild. One 
day in the woods he encounters a small band of knights and thus is set in frain 
his own quest for knighthood. Perceval returns to the court that he left as an 
infant and indicates his desire to be part of the community of knights. He is 
given a task to complete before he can be accepted, the recovery of the king's 
stolen golden goblet. Acheflour gives Perceval a ring which will both remind 
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him of his home in the woods and will, when exchanged for another ring, 
provide him with magical protection. This ring will also become the frigger 
for the final reunion of Acheflour and Perceval, the means by which Acheflour 
recognises her lost son. On his journey to knighthood Perceval's chief mentor 
is his cousin Gawain, who insfructs him in the behaviour demanded of a 
knight. Perceval successfully recovers the king's goblet, but he learns on his 
journey that external validation of his knightly status is unnecessary, frusting 
instead to his own wisdom and courage. Unlike Acheflour, Perceval 
ultimately returns to the androcenfric community of the Arthurian court and 
thence of the Crusades. 
The Mists of Avalon is much longer than Sir Perceval of Galles and 
contains numerous pericopes which follow the romance pattern. The entire 
novel is frue to the romance sfructure, follow^ing the adventures of Morgaine 
and the priestesses of Avalon in their quest to ensure that the ways of the 
Goddess are not supplanted by Christianity. However, for the sake of brevity 
and simplicity, one shorter episode will be considered here, that of the events 
and challenges which face a novice priestess before she can be accepted as a 
consecrated priestess of the Goddess. 
Morgaine relates how she spent seven years in the House of Maidens, 
apart from the community of the priestesses, learning to know herself, gaining 
discernment and wisdom in the use of magic, until finally she faced the 
ultimate challenge: 'cast out of Avalon, clad only in my shift, and unarmed 
save for the little dagger of a priestess, to return - if I could' s^ With the help 
of the Goddess and her own courage, Morgaine returned safely to Avalon, 
where she was welcomed with joy and love. The talismanic 'mark of the 
crescent moon was set between [her] brows by the hand of the Goddess 
herself as a sign of Morgaine's commitment and she was admitted to the ranks 
of the consecrated priestesses. 
Like The Mists of Avalon, spiritual feminist rituals both follow the 
sfructural patteriung common to romance texts and incorporate a number of 
smaller examples of the romance pattern. The basic framework of spiritual 
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feminist ritual very closely parallels the pattern observed in romance texts. 
The welcome and the discussion of the purpose of the ritual reinforce the 
values of the small group of women gathered for ritual; the blessing and 
casting the circle represent their separation from the wider community; the 
blessing also works with the Charge of the Goddess to represent the 
imposition of a task on each women, that of finding the Goddess, and the 
symbolic sending out of each woman with the reminders that '[t]hou art 
Goddess' and that 'that which you seek' is to be found only 'within yourself; 
drawing down the moon could be consfrued as each woman's acceptance of 
her commission to find the Goddess; in the visualisation the quest is 
undertaken; the magical work and raising energy are an assertion of the 
power of sacred womanhood, the sfrength of will of this committed group and 
their growth in courage and confidence; sharing the goblet, opening the circle 
and feasting serve to reinforce the bonds of this special community and to 
symbolise their return from the enclosed ritual space to the wider community. 
The meditation, or visualisation, which is an integral part of spiritual 
feminist ritual, also commonly follows the romance sfructural pattern.^^ It is, 
in effect, a romance within a romance. In this particular full moon ritual the 
women undertake a visualised journey to their cenfre, imagined as a deep 
forest, to seek out their deepest desires, identify their sfrengths and clarify 
their needs. For each woman it is an individual, intensely personal journey, 
undertaken within the communal journey that is the full moon ritual 
framework. Each woman is the protagonist in her own romance quest, a quest 
which ultimately leads to deeper knowledge of herself, of her place in this 
small group of like minded women and of her role in, and responsibility to, 
the wider community of women committed to re-membering ways of being 
sfrong, sacred, female. 
Spiritual Feminist Myth Re-tnembered 
It is possible for myths to be suppressed, to be reshaped in support of 
emerging ideologies, selectively empowering and disempowering groups in 
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accordance with the dominant ethos. Countless scholars have demonsfrated 
how this form of suppression was employed to oppress women, to deny their 
power and to reinforce a pafriarchal ideology.^" However, while myths may 
be denied, hidden and rewritten, and themes and motifs distorted and 
misinterpreted, the basic mythic sfructural pattern cannot be so easily 
suppressed. It survives in the human unconscious, erupting in story, in song 
and in ritual action. Thus it is possible that, even in texts which originate in 
pafriarchal societies and cultures and which perpetuate an androcenfric 
ideology, the underlying mythic sfructure may convey an alternative hope 
and vision. This mythic sfructural pattern tells of seeking, of finding and of 
following one's own fruth. It is not a gender specific pattern. It is the pattern 
which shapes romance literature. 
In contemporary times this mythic pattern is also providing the 
framework for retelling, re-membering and reliving the mythic tale of 
women's courage to find their own identity, to name their own goals, to follow 
their own dream. It is a myth of women's empowerment and autonomy. It is 
a myth of 'a time when you were not a slave [when you] walked alone, full of 
laughter'.^i It is a myth of a world which respects women's 'intuition of 
integrity' and which honours 'the Goddess within women'.^^ jt jg a myth 
which reveres life, the earth, nature and human sexuality. It is a myth in 
which magic has a place and where magical and mysterious characters are 
encountered. This is the myth which is hinted at in the medieval romances, 
retold in the mafristic romances, re-membered and celebrated in spiritual 
feminist ritual. This is the myth which is cenfral to spiritual feminism. 
Re-membering a spiritual feminist mythology is not a linear 
progression, nor is it a static process. Re-membering women's story is a spiral 
process, with women constantly referring back to, celebrating, testing and 
further developing the mythological story in ritual. Neither is it a process 
undertaken in isolation. A collective story can only be developed, and 
validated, by a community. However, the collective story being re-membered 
by spiritual feminists is not an objective, disembodied, universalist narrative. 
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It is a story grounded in women's experiences, reflective both of the plurality 
of those experiences and of their commonality. 
In chapter seven the ribbed cowrie shell was used to symbolise the 
spiral process of women's reading, reflection, action and integration, as well as 
the contiguous relationship between a woman's conscious and her 
unconscious. In the diagram below the ribbed cowrie shell is used again, with 
the ribbing representing the spiral process of re-membering a spiritual 
feminist mythology and the two lips of the shell symbolising the contiguity of 
spiritual feminist ritual and myth. The two lips could equally well symbolise 
the relationship between the journeys and reflections of individual women 
and the communal reflective journey of all spiritual feminist women. 
Pagan myth Medieval 
and ritual • romance 
Conten^iary 
reader 
Matristic 
romance 
Summary 
Spiritual feminists are engaged in the process of re-membering a 
mythology which is both relevant for today and frue to the fraditions of 
women's ancient spiritual heritage. In so doing they are employing ritual, 
magic and imagination to tell a story which is empowering and liberating for 
women. Spiritual feminists are seeking not to develop this story anew, but to 
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reconsfruct a long lost story. However, despite women's energy and passion 
for the task, reconsfructing their lost mythological heritage is fraught with 
difficulty, for the building blocks have been almost totally desfroyed or erased 
from conscious memory. In the face of this difficulty, Monique Wittig's advice 
to women, cited earlier, is pertinent: 
You say you have lost all recollection of it, remember ... you say there 
are no words to describe it, you say it does not exist. But remember. 
Make an effort to remember ... or, failing that, invent.^^ 
Mary Daly echoes the same advice, naming the process of 
reconsfruction 're-membering', that is 'Re-calling the Original intuition of 
integrity ... healing the dismembered Self - the Goddess within women'.^ 
What has not been erased completely is the sfructural pattern of myth, 
and it is within and upon this framework that spiritual feminists are 
reconsfructing, inventing and re-membering their long lost story. This is a 
healing story, a story of sfrong women, courageous adventurers, seekers of 
fruth, of women who frust their own intuition, who listen to the stories which 
their bodies tell, who know that they are wise, compassionate, and sacred. It 
is the story of Acheflour, Stavia, Madrone, Ann, Tory, Morgaine, Pafricia and 
of all spiritual feminists,^ 
It is a story which tells of the quest or journey which can heal a 
woman's 'dismembered Self, a journey through other worlds, where nature, 
the earth and sexuality are honoured, where sacred and magical beings are 
encountered, and where magic and ritual are essential components. John 
Speirs wrote that 'medieval romances are at the end of a process of evolution 
from myth or ritual to romance'.^^ It may equally well be posited that pagan 
myth and ritual is an antecedent of spiritual feminist ritual and myth, and that 
the cenfral themes and motifs of medieval and mafristic romance literature, 
incorporated into the basic mythic pattern, are pivotal to the development, 
self-understanding and expression of spiritual feminist myth and ritual. 
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This thesis undertook to explore the role of romance literature, both 
medieval and mafristic, in contemporary western spiritual feminism. In this 
exploration, two key principles have prevailed. The first of these principles is 
the deconsfructive postmodernist insight that all knowledge and all meaning 
is relative, situated and 
individualistic. The core diagram 
used throughout this thesis (see 
right) clearly indicates the cenfral 
role that I, as reader, played in the 
consfruction of meaning at each 
stage of this w^ork. This insight also 
underpins the feminist standpoint assumed in the thesis, w^hich sought to elicit 
information about the w^ay in which romance texts function both in my ow^n 
spiritual life and in the lives of other spiritual feminists. The application of a 
feminist psychoanalysis, and of the principles of counterfransference, with its 
interchangeable subject positions, facilitated insights into both the textual 
unconscious and my own unconscious. It also enabled me to identify the 
fransitions which I experienced during the process of reading the focal texts, 
as well as the way in which reading aided the consfruction of meaning and the 
elicitation of meaning from my unconscious. This methodology presupposed 
that by listening to her unconscious a woman can achieve greater self 
knowledge and deeper understanding of the fruth and power of her own life 
story. 
The second principle is that of consfructive postmodernism which 
acknowledges that meaning and fruth are also relational and consfructed in 
community. This principle is reflected in the interaction between my own 
insights and experiences as a spiritual feminist and the process of re-
membering a mythology from the shared stories and ritual experience of nine 
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spiritual feminist women. It is out of this creative interplay between the 
individual stories of spiritual feminist women that a common, but fluid, 
spiritual feminist mythology is being re-membered. 
Researchers seeking to understand and analyse contemporary spiritual 
feminism must be fully cognisant both of the relationship of the individual to 
the group and of the fluidity of the emerging myth. It is a myth with shared 
authorship, with multiple protagonists and a myriad of subject positions. As 
spiritual feminists become more comfortable and increasingly confident in 
expressing their mythology, the fluidity of their re-membered story may be 
lost as researchers and scholars document, crystallise and consolidate it thus 
creating, once again, a metanarrative that is representative neither of the 
experiences of individuals nor of the group.i Adherence to the sfrategies 
employed in this study could alleviate this danger and ensure that the voices 
and experiences of individual women are not overwhelmed by the group 
story, but are allowed to speak their own multiple fruths, to weave their own 
sfrands into the web that is the re-membered myth of spiritual feminism. 
Such an approach can facilitate the emergence of the suppressed and 
repressed voices of women from the unconscious realm, to inform and shape 
their spiritual lives, to disrupt thefr culturally conditioned patterns of personal 
and social behaviour and to challenge and encourage them as they assume 
ever more radical subject positions in their life journeys. It can provide them 
with the courage and the opportunities to confribute their own conscious and 
unconscious knowledge, yearnings and personal narratives to the communal 
mythology of spiritual feminism. 
The ribbed cowrie shell, with its two contiguous lips, was used in 
chapter seven to signify the relationship between a woman's conscious and her 
unconscious, as well as the unity of woman's physical, sexual, sensual self and 
her speaking, reflecting, expressive self. In chapter eight the same shell was 
used to reflect the relationship between the journeys and reflections of 
individual women and the communal reflective journey of all spiritual 
feminist women. It is used here in recognition of the relationship between the 
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two principles which underpin this 
work: the unique spiritual stories of 
individual women and the shared, re-
membered myth of the wider 
community of contemporary spiritual 
feminist women. 
In seeking to discover and understand the role of romance literature in 
the emerging spiritual feminist myth this research focussed on ten romance 
texts, five from the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries and five from the 
twentieth century. A number of common themes were found in these 
examples of medieval and mafristic romance literature including: the 
adventure or quest theme, particularly the quest for self identity; different 
worlds; nature, the earth and sexuality; goddesses, gods, fairies and witches; 
and magic, ritual and the Grail. 
An examination of spiritual feminist ritual, as a medium for the 
articulation and development of spfritual feminism, revealed that these 
romance themes are also cenfral to spiritual feminism. Moreover, not only do 
romance texts and spiritual feminist ritual share common characteristics or 
themes, they also express a common story, a story which is narrated in the 
texts of medieval and mafristic romance and enacted in the rituals of spiritual 
feminism. Each recounts the tale of an empowering journey by the 
protagonist into worlds beyond the earthly realm. In these worlds magic and 
ritual are essential components, sacred or magical beings are encountered, 
questions are asked, tests undertaken and insight gained. The protagonist 
returns from this journey with renewed wisdom and with a deeper sense of 
personal identity and power. 
While the thematic, sfructural and narrative parallels between romance 
literature and spiritual feminism are evident, romance literature also functions 
in a number of other, more significant ways in spiritual feminism. As has 
been demonsfrated in this work, the role of romance Uterature in spiritual 
feminism is fourfold. 
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Firstly, romance literature serves, either consciously or unconsciously, 
as a link to early pagan myths and rituals. Hints of pagan myth and ritual, 
tantalising and, perhaps, unconscious were found in the five medieval 
romances examined in chapter three. The analysis of the mysterious journeys 
undertaken by the protagonists of Thomas of Erceldoune and the Queen of Elf-
land,^ Sir Degare,^ Sir Launfal,"^ Sir Gawain and the Green Knight^ and Sir Perceval 
of Galles^ found suggestions of rituals, including initiation, fransition and 
sexual rituals; nature and seasonal celebrations; ritual testing; and entry to 
other worlds and to liminal places. These are but hints, remnants of an earlier 
mythology and of its ritual expression,^ but they hold an enduring fascination 
for spiritual feminist readers. 
Mafristic romance was also seen to be rich in myth and ritual. Mafristic 
romances employ the same themes and motifs as do medieval romances, but 
they are far more explicit in their representation of pagan and Goddess 
cenfred rituals than are the medieval romances in the form in which we have 
access to them today. Texts such as The Gate to Women^s Country,^ The Fifth 
Sacred Thing,^ Amazon,^^ The Ancient Future: The Dark Age^^ and The Mists of 
Avalon^^ both draw upon and employ ritual as they tell of the personal and 
spiritual journeys of their female protagonists and of the societies in which 
they live. 
Secondly, romance literature provides women with alternative models 
of society, of relationships and of the sacred. In telling the story of alternative 
societal sfructures and frameworks romance, and particularly mafristic 
romance, gives women glimpses of the social and political systems which can 
follow from Goddess cenfred philosophies and ideologies. Romance texts 
describe, develop and challenge their readers to create what Orenstein named 
'the new egalitarian Eden of the Goddess'.i^ The challenge in the creation of 
such societies is to dream of possibilities, to reclaim lost knowledge, to re-
member a spirituality that is both old and ever new. It is the challenge to 
follow one's own convictions, to frust one's own wisdom, to wield one's own 
power in the service of the Goddess. This is the common element in mafristic 
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worlds such as Women's Country,^^ Starhawk's twenty first century 
California, 15 Themiskyra in the third millennium BCE,^ ^ the twentieth century 
world of The Ancient Future: The Dark Age^'^ and the holy isle of Avalon.^^ 
While this is a dominant theme of mafristic romance, it is also found in 
medieval romance. The story of Acheflour and of Lufamour in Sir Perceval of 
Galles, in particular, is an example of this phenomenon. Acheflour, who 
envisioned a new way of living, free from violence, in harmony with nature, is 
a model for all spiritual feminists who dream of a w^orld where the ways of 
the Goddess are honoured, where women are respected and where nature is 
revered. Lufamour's Maidenland, with its egalitarian rule and its sfrong 
female role model, provides women with yet another example of the 
alternative and empow^ering social sfructure common to romance texts, either 
explicitly articulated or located in the textual unconscious. 
Thfrdly, romance literature empow^ers women to take responsibility for 
their own personal, social and spiritual lives. Romance texts challenge women 
not only to dream of possibilities, but also to take action, and to assume ever 
more empowering roles and more radical social and spiritual subject positions 
in their own social and spiritual lives. Psychoanalysis provided a way of 
exploring and documenting one example of the relationship between romance 
texts and reader. Psychoanalysis enabled me to focus on myself as a reader 
and on the impact which my relationship with the texts has had on my 
spiritual life. Two romances were chosen for this analysis, the medieval Sir 
Perceval of Galles and the contemporary The Mists of Avalon. The 
psychoanalysis revealed that each of these two texts had a unique, but similar, 
impact on my unconscious, an impact which was also felt and expressed in my 
consciousness. This was both a disruptive impact and a frigger for greater self 
knowledge and, thus, for a more intensive and empowering spiritual life. 
The most significant insights for me, as a reader, to emerge from this 
psychoanalysis, were into the nature of the Goddess and her relationship to 
me as an individual, to all women and to all human and earth life. The most 
important practical outcome of the analysis for me is the challenge to live my 
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life in accordance with this fruth. That is, to live a life dedicated to the 
Goddess, emulating her courage, her wholeness and her honesty. 
Finally, romance literature assists women as they work to re-member a 
contemporary western spiritual feminist mythology and ritual fradition. A 
life dedicated to following the fruth of the Goddess is a life committed to 
seeking, finding and following one's own fruth. This commitment is being 
explored and expressed by spiritual feminists in story and in ritual. In 
spiritual feminist ritual women relive and retell a story in which they are the 
protagonists: a story of courageous women, seekers of truth, of women who 
frust their own intuition, who listen to the stories which their bodies tell, of 
women who work magic in the name of the Goddess and w^ho know, above 
all, that they bear 'the face of the Goddess'.^^ 
Spiritual feminists thus simultaneously remember and re-member the 
story told in romance tales: the story of a quest for self, for self knowledge and 
for self identity. The emerging mythology of spiritual feminism both draws 
upon and moves beyond the fruths expressed in medieval and mafristic 
romance literature. In re-membering, women are creating a spiritual fradition 
which, like the empowering journeys of romance literature, is 'healing the 
dismembered Self - the Goddess within women'.^o 
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APPENDIX 
A Select Concordance to Sir Perceval of Galles 
ACHEFLOUR 
23 He gaffe hym his syster Acheflour 
590 His syster Acheflour J^ e gude 
AKE/AKKE 
772 Off byrke and of akke 
773 l>er brent of birke and of ake 
ARMOUR/ARMOURE/ARMOURS 
67 Thurgh his armour and his schelde 
123 And graythed hym armour ful swythe 
139 Bot "Wo worthe wykkyde armour!" 
651 To feche doun armoure 
787 The childe in his armour dight 
1099 His armour bryghte and blody 
1504 In armours to dighte 
2181 Ne none armoure J)at may be 
2197 His armour he leued Jjerin 
ARTHURE/ARTHOUR/ARTHOURE 
13 In Kyng Arthures hauUe 
21 {>arefore Kyng Arthoure 
260 Off Arthurs in 
311 With Kyng Arthoure duelle wee 
315 Will Kyng Arthoure make me knyghte, 
508 TUl Arthure the dere 
522 And this Arthure pe Kyng bee 
649 Vp ryses Sir Arthoure 
811 VntiU Arthoure J)e Kynge 
836 With Arthours men 
974 I>at sondes me to Kyng Arthoure 
1059 And vntill Arthoure J?e Kynge 
1389 One was Kyng Arthoure 
1417 Then sayd Arthoure pe Kyng 
1527 Be then come Arthoure Ipe bolde 
1562 Scho frayned Arthour pe Kyng 
1573 I>en said Arthoure pe K y i ^ 
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1633 Then pe Kyng Arthour 
1645 Kyng Arthour in Maydenlande 
1749 Than Kyng Arthour in hy 
ASOURE 
261 One was Ewayne fytz Asoure 
BARE/BERE 
190 Wolde scho no3te with hir bere 
215 As many als he myghte bere 
335 Smertly schall bere mee 
343 And saide, "I>ou sail bere me 
347 Hamewarde scho gun hym bere 
431 Fro pe moder J)at hym bere 
676 l>e stede J)at hym bere 
714 For he hade no thynge to bere 
859 Oppon his spere he hir bare 
1170 Many thurgh gane he bere 
1178 Many thurgh gane he bere 
1658 PerceueU bere hym fro his stede 
1862 One his body for to bere 
1918 Bare down pe Blake Knyght 
1960 I bare it one a gate 
1962 I bare it to a gude mone 
2235 One his bake he hir bare 
BESTE/BESTES/BESTE3 
176 With beste3 to playe 
177 With wilde bestes for to playe 
214 Bestes and ojjer gere 
222 I>er was no beste Jjat w^elke one fote 
BIRDE 
1289 Full blythe was J)at birde brighte 
1305 The birde was blythe of J)at bade 
1829 A birde, brightest of ble 
BLAKE KNYGHT/BLAKE KNYGHTE 
50 The Red Knyghte ne pe Blake, 
1837 Scho said, "Sir, pe Blake Knyghte 
1887 For 3onder comes pe Blake Knyghte 
1918 Bare down pe Blake Knyght 
BLYSSYNG/ BLYSSYNGE 
517 Childe, hafe J)ou my blyssyng 
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1058 Fare in Goddes blyssynge 
2287 Grante vs all His blyssyng 
BREN/BRENDE/BRENE/BRYNNANDE 
440 Brynnande J^erby 
751 Owte of pe iren bren pe free 
762 The Rede Knyghte in to bren 
771 Besyde a fyre brynnande 
773 {>er brent of birke and of ake 
779 Out of his iren i wolde hym bren 
839 There J>ou sees pe fyre brene 
932 Are i hade sene hym bren 
933 "Petir!" quod Percyuell, "he es brende 
1514 I>at J30U woldes pe knyghte brene 
Righte here he solde be brende 
He said, "Righte here i solde J^ e brene 
A bryghte fire, wele bett 
The coupe of golde bryghte 
I^ e golde J)at es bryghte 
His armour bryghte and blody 
Bot a grete bukke had bene 
1680 
1681 
BRYGHTE 
439 
648 
812 
1099 
BUKKE 
302 
BYRKE 
772 Off byrke and of akke 
CHILD/CHILDE/CHILDES 
105 When pe child w^as borne 
110 For a knaue childe Jjat he hade 
205 The childe es payed, of his parte 
235 Sw^ete childe, i rede J)ou praye 
266 The childe hadd no thyng J>at tyde 
275 The childes witt was full thyn 
307 I scholde wyn J)is childe with play 
323 The childe hase taken hym till 
418 The childe by pe modir lay 
501 He saide, "Faire childe and free 
506 I ame myn awnn modirs childe 
517 Childe, hafe J)OU my blyssyng 
569 The childe thoghte he longe bade 
587 t a t pe childe scholde bee 
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593 The childe hadde wonnede in pe wodde 
652 I>e childe in to dyghte 
689 Of schottyng was pe child slee 
701 Then saide pe childe in J^at tyde 
711 The childe gon his mere mayne 
721 The childe saw J)at it was soo 
739 The childe couthe no better rede 
768 For pe childes sake 
787 The childe in his armour dight 
798 The childe es dighte in his wede 
868 Was pe childe fayne 
885 The childe sayde, "God luke l^e!" 
898 And thankede pe childe full thro 
909 He sayde, "Theis children nyne 
942 He broghte pe childe into J^ e haulle 
951 I>e childe J?at come with J^ e knyghte 
1092 What pe childe highte 
1116 I>e childe wolde be slayne 
1126 The childe paste oute on pe playne, 
1165 The childe sawe J)at he was fade, 
1304 The childe was full wighte. 
1317 The childe was sett on pe dese 
1436 I>at pe childe hade 
1499 He wiste wele it was pe childe 
1535 With l?e childe J)at thay hade 
1563 Of childe PerceueU pe syng 
1569 Scho had sene with pe childe 
1640 The childe was of pith 
1677 I>an thynkes pe childe 
1689 The childe was of gamen gnede 
1703 The childe hadd no powste 
1711 The childe warm owt of study 
COUPE/ COUPES/ COUPPE 
613 Full felly pe coupe he fett 
617 The couppe was filled full of wyne 
620 Was pe couppe made 
622 t>e coupe that he there fande 
634 And my coupes fro me tane 
643 And J^ e coupe agayne brynge 
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648 The coupe of golde bryghte 
670 Bot if {)ou brynge pe coupe agayne 
817 Take pe coupe in thy hande 
CRISTE 
287 Son, so Criste mote me sayne 
2285 Now Ihesu Criste, heuens Kyng 
CURTAISELY/CURTASYE 
286 Faire and curtaisely agayne, 
1263 The curtasye of Waw^ayne 
DAME 
336 Till i come to my dame 
1094 His dame sonne, he said, he hight 
DART/D ARTE 
203 It is a dart doghty 
206 His modir hase gyffen hym Jiat darte 
210 With hys darte in his hande 
663 Or w^ith my dart i sail pe fere 
671 With my dart Jjou sail be slayne 
750 When my dart solde broken be 
DERE 
1582 To play hym with l^ e wilde dere 
DRANKE/DRONKEN/DRYNK/DRYNKE/DRYNKES 
7 He dranke water of pe welle 
618 He dranke of J)at J)at was {>erinn 
949 Mete and drynke w^as J)er dighte 
958 Off mete and drynke, for charyte 
1555 Drynkes of pe derreste 
1557 I>ay ete and dranke what J)ay w^olde 
1775 With more drynke and lesse 
1777 Drynkes of welles, J)er J)ay spryng 
2203 Of mete ne drynke he ne roghte 
2208 And drynk take hym thare 
2209 When he had dronken J)at tyde 
2245 t e geant had a drynk wroghte 
ETE 
461 l>e tojjer halfe ete he 
584 And ete with hym at none 
1557 I>ay ete and dranke what J?ay wolde 
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EWAYNE 
261 One was Ewayne fytz Asoure 
1390 Anothir Ewayne, the floure 
FADER/FADIR/FFADER/FFADIR 
9 His ffadir was a noble man 
107 Als his ffadir highte byforne 
568 Venge his fader bane 
572 A ffader to be slayne 
990 Hir fadir and hir eme slane 
1577 [How] his ffadir was slayne 
FELDE/FILDE 
64 And lygges in the felde 
65 There he lygges in the felde 
88 In felde for to stonde 
93 I>at Percyuell in the felde 
115 l?at he will in pe felde duelle 
289 Than saide pe fole one pe filde 
505 Then saide pe fole of pe filde 
640 In felde hym to felle 
1080 In felde for to fyghte 
1232 That iolke in the felde 
1239 If I>ay myghte fynde in pe felde 
1311 And he myghte w^n hir in felde 
1386 He sese, ferre in the felde 
1404 Forthir in the felde 
1415 He rydes forthe in pe felde 
1496 In felde there thay fighte 
1498 At the fole one the felde 
1571 Thoghte grete ferly on filde 
1653 In pe felde so brade 
1679 Hade i a fire now in this filde 
1912 Slayne in the felde 
1923 He had bene slayne in pe felde 
2048 Sle thaym in the felde 
FELLE 
He was ffosterde in the felle 
FESTE 
109 The knyghte w^as fayne, a teste made 
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FFOSTERDE 
6 He was ffosterde in the felle 
FIRE/FYRE 
439 A bryghte fire, wele bett 
752 Now es me fyre gnede 
754 His fyre-iren he hent 
760 Wodde, a fyre to make 
761 A grete fyre made he J)an 
771 Besyde a fyre brynnande 
175 What wylt J)ou with this fyre make? 
791 Keste hym reghte in the fyre 
839 There J)ou sees J^ e fyre brene 
855 The wylde fyre J)at he gatt 
860 To pe fyre agayne 
1679 Hade i a fire now in this filde 
FOLE 
289 Than saide pe fole one pe filde 
505 Then saide J^ e fole of pe filde 
660 A fole als he w^are 
674 Calde hym fole J?at was hys foo 
681 He sayde, "Come i to the, appert fole 
686 Be i fole, or whatte i bee 
1498 At the fole one the felde 
FRE/FREE/FRELY 
3 Off one Jjat was faire and fre 
38 For to wedde pdX frely fode 
400 And fonde to be fre 
463 Paste he fonded to be free 
476 He lefte with J^at fre 
501 He saide, "Faire childe and free 
521 Than sayde Percyuell pe free 
585 The Kyng biholdes pe vesage free 
685 Than sayd Percyuelle pe free 
901 Then sayde PercyeuU pe free 
1275 Hendely hailsed he pdX fre 
1293 At J)at fre gan scho frayne 
1337 Then said pe lady so free 
1437 "A, dere God!" said Wawayne pe fre 
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1517 Bot }?en was PerceueU pe free 
1597 t>en said PerceueU pe fre 
1702 Strykes at PerceueU the fre 
1870 To that lady so fre 
1909 Than sayd PerceueU pe fre 
2019 Agayne PerceueU the fre 
2045 Than said PerceueU the fre 
2147 Fast he frayned J?at free 
2165 Fayne wolde i take Jjat free 
2212 Of pe lady so fre 
GALAYS/GALAYSE 
1643 Sir PerceueU the Galayse 
1990 Sir PerceueU de Galays 
G AW A YN/ G AW A YNE/ WAWAYNE 
262 Anojjer was Gawayne with honour 
285 Bot Jjan ansuerde Sir Gawayne 
291 To Gaw^ayne J)at w^as meke and mylde 
317 t>an saide Sir Gawayne riste J?are 
513 Bot ^an spak Sir Gawayne 
765 Be J)an was Sir Gawayne dyght 
776 Sayd Gawayne hym till 
781 Bot J?en sayd Sir Gawayne 
785 I>an Sir Gawayn doun lyghte 
805 Then sayd Sir Gawayn hym till 
1263 The curtasye of Wawayne 
1391 The thirde Wawayne with honoure 
1428 Vntill Sir Wawayne 
1429 When it felle to Sir Wawayne 
1437 "A, dere God!" said Wawayne pe fre 
1446 Sir Wawayne, there als he rade 
1493 Then spake Sir Wawayne 
1507 My name es Wawayne in kythe 
1510 My name es Wawayne J^ e knyghte 
1685 t»en said Wawayne pe knyghte 
GAYTE/GAYTES 
186 Bot with hir tuke a tryppe of gayte 
254 Bothe his modir and his gayte 
268 Bot a gaytes skynn 
314 In gayte-skynnes Jjat was dyghte 
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847 Bot gayte-skynnes, i wene 
GOD/GODD/GODDE/GODDES 
236 To Goddes Sone dere 
242 Whatkyns a godd may Jjat be 
246 It es pe grete Godd of heuen 
249 "By grete Godd," sayde he ^an 
255 The grete Godd for to layte 
280 I>e Godd J>at he soghte 
282 May pe grete Godd bee 
296 Sen 30 no goddes are 
381 He sware by grete Godde3 my3te 
413 "Bi grete God," sayd he 
526 He swrare by mekill Goddes my3te 
629 "A! dere God," said pe Kyng J)an 
669 He sw^are by mekill Godde3 payne 
884 And said, "Sir, God luke thee!" 
885 The childe sayde, "God luke l>e!" 
887 A, lorde Godd, now wele es mee 
1058 Fare in Goddes blyssynge 
1437 "A, dere God!" said Wawayne pe fre 
1530 Thankede God also sone 
2046 Thurgh grace of God so sail i the 
2266 Thanked Godde, alle three 
GOLDE 
619 All of rede golde fyne 
648 The coupe of golde bryghte 
812 i>e golde J)at es bryghte 
1321 In a chayere of golde 
2110 t e r he alle pe golde wiste 
2114 And schott owtt all pe golde 
GOLLEROTHERAM/GOLLEROTHERAME/GOLLEROTHIRAM/ 
GOLLEROTHIRAME/GOLROTHERAME 
1623 Here sail he fynde Golrotherame 
1651 I>at highte GoUerotherame 
1657 GoUerotheram, J)ofe he wolde wede 
1698 The[n] gan this Gollerothiram 
2042 Than slew Gollerothirame 
GRACE 
2046 Thurgh grace of God so saU i the 
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GRASSE/GRES/GRESSE 
75 I>at dyrste mete hym one pe grasse 
1192 Abowtte one J^ e gres 
1227 Many layde one pe gresse 
1774 How scho leuyde with pe gres 
1778 And gresse etys, withowt lesyng 
GRAYE 
172 And pe greues graye 
2272 In graye and in grene 
GRENE 
I>ay were clothede all in grene 
In graye and in grene 
277 
2272 
GRETE 
29 
42 
46 
117 
246 
249 
255 
282 
302 
381 
413 
718 
761 
814 
861 
With grete gyftes to fulfill 
A grete brydale Jjay made 
A grete iustyng J)er was sett 
A grete justynge w^as J>er sett 
It es pe grete Godd of heuen 
"By grete Godd," sayde he J^an 
The grete Godd for to layte 
May pe grete Godd bee 
Bot a grete bukke had bene 
He sware by grete Godde3 my3te 
"Bi grete God," sayd he 
And hfrseUe a grete bole 
A grete fyre made he J)an 
I am als grete a lorde als he 
fri ill wrethe and in grete 
1229 Grete ferly thaym thoghte 
1541 "Mi grete socour at J)ou here sende 
1565 Grete wondir had Lufamour 
1571 Thoghte grete ferly on filde 
1799 Bot[h] at grete and at smaUe 
2277 Grete lordes and the Qwene 
GREUES 
172 
HAULLE 
13 
181 
And pe greues graye 
In Kyng Arthures haulle 
Byhynde scho leued boure and hauUe 
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399 Bothe in haulle and in boure 
434 He fande an haulle J)er besyde 
598 He lyghtes doun in he haulle 
937 By his haulle J>aire gates felle 
942 He broghte pe childe into pe haulle 
946 And hymselfe to pe haulle fett 
1314 And hymselfe to haulle was fet 
1342 When worde come into pe haulle 
1546 l>e Kyng w^endis to haulle 
1797 Vp he rose in {>at haulle 
HEUEN/HEUENS 
246 It es pe grete Godd of heuen 
1946 He swere by Ihesu, Heuen-kyng 
2285 Now Ihesu Criste, heuens Kyng 
HONOUR/ HONOURE 
22 Dide hym mekill honoure 
137 Right als he hade done J)is honour 
262 AnoJ^er was Gawayne with honour 
975 And prayes hym, for his honoure 
1279 Prayes the, for thyn honour 
1391 The thirde Wawayne with honoure 
HORSE/HORSE3 
352 Horse hame brynge 
353 Scho saw hym horse hame brynge 
371 He wened all oJ)er horses were 
533 On horse houande hym by 
827 His horse and his harnays 
1106 Horse and armes for to brynge 
1110 To horse and armes J>ay felle 
1152 Make his horse to rynne 
1242 Sawe a mekill horse stande 
1272 I^ e horse stode stiU 
1435 Horse and hernays of hewe 
1473 {>aire horse were stallworthe and sfrange 
2178 I sail neuer one horse ryde 
IHESU 
1946 He swere by Ihesu, Heuen-kyng 
2285 Now Diesu Criste, heuens Kyng 
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n^EN/IRYN 
746 In gude iryn and in stele 
751 Owte of pe iren bren pe free 
754 His fyre-iren he hent 
779 Out of his iren i wolde hym bren 
2018 Ane iryn clobe takes he 
2025 I^er was iryn in the wande 
JUSTYNGE/JUSTYNGE3 
112 Offe justynges J)ay telle 
113 Now of justynge3 J)ay tell 
117 A grete justynge was J)er sett 
122 When he herde of J)at justynge kythe 
KAY/KAYES 
263 And Kay, pe bolde baratour 
297 Then ansuerde Sir Kay 
301 At Kayes wordes wexe he tone 
305 Bot petn said Gayaw^n to Kay 
1392 And Kay, pe kene knyghte 
KIRKE 
37 To pe kirke J^ e knyghte 3ode 
KYNG/KYNGE/KYNGES 
13 In Kyng Arthures haulle 
21 I>arefore Kyng Arthoure 
311 With Kyng Arthoure duelle wee 
315 Will Kyng Arthoxu-e make me knyghte 
319 Bot to J^ e Kynge i rede J)ou ffare 
321 To wete J)an pe Kynges will 
344 To-morne to pe Kynge 
378 Before J)aire Kyng for to be 
383 Bot-if pe Kynge make me knyghte 
485 He come J)er pe Kyng was 
495 Kyste pe forheuede of pe Kynge 
497 The Kyng had ferly paa 
514 Was J>e Kynges frenchepayne 
519 Here hase J>ou fonden pe Kynge 
522 And this Arthure pe Kyng bee 
527 Bot if pe Kyng make me knyghte 
530 Hadden ferly of pe Kyng 
534 The Kyng byholdes hym on hy 
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574 He saide sone to pe Kynge 
581 Than J^ e Kyng hym hendly highte 
585 The Kyng biholde3 pe vesage free 
589 It ran in the Kynges mode 
595 The Kynge hymselfe vnderstode 
611 Kynge, knyghtes within walle 
614 Bifore pe Kynge J)at was sett 
627 The sorowe J>at J>e Kynge hade 
629 "A! dere God," said pe Kyng J>an 
645 "Als i am frewe kyng," said he 
662 Bryng agayne pe Kynges gere 
811 Vntill Arthoure pe Kynge 
974 I>at sondes me to Kyng Arthoure 
1015 For i will to J^ e Kynge fare 
1059 And vntill Arthoure pe Kynge 
1062 The Kyng to care-bed es gane 
1073 Afote myste pe Kyng no3t stande 
1085 "What knyghte es Jjat," said J^ e Kyng 
1105 Than comanded pe Kyng 
1117 The Kyng tase with hym knyghtis thre 
1121 The Kyng es now in his waye 
1389 One was Kyng Arthoure 
1417 Then sayd Arthoure pe Kyng 
1528 I>at there was knyghte and kyng 
1546 I>e Kyng w^endis to haulle 
1551 The Kyng and J^ e lady 
1560 I>e Kyng and J^ e Qwene 
1562 Scho frayned Arthour pe Kyng 
1573 I>en said Arthoure pe Kyng 
1593 Than saide J?e Kyng full sone 
1633 Then pe Kyng Arthour 
1638 l>e Kyng doubbed hym to knyghte 
1645 Kyng Arthour in Maydenlande 
1738 Was beste worthy to be kyng 
1747 And is a kyng full righte 
1749 Than Kyng Arthour in hy 
1754 Off all I^at lande to be kyng 
1758 The Kyng went on his way 
1768 Knewe hym for kyng 
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1849 Were he knyghte, were he kyng 
1872 Als i am frewe kyng 
1873 He was bothe kyng and knyght 
1946 He swere by Ihesu, Heuen-kyng 
1965 Es it nowjjer knyghte ne kyng 
2285 Now Ihesu Criste, heuens Kyng 
KISSEDE/ KIST/ KISTE/ KYSTE 
473 I>er he kyste J)at swete thynge 
495 Kyste pe forheuede of pe Kynge 
1357 Scho kiste hym withowtten lett 
1523 And kyste togedir with gud chore 
1525 Now kissede the beryns so bolde 
1939 t a n kist i J)at lady 
KNAUE 
110 For a knaue childe J)at he hade 
216 He was a gude knaue 
227 And was reghte a gude knaue 
2094 He was ane vnhende knaue 
KNYFE 
456 A knyfe J?er besyde 
563 With swerde, spere, ne with knyfe 
2087 In pe nekk with his nefe 
KNYGHTE/ KNYGHTES 
(excluding Red Knyghte / Black Knyghte) 
12 When he was made knyghte 
27 For he pe knyghte wele kende 
31 To pe knyghte, at J)er bothers will 
37 To pe kirke pe knyghte 3ode 
53 He dose als a noble knyghte 
109 The knyghte was fayne, a teste made 
135 Knyghte, duke, erle, and baroun 
315 WUl Kyng Arthoure make me knyghte 
331 Rade pe knyghtes apone 
374 I>are hafe i thre knyghtes sene 
383 Bot-if pe Kynge make me knyghte 
395 To make the knyghte, if J)ou may 
402 There J)ou meteste with a knyghte 
407 If i solde a knyghte ken 
414 Where J^at i a knyghte see 
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483 A knyghte wolde he nedis bee 
520 f>at kan J^ e knyghte maa 
523 Luke he a knyghte make mee 
527 Bot if pe Kyng make me knyghte 
546 I»ou w^ere lyke to a knyghte 
570 I>at he ne ware a knyghte made 
579 Make me knyghte with thi hande 
582 I>at he schold dub hym to knyghte 
611 Kynge, knyghtes within walle 
635 And my gude knyghte slayne 
644 And J)ou w i^ll make me knyghte 
646 A knyghte sail i make the 
673 The knyghte byhaldes hym in throo 
690 At pe knyghte lete he flee 
707 Ayther of vs, as he were a knyghte 
728 And broghte to pe knyghte 
737 The knyghte lay still in pe stede 
790 He tase pe knyghte bi pe swire 
797 The knyghte lygges J)er on brede 
803 For a knyghte i may be lete 
816 None ojjer gates knyghte 
856 When J^ e knyghte was slayne 
881 Till he was warre of a knyghte 
886 The knyghte said, "Now wele pe be! 
897 "Son," sayde pe knyghte tho 
905 Bot J)an spake pe olde knyghte 
936 The blythere wexe pe knyghte 
951 E>e childe J>at come with pe knyghte 
961 The knyghte badde late hym inn 
967 He haylsede pe knyghte as he can 
969 The knyghte askede hym J^are 
1021 [T]he knyghte herde hym say so 
1084 Agayne with the knyghte 
1085 "What knyghte es l?at," said pe Kyng 
1088 Es worthy to be a knyghte 
1104 t a t till a knyghte telle 
1246 3ondir ligges a knyghte 
1255 Siche a knyghte in this thede 
1392 And Kay, pe kene knyghte 
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1418 I se a bolde knyghte owt spryng 
1510 My name es Wawayne J^ e knyghte 
1514 {>at J)ou woldes J^ e knyghte brene 
1528 I^at there was knyghte and kyng 
1590 3if i be noghte 3itt knyghte 
1638 i>e Kyng doubbed hym to knyghte 
1646 Dubbid hym knyghte with his hande 
1685 Pen said Wawayne pe knyghte 
1849 Were he knyghte, w^ere he kyng 
1893 The knyghte gan hir answ^ere 
1965 Es it nowJ)er knyghte ne kyng 
1986 The knyghte ansuerde in tone 
2130 The knyghte |5at it here hade 
KYNGDOME 
1339 Sail hafe J i^s kyngdome and me 
LADY 
59 And euer J)at riche lady lay 
157 Scho J)at was his lady 
163 And pe lady hase gyffen a gyfte 
201 Than byspakke the lady 
234 I>e lady till hir son gun say 
245 Then byspakke pe lady euen 
349 The lady was neuer more sore bygone 
357 t>an als sone saide J^ e lady 
385 Bot than byspakke pe lady 
401 Than saide pe lady so brighte 
470 A lady slepande on a bedde 
973 He saide, "I come fro J^ e Lady Lufamour 
982 The lady, for hir fayrenes 
998 The lady will hirselfe sla 
1071 With letfres fro pe lady 
1219 Thay called vp pe lady 
1221 Now commes pe lady to J?at sight 
1222 The Lady Lufamour, pe bright 
1235 And wist pe lady was Jjare 
1245 Then said pe lady so brighte 
1277 My lady, lele Lufamour 
1288 Forthe to that lady 
1302 And Lufamour, J?at lele lady 
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1309 
1337 
1399 
1405 
1414 
1539 
1551 
1634 
1751 
1836 
1866 
1870 
1875 
1877 
1919 
1927 
1929 
1932 
1935 
1939 
2138 
2144 
2145 
2159 
2162 
2171 
2174 
2212 
2248 
2259 
2271 
231 
Paste pe lady hym byhelde 
Then said pe lady so free 
And ay lay the lady brighte 
Then was the lady full wo 
As J>at lady byhelde 
A blythere lady J^an 
The Kyng and pe lady 
And pe Lady Lufamour 
Toke lefe at the lady 
I>at lady in lande 
Full wele by the ladys tale 
To that lady so fre 
He loused the lady so brighte 
Down satt the lady 
t a n was pe lady so bright 
Ay went pe lady bytwene 
Than pe lady he forbere 
Forgiffe the lady 
To do J)at lady no lothe 
t>an kist i J5at lady 
Wonna[n]de a lady 
And the lady bysoghte 
Now pe lady byseches he 
Thus es pe lady so wo 
Now es pe lady wode, iwys 
To make J)at lady to duelle 
I>at faire lady to ta 
Of pe lady so fre 
Bot for that lady 
Till at pe laste the lady 
And made pe lady in to ga 
Nowber nurture ne lare 
LEMAN/LEMMAN 
1771 With Lufamour his lemman 
1802 Lufamour, his lemman 
2146 Pat scho wolde his leman be 
LUFAMOUR 
973 He saide, "I come fro pe Lady Lufamour 
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1771 
1802 
MARY 
1823 
1826 
MAYDEN 
182 
1323 
1222 The Lady Lufamour, pe bright 
1277 My lady, lele Lufamour 
1302 And Lufamour, J^at lele lady 
1565 Grete wondir had Lufamour 
1632 Lufamour J^ e brighte 
1634 And pe Lady Lufamour 
1743 He weddys Lufamour pe may 
1746 Wedded Lufamour J>e bright 
With Lufamour his lemman 
Lufamour, his lemman 
Scho prayed to mylde Mary 
Mary, J)at es mylde of mode 
A mayden scho tuke hfr withalle 
The myldeste mayden one molde 
1327 The mayden mengede his mode 
1727 The milde mayden in mode 
1732 With J>at mayden brighte 
1756 Pe mayden J)at it hade 
MAYDENLANDE 
956 Of pe Maydenlande 
1128 To pe Maydenlande 
1645 Kyng Arthour in Maydenlande 
MEKE 
291 To Gawayne J?at was meke and mylde 
MERE/MERES 
327 Offe coltes and of meres gude 
341 The moste mere he Jjare see 
346 Bot stert vp on the mere 
363 What will J50U with J)is mere do 
367 Of J>e stode-mere stythe 
369 Now he calles hir a mere 
430 Stirttes vp appon pe mere 
443 I>erto his mere he bande 
450 Gaffe his mere pe tone of J)oo 
477 He went forthe to his mere 
494 His mere, withowtten faylynge 
500 The mouthe of the mere 
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511 On J?is mere byfor the 
599 Bonde his mere amonge J^am alle 
661 He cryed, "How, man on thi mere! 
672 And slongen of thi mere 
703 After J?i mere scholde i ryde 
711 The childe gon his mere mayne 
713 I>e stede was swifter J)an pe mere 
717 The mere w^as bagged with fole 
733 I hafe broghte to the thi mere 
1692 I w^ende had bene a mere 
MESSE 
1807 Hym a messe for to syng 
MESURE 
398 Luke J)ou be of mesure 
446 I>at i solde of mesure bee; 
462 How myste he more of mesure be? 
MYLDE/MYLDESTE 
291 To Gawayne J)at was meke and mylde 
1323 The myldeste mayden one molde 
1823 Scho prayed to mylde Mary 
1826 Mary, J)at es mylde of mode 
MODER/MODIR/ MODIRS 
197 "Swete modir," sayde he 
206 His modir hase gyffen hym J)at darte 
219 Broghte his moder of thoo 
241 "Swete moder," sayde he 
254 Bothe his modir and his gayte 
283 I>at my moder tolde mee 
370 Als his moder dide ere 
373 Moder, at 3onder hill hafe i bene 
405 "Swete moder," sayd he then 
415 Moder, as 30 bidd me 
418 The childe by J^ e modir lay 
425 His moder gaffe hym a ryng 
431 Fro pe moder J?at hym bere 
445 He saide, "My modir bad me 
475 His awenn modir takynnynge 
506 I ame myn awrm modfrs childe 
749 He sayd, "My moder bad me 
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1578 [And his modi]r to pe wode gane 
1773 Nor on his moder {)at was 
1787 My modir all manles 
1791 Or i may my modir see 
2183 TiU i my modir may see 
2202 His modir ne fyndis he noghte 
2223 He said, "My modir full dere 
2234 And vp he toke his modir thare 
2241 In with his modir he glade 
2274 Toke his modir hym by 
NAME/NAMED 
5 His righte name was Percyuelle 
332 Knewe i thaire name 
339 Scho will telle [me] pe name 
366 Als when he herde pe name kythe 
675 For he named hym soo 
1090 Wete 30, his name es for to layne 
1507 My name es Wawayne in kythe 
1510 My name es Wawayne pe knyghte 
NURTOUR/NURTOURE/NURTURE 
231 NowJ)er nurture ne lare 
397 Lyttill J)ou can of nurtoure 
1567 And couthe so littiU of nurtour 
PAYNE 
669 He sware by mekill Goddes payne 
PERCEUALE/PERCEUELL/PERCYUELL/PERCYUELLE 
5 His righte name was Percyuell 
15 Percyuell J)ay gan hym calle 
58 Sir PercyueU brake J?at Uke day 
71 I>at noble Percyuell so wele dare 
77 t a t gaffe Sir Percyuell pe gree 
82 t a t Percyuell hase w^one pe gree 
93 t a t Percyuell in the felde 
102 Till Percyuell had in his lyffe 
108 3onge Percyuell 
114 t a y sayne J>at Sir Percyuell 
125 Agayne Percyuell he rade 
130 Percyuell hase w^ele done 
134 Percyuell hase borne downn 
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140 Percyuell may say 
141 For J)er was Sir Percyuell slayne 
151 Sir Percyuell, w^ith woundes sare 
161 And now is Percyuell pe wighte 
313 Then said Percyuell pe lyghte 
521 Than sayde Percyuell pe free 
565 Bot if it w^ere Sir Percyuell son 
588 Sir Percyuell son 
636 Men calde Sir Percyuell 
641 "Petir!" quod Percyuell pe synge 
654 Ere was Percyuell paste 
685 Than sayd Percyuell pe free 
699 t a n saide Percyuell hym till 
741 Now es Percyuell lyghte 
770 Slayne of Percyuell hande 
777 "Petir!" quod Percyuell then 
793 Bot J)en said Percyuell on host 
809 "What! frowes J?ou," quod Percyuell pe synge 
841 Euer satt Percyuell stone-still 
853 Than w^ist Percyuell by thatt 
901 Then sayde PercyeuU pe free 
933 "Petir!" quod Percyuell, "he es brende 
938 And 3erne he prayed Percyuell 
1005 t a n sayde Percyuell, "I pe praye 
1049 Now hase PercyueU in throo 
1057 Late we Percyuell pe synge 
1068 With Percyuell no more. 
1108 That ilke was Percyuell 
1109 For pe luffe of Percyuell 
1124 To Percyuell agayne 
1125 Go we to Percyuell agayne 
1172 Percyuell, J^at tyde 
1175 The bolde body Percuelle 
1350 Worde come to Percyuell 
1393 PerceueU saide, withowtten mare 
1430 To ryde PerceueU agayne 
1453 togfe PerceueU hase slayne pe Rede Knyght 
1478 And J^an bygane Perceuale 
1500 PerceueU pe wighte 
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1517 Bot J?en was PerceueU pe free 
1536 PerceueU pe synge 
1563 Of childe PerceueU pe syng 
1574 Of bold PerceueU techyng 
1589 The[n] said PerceueU pe wighte 
1597 t e n said PerceueU pe fre 
1637 Thay called PerceueU pe wight 
1643 Sir PerceueU the Galayse 
1658 PerceueU bere hym fro his stede 
1663 t a n said PerceueU one play 
1702 Strykes at PerceueU the fre 
1737 t a y said PerceueU pe syng 
1744 This PerceueU pe wighte 
1745 Now hase PerceueU pe wight 
1753 Left PerceueU the syng 
1761 Now J^an sorig PerceueU habade 
1865 And then wiste Sir Perceuale 
1878 And song Perceuall hir by 
1885 Scho putt on PerceueU wighte 
1909 Than sayd PerceueU J^ e fre 
1917 Than Sir PerceueU pe wight 
1925 Euer als PerceueU the kene 
1933 And PerceueU made pe same othe 
1970 Than said PerceueU pe bolde 
1990 Sir PerceueU de Galays 
2007 Saw PerceueU, J)at was bolde 
2019 Agayne PerceueU the fre 
2040 And PerceueU byhelde 
2045 Than said PerceueU the fre 
2054 Wolde hafe sfrekyn PerceueU sone 
2063 The[n] PerceueU the gode 
2073 t e n sayd PerceueU, "I vndirstande 
2086 And to PerceueU a dynt he sefe 
2103 He come PerceueU agayne 
2113 PerceueU sayde, hafe it he wolde 
2121 PerceueU answerde in hy 
2169 Then sayde Sir PerceueU 
2273 Than Sir PerceueU in hy 
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PETIR 
641 "Petir!" quod Percyuell pe synge 
777 "Petir!" quod Percyuell then 
933 "Petir!" quod Percyuell, "he es brende 
PRAY/ PRAYE/ PRAYED/ PRAYER 
235 Swete childe, i rede J)ou praye 
244 t a t i schall to pray 
252 Reghte so schall i pray 
938 And serne he prayed Percyuell 
1005 t a n sayde Percyuell, "I pe praye 
1013 The messangere prayed hym mare 
1268 And pray hym als Jjou kane 
Now to pray hym als he kane 
Hir prayer to fulfill. 
Now hir prayer to fulfill 
Faire scho prayed hym euen than 
Scho prayed to mylde Mary 
1269 
1284 
1285 
1801 
1823 
PRESTE 
1806 
QWENE 
1560 
2277 
REDE 
605 
606 
619 
1101 
1244 
A preste he made forthe bryng 
t e Kyng and pe Qwene 
Grete lordes and the Qwene 
Prekande one a rede stede 
Blode-rede w^as his wede. 
All of rede golde fyne 
Blode-rede was his stede 
By a rede stede 
RED KNYGHTE/REDE KNYGHTE 
50 The Red Knyghte ne pe Blake 
61 tofe pe Rede Knyghte hade sworne 
83 3ete pe Rede Knyghte, es he 
98 Was noste pe Rede Knyghte so rathe 
121 teroff pe Rede Knyghte was blythe 
133 Ere pe Rede Knyghte was bownn 
138 So come pe Rede Knyghte to J^ e stowre 
142 And pe Rede Knyghte fayne 
603 So commes pe Rede Knyghte in 
665 And after pe Rede Knyghte he rade 
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709 Now es pe Rede Knyghte slayne 
742 To vnspoyle pe Rede Knyghte 
762 The Rede Knyghte in to bren 
767 Betwene hym and pe Rede Knyghte 
769 He fande pe Rede Knyght lyggand 
782 The Rede Knyghte for J?ou has slayne 
786 Vnlacede pe Rede Knyghte 
830 t e Rede Knyghte J)at scho hade sene 
874 t a y wende J^ e Rede Knyghte it ware 
890 The Rede Knyste was it noste 
894 t a t he had slayne pe Rede Knyst 
914 t e Rede Knyste J)at we hade sene 
1453 togfe PerceueU hase slayne pe Rede Knyght 
ROME 
2015 Hym were better hafe bene at Rome 
RYNG/RYNGE 
425 His moder gaffe hym a ryng 
429 He tase pe rynge and pe spere 
474 Of hir fynger he tuke a rynge 
1755 For he had [wedded] with a ryng 
1764 Wedd with a ryng 
1851 With me he chaungede a ryng 
1860 Siche stone in a rynge 
1941 I tok a ryng Jjat i fande 
1949 And all redy is the ryng 
1957 Als sone als i pe ryng fande 
1966 t a t dorste aske hym J)at ryng 
1974 t a t to pe here giffes any ryng 
1993 The riche ryng with J)at grym 
2106 He askede pe portere of the ryng 
2116 The ryng owte glade 
2118 Sawe J^ e ryng owt glyde 
2150 He wolde hafe gyffen hir pe ryng 
2155 And the ryng fro hym tone 
SCHELDE/ SCHELDIS 
52 With schafte ne with schelde 
67 Thurgh his armour and his schelde 
94 Schulde hym schende J)us vndire schelde 
126 With schafte and with schelde brade 
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1228 And many brode schelde 
1387 Fowre knyghtis vndir schelde 
1408 With schafte and with schelde 
1474 ta i re scheldis were vnfailande 
1916 With schafte and with schelde 
1922 Bot scho had there bene his schelde 
2036 Boldly with schelde 
SCOTTES 
191 Bot a lyttill Scottes spere 
195 Tuke hym pe Scottes spere gude 
SEYNE 
329 And sone saide he, "Bi Seyne John 
SISTER/SYSTER 
23 He gaffe hym his syster Acheflour 
30 He gaffe his sister hym till 
36 His syster to take 
551 I gaffe my syster hym till 
590 His syster Acheflour J^ e gude 
1441 And we are sister sones two 
1457 If i suffire my sister sone 
SLA/SLAA/SLANE/SLAYNE/SLE/SLEW/SLO/SLOO 
217 Smalle birdes wolde he slo 
293 I sail sla sow all three 
384 To-morne i sail hym sloo 
528 I sail hym here slaa 
559 Bot i myste hym neuer slo 
671 With my dart J?ou sail be slayne 
924 To sla vs aU then 
925 He was ferd lesse my sonnes sold hym slo 
998 The lady wiU hirselfe sla 
1155 In faythe, righte sone he sail be slane 
1162 For to sle Jjaire sowdane 
1298 I come the sowdane to slo 
1331 The sory sowdane to sla 
1355 For alle sone sail i slo 
1439 If i sle hym, or he me 
1442 And aythir of vs othir slo 
1602 For to sla pe sowdane 
1614 t a t so durste his men sla 
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1892 t a t will vs bothe sle 
1906 I sail sla sow, bothe two 
2042 Than slew Gollerothirame 
2048 Sle thaym in the felde 
SON/SONE/SONNE/SONNES 
103 A son by his songe wyffe 
119 For he wolde his son were gette 
131 For pe loue of his songe sone 
166 In stede, with hir songe sone 
192 Agayne hir son sode 
193 And when hir song son sode 
202 "Son," scho sayde, "sekerky 
234 t e lady tiU hir son gun say 
236 To Goddes Sone dere 
287 Son, so Criste mote me sayne 
309 Swete son," J>an said he 
351 When scho wiste hir songe sonne 
361 Dere son," saide scho hym to 
386 t a t for hir son was sary 
389 Sone, j5ou has takyn thi rede 
411 Sone, J?er J)OU sees this fare 
427 Sonne, Jsis sail be oure takyrmyng 
565 Bot if it were Sir Percyuell son 
588 Sir Percyuell son 
849 Mi sone, and J)ou ware thare slayne 
864 Bi J?i son, J>at lyther swayne 
897 "Son," sayde pe knyghte tho 
910 All are J)ay sonnes myne 
919 To my sonnes he hade envy 
925 He was ferd lesse my sonnes sold hym slo 
1023 His nyne sonnes, with hym to goo 
1094 His dame sonne, he said, he hight 
1441 And we are sister sones two 
1457 If i suffire my sister sone 
2154 Sayd, 'Thefe, hase J)ou my sone slone 
2218 Sayd, "Siche a sone hade I 
SOWDAN/SOWDANE 
977 Vp resyn es a sowdane 
989 Now hase J)at ilke sowdane 
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997 The sowdane sayse he will hir ta 
1001 Now es pe sowdan so wyghte 
1009 Mighte i mete with J)at sowdan 
1055 t a r e he and pe sow^dan sail mete 
1133 On huntyng was pe sowdane 
1154 For to see a sowdane 
1162 For to sle Jjaire sowdane 
1298 I come the sow^dane to slo 
1307 Agayne pe sow^dane w^as fade 
1331 The sory sow^dane to sla 
1334 When pe sowdane and i bene mett 
1395 And if the sowdane be thare 
1482 Siche anothir sowdane 
1501 He sayse, "I am no sowdane 
1543 Agayne pe sowdane to wende 
1596 Appon pe sowdane 
1598 Als sone als i pe sow^dane see 
1602 For to sla J^ e sowdane 
1650 He rydes agayne pe sowdane 
1661 At pe erthe pe sowdane lay 
1669 Appon pe sowdan he duelled 
1674 This vncely sowdane 
1699 This ilke vncely sowdane 
1710 The sowdan keste vp a cry 
1723 The hede of the sowdane 
1734 t a t he had slane pe sowdane 
SPERE/SPERES/SPERIS 
191 Bot a lyttill Scottes spere 
195 Tuke hym J^ e Scottes spere gude 
213 He wolde schote with his spere 
429 He tase pe rynge and pe spere 
478 Tuke with hym his schorte spere 
563 With sw^erde, spere, ne with knyfe 
859 Oppon his spere he hir bare 
1169 He stayred about hym with his spere 
1177 Hym thoghte no spede at his spere 
1475 ta i re speris brake to Jjaire hande 
1672 With his spores ende 
1696 And slaked his spere 
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1697 
STEDE 
19 
424 
605 
676 
698 
712 
713 
727 
799 
832 
896 
945 
1101 
1210 
1244 
1254 
1313 
1360 
1402 
1472 
1658 
1662 
1687 
1691 
1705 
1726 
1898 
SWERDE 
563 
1701 
1706 
1719 
2064 
2065 
SYNN 
962 
When his spere was vp tane 
A styffe body on a stede 
And keuylles his stede 
Prekande one a rede stede 
t e stede }5at hym bere 
His stede rynnes whare he will 
After pe stede 
t e stede was swifter J)an pe mere 
With sfrenght tuke he pe stede 
And lepe vp apon his stede 
To gerre pe stede rynne 
And on his stede rade 
His stede es in stable sett 
Blode-rede was his stede 
His stede stode hym besyde 
By a rede stede 
And so es his riche stede 
His stede J)ay in stabill set 
There his stede was 
And sythen gane his stede mayne 
And styft appon stede 
PerceueU bere hym fro his stede 
His stede gun rynn away 
And J?ou woldes of J)i stede Ughte 
Lorde! whethir this be a stede 
The stede was his awnn will 
To his stede, J^ere he stode 
Bot or he myght to his stede get 
With swerde, spere, ne with knyfe 
Than his swerde drawes he 
Saw pe swerde come hym till 
Than his swerde drawes he 
Hys swerde owt he get 
By then hys swerde owt he get 
"For," he sayde, "it es no synn 
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TRE/TREE 
171 Bot pe leues of the free 
751 Owte of pe fren bren pe free 
1830 Stode faste bonden to a fre 
1871 I sail the louse fro pe fre 
1876 Stod bown to the fre 
WATER 
7 He dranke water of pe welle 
WEDD/WEDDE/WEDDED/WEDDYS 
38 For to wedde J)at frely fode 
471 He said, "Forsothe, a tokyn to wedde 
1000 Solde wedde hir to wyfe 
1743 He weddys Lufamour J^ e may 
1746 Wedded Lufamour pe bright 
1755 For he had [wedded] with a ryng 
1764 Wedd with a ryng 
WELLE/WELLES 
7 He dranke water of J>e welle 
1776 In welles, J)ere J)ay spryng 
1777 Drynkes of welles, J?er J)ay spryng 
2206 t a t he come to a welle 
WICHE/WYCHE 
826 He mett a wyche, as men says 
858 t a t pe olde wiche ware 
862 He keste pe wiche in pe hete 
WILDE/WYLDE 
175 Bot in J^ e wilde wodde went 
177 With wilde bestes for to playe 
211 Vnder pe w^ilde wodde-w^ande 
290 Was comen oute of J^ e woddes wilde 
507 Comen fro pe woddes wylde 
596 He w^as a w^ilde man 
855 The w^lde fyre Jjat he gatt 
1183 Were J)ay neuer so wilde ne w^ighte 
1353 Siche w^ilde gerys hade he mo 
1497 By the wordis so wylde 
1570 No thyng bot werkes wylde 
1582 To play hym with pe wilde dere 
1584 Wilde if he ware 
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1678 Of olde werkes full wylde 
1786 Wilde wayes i chese 
2163 And wilde in pe wodde scho es 
WODD/WODE/WODDE/WODDE3 
169 Bot in pe wodde schaU he be 
175 Bot in J^ e wilde wodde went 
180 And went to pe wodde 
194 Scho bade hym walke in pe wodde 
204 In pe wodde i it fande 
208 In that wodde-lande 
211 Vnder pe wilde wodde-wande 
290 Was comen oute of pe woddes wilde 
325 And als he welde in pe wodde 
507 Comen fro pe woddes wylde 
591 How scho went into pe wodde 
593 The childe hadde wonnede in pe wodde 
869 Als he come by a wodd-syde 
1578 [And his modijr to pe wode gane 
1820 By a wode-ende 
1827 As he come thurgh the wode 
2158 And to pe wodd gan scho go 
2163 And wilde in pe wodde scho es 
2185 Bot reghte in pe same wode 
2199 And to pe wodde gan he wyn 
WOMAN/WYMMAN 
979 So byseges he that woman 
1010 t a t so dose to J)at woman 
1683 Fighte for no wymman 
1735 And wele worm J)at wymman 
1822 Als it were a woman cry 
WONDIR 
1230 Who J>at wondir had wroghte 
1565 Grete wondir had Lufamour 
1582 To play hym with pe wilde dere 
1583 LittiU wonder it were 
2004 Wondirly swythe 
WYFFE 
103 A son by his songe wyffe 
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30LE 
393 To-morne es forthirmaste 3ole-day 
683 For all pe heghe days of 3ole 
1785 "The laste 3ole-day {)at was 
1803 Till pe heghe dayes of 3ole were gane 
1847 Appon J^ e laste 3ole-day 
